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T his year’s front cover serves as an homage to 
the Dauntsey’s Agricultural School magazine 
of exactly one hundred years ago. At this 

time of remembrance and of collective international 
reflection on the enormous events of the Great War, 
we hope it will serve as a reminder of those things 
which have not changed, and have endured despite 
the passage of time.

Dauntsey’s 
School 
magazine  
of 1918



T he past few years have been both an uncertain and 
changeable environment for educators in the UK. Both in 
a formal sense, with reform to public examinations very 

much off the agenda and into its implementation stage, and  
more subtly, but more profoundly, with old socio-political 
certainties smashed and increased anxiety at large in the western 
world. The advent of so-called ‘fake-news’ has challenged 
pupils’ critical faculties perhaps more than ever before, and the 
construction of reality and ways of viewing the world (something 
childhood has always been a profound catalyst of) have grown  
in importance.

Not far from Dauntseys’ gates we are told that Russian operatives 
are responsible for the poisoning of British citizens – assertions 
denied flatly by that nation’s government. Children are more alert 
to these developments than we might at first think – and often 
seek to discuss them in order to consolidate their own sense of 
self and an understanding of their place in the world. What is 
more, the growth of social media interaction (whilst exciting in 
its potential), eludes the understanding of many and makes us all 
vulnerable – the young especially. 

At Dauntsey’s we aim always to support our pupils to grow in 
a ‘safe space’, where their innate interests can be drawn out, 
developed and cultivated. A place where friendships, expertise and 
self-confidence can grow – not in a short time, but surely and over 
years. Witness in these pages the extraordinary opportunities open 
to pupils here. These are opportunities which open doors to new 
experiences, new ways of thinking, and new ways of seeing both 
oneself and the world more broadly. We want them to notice. 

It is our hope that all of our pupils leave us having experienced 
challenge and personal growth – underpinned by appropriate 
support and guidance. 

Enjoy this year’s magazine – and my very best wishes for a 
wonderful, peaceful and revealing Christmas. 
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C hairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, I don’t think that I 
have ever had a more challenging crowd and set of 
circumstances. In The Times this week, a lead actor 

castigated his audience for not only watching the football during 
his performance but also because two ladies sitting in the front 
row shouted ‘Yes!’ for each England penalty that went in. I hope 
that you will all be better behaved! 

Thank you very much Chairman, for your kind words. I would also 
like to take this opportunity to thank the Senior Management 
Team and the teaching staff for their commitment, expertise 
and enthusiasm this year. At the same time, I would like to thank 
our support staff, working so hard behind the scenes in order 
to maintain our beautiful site, the governors for giving their 
time freely and willingly, and parents and grandparents for your 
support.

And, of course, I thank all our pupils for bringing energy, life, a 
sense of fun and friendship, to Dauntsey’s every single day of the 
year. What I will miss most over the next couple of months, as I 
relax in the paradise that is North Cornwall, is the laughter and 
banter, that comes echoing in through my windows each and 
every day as you walk past. It really is the very best form of therapy, 
although at times you might want to be more careful with what 
you say.

But here we are at the end of another academic year and 
Speeches, Prize Giving and the Summer Ball are the final acts. 
Over the next hour or so – for any first timers, that will not all be 
me speaking, so please relax - I hope that you will all join me in 
celebrating the achievements of our community this year. 

I start by congratulating our prize winners and thank you for 
approaching the year with such drive and ambition. 

You have set the highest standards, beaten fierce competition 
and are worthy winners of your prizes. Genuine excellence and 

real effort have been recognised and I am pleased that while we 
quite rightly celebrate our top academics, we also have prizes for 
those with talents in other areas, and recognise the resilient, the 
adventurous and the enterprising.

And I commiserate, as I always do, with those who have just 
missed out.

It has been an exceptional year and I thank the Upper Sixth for 
providing leadership and an excellent example to the younger 
years. Mr McFarland has enjoyed the quietest of years, as our 
‘Discipline Tsar’, and there has been an irrepressible spirit about 
the place. There have been more girls than boys in the school 
for the first time in our history, the school roll over 800 and our 
community made up of nearly 1,200 people.

And it is a community, which is important, given the incessant 
pressures of modern day life. Whether these pressures have 
increased from previous generations is an interesting question, 
but whatever your view, I believe that social media magnifies 
insecurities and feelings of loneliness, whilst also contributing to 
anxiety and self-doubt. Modern communication and social media 
are incredible, but isn’t it interesting that in a world where we are 
better connected than ever, mobile phones and handheld devices 
seem to be steadily and surely isolating people? 

We used to moan about how much time children spent in front 
of the television. Now our concern is about hours wasted on-line, 
with 12-15 year olds averaging 20 hours a week. Social media 
clearly creates huge opportunities for a generation for whom 
interacting online is second nature. But if it accentuates negative 
patterns of behaviour in adults – bullying, harassment and abuse – 
it has even greater potential to do this in children, who are  
more impressionable. I wonder whether we will look back in thirty 
years’ time marvelling at the positive aspects of technology or 
whether it will be seen as a vice in the way that cigarettes, alcohol 
and drugs once were. 

And I hope that we will have the opportunity to look back on a 
stable world in thirty years’ time. In tempestuous and uncertain 
times, the last twelve months have presented crises in Syria  
and Burma, Hollywood and Westminster sex scandals, global  
politics seen through the eyes and twitter feed of Donald Trump, 
not to mention the challenges of refugees, North Korea, Mexico 
and Brexit.

There has been fake news and Facebook admitting it has tried to 
turn its users into addicts, whilst nearer to home it is interesting 
to note that more people applied for Love Island this year than 
applied to Oxford and Cambridge. In an angry, bizarre and 
troubled world, Dauntsey’s has hopefully provided a happy 
sanctuary.

Head Master’s Address
Speech Day   7th July 2018

Mark Lascelles 
Head Master
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So what has happened here this year? Last August brought very 
good A Level grades – 52nd in The Times League Tables - not that 
these things are important of course - and impressive GCSE results, 
despite the introduction of number grades. By noon on results day 
142 of our 146 applicants had their places at university and Mr 
O’Hanlon looked another ten years older.

As the academic year opened properly in September, we set off 
with 161 new pupils and 817 in total. We had a new Deputy Head, 
five new housemasters or housemistresses and a few new faces in 
the Common Room too. The sports department were particularly 
content having enjoyed tours to Malaysia and Australia. 

Malaysia proved the perfect preparation for our hockey girls, as 
the First XI enjoyed their best season for ten years and the seniors 
gave a really good account of themselves. Rugby exceeded our 
expectations, with the First XV winning seventeen of their twenty-
one matches.

Lower down the school the Under 12 and 13 age groups won 
far more games than in the past and the future looks bright, 
particularly with so much strength in depth and because our 
pupils are so committed to representing the school. 

Minor sports flourished too, with cross country running, shooting, 
swimming and horse riding all enjoying success, and some 
national representation.

Our musicians were productive with recitals, the Gilliat Prize, 
the Autumn and Lower School Concerts and of course, with the 
production of Les Misérables. Here it teamed up with the drama 

department to produce a memorable run of shows: the orchestra 
was spectacularly good and demonstrated great stamina in the six 
night run.

The show was a triumph and appearing in a school musical has 
become a ‘rite of passage’, which is great as it teases many out of 
their comfort zones and fosters a wonderful sense of team spirit 
and unity. It was quite a term for drama with the powerful and 
moving productions of Datum, Betrayed and Noughts and Crosses.

And other moments were also memorable: we had a visit from 
the Rocket Man, there were lengthy discussions about the 
importance of prep for 11 and 12 year olds, blazers continued to 
divide opinion, Sixth Form skirts were not too short, it was just 
that our girls’ legs were too long, and we also had problems with 
obnoxious parents – clearly from other schools - behaving badly 
on the touchlines.

“In an angry, bizarre and 
troubled world, Dauntsey’s has 
hopefully provided a happy 
sanctuary”
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And, surely in a sign of the times, a number of our boys and girls 
asked me if they could attend school with various piercings or 
tattoos. Obviously being as open-minded as I am, I replied that 
they certainly could, it just wouldn’t be at Dauntsey’s.

The end of term duly arrived, just in time, and we enjoyed two 
marvellous Carol Services. And we broke up for the Christmas 
holidays very content. 

Alas, there was no Bursar on our return in January. In an incident 
that belonged in a Carry On film, but which was definitely not 
funny, Air Commodore Lilley fell over as he pursued his electric 
golf trolley, which had taken off towards a large pond, and broke 
his hip. It left us a little short-staffed for the start of term and then 
Mrs Jackson was summoned for Jury Service and told that the trial 
would last eight weeks, before happily being let off. 

The New Year began well amidst the usual anxieties of entrance 
assessments and interviews. The University application period 
closed with 136 applications sent off, for over six hundred courses 
and around 70% to Russell Group or Times Top Fifteen Universities. 
The number of Oxbridge places was a little disappointing and we 
sense some discrimination against private schools, but this seems 
to be more about individual colleges than about the institutions 
themselves. And in an interesting development and perhaps a 
glimpse of the future, high-end apprenticeships and internships 
are on the rise.

On a day to day basis, uniform standards, short skirts (again), 
trainers, make-up, jewellery and various piercings continued to 
cause some concern, while a large spider caused mayhem in 
a Full School Service. And we reached half-term with just two 
disciplinary incidents in six weeks, which is a record.

The drama and music departments had recharged their batteries 
over Christmas and returned with the Lower School Dance Show, 
which was as spectacular as ever, demonstrating the School’s can 
and will do attitude; while Black Comedy and The Railway Children 
were great fun; Rockfest attracted a record entry yet again; the 
Dance Band performed at the Valentines’ Ball, there was success  
for our musicians at the mid-Somerset Festival and a superb 
Spring Concert.

Despite a couple of snow days and a bleak winter, one hundred 
and twenty-two boys’ hockey fixtures were played, and the First 
XI enjoyed a good season, with a mixture of talented older hands 
and some fine younger players coming through.

The Lower School results were excellent and not to be outdone, 
our girls played one hundred and eighty-six netball matches, with 

the seniors excelling thanks to this outstanding Upper Sixth group, 
whilst lower down the Under 14’s reached the Regional Finals.

There was football, basketball, swimming, cross country running 
and shooting once again, while our poor Devizes to Westminster 
paddlers trained hard through the freezing conditions and snow, 
only to have the race itself abandoned at Reading, after 54 miles of 
the 125 mile race. I am told that many might try again next year.

Finally, where sport is concerned, a First XV rugby season which 
began last August in Australia ended in the semi-finals of the 
National Schools’ Cup at Allianz Park, the home of Saracens. The 
First XV played extremely well only to be ultimately outgunned 
by a more powerful side, but what really stood out, apart from 
our team spirit and courage, was the support from fellow pupils, 
parents and friends. It was a special day and one that captured the 
essence of Dauntsey’s in so many ways. 

And the term finished, with a reminder that our Upper Sixth 
would be leaving. The Leavers’ photos took place, with plenty 
of controversy in one girls’ house and some casual nudity from 
Mercers’, which I had the misfortune of witnessing, as I strolled 
past the library.

And then the Summer term arrived and the Library became the 
place to be seen, The Upper School put on a fabulous Dance 
Show, ‘Step Up’, the A Level Theatre Studies practicals were 
outstanding with some very naughty comedy, as well as the 
usual thought-provoking pieces about mental health issues; the 
Barron Prize provided competition for the top instrumentalists; 
the Leavers’ Recital was a joy; the GCSE drama pieces were 
also excellent and the Third Form headed off to Aberdovey for 
Moonrakers, after a full round of Lower School exams.

In athletics, the girls’ were unbeaten for second successive year, 
whilst the boys won the Lutra Shield for the first time since 2007 
and there were plenty of new school records. In tennis, the First VI 
Girls’ team enjoyed an unbeaten season, the boys fared well too 
whilst there has been plenty of success lower down the school. 
The First XI cricket team won the Monkhouse Intersport League 
and twelve of their eighteen matches played, whilst the girls’ 
played six matches and some were selected in boys’ teams too.

And as I utter my last words on sport this year, it is worth 
pausing to ask why sport in schools’ matters. Sport can dominate 
assemblies, The Dauntseian and school life and here I am talking 
about it again now. So, why does sport matter? 

Well, in my view it matters because it encourages pupils to play as 
hard as they can, while it teaches them to respect the referee and 
the opposition, to be gracious in defeat and humble in victory, 
to make friends and to learn the importance of a team. It really 
is about learning to meet with triumph and disaster and to treat 
those two impostors just the same. 

Our clubs and societies programme continues to provide 
diverse activities, with our Warhammer teams reaching national 
finals, whilst the Art and Design & Technology buildings inspire 
and stretch our pupils to achieve startling results, albeit with a 
little stress thrown in. There was also a superb Mercers’ Lecture 
programme and numerous talks throughout the year, whilst the 
Chaplain’s weekly addresses gave us all time to pause and think. 

“The School is in the best of 
health, full and striving to be 
better year-on-year”
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And this year will have seen twenty-six school trips to India, the 
Arctic, Madagascar, Iceland and Romania, as well as numerous 
European destinations. There have been Duke of Edinburgh 
Expeditions, plenty of adventure, life skills courses and much else 
besides, including the Jolie Brise.

The School is in the best of health, full and striving to be better 
year-on-year. The community really is lively, creative and caring 
and while this place is very definitely about people, and not 
facilities or buildings, there is no doubt the changes in the last few 
years do show what a positive effect modernisation can have.

You may well have seen some activity behind the new Pavilion in 
recent weeks and when we return in September, an all-weather 
athletics track will be largely in place. This completes the Mercers’ 
Field project, started back in 2008 whilst the Governors have 
approved plans for new drama and music facilities, as well as a 
Sixth Form Centre in the years ahead. 

But however grand the buildings, however beautiful the site, 
and however schools manipulate their statistics, people matter 
more than anything. We are fortunate to have outstanding pupils, 
supportive parents, and a gifted staff. Sadly, some of them, like our 
Upper Sixth, are moving on and I would like to thank them. 

Tilly Cooper arrived in 2007 and has been a fantastic Classics 
teacher. Highly educated and fiercely intelligent, her intellect 
and plain good sense have been hugely valued by pupils and 
colleagues alike. Her loyalty and integrity are striking, whilst her 
remarkably generous spirit has been highlighted this term, as she 
has helped out in the Music department, in addition to her other 

responsibilities, without any fanfare at all. She has been the kindest 
of tutors in Forbes and the keeper of many bags of chocolate 
buttons (and tissues and sympathy) over the years. We will miss 
Tilly and wish her well in retirement.

Simon Barley has been an invaluable member of the Maths team 
for the last eight years. He is an excellent teacher, whether with the 
First Form or all the way up to Further Maths, and is someone who 
thinks deeply about how pupils learn. His calm and thoughtful 
approach, together with his legendary IT skills, mean that he 
will be greatly missed. He has also been a very fine tutor and 
hockey coach. We wish him well as he moves on to King Edward’s, 
Southampton. 

Ayesha Hanking-Evans has been an excellent Head of Classics, 
since her appointment in 2014, and a scholar of the fine disciplines 
of Latin and Greek. The trips to Greece have been a great success, 
whilst her intensity and ambition for her pupils are legendary. 
She has also been a dedicated and caring tutor, always willing to 
provide a listening and non-judgemental ear. Ayesha leaves us for 
the lakes of Lombardy, where her husband has been posted.

And we say thank you and goodbye to the fabulous Audrey Oliver 
from the EAL Department; Gabby Williams who has worked in the 
PE and Sports Departments, and Genesis Davila, Anais Hay and 
Lena Brocher, our Language Assistants. 

Lastly, I would like to express my thanks to our Chairman, Richard 
Handover. He will not thank me for embarrassing him, but Richard 
steps down today after seventeen years on the board, thirteen 
as Chairman, and Lucy Walsh Waring takes over. Richard came 
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across Dauntsey’s first as a parent - strongly resenting having to 
pay school fees - and then rapidly getting to know the school 
disciplinary processes, as his three children made their mark! 

Whilst I could talk at length about his distinguished city career, 
I would simply like to thank him for all that he has done for 
Dauntsey’s in his time at the helm. Numbers have grown 
considerably, whilst he has overseen some £40 million of 
spending: Evans, King-Reynolds and Lambert, the Pavilion and the 
Olive Buildings have all appeared, as have the Mercers’ Fields, two 
astroturfs and now a track.

But what stands out for me more than anything, apart from the 
fact that he appointed me to be Head Master here - which has 
been the most rewarding and enjoyable period of my life - is the 
manner in which he has gone about his role. He has a real gift for 
people, time for everyone and has been the very best of critical 
friends. So Richard, thank you from everyone here, and especially 
from Amber and myself. 

And now, I would like to turn my attention to this year’s Upper 
Sixth for a few moments. You are the last group who have enjoyed, 
or endured, two Head Masters, and fifty-five of you started out life 
here, as eleven year olds, under Mr Roberts, all those years ago in 
September 2011. 

I am sure that there have been many ups and downs along the 
way, but I hope that you will look back on your time here fondly 
over the next few weeks, months and years. It has been quite 
a journey and this is exactly as it should be: you should have 
enjoyed success and grown in confidence and self-belief. But 
actually the lower moments are important too, because they test 
your resilience and help to mould you into the person that you  
are today; I hope that as your parents look at you, they are 
enormously proud. 

You have been a brilliant year and I know how much the teaching 
staff have enjoyed your company. I asked the Senior Prefects, as I 
always do, to let me have a few stories about you, but they refused 
claiming that they needed to keep the material for their own 
speech at the end of this afternoon. 

And so I went to the obvious place, as I did last year, to find out 
a little bit more about you. But the Year Book, rather than being 
a rich source of material, is actually rather disappointing. That 
is not to suggest that you have been dull – far from it – but I 
congratulate you on covering your tracks so effectively.

There are some interesting aspirations, from wanting to headline 
at Glastonbury, to working in McDonalds and even to ruling  
North Korea!

Some regrets:
“I wish I had never taken A Levels – quite late for that one.”
“I wish I had had lower expectations.”
“Three years of Lower School Dance nearly killed me.”
“Most parties.”
“The whole of the Fourth Form year.”

Some first and last impressions, perhaps best summed up by:  
“I was very scared of the Sixth Form and now I am very scared 
of the First Form”; or “I was excited to join, but scared, now I am 
excited to leave, but scared.”

And finally some profound advice:
“Do try the Hash Browns, they’re awesome.”
“Go to Lavington, its cheaper!”

More seriously though, you have been a great year group. You 
have grown up together, shared experiences and have had 
what I hope will be a lasting effect on our community. You have 
undoubtedly left Dauntsey’s better than when you found it, which 
is the challenge that every Dauntseian is charged with. 

I hope that you:
•	 have enjoyed being here and have found friends for life.
•	 leave confident, but not arrogant, and excited about the future.
•	 are resilient and understand the importance of hard-work.
•	 will walk (perhaps carefully and slowly after the Ball) down the 

drive tonight and say to your Mum or Dad or both, “Thank you, 
that was amazing”.

Above all, I hope that Dauntsey’s has just been a start and that a 
life of learning, leadership, service and personal fulfilment awaits. 
If you have the determination to build strong relationships and 
to sustain them, to serve others as well as to lead them, you will 
make a difference and will make an impact on the world. I wish 
you, and our leavers in other years, every success and happiness 
in the future. And I would like to thank your parents, grandparents 
and friends, who have supported you on your journey through 
Dauntsey’s, financially and emotionally.

For, as Josh Glancy wrote brilliantly in the Sunday Times, “it’s only 
when you have to make your own way in the world that you  
finally start to realise the magnitude of what your parents 
have done for you. And it is only when you have to navigate 
the confusing relationships of adulthood, where love is always 
conditional, that you truly appreciate the people who have been 
there for you all along.” 

Now it is time for you to fly, so just make sure that you allow your 
parents to celebrate that flight with you. Good luck to all of you 
and I hope that August brings the good news that you deserve.

To everyone else, have a wonderful summer and I look forward to 
welcoming you back in September.

Now it is time for prize giving, followed by afternoon tea and 
then hopefully the very best of parties this evening. As always, I 
will be stood at the bar while the rest of the Senior Management 
team lurk on the side of the dance floor, desperate for anyone to 
ask them to dance. Don’t disappoint them and please don’t let 
yourselves down by crying before 10pm. Oh and by the way, the 
football will be on in The Pavilion after this.

“I hope that you will look back 
on your time here fondly”
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First Form
The Gordon Saunders Memorial 
Trust Prize for General Excellence

Naia Searight

Academic Prizes for Effort  
and Achievement

Abigail Adams

Mollie Ball

Henry Bone

Benji Botterill

Izzy Crowley

Zoe Elsden

Lolly Hall

Emma Jephson

Alex Lascelles

Oliver White

Edwin Wrench

Second Form
The Gordon Saunders Memorial 
Trust Prize for General Excellence

Helen Bourne

Academic Prizes for Effort  
and Achievement

Martin Darwall

Sydney Evenden

Poppy Harris

Jos Jones

Lottie Litherland

George Massey

Georgina Moverley

Christopher Rafferty

Eleanor Walker

Joe Wickenden

Prize Winners
Awarded for achievement over the 2017 – 2018 academic year

The Lower School Music 
Competition Prize

Felix Lailey

An Academic Prize for Effort and 
Achievement, The Lower School 
Prize for Drama and The Lower 
School Prize for Music

Izzy Lane

Third Form
The Gordon Saunders Memorial 
Trust Prize for General Excellence 
and The Lower School Prize for Art

Noah Shenoy

Academic Prizes for Effort  
and Achievement

Freddie Alexander

Lara Candy

Mea Hunter

Archie Maclean

Serena O’Brien

Henry Parkes

Annabel Price

Freya Punton

Lily Steggall

Esme Wall

Bea Watts

An Academic Prize for Effort and 
Achievement and The Lower School 
Prize for Girls’ Games

Maisie Arnold

An Academic Prize for Effort and 
Achievement and The Lower School 
Prize for Progress and Effort in Art

Samuel Bull

The Val Pettinger Memorial Prize

Thomas Firth

The Lower School Prize for  
Boys’ Games

William Hyde

The Hugo Halkes Memorial Cup

Ted Jaggar

The Lower School Prize for Dance

Lily Watherson

Fourth Form
The Gordon Saunders Memorial 
Trust Prize for General Excellence

Phoebe Lishman

Academic Prizes for Effort  
and Achievement

Sasha Broadhead

Kiah Cooper

Flo Evenden

Maya House

Emma Kellar

Jillian Mak

Henry McBride

Theo Nellis

Clementine Ramsay

Nadim Searight

Elisabeth Smith

Maria Smith

Hal West

The Anna Roberts’ Prize for 
Outstanding Musical Performance

Freya Collington
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Fifth Form
Academic Prizes for Effort  
and Achievement

Abigail Baker

Wilfred Fitzgibbon

Tommy Gilbert

Georgina Henwood

Sophie Hollis

Ollie Illingworth

Jack Jazrawy-Brown

Rosie Jephson

Daisy Maunder

Skeet Northfield

Max Orton

Olivia Parrott

Riya Patel

Elisabeth Peak

Milly Wand

The Middle School Prize for Drama

Oliver Harding

The William Jones Cup for Middle 
School Boys’ Games

William Hodgson

The Middle School Music 
Competition Prize

Evie Jackson

The Middle School Prize for Dance

Jessie Romer-Lee

The Middle School Prize for  
Girls' Games

Hermione Warburton-Hogben

An Academic Prize for Effort and 
Achievement and The Beryl Gilliat 
Prize for Singing

Natalie Wu

Upper Sixth
The Haine and Smith Prize for
Contribution to Religion, Philosophy 
and Ethics

Samuel Abel

A Prize for Business

Robert Andrews

A Prize for Practical Physics

Sam Arnold

An Old Dauntseians’ Prize

Charlie Badman

A Prize for Computing, A Prize for 
Physics and The Mercers’ School 
Memorial Prize

Rini Banerjee

Lower Sixth
Academic Prizes for Effort  
and Achievement

Tolly Bennett

Academic Prizes  (Cont)

Robert Bourne

Armand Conde-Sequeira-Rosen

Zoe Cranstone

Alexander Curry

Katie Griffiths

Luke Hatch

Jasmin Hosier

George Lishman

Elyn Ma

Ollie MacMullen

Lara Maton

Thomas Mayne

Harry Poole

Wilf Richardson

Maddy Wilks

Elliot Yates

The Rooke Poole Prize

Jonathan Langton

Adam McCormick

The Frankel Cup for Public Speaking

Sophia Stratford

A Prize for Economics

Tinnie Chan

The John Abnett Cup for Endeavour

Henry Cox

The James Robertson Prize for Biology

Kofi Cox

A Prize for Physical Education, 
The Sarah Toogood Cup and The 
Georgina Bagnall Memorial Prize

Charlotte Hamilton White

The Newsom Prize for Classics

Joshua Hampson

An Old Dauntseians’ Prize

Ben Harding

A Prize for Music and The Barron Prize

Rhiannon Harris

The Bishop Pike Memorial Prize and
An Old Dauntseians’ Prize

Rebecca Herrett

A Prize for Economics

Ellen Hickin

An Old Dauntseians’ Prize

Charlie Hinton

The Richards Cup for String Playing

Mischa Jardine

A Prize for History of Art and  
The Richards Cup for String Playing

Hermione Jewitt

An Old Dauntseians’ Prize

Ben Johnson

A Prize for Art

Daniil Kozyrev

The Marsden-Jones Memorial Prize 
for Biology

Jeffrey Lam
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A Prize for English Literature and
A Prize for Spanish

Kate Lewis

A Prize for Geography and
The Spence Memorial Trust Prize for 
Academic and Sporting Excellence

Polly Maton

A Prize for Religion, Philosophy and 
Ethics

Darci McGuffog

The Lansdowne Prize for Sound 
Citizenship

James Morris

The Upper School Prize for Drama

Joe O’Connor

A Prize for English Language and
The Bobby Nelson Prize for Sporting 
Achievement

Archie Osmond

The Salters’ Prize for Chemistry and
A Prize for Mathematics

Luke Padfield

A Prize for German

Imogen Parkes

The Nairne Cup (shared)

Rahul Patel

Will Thomas

The Gosling Prize for Design 
Technology

Benjamin Pugh-Cook

A Prize for Further Mathematics

Shu Qiao

The King-Reynolds Prize for Drama 
and The Richards Cup for String 
Playing

Lottie Sims

A Prize for Psychology

Finley Spence

A Prize for Music Technology

Charlie Stace

A Prize for French and A Prize for 
Theatre Studies

Madeleine Steggall

An Old Dauntseians’ Prize

Harriet Steptoe

A Prize for Chemistry

Jessica Tempest

The Stanton Prize for History

Natasha Whitrow

The Quentin Williams Memorial Prize

Patrick Wu

The Upper School Prize for Dance

Yan Ki Yau

The Head Master’s Prize for Head Boy

Zander Balls

The Head Master’s Prize for Head Girl

Corinna Clark
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SPEECH DAY & PRIZES 11

2017-18 has been a quiet year in the Dauntsey’s School 
Common Room - especially in terms of staff turnover, which 
has been very low indeed.

This year we bid fond farewells to Ayesha Hanking-Evans 
as Head of Classics and Simon Barley in Mathematics together 
with Audrey Oliver in EAL and Julian Holland in RS; whilst 
James O’Hanlon leaves his teaching commitment in Chemistry 
to focus on leading the Careers Department full time. Rosanne 
Jardine also leaves Music after 33 years with the school. 

Joining the school are Dominic Hodgkinson as Head of 
Classics, Momoka Hayashi in Biology and Chemistry, Amy 
Bergstrom in Mathematics, Alison Jury in Music and Carthryn 
Shakeshaft in EAL. In addition, our language assistants are 
Laura Bellostas in Spanish, Jonas Weber in German and Celeste 
Robillard in French. 

Births and Marriages
Jimmy Devney and Katie Thomas welcomed twins into the 
world shortly after the New Year. On 3rd January 2018, Ava 
Louise Devney (4lbs 15oz) and Madison Grace Devney (5lbs 
5oz) were born. 

Common Room News
Comings and Goings 

Obituary
Guy King-Reynolds (1923-2018)   Head Master 1969-85

Guy Edwin King-Reynolds 
was born in 1923 in York 
and educated there at St 
Peter’s School. After wartime 
service with the RAF he went 
up to Emmanuel College, 
Cambridge where he read 
Geography, graduating in 
1947. All but four of the next 
twenty-two years were spent 

teaching at Solihull School, latterly as second master. 

Dauntsey’s in 1969 was in need of both refreshment and a vision 
for the future. Cometh the hour, cometh the man, and under the 
leadership of the redoubtable Arthur Hemens the governing body 
made an inspired choice in appointing Guy King-Reynolds. Within 
two years girls had entered the Sixth Form, followed soon after by 

the construction of a multi-purpose hall which has stood the test 
of time, and then the skilful steering towards full independence 
when the direct grant system was abolished. Alongside this was a 
passion for the arts, most especially drama, which flourished under 
his close eye and encouragement. 

Schoolchildren can be notoriously conservative, but the suspicion 
with which Guy and his new ways were initially viewed was to 
give way to a recognition that here was someone determined to 
improve the school, improve the education of his charges, and 
improve the quality of their lives – both then and for the future. 
And with that recognition came respect, gratitude and affection. 
Furthermore, the modernisation of Dauntsey’s - for that is what we 
can now see it for - ensured the survival into the next century of 
William Dauntsey’s legacy. 

The well attended memorial service on 1st May (in his memorial 
hall) gave the Dauntsey community of both past and present the 
opportunity to honour the man who dedicated sixteen years of his 
life to making it a better place.

Philip Nokes
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Senior Management
Head Master

M J Lascelles   BA, Dunelm

Second Master

M C B McFarland   BA, Nottingham

Deputy Head (Academic)

J M Tyler   BA, Dunelm

Deputy Head (Pastoral)

A L Jackson   BA, Nottingham

Head of Lower School

E S Conidaris   BSc, Open

Bursar

Air Commodore S P J Lilley   MA, RAF (Retd)

Academic Staff
Denotes head of Department

Adventure Education

S T Moore   BEng, Imperial College, APIOL

T M Sampson

Art

C L Hunter   BA, Leeds

H J Pearson   BA, Bristol

V A Rose   BA, Bath

S J Rountree   BA, Dundee

N C Spear   BA, Falmouth

Careers

J F O’Hanlon   BSc, Wales

C A Watson   BA, Oxford Brookes

Classics

M A Cooper   MA, Oxon

A Y Hanking-Evans   MA, Cantab

K E Morris   MA, Cantab, ACA

C W W Wilson   BA, Exeter, Dip SpLD

Complementary Curriculum

S Cooke   BA, London

E M Crozier   BA, Lancaster

E C Gardiner   BA, Dunelm

D C Hills   BA, Bristol

M K Hyman   BA, Dunelm

A E Lintin   MA, Edinburgh

V R Muir   BSc, Canterbury (NZ), BSc, Open

J F O’Hanlon   BSc, Wales

M J Olsen   BA, Cardiff

K H Pratt   BA, Surrey

B H Sandell   BA, Exeter

A Seager   BA, Birmingham

J S Wall   BA, University of Natal, South Africa

S K Walton-Knight   BA, Birmingham

W P J Whyte   BA, Bath

N Yates   BSc, MSc, London

Computing

C G Braby   BTech Level III (Computer Systems)

D A T Fraser   BSc, Bangor, MSc, Cardiff

D A Fulling   BSc, Cardiff

J C Gibson   BSc, Exeter

H X Harris   BSc, Bath Spa

J M Worrall   BA PE (Hons) QTS, Chichester

Design Technology

L K Egan   BA, Loughborough

P C Guille   BEng, Southampton

H X Harris   BSc, Bath Spa

A Pickford   BA, Wales

Drama & Dance

E B Chambers   BA, Bath

R J Fox   MPhil, BA, Birmingham

R M Jackson   BA, Warwick

C E Saville   BA, East 15 Acting School

E J Wilkins   BA, Roehampton

Economics & Business Studies

A J Lewis   BBS, Palmerston North

A M Poole   BA, West of England 

S R Tabor   BSc, Kingston, BA, Open

English

A J F Brown   BA, Warwick

E C Gardiner   BA, Dunelm

J M Hubbard   BA, Cardiff

C L Hunter   BA, Leeds, MSc, LSE

A E Lintin   MA, Edinburgh

P W Ost   BA, Newcastle

A E Sampson   BA, Oxford Brookes

J S Wall   BA, University of Natal, South Africa

S S Wells   MA, Cantab, PhD, York

EAL

W A Barker   MA, Cantab

P M Morrison   B Ed, Bristol, CTEFLIS, Bath

A D Oliver   BEd, Leicester

D A Whitchurch   BA, Swansea, TESOL, ESOL

Geography

K S Clark   BSc, Manchester

E M A Lascelles   BSc, Loughborough

L P McNichol   BSc, Oxford Brookes

A J Palmer   BSc, London, FCIEA

A J Sheffield   BSc, Leeds

N Yates   BSc, MSc, London

Academic & Pastoral Staff
Staff List 2017 – 2018 
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History

T W Butterworth   BA, Southampton

E M Crozier   BA, Lancaster 

M C B McFarland   BA, Nottingham

B H Sandell   BA, Exeter

J A Spencer   MA, Bristol

J M Tyler   BA, Dunelm

History of Art

C L Hunter   BA, Leeds, MSc, LSE

H J Pearson   BA, Bristol

Learning Development

J Leeming   BA, Surrey, SpLD, PGCSpEd

P I Sidey   BA, PGCE, Leeds, MA, London,  
                      Dip SpLD, AMBDA

K Smart   BA, Reading, MEd, Birmingham,  
                    PGcert SENCO

C Swinbank   BSc, Exeter

C W W Wilson   BA, Exeter, Dip SpLD

Mathematics

S E Barley   BSc Dunelm, MSc Bath

C L Hambly   BSc, Bath

D S Innes   BSc, Bath

S M Mallett   BSc, London

R S McCammon   BSc, Edinburgh

P J Minter   BA, Brandeis, USA

P A Mobbs   BSc, Bath, MSc LSE

T J Price   MA, DPhil, Oxon

V J Stewart-Rose   MMath, Bath

G S Ward   BSc, Reading

Modern Languages
French

P J Harrison   BA, Birmingham

E Braby-Leman   BA, Université Paris,  
                                     MA, Université de Lorraine

M K Hyman   BA, Durham

S Walton-Knight   BA, Birmingham

German

S Cooke   BA, London

S K Walton-Knight   BA, Birmingham

V A H Wilks   BA, Exeter

Spanish

S Cooke   BA, London

E Braby-Leman   BA, Université Paris,  
                                     MA, Université de Lorraine

A L Evans   BA, Portsmouth

D A Fulling   BSc, Cardiff

D C Hills   BA, Bristol

M K Hyman   BA, Durham

A L Jackson   BA, Nottingham

Music

P D Gordon   BA, Cantab

G G Harris   BMus, Manchester

D E Irving   BMus, London, MA, Bristol

C W Sims

Physical Education

J R Ayling   ECB Level 3

K A Bradley   BSc, Canterbury Christ Church 

J Devney   BSc, Cardiff

D A Fulling   BSc, Cardiff

M J Olsen   BA, Cardiff - Director of Sport

R J Squire   BSc, Loughborough

C D J Tonkiss   BSc, Bournemouth

W P J Whyte   BA, Bath

J M Worrall   BA PE (Hons) QTS, Chichester

A-Level PE

K A Bradley   BSc, Canterbury Christ Church 

D A Fulling   BSc, Cardiff

J Devney   BSc, Cardiff

W P J Whyte   BA, Bath

J M Worrall   BA PE (Hons) QTS, Chichester

PSHE

T W Butterworth   BA, Southampton

E Fleming   RGN RHV

M J Olsen   BA, Cardiff

A Seager   BA, Birmingham

W P J Whyte   BA, Bath

C C Wilkinson   RGN

J M Worrall   BA PE (Hons) QTS, Chichester

Psychology

J D Holmes   BSc, Sheffield

K H Pratt   BA, Surrey

Religious Studies

E S Conidaris   BSc, Open

M A Cooper   MA, Oxon

J S E Holland   BA, Stirling

The Revd D R Johnson   BSc, Birmingham,   
                                                     MA, Oxon

K H Pratt   BA, Surrey

Sailing

T R Marris   DTP, YMIE, Master Unlimited

A Seager   DTP, YMO

Science

A J Crossley   BSc, Newcastle

Biology

C R Brakes   BSc, Plymouth, MSc, Swansea,  
                         PhD, Leicester

K B Gordon   BSc, Reading

J D Holmes   BSc, Sheffield

V R Muir   BSc, Canterbury (NZ), BSc, Open

E R Oades   BSc, Dunelm

S W S Openshaw   BSc, Bristol, PhD, Cantab

E H Slade   BSc, Bristol

Chemistry

A J Crossley   BSc, Newcastle

M D Kinder   MChem, Oxon

K M Layden   MEng, Oxon

A M Lees   MA, Cantab, BA, BSc, Open

E R Oades   BSc, Dunelm

J F O’Hanlon   BSc, Wales

L M Quinlan   BSc, Cantab

Physics

D R D Darwall   MEng, Cardiff

C L Hambly   BSc, Bath

J L Johns   BSc, Cardiff

R V Lewis   BSc, PhD, Wales

R D Moore   BSc, Edinburgh

C Swinbank   BSc, Exeter

D Zammit   BSc, Kent, MSc, Brighton
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Peripatetic Staff

J E Barwood   BMus

A M Carroll   BA

S Cipolla   GRNCM, PPRNCM

E D Donovan   B A, Manchester

T Fosker   LTCL, LLCM

D E Irving   BMus, London, MA, Bristol

R Jardine   BA (Hons), MTC, ALCM

M J Lomas   BA, Dunelm, PhD, LRSM, PGCE

D C Loveridge   BMus (Hons), MA

S P Nicholls

C M N Notley   LRAM, ARCM, LTCL

J Ottaway

M J Payne   BA, LRAM, LTCL

P Pooley

J E Richards   BA

E Saddington   BMus (Hons), London

W Sims   BA

P Skelton   BA, LRAM

C Springate   BMus, Cardiff

A D Stockley   LGSM

K Vaughan   GGSM

E F Woods

Pastoral Staff
Registrar

J H Sagers   BA, York

Examinations Officer

W G Blumsom   PGDipM, Bristol

Head Master’s Secretary

D E Caiger

Language Assistants

L Brocher (German)   University of Kassel

G Davila (Spanish)   JBA (MFL), Benemérita  
                    Universidad Autónoma de Puebla

A M Hay (French)   LLCE, Anglais,  
                                         Université de Caen

GAT Students

T H Ball (PE)   BSc (Hons), Glamorgan

N C Leach (PE)   HND, BSc (Hons), PGCE,  
                                   Cardiff

T M Sampson   (PE/Adventure)

G B Williams (PE)   BSc, Gloucestershire

L K Palmer (Drama)   BA, Loughborough

Nursing Sisters

L Barnes   RGN

G Bush-Alsop   RGN

E Fleming   RGN

G Livermore   RGN

M Maidment   RGN

L Rawlings   RGN

J Roberts   RGN

C C Wilkinson   RGN - Senior Medical  
                                  Centre Sister

School Counsellors

C Coupe   BEd, Leeds, MBACP (Accred)

A Murphy   Dip Couns, FDSc, Bath Spa

Housemasters/mistresses

Evans E M Crozier

Farmer W P J Whyte

A J Palmer (Asst)

Fitzmaurice D R D Darwall

Forbes E C Gardiner

Hemens V A H Wilks

A J Lewis (Asst)

Jeanne A L Evans

King-Reynolds G S Ward

A M Poole (Asst)

Lambert K S Clark

K B Gordon (Asst)

Manor A E Sampson

D A Fulling (Asst)

Mercers A J Sheffield

Rendell M J Olsen

Scott S K Walton-Knight

House Tutors

Evans E Braby-Leman

R E L Darwall

M K Hyman

S J Rountree

House Tutors (Cont)

Farmer T W Butterworth

D A T Fraser

J L Leeming

Dr R V Lewis

P A Mobbs

A J Palmer

B H Sandell

C W Sims

Fitzmaurice J R Ayling

J S E Holland

N C Leach

N C Spear

Forbes S Cooke

M A Cooper

H X Harris

E M A Lascelles

L P McNichol

P W Ost

Hemens S E Barley

P C Guille

C L Hambly

A J Lewis

Dr T J Price

R J Squire

Dr S S Wells

Jeanne K A Bradley

E B Chambers

H J Pearson

C E Saville

King-Reynolds L K Egan

A Y Hanking-Evans

D C Hills

A M Poole

L M Quinlan

J M Worrall

N Yates

Lambert A J F Brown

K B Gordon

C L Hunter

K M Layden

E R Oades

V J Stewart-Rose

S Tabor

J S Wall

Manor D A Fulling

P D Gordon
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House Tutors (Cont)

Manor (Cont) T M Sampson

A Seager

E J Wilkins

Mercers T H Ball

A J Crossley

M D Kinder

C Tonkiss

Rendell C G Braby

J M Hubbard

A E Lintin

P J Minter

S W S Openshaw

K H Pratt

Scott J D Holmes

J L Johns

R S McCammon

J M Tyler

G B Williams

D Zammit

Bursarial Staff
Foundation

M Neve   Foudation Director

J Romjin   Foudation Secretary

Technicians

M Braby   IT Technician

S Evans   Biology Tech

J Gross   Chemistry Technician

A Henwood   DT Technician

M Herring   Drama Technician

G House   Graphics Manager

D Irving   Musician in Residence

C Jones   Database Manager

P Newton   IT Technician

Z Preen   Reprographics Assistant

B Roberts   IT Operations Manager

J Rose   Graphics and Reprographics Assistant

S Tamin   Chemistry Technician

R Thickett   Physics Technician

R Veall   Reprographics Assistant

P Wells   Physics Technician

Technicians (Cont)

D Westlake   IT Technician

C Whitaker   Biology Technician

Careers Assistant

C Johns   Careers Secretary

C Watson   Careers Assistant

Library

C Cooper   Head Librarian

N Crossley   Librarian

C Dawson   Librarian

R Day   Librarian

R Neeve   Head Librarian

K Price   Librarian

Swimming Pool Staff

S Cooke   Head Lifeguard

C Tonkiss   Sports Centre Manager

Supervisors

J Edwards   Supervisor

M Eyles   Supervisor

J Owen   Supervisor

H Curtis   Crossing Patrol

S Williams   Crossing Patrol

Estates and Facilities

N Barnes   Deputy Bursar - Estates

Facilities Admin Staff

G Archard   Facilities Assistant

R Buckland   Assistant Store Person

S Chick   Facilities Manager

P Chick   Assistant Store Person

J Gilbert   Food Services Assistant

P Greenaway   School Porter

J Hiscock   Driver / Facilities Assistant

T Morris   School Porter

C Mullord   Deputy Facilities Manager

R Rogers   Senior Storeperson

A Sadd   School Porter

G Sisson   Headmasters Housekeeper

D Westhoff   Facilities Assistant

Cooks

P Cryer   Chef

J Dent   Head Chef

B Dyer   Chef de Partie

C McBride   Chef

T Holmes   Chef

R Tearle   Chef Tournant

M Thompson   Chef

S Worrell   Chef

Laundry Staff

J Gunning   Laundry Operative

C Pottinger   Laundry Operative

F Sadd   Laundry Manageress

H Cook   Seamstress

K Elrick   Seamstress

Catering Manager

L Childs   Catering Manager

M Holloway   Pavilion Manageress

Matrons

S Coleman   Evans Matron

J Holloway   Fitz Matron

H Nisbeck   Mercers Matron

G Nisbeck   Jeanne Matron

G Marsh   Manor Housekeeper

Maintenance Staff

J Henderson   Painter

A Goss   Carpenter

O James   Carpenter

D Johns   Deputy Clerk of Works

M Mayland   Clerk of Works

C O’Reilly   Secretary to Clerk of Works

Grounds Staff

S Coxhead   Duty Head Groundsman

D Gleed   Head Groundsman

J Manley   Groundsman

T Melbourne   Groundsman

N Sadd   Groundsman

J Taylor   Groundsman

A White   Groundsman

D Wildman   Groundsman
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Bursar

S Lilley   Bursar

Accounts

S Budd   Bursar’s PA

L Hides   Accounts Manager 

R Gulliver   Bursar’s Secretary 

L Mayland   Fees Manager

A Purbrick   Deputy Bursar - Finance

H R Dept

J Upton   Deputy Bursar - HR

A Wildman   Payroll Manager

M Williams   HR Manager

Registrar’s Dept

M Connor   Website and Comms Manager

A Gaylard   Marketing and Comms Manager

J Sagers   Registrar

Admin Staff H M Office

A Ball   Receptionist

H Barnes   Admissions Assistant

B Blumsom   Examinations Officer

D Caiger   Head Master’s Secretary

J Gibson   Compliance Officer

M Halliday   Admissions Assistant

A Housby   Receptionist

J Maton   Database Administrator/Secretary

F Mitchell   Receptionist

D Sleigh   Holiday Receptionist

H Sullivan   Assistant Registrar

Music School

D Davey   Music Secretary

Sailing

S Stone   Sailing Secretary

School Shops

S Bailey   School Shop Manageress

V Bruce   School Shop Assistant

C Bryant   Tuck Shop Manageress

T Geen   School Shop Assistant

K Hurd   Tuck Shop Assistant

T Whittle   17 Club Manageress

Governors

Emeritus Governor

Prof. L M Harwood   MA, BSc, MSc, PhD, C  
                                            Sci, C Chem, FRSC

Nominated by  
The Mercers’ Company

D W Goodhew Esq   MA

E A Light

P J Lough Esq   MA

I D Parker Esq   BSc, MBA

F W Scarborough Esq

L F Walsh Waring   BA (Vice-Chairman)

Nominated by  
The Old Dauntseians’ Association

C H de N Lucas Esq   FRICS, FAAV

A S Macpherson Esq   MBE, BA, ACA

Nominated by West Lavington PC

Vacant

Co-opted by the Governing Body

R M Bernard Esq   CBE 

S R Broadhead Esq   BSc

N B Elliott Esq   QC

N J S Fisk Esq   BA, ACA

R G Handover Esq   CBE, DL (Chairman)

Air Chief Marshal Sir Richard Johns   GCB,  
                                                                     KCVO, CBE

M J H Liversidge   BA, FSA, FRSA

Mrs V P Nield   BSc, MBA

Dr R E L Quarrell   BA, MA, D Phil

Brigadier P P Rawlins   MBE

Clerk to the Governors

P M A Nokes Esq   MA, MPhil

A number of changes on the governing body occurred during the course of the 
school year. First and foremost, the end of the year saw the close of Richard Handover’s 
thirteen years as chairman and seventeen years as a governor. During that period he 
played a very significant part in the School’s success and we owe him much gratitude 
for all that he gave so unstintingly. He is succeeded by Lucy Walsh Waring, vice-
chairman for the past five years and a Mercers’ Company nominated governor living 
in Wiltshire. The new vice-chairman is Nick Elliott, a governor since 2013 who lives 
locally. Three other governors have departed: Lucy Floyer-Acland, whose father and 
grandfather had been governors, after eleven years; Alan Jeans, Archdeacon of Sarum, 
former Dauntsey parent and a friend of the school for many years, after six years; and 
Sandra Gamble, local resident and another former Dauntsey parent, after five years. We 
thank them all for their service. A newcomer to the board was welcomed in March, Nell 
Light, nominated by the Mercers’ Company. The board now numbers seventeen, with 
four vacancies, and profiles of all governors may be found on the website. 

Philip  Nokes   Clerk to the Governors
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Amy  
Bergstrom

 
What is your role in the school?
I am a maths teacher teaching all years apart from Second Form.  
I also have a tutor group in Rendell. 

What was your first job? 
I was a waitress in a café part time whilst I was at university. My first 
proper job was a Teacher at a school in Chippenham.

What hobbies do you have? 
This might sound boring but I really enjoy gardening. I’m really 
into grow your own, I grew loads of tomatoes this year but they 
needed so much water because of the hot weather. It’s very 
satisfying being able to eat things that you have grown.

What’s your favourite book? 
I really like the His Dark Materials trilogy by Phillip Pullman.

Which other subject would you most like to teach? 
I wouldn’t mind teaching a bit of I.T. I took some time out of 
teaching to learn how to do coding which I really enjoyed.

If you could be any other member of staff for the day, who 
would it be? 
Dr Price. He knows pretty much everything and is the source of all 
knowledge.

What kind of music do you enjoy? 
I don’t have a particular style that I like but I guess it’s just whatever 
takes my fancy. 

Do you speak any other languages? 
I used to be able to speak a little bit of Welsh. I moved there from 
England when I was younger and was chucked straight into a 
primary school where everybody spoke Welsh so I learnt it pretty 
quickly. But now I’m not very good because I haven’t used it for 
ages.

If you could live anywhere in the world, where would it be? 
I love the south of France but I could never imagine living there. I 
like it because I think you’d have really good weather for gardening 
since they have really good summers and winters. Also you can go 
skiing in the winter and hiking in the summer. I’ve just been there 
camping and walking.

Describe yourself in three words: 
That’s quite a hard one. Positive, happy and nice? That last one’s an 
awful one but you can have that!

What’s the most embarrassing thing that’s ever happened 
to you? 
I was in my first ever teaching job and someone bought me a 
cup of tea and put it on my desk but I didn’t drink it because I was 
really busy. I was teaching in front of a Fourth Form class and in the 
middle of the lesson I pushed something on my desk and knocked 
the cup of tea all over my laptop. It was really embarrassing. 

Tea or Coffee? 
Coffee! I love it.

What do you most enjoy about teaching? 
The interaction with the students is what I love the most. It’s 
the time when students are asking you questions because they 
don’t quite understand and you are able to help them have that 
lightbulb moment. 

Least favourite food? 
I love food! I will eat anything although I am vegan so that restricts 
me a bit. I hate celery though, I might eat it cooked but definitely 
not raw.

Favourite Film?
Inside Out. It always makes me feel happy every time I watch it. 

What three things would you take to a desert island? 
My laptop if there was power and internet. My kindle so I could 
download lots of books and maybe some seeds so I could plant 
some food to eat. 

Do you play an instrument? 
I used to play the flute at school. At the moment I’m teaching 
myself to play the Piano and I have a ukulele that I don’t really 
know how to play - but it’s quite a nice thing to have.

Salvete
Welcoming our new staff members 

“The interaction with students 
is what I love the most”
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Gay  
Butterworth

 
What is your role in the school?
Forbes Tutor and Sports Teacher.

What was your first job?
Working in a ‘pick your own shop’ weighing strawberries.

What hobbies do you have?
Campervanning, if that’s a word. Tennis, walking my dogs and 
reading. I read a lot of books when I was unable to work last year.

What’s your favourite book?
Three things about Elsie – Joanna Cannon; It about an old lady and 
it turns into a detective novel, I loved it!

Which other subject would you most like to teach?
I’d love to be a primary school teacher because you get to teach a 
mixture of subjects.

If you could be any other member of staff for the day, who 
would it be?
Caz or Kim in the tuck shop because I could be in there all day and 
eat whatever I want!

What kind of music do you enjoy?
I really like 10,000 Maniacs but I’m not sure anybody knows who 
they are. I also like Sheryl Crow and Ed Sheeran.

Do you speak any other languages?
A little bit of French but not very much.

If you could live anywhere in the world, where would it be?
A mountain range in France because it would mean I could ski all 
winter.

Describe yourself in three words:
Happy, forgiving and fair.

Do you have any pets?
I have two Labradors called Tilly and Paddy and also two guinea pigs.

What’s the most embarrassing thing that’s ever happened 
to you?
When I was in teacher training, my supervisor came in and because 
I was nervous I managed to say ‘OK’ 127 times in one lesson.

What three things would you take to a desert island?
My family, dogs and the Butterbus (Our campervan!).

Momoka 
Hayashi

 
What is your role in the school?
I am a chemistry teacher mainly, but also teach a little bit of biology. 
I’ll also be teaching some hockey and some netball and hopefully 
a little bit of football. I might start a football club for the girls.

What was your first job?
My first job was teaching in Germany in a little town near to 
Cologne.

What hobbies do you have outside of school?
I have lots of hobbies. Sports, football mainly, I play locally for a 
ladies team. I play a lot of soft ball and I’m quite into cricket even 
though I have never played it myself. I recently played a sport 
called corf ball which was fun. I’m really into languages and I like 
to teach myself new languages. Currently I am teaching myself 
Russian; it’s quite difficult because I can’t find someone to practise 
my conversation skills with but my reading is going well. I’m also a 
fan of cooking.

What’s your favourite book?
My favourite book is The Catcher in the Rye by J. D. Salinger, I read it 
when I was quite young, but it was the first book I really got into.

Which is another subject would you most like to teach?
Probably German or another language.

If you could be any other member of staff for the day, who 
would it be?
Mr McFarland, it would be interesting I think because I would like 
to see how his life works, and what he does from one day to the 
next. It’s a job I could never see myself doing but I think seeing all 
the people he must meet and talk to might be interesting.

What kind of music do you enjoy?
All sorts, the music I like to listen to really depends on my mood. 
My parents are both classical musicians, so I grew up listening to a 
lot of classical music, but whatever goes with my mood I’d say.

Do you speak any other languages?
I grew up in Austria, so I speak German, my parents are both 
Japanese, and so I speak that when I’m at home. I learnt Spanish, 
French and Latin at school and since then I’ve tried to teach myself 
Italian.

If you could live anywhere in the world, where would it be?
Well previously I would have said Germany, but I’ve done that now 
so maybe somewhere like New Zealand.
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Describe yourself in three words:
I’ve never been asked that! Probably indecisive, positive and patient.

What do you most enjoy about teaching?
It’s different every day. You get to meet lots of new people – staff 
and pupils. I like the social interaction every day, I don’t think I 
could work somewhere where I didn’t interact with people every 
day because I think I’d get too bored.

What’s one thing you can’t live without?
Friends (not the TV show!). Just having people around, me, as I 
said, I get too bored if I’m on my own for too long.

Do you play an instrument?
I wish I could! With two musicians as parents I really should be able 
to but not really. I can manage a little bit of guitar and a little bit of 
piano.

What’s your first impression of the atmosphere here at 
Dauntsey’s?
Very friendly and very pleasant. Everyone seems very nice. 

 
Dominic 
Hodgkinson

 
What is your role in the school? 
I am a Classics teacher and tutor in Hemens.

What did you do prior to your role at Dauntsey’s?
I was a Classics teacher at Brentwood School for 10 years and prior 
to that I taught at Moor Park Prep School in Shropshire.

What sparked your interest in the subject of Classics?
I’ll have to say really good stories, especially gods behaving badly, 
showing that authority figures can do wrong.

Do you have any hobbies in your spare time, if so what are 
they?
Reading Calvin and Hobbes comics.

Favourite book?
Don Juan by Byron.

Favourite film and why?
The Lego Ninjago film; it has a hilarious script.

If you could visit the same place every year for the rest of 
your life where would it be?
I would go in search of the ancient city of Troy.

Would you say you relate to the Romans or the Greeks?  
Are you a doer or a thinker?
The Romans; I prefer the Latin poetry of Virgil to the Greek of Homer.

What’s the scariest thing you’ve ever done?
Taught without a lesson plan.

If you could have a dinner party with five figures from 
History who would they be?
Julius Caesar, Alcibiades, Helen of Troy, Cleopatra, and Ovid. 

 
Alison 
Jury

 
What is your role in the school? 
Part-time music teacher and oboe teacher

What was your first job?
A paper round!

What hobbies do you have?
Music…obviously. Baking, travel, art and sky diving.

What’s your favourite book?
I don’t have one. I often find that once I start a book I cannot put it 
down and have to finish it.

Which other subject would you most like to teach?
PSHE or Drama.

If you could be any other member of staff for the day, who 
would it be?
I have no idea! Perhaps Mr Harris – he has a nice office.

“I like the social interaction 
every day, I don’t think I could 
work somewhere I didn’t 
interact with people”
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What kind of music do you enjoy?
That’s an impossible question. ALL music! But if I had to choose 
something to listen to (and that isn’t completely mood dependent), 
I never tire of hearing Beethoven’s Third Symphony, J S Bach’s 
Goldberg Variations, or something by Stevie Wonder or Coldplay. 

Do you speak any other languages?
A bit of French and Spanish. I had to learn Italian at university but it 
hasn’t stuck.

If you could live anywhere in the world, where would it be?
Edinburgh. I did my undergraduate degree there and it’s the BEST 
city. I would move back there in a heartbeat.

Describe yourself in three words:
Bubbly, coffee-fuelled, and sleep-deprived (courtesy of my two 
very little people at home).

Do you have any pets?
Two fluffy black and white cats: Jess and Maggie.

Tea or Coffee?
Both. But always good quality.

What other jobs have you done?
I have taught music from preschool to secondary age for 18 
years. Before I qualified, I taught music to prisoners as part of their 
rehabilitation programme and it was for that reason I decided to 
do a PGCE. Other than that, I can pull a mean pint. 

What do you most enjoy about teaching?
I love music. A lot. And it’s my job to enthuse pupils about music. I 
try to share my passion about the subject and enjoy seeing pupils 
developing, participating and achieving in music making. 

Least favourite food?
Macaroni cheese. Or even worse – cauliflower cheese!

Favourite film?
That’s a difficult one as there are too many, but I can always watch 
Back to the Future!

What’s one thing you can’t live without?
A good quality tonic water.

What three things would you take to a desert island?
I should probably put my husband and kids on the list, but instead 
I’ll say a boat, a camera and my mobile (so I can call my husband to 
check that the kids are alright).

And hidden talents?
I can tap dance. 

 
Cathryn 
Shakeshaft

 
What is your role in the school? 
I am an EAL teacher.

What was your first job? 
My first ever job was picking strawberries as a school girl but my 
first proper job was working at Heathrow Airport which was good 
fun.

What hobbies do you have? 
I do ceramics and keep a small flock of sheep.

What’s your favourite book? 
It’s usually the last book I read but I’m part of a book club and 
really didn’t enjoy the last book.

Which other subject would you most like to teach? 
I hope the school don’t hold me to this but it would probably  
be French.

If you could be any other member of staff for the day, who 
would it be? 
I think maybe somebody in the Drama Department. I don’t really 
know many other members of staff but I think working in the 
Drama Department would be interesting.

What kind of music do you enjoy? 
I enjoy listening to classical sometimes, it really depends on my 
mood but I don’t like rap. I also listen to Radio 2 quite a bit.

Do you speak any other languages? 
French and Italian.

If you could live anywhere in the world, where would it be? 
I think it would still be England. There are quite a few places I 
would like to visit; Japan is on the top of my list at the moment for 
the ceramics but I’m quite happy living here.

Describe yourself in three words: 
I had to do this once in an interview and it was really embarrassing 
but I’m not going to tell you what I said. I would say I’m quite 
creative, resourceful and enthusiastic.

What do you most enjoy about teaching? 
It’s really rewarding. Especially seeing young people develop into 
adults and having played a part in that development, particularly 
with foreign students because hopefully a lot of them progress 
into British universities.

“Before I qualified, I taught 
music to prisoners as part of 
their rehabilitation programme”
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Least favourite food? 
Dessicated coconut - I don’t mind creamed coconut in things 
like curries but I really cannot stand the texture.

Do you have any pets? 
I don’t count them as pets but I have sheep and chickens. I also 
have a mad, crazy Labrador. 

What’s one thing you can’t live without? 
My family.

What three things would you take to a desert island? 
Not my dog! Once I’ve decided what my favourite book is I 
would take that in an omnibus of the authors work so it counted 
as one. I would also take a radio and maybe a pottery studio as 
long as there is clay in the ground for me to use.

Do you play an instrument? 
No, I’m tone deaf!

And hidden talents?
I don’t think so. I think I would have found them by now!

What’s your first impression of the atmosphere here at 
Dauntsey’s?
Fabulous. Everything is really great. 

“It’s really rewarding ...  
seeing young people develop 
into adults and having played 
a part in that development, 
particularly with foreign 
students because hopefully a 
lot of them progress into 
British universities”

Welcoming our new  
Language Assistants

Laura Bellostas (Spanish), 
Celeste Robillard (French),  
& Jonas Weber (German) 
 
What brought you to the school?
Laura:  Four or five years ago, I visited Dauntsey’s because my 
sister was working here and so, when I arrived, I just fell in love 
with the place and the people and I thought that, after I had 
finished my university degree, it would be a great idea to start a 
new life here, at least for some time.

Celeste:  Last year, I was working in a prep school for little children 
and, at the end of the year, I didn’t really want to go home and 
so I tried to apply everywhere for another school and I wanted to 
teach older students to see which I liked the most. 

Jonas:  When I started to study, I was very interested in going 
somewhere else and teaching because I had studied teaching 
and studied English and so my goal was teaching in England. 

What has been most surprising about life at Dauntsey’s 
and in the area?
L:  Well, everybody’s so welcoming and they care so much about 
how you are doing. So I think that’s the best thing; and also the 
countryside and landscape, it’s beautiful.

C:  It’s really the countryside, it’s even more rural than where I was 
living last year but it’s a really close knit community.

J:  I think that the school surprised me most because, in Germany, 
we don’t really know ‘private schools’ and so it’s quite a change 
for me to get used to how life is in this school compared to the 
schools in Germany.

What work did you want to do as a child?
L:  Well, I wanted to be a teacher, yeah. I mean, now that I am an 
adult, I don’t think I will be a teacher for the rest of my life but, 
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as a child, I wanted to be a teacher, yes. I just loved spending time 
with children and teaching them and helping them to improve.

C:  I’ve never really known what I wanted to do, like when I was a 
child I really liked playing the teacher with my grandparents and 
small dolls or things like that. But I’ve always wanted to try lots of 
different jobs such as teaching or translation.

J:  As a child I definitely had other ambitions! Bus driver, train 
driver, or something like that but when I started to really think, 
what I wanted to do was something with European politics, that 
was the first idea but more like city planning. Then I had my first 
experience in teaching when I realised that I wanted to do that, so 
teaching was quite a late idea.

Is there any person who you look up to?
L:  Well, I like Emma Watson because, obviously, she is very famous 
for the films she has been in and she also has this other side of 
her which really helps women and I think that’s great because she 
has the influence to change the world and I think it would be very 
interesting to meet her.

C:  For me, it is my former high school maths teacher, who was a 
real inspiration to me, helped me through my exams and we are 
still in touch.

J:  I think my Dad, because he is also a teacher. He teaches in a  
manner that I admire and is really into finding the ways to be able 
to teach the lessons in the best possible ways for his students. 
I really see that as a goal for myself – to be prepared for the 
students and give them the best lessons as well. He is quite a role 
model for me.

When you were young, what were the first languages you 
wanted to learn?
L:  English. English was the first one and then I was also studying 
French and I also love Japan so, as a child and still now, I’d like to 
learn Japanese even if it’s just some words or how to write things.

C:  I really wanted to learn English when I was little; I learnt through 
the medium of song with my mother. I was less keen on German. 

J:  When I started to go to school, I was quite good at languages 
and so I like learning languages and learning to talk in different 
languages is quite cool and to have that as something you know 
and can communicate with people from other countries.

Are there any countries or places which you’d like to visit 
and why?
L:  Well, England was the first option, obviously, because I love 
the landscape, the people are very welcoming and I’ve been 
to London and other places and I’ve always found myself very 
welcome there. I would also like to go to Japan; that’s one of my 
dreams, because it’s a very different culture to Europe.

C:  I’d really like to go to Russia and possibly Latin America too – 
exciting places!

J:  I’ve never been outside Europe and I don’t really see myself 
going outside Europe. In Europe, I think it's Scandinavia, and 
Sweden in particular, I’m most interested in visiting.

Is there any aspect you’d change of Spain / France?
L:  I would say that people need to be more honest and serious 
when making decisions.

C:  One thing I like here is how school works, I really like the 
education here, that’s why it’s my second year now. In France, I feel 
like the teachers are not really passionate - they don’t make you 
want to learn and, when I’m here and I see your teachers and I see 
how you have lessons, I would have loved to be here and to learn 
in England in prep school. I see that your teachers really want you 
to learn and succeed and help you to make decisions and that’s 
what we don’t have in France. 

What are your thoughts on Catalan independence, Laura?
L:  Wow, that’s a big question! Well it started more or less last year 
when it became more serious and there are some politicians 
from Catalonia who are still in prison and I think that’s awful 
and because of how the Spanish government is dealing with 
things, I don’t really like that. There are lots of Catalans who 
want the independence now or who are more in favour of the 
independence just because of how the Spanish government is 
doing things. I am one of these Catalans who was okay with Spain 
but, because of how things have been developing, I am now more 
in favour of the independence.

What are your thoughts on Macron’s policies, Celeste?
C:  I wasn’t really in favour of Macron but, two years ago when 
we voted, it was the first time I could vote and I was really 
disappointed because I couldn’t identify with any of the 
candidates for presidency which I find really sad because you have 
to make a decision to vote. This is especially true of women, it’s 
really important as we haven’t had the vote for a really long time. I 
think that what he is doing right now is not in favour of everyone 
in France and everything he is doing for education, I don’t think 
it’s right as he wants to cut some jobs in education but there are 
lots of kids who have special needs and people are not happy, 
and people who voted for him are not happy so it’s just sad at the 
moment. What he said he would do, he isn’t really doing.

Jonas, what are your views on the UK’s education system 
by comparison to Germany’s?
J:  What really surprised me here is the number of subjects you 
have to do for A-Levels because it’s only 3. For my A-Levels I had 
5 for exams and also I had to study up to 10 subjects in the last 2 
years of school.

“Four or five years ago, I visited 
Dauntsey’s because my sister 
was working here and so, when 
I arrived, I just fell in love with 
the place and the people”
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Valete
Farewell to old friends

Simon  
Barley

S imon has been a wonderful colleague and invaluable 
member of the maths team. He is an excellent classroom 
practitioner who thinks deeply about his teaching and how 

pupils learn in his lessons, right through from First Form all the way 
up to A Level Further Mathematics. 

His calm and thoughtful approach is catching, rubbing off on 
his pupils and helping them to adopt the same attitude when 
tackling difficult problems. Simon’s IT skills are legendary – he has 
provided many an impromptu tutorial to his colleagues and set up 
systems that will be used long after he has left. 

Simon has also been a very valued tutor, renowned for his report-
writing skills and near inhuman levels of patience, and a very 
effective hockey coach. Simon has been a great colleague and 
friend to many in the Common Room and will be sorely missed.

PAM

Tilly  
Cooper

T illy joined Dauntsey’s 11 years ago. It may surprise 
some to know that she spent her early career hot-
footing it around the city as a banker and jetting off 

to the likes of St Lucia for her work. Foregoing the city, she 
went into teaching and after stints in an inner city school and 
then Godolphin, she arrived here in 2007. She taught Latin, 
Class Civ and Greek – and embraced the very wide range of 
abilities these subjects bring with aplomb. She is simply one of 
those teachers you never heard anything about – in the most 
positive sense possible: she simply did a great job. 

Tilly has a wide knowledge of the ancient world and a 
generous disposition. Always willing and able to teach 
whatever was required, whether it be the intricacies of A-level 
Latin language, ancient myths and tales of warfare so much 
enjoyed by the third form classical civilisation classes or 
inspiring interested members of the lower school to have a go 
at learning Greek. Many years of teaching the Greek comedy 
module for A-level honed her wide knowledge of ancient 
sexual innuendos and what she doesn’t know about Greek 
phalluses frankly isn’t worth knowing. 

One of her current sixth formers, Tom Swanton, when asked 
to describe Tilly said, ‘Mrs Cooper has been very influential 
during my time at Dauntsey’s. First of all she was my tutor in 
Third Form and now she has taught me during my lower sixth 
year. Her teaching has really helped my Latin and has inspired 
me to further my studies in the subject – I will really miss her 
in the future and wish her absolute happiness and health in 
her retirement’. She is ‘a seriously smart woman and a hugely 
successful practitioner as well’.

Tilly joined Forbes in 2008 and became an invaluable tutor, 
combining good sense, a warm heart, and an intelligent, 
practical eye for what needed to be done; she was hugely 
respected by the pupils and their parents alike. With only three 
days to go before retirement, she was still in conversation with 

“[He has been] a great colleague 
and friend to many in the 
Common Room and will be 
sorely missed”
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parents, suggesting ways forward, to which the reply was,  
‘We trust your judgement entirely’. Her tutees always spoke 
with real warmth about her: ‘She always makes sure I’m ok’; ‘Is 
your world still spinning?’ she’d always ask me that’; ‘Thank you 
for bringing all the food and being so helpful and supportive.’ 
Tilly became affectionately known, variously, as ‘House mum’ 
and ‘Tillysaurus’ (both terms of reverent endearment).

More widely, the Common Room is going to miss Tilly, not 
least because she seemed to ‘know’ absolutely everything 
that was going on. Her cakes were legendary: even in her last 
week, she produced two choices of cake for the staff. Perhaps 
her cakes provide a suitable metaphor for the way in which 
Tilly was able to blend so many different roles and ingredients 
together. She proved invaluable in volunteering to help in 
pressured times – and with real warmth and kindness; even in 
her final weeks, supposedly winding down to retirement, she 
was in fact acting as secretary to the Music Department. 

Tilly’s life has always involved much more than teaching, but 
we were extremely fortunate to have benefited from the time 
she chose to spend at Dauntsey’s. 

ECG / KEM

Ayesha  
Hanking-Evans

M iss Ayesha Webb (as she was in 2014) joined the staff 
of Dauntsey’s fresh from stints in Cheltenham, both at 
the Ladies’ College and latterly at Dean Close School. 

Following in the footsteps of her predecessor, the larger-than-life 
Philip Powell, would not be easy - but Ayesha took to the role of 
Head of Classics with characteristic skill and focus. 

This was to be her first Head of Department role, and it has been 
one which she has taken seriously from the outset – managing 
the highly experienced team of MC and KEM. More than this, 
her contribution to school life has been significant: she has 
assiduously fought to raise the profile of the subject in an age 
when a changing educational climate (think computer coding) has 
demanded greater justification of the fine disciplines of Latin and 
Greek. The trip to Greece was a great success, as have been school 
visits – particularly a ‘Roman Soldier’ who has brought the Ancient 
World vividly to life for First Form. 

A born linguist, Ayesha is a stickler for fine grammar (I write 
this nervously). She is also a colleague who offers support and 

kindness freely – providing a listening and non-judgemental ear 
when professional challenges arise. Over and above her classical 
background, she dabbles in modern Greek, Italian, Spanish, French, 
Czech and Bahasa. She also adores arts and crafts, baking bread, 
sewing (producing an amazing array of handmade clothes of 
great style and colour) and, more amusingly, rearing chickens –just 
recently she was beaming as she explained to me her elaborate fox-
proofing moat, constructed in the garden in Edington to protect her 
precious alliterative brood named Maud, Mavis and Maleficent. 

Since first arriving at Dauntsey’s, Ayesha has also served as a tutor 
in King-Reynolds, first under HM Emma Crozier and now Gillian 
Ward. Both agree that she has been a dedicated tutor, nurturing 
girls under her care with great sensitivity and tact. 

Having taught in China, she is also quite the traveller – organising 
a trip to visit Sri Lanka in recent years. School trips to Scotland to 
climb mountains have not gone unnoticed either. Closer to home, 
romance has blossomed, with Ayesha marrying partner Rob 
Hanking-Evans in April 2017 in the majestic surrounds of Edington 
Priory. Indeed, as Mrs Hanking-Evans, Ayesha is now called to 
leave us, as an army wife, for the lakes of Lombardy in northern 
Italy where her husband is shortly to be posted. No doubt she will 
master the beautiful flow of the Italian language with verve, but 
here in Wiltshire she will be much missed. In bocca al lupo! 

BHS

Julian  
Holland

Julian came to Dauntsey’s as Head of the Religious Studies 
department on his return to the UK from St George’s 
School in Cologne. Formerly, Julian had been Head of RS  

        and a Housemaster at Framlingham College and he 
brought many years of expertise and experience to our 
department particularly at a time when new GCSE and A-level 
courses were beginning. He made an immediate and positive 
effect on the new A-level group and became the surprised but 
proud recipient of a tank containing three exotic fish that the 
class presented to him for his first Christmas at the school. 

Julian had an infectious love for his subject and it was 
heartening to see the number of pupils opting for GCSE RS 
increase in response to his lessons in the Lower School. These 
same pupils came away from the GCSE course with some 
excellent results, going on to A-levels often with further 
ambitions to study Philosophy or Theology at university level.
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Julian was a much loved and respected resident tutor 
in Fitzmaurice House; he is recalled by Fitzmaurice’s 
Housemaster, Dan Darwall, as having a great relationship with 
everyone and that Julian is particularly remembered by the 
boys for introducing them to new and classic films that they 
might otherwise have never seen.

The Director of Music, Gareth Harris, valued Julian as a talented 
tenor and committed member of the school choir, singing 
with them at all services and travelling with them to sing at 
Mercers’ Hall and the Edington Festival. He was also a great 
help with International Society trips and events, realising the 
importance of going beyond working hours to give pupils the 
best care and experiences possible. Julian helped out on the 
sports fields with both rugby and cricket; he was always keen 
to be involved and gave enthusiastically of his time.

It is important to say how Julian was also responsible for 
encouraging all of us as staff members to socialise a little more 
and to build friendships amongst the whole departmental 
team. Very much valuing the part-time members of the RS 
department, Tilly, Katie, Eleni and I enjoyed some memorable 
meals organised by Julian and he also managed to build up a 
social life for teachers in Devizes too. 

Julian gave much time and thought to organising RS trips 
to widen the appeal and focus of our subject. He led a trip 
to Rome and organised a trip to Poland including a visit to 
Auschwitz for Sixth Form Pupils. He also encouraged me to 
lead another trip to India, mostly for Lower School pupils, 
but with a few choice members of the GCSE class whom he 
encouraged to join. Julian personally established and led 
a Model United Nations group in the school that was very 
popular for many of our brightest and most outward looking 
students. He took pupils to local conferences at weekends and 
went with a group to an MUN conference in The Hague.

In a relatively short time Julian made such an impact on the 
school and he is remembered for his character, his enthusiasm 
and his thoughtfulness as well as for the quality and results of 
his teaching.

Following a family bereavement earlier in the year our good 
wishes now go with Julian as he now teaches much closer to 
his family home in Cambridgeshire.

DRJ

Rosanne  
Jardine

R osanne Jardine, the Queen of Swing, has reigned at 
Dauntseys for 33 impressive years! In her wake, she leaves 
behind an overwhelming legacy of special performances, 

inspired memories and musical triumphs.

In 1992, I joined a bustling music department under the inimitable 
directorship of David Price. The highlight of those early days for me 
was working opposite Rosanne in the spacious mobile classrooms 
(now sequestrated by the Drama department!) There we shared 
musical ideas and teaching techniques. Also hand ground coffee 
and genial conversation with the other VMTs!

Her ability to enthuse brass pupils and nurture their musical 
potential at any level was a gift to behold. In our long association 
as colleagues, her inspired skills have never waned.

It was Rosanne who introduced me to the world of Dance Band 
music and fuelled my exploration of an exciting musical language. 
I was intrigued by improvised melodic invention and, more 
importantly, appreciated sharing such a journey with my own 
pupils, who were eager to learn jazz and sound “cool.”

At this point, it is all too easy to overlook Rosanne’s skill as a horn 
player. Her rendition of Benjamin Britten’s Serenade for tenor, horn 
and strings which we dedicated to the late Bill Parish (former Head 
of Maths) will be a performance I will cherish for ever.

To inspire through her enthusiasm for Jazz, Rosanne organised 
regular school trips for the 17 Club to visit Ronnie Scott’s in 
Soho. Ronnie Scott’s Club reciprocated by sending The John 
Critchinson Trio/Quartet to school. This became the basis for the 
annual Ronnie Scott’s Evening: a wonderful Gala event which saw 
the Dance Band as a warm up act to top class jazz artists. These 
included Clare Teal, Ian Shaw, Guy Barker, Pee Wee Ellis and the 
audacious vocal group Blinq, who gave our school unforgettable 
musical memories.

Rosanne’s final gig last term was at the Headmasters BBQ where 
her crowning glory for me was a vocal duet with her multi-
talented daughter Mischa, Orange Coloured Sky by Nat King Cole:

'Out of that orange coloured
Purple striped
Pretty green polka-dot sky
Flash, Bam, Alakazam...
And goodbye!'

Mr Chips

“The Director of Music ... 
valued Julian as a talented and 
commited member of the  
school choir”
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Audrey  
Oliver

A udrey Oliver brought a lifetime of experience with her 
when she joined the EAL department at Dauntsey’s  
in 2010.

Originally she taught French in a number of schools before briefly 
teaching here at Dauntsey’s. Later for many years she worked at 
Lavington School (many of our maintenance staff commented on 
her lessons and her kindness) and then she moved on to teach 
EAL at Warminster School.  The fact that she was an experienced 
language teacher was a great asset in our EAL department

Our international pupils appreciated Mrs Oliver’s love of France 
and anything chocolate !!!!  Chocolate digestives were always 
around to help with the learning of new vocabulary or difficult 
grammar structures.  Mrs Oliver’s artistic nature was on always on 
show in her room and on the varied boards in the corridors -there 
was always a joke, an interesting story and wacky photos to be 
found. Halloween, Christmas, Easter, in fact any festival had to be 
celebrated.   Her lessons also reflected her care in making learning 
interesting and varied.

Pupils felt they would find a genuinely caring, understanding ear 
in Mrs Oliver, whatever the problem.  Her colleagues definitely also 
appreciated her warmth and support, for whatever or whoever the 
problem!   Daily contact with her will be greatly missed both as a 
friend and member of staff (although she is always keen to hear 
how things are going).

Mrs Oliver plans to use her well-earned retirement to enjoy life  
in France with her husband, while at the same time helping out 
with the grandchildren. No doubt she will continue to celebrate  
in style!

DAW

“Pupils felt they would find a 
genuinely caring, understanding 
ear in Mrs Oliver”

Adam Hurst & Jo Hurst
 

A dam and Jo joined the English Department in 
September 2015, taking up residence in the Manor, 
where Adam had been appointed House Master. 

They were accompanied by the babe-in-arms, Ayla, who, by 
the end of the year had been joined by brother Eliot. They 
are returning to Hampshire after two busy years of dedicated 
work at Dauntsey’s. 

Undaunted by small-child-induced sleeplessness and by the 
endless demands at The Manor they both proved energetic 
and exciting classroom practitioners, who quickly got to 
know the pupils in their classes and gained their respect. 
Both are passionate for their subject and set high standards 
in the classroom and beyond, planning lessons that always 
encouraged pupils to develop their own ideas and to grow  
in confidence. 

As if all this was not enough, Adam has been involved for the 
past two years running the Under 14A teams for both rugby 
and hockey. He is a knowledgeable and enthusiastic coach 
who the boys have thoroughly enjoyed being coached by. 
Adam also ran the Senior 7s Rugby Programme this year 
and used his expertise as he took them to tournaments at 
Bryanston and Rosslyn Park. Jo has helped out coaching 
Netball in the Lower School over the past two years and the 
pupils have thoroughly enjoyed her friendly approach. 

AJFB

“Both are passionate for their 
subject and set high standards”

With apologies – this valete should have appeared in last year’s 
edition of the school magazine (Ed.)
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History of House 
Founded 1996. Named after Christopher Evans, who was 
Headmaster from 1985 to 1997.

Current HM and years in post 
Mrs E M Crozier (2017 – Present)

Head of House 
Mimi Shepherd 

I t has been yet another eventful and entertaining year in Evans, 
and, as is undeniable, a year full of change. The year began with 
the biggest and most abrupt change of all; the arrival of many 

new members to our family: many new students from Fourth 
Form to Lower Sixth, and of course the array of our new leaders: 
Mrs Crozier, Mrs Braby-Leman, Miss Hyman and Mrs Darwall. 
Despite many mourning the loss of fallen members, including 
the beloved Mr and Mrs Yates and Mrs Evans, the enthusiasm 
and warm smiles of the new staff were hard to deflect, and very 
quickly, both staff and girls settled into this new Evans family.

Our first event as a house took place in the form of our ‘Murder 
Mystery’ night. Every member of the house threw on their best 
1920s outfit and acted out their characters to perfection. Notably, 
Louisa Hill as Inspector Neville ‘the noose’ Nutella, moustache and 
all, took her Sherlock duties in stride, and as ever, 
threw herself into the house spirit.

Our position of second in the Lane Cup was a truly 
remarkable feat considering our track record, and 
this undoubtedly highlights our determination to 
succeed as a house this year. We won the inter-
house Hockey, led by Immy West, our legendary 
Sports Captain, to whom an enormous ‘thank 
you’ must be extended for the hours she spent 
organising our house sport. Our success also 
extended into Netball, and Athletics, as our girls 
100m relay set the new school record. For these 
achievements I feel we can all be truly proud of our 
efforts this year.

The annual house party, this year themed ‘Blast 
From The Past’, was a huge success as all girls threw 
themselves into transforming the house into a 

time-warp back to the '60s, '70s, '80s and '90s. Special mention 
must go to the Lower Sixth for both the creation of ‘Emma’s 
Diner’, and the many A5 images of Mrs Crozier’s face dotted 
around the walls! All of our other house events were good fun, 
and huge thanks must go to Grace James-Park and Steph Lau for 
working hard organising charity events. The tutors gave their all 
in organising other house events, including trips to Chiquitos, spa 
nights, karaoke and evening barbecues (for which I believe Mr 
Braby must be thanked!). These smaller events really brought the 
house together and, I’m sure it’s fair to say, truly made everyone 
feel like we all had 60 sisters (particularly during house games such 
as Assassin)! 

Overall, as I’m sure both students and staff will agree, it has been 
an unforgettable year in Evans, and one that has been remarkably 
successful in all aspects. From team results, house events, and 
most importantly in the house spirit and community that we all 
formed so quickly, despite so many new faces. The house was 
stronger than ever, and that is only down to every member who 
gave their all to Evans. I hope that in the coming years everyone 
will experience years as fantastic as we leavers have enjoyed, and 
that no matter what, Snave (Evans) will always be a place looked 
back on with fond and funny memories.

Mimi Shepherd

 
Leavers list
Sophie Bayer, Annabel Crichard, Lucy Downer, Iona Gray, Grace 
James-Park, Stephanie Lau, Victoria Leung, Bonnie Luk, Nessie Luk, 
Emma Matsumoto-Prouten, Sophie Philpott, Emily Sharp, Jemima 
Shepherd, Madeleine Steggall, Anna Troshina, Olivia Welsh, 
Imogen West, Yan Ki Yau

House News
Happenings from the Senior School Houses 

Evans
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History of House 
Founded 1934. Farmer House is named after Samuel William 
Farmer (1847-1926), a local landowner, conservationist, 
philanthropist and major benefactor of the school. He was a 
governor of the school from when it was re-founded in 1891,  
and remained in that position until his death in 1926.

Current HM and years in post 
Mr W P J Whyte (2013 – Present)

Head of House 
Robbie Andrews 

This year in Farmer has once again been a great success. 
Over the three terms there have been a multitude of trips 
for the boys, led by the tutors, including the Sixth Form 

Curry nights and the Fourth and Fifth Form ‘Pizza and Movie’ 
evenings. Following many unrewarded but tremendous efforts in 
the house events throughout the year, we finally achieved a well-
deserved moment of glory in winning House Athletics; Upper 6th 
Leaver, Josh Evans performed well on the track and Ollie Mackenzie, 
5’6”, caused havoc in high-jump. Moreover, Joss Ferguson provided 
strong competition in an assortment of field events.

Another major highlight of the year was the Sixth Form ‘Team 
Building’ exercise, where we raised funds to buy a horrendous 

amount of ‘Krispy Kreme’ doughnuts using a creative and legal 
strategy, before sharing a reasonable amount amongst the house 
and selling the remaining doughnuts for the school charity.

Developing further on Farmer’s charitable exploits, this year’s 
annual ‘Farmer Boules’ competition proved to be an exceptional 
week, demonstrating the Farmer leavers’ unprecedented ability 
to make great things happen. It was an event which drew out a 
crowd every break-time - despite erratic downpours - and brought 
the school together as a community. I sincerely thank both 
the grounds staff for preparing the turf, and all Upper 6th boys 
involved. Congratulations to this year’s winners, ‘La Pétanque’.

A number of individuals in Farmer have really shone this year, 
with some extraordinary achievements. To mention a few, Ryan 
Cooper travelled with a team to the Netherlands to take part 
in ‘The Hague International Model United Nations’ event and 
was voted ‘Best Male Delegate’ on the committee; Ben Johnson 
secured an internship with J.P. Morgan, opening many excellent 
career opportunities; Gabe Shenoy has superseded academic 
expectations by completing the whole ‘History of Art’ A-Level in 
just a year; and Tom Lewis, Fifth Form, has been busy preparing for 
the Bath Academy U18 rugby season.

To summarise, this year in Farmer has been an unforgettable 
experience and on behalf of the pupils in house, I’d like to thank 
Mr Whyte and the tutors for another excellent year.

Robbie Andrews

Leavers List 
Robbie Andrews, Ryan Cooper, Josh Evans, Nick Garreffa, Ben 
Johnson, Oliver Mackenzie, Harry Markes, James Morris, Gabriel 
Shenoy, James Skipper, Matt Talbot, Nick Welch, Tom Woodman

Farmer
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History of House 
Founded 1895. The House is named after Edmund Fitzmaurice, 
Lord Lansdowne, whose family seat is at Bowood House, and from 
whom we get our coat of arms and house motto, Virtute non Verbis, 
words that we take seriously and try to live by; they are roughly 
translated as ‘Deeds not Words’.

Current HM and years in post 
Mr D R D Darwall (2016 – Present)

Head of House 
Ben Harding 

The past year in Fitzmaurice has been a good one; 
the house welcomed a significant number of new 
Fiztmauricians and they all settled in quickly. The new 

Fourth Form swiftly got to grips with their kitchen duty, now 
motivated by Domino’s pizza. Also new to the Fitz was a smart TV, 
which, although it was greatly appreciated by the house, would 
go on to be fairly detrimental to our A-Levels; which also were not 
helped by the World Cup in Ultra HD!

The Autumn term in Fitzmaurice saw a great contribution 
from the house to the winter musical, Les Misérables, with our 
very own Lewis Jackson, Charlie Stace, Joe O’Connor and Oli 
Harding representing the house in lead roles with plenty more 
participation from across the years. We rounded off the term with 
an excellent Christmas Dinner; an evening of talent and karaoke 
followed a superb menu of steak and chips, a highlight of which 
was some of the tutors taking the stage to sing such classics as 

Sweet Caroline. It was great to see lots of Fitzmauricians out on the 
rugby field with a good number playing in the national semi-final 
at Allianz Park; the support was second to none, Quentin also 
swears by the burgers for any foodies reading.

In the Spring, we were shocked to learn that the title of house 
rugby was, for the first time in four years, ours. This was, however, 
to be juxtaposed with our dismal performance later this year on 
Sports Day as only two of our 6th form representatives managed 
to avoid the wooden spoon. Yet the Fitz spirit prevailed. Towards 
the end of the Spring Term the Fitz party, themed Fitzwrecked, 
was a resounding success.  It was great to see the whole house 
come together to make it happen, with time and effort put in 
across all years, but some decorations were better than others…  
we’ll leave it at that.

It has been a successful year on the UCAS front with most 
achieving places at our chosen universities, Kofi secured a well-
deserved place to read medicine at St. George’s in London; Josh 
also managed to get an offer to study dentistry next year.

A thank you must go to the Ladies of Fitzmaurice who deal with 
our mess every week without fail. I would also like to thank the 
tutors for being outstanding for the duration of our time in Fitz, 
from dealing with angry teachers demanding prep, to writing our 
UCAS references, we are enormously grateful for the extra time 
and thought you have put in to our wellbeing. I know our year 
will miss being a part of this house; however, we wish all the best 
to the years to follow and hope they enjoy it as much as we have 
over the past four years. 

Ben Harding

 
Leavers List 
Harry Burke, Quentin Choi, Kofi Cox, Will Edwards, Josh Hampson, 
Ben Harding, Xavi Kemper, Jonathon Lai, Ed Long, Joe O’Connor, 
Ben Pugh-Cook, Charlie Stace, Joe Stratford

Fitzmaurice
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History of House 
Founded 1968. Arthur Hemens (1903-1993) was the Chairman of 
Governers at Dauntsey's from 1965 until 1982. An Alderman of 
the Worshipful Company of Feltmakers, his involvement with the 
School spanned four Head Masters - as a pupil, an OD and then  
a governor.

Current HM and years in post 
Mrs V A H Wilks (2015 – Present)

Head of House 
Hugh Jacobs 

This year has been a pretty routine year of ‘being the best 
house’ for Hemens. The year started off as it always does, 
with the Lower Sixth looking awkward and uncomfortable 

in their new suits (with one exception: Armand), the Fourth Form 
feeling equally uncomfortable and everyone in between feeling 
no more rested than when they left for summer. But from that 
day on it was business as usual in House, from the morning break 
pilgrimage to the 17 Club to long break ball games when House 
staff weren’t looking, or more interestingly when they were. We 
have really built up a very homely environment.

We have had some pretty good times in House though and I will 
look back and remember them very fondly. First off, the most 
apparent change to the House is the pool table. For many years it 
has been our dream to have a Sixth Form pool table and through 
some passive campaigning and some questionable acquirement 
of the actual pool table from the local church by Eliot Johnson, 
it finally arrived, and it was magnificent. For the first two weeks it 
was cherished, but then the shine wore off and it saw the same 
level of abuse as the rest of the common room. 

The ‘Cheesy Bite Challenge’ also saw its annual running and it 
saw a whole new group achieve glory and earn the respect of the 
elders of the House. For those that don’t know, the challenge is to 
eat a large Pizza Hut pizza with cheesy bites, and this year we had 
the new idea of heightening competition with an added timing 
element. Henry Green polished his off in six minutes 49 seconds, 
showing true Labrador-like attitude to food.  Honourable mention 
must go to PCG, who adds his name to the short list of teachers 
brave enough to try. 

In other news, it's been another highly competitive year for 
inter-house sport and a tough one for Hemens. The first exeat 
of the academic year yielded the first opportunity for the House 
to earn some (what would soon become ‘much needed’) points 
with the cross country and minor sports tournament. Strong 
performances in the cross country, including first place in the 
seniors, saw Hemens come second in the Sixth Form event and 
win the Fourth/Fifth Form competition. Some mixed results in 
the minor sports of table tennis, chess, and squash put Hemens 
into a decent starting position for the year. The remainder of the 

term saw a decisive victory in senior badminton, a solid second 
in intermediate rugby, alongside a hard-fought third for our Sixth 
Form, a totally unsurprising defeat in basketball with the team 
failing to register any points whatsoever, and finally a resounding 
victory in the general knowledge competition.

After Christmas came swimming, where Hemens picked up some 
points with a win in the seniors. The end of this term saw the hockey 
which, despite hopes, was not a good day for the Sixth Form, who 
finished last, while the intermediate team managed third place. 

The summer term witnessed cricket, tennis, and athletics. In 
athletics there were some good results for the House, notably 
victories in javelin and high-jump. The cricket ended with Hemens 
in a joint third after the final match was cancelled due to rain. 
Despite the defeats in the matches played, there were some good 
performances seen with many wickets taken. The senior tennis 
was another difficult fixture and Hemens managed a respectable 
third place. Overall, Hemens has had a tough year in the Strong 
Cup with a high standard of opposition in most events but the 
House has managed to produce a respectable performance in 
almost every contest.

But the year has not been without its flaws. If I have one regret 
from school its probably the amount of stress we caused VAHW 
when we didn’t get it right, meaning that the next morning she 
would have a sometimes quite long list of ‘annoying nags’ - most 
of which were fingerprint related. One of these incidents involved 
a piece of dry wall having to be fixed three times in the Sixth Form 
room, which was finally reinforced because we kept ‘accidently 
falling into it’.  I would like to say ‘thank you’ to all the tutors in 
Hemens, who really go the extra mile for us and the House trips 
are definitely big highlights of School life.  Particular thanks to 
VAHW, AJL and SEB, who is unfortunately leaving Hemens. You 
have all made us better people and I wish you luck dealing with 
next year’s Upper Sixth!

Hugh Jacobs

 
Leavers List 
Sam Abel, Josh Byford, Archie Cole, Henry Cox, Theo Dunnett,  
Tom Goddard, Henry Green, Charlie Hinton, Hugh Jacobs, Eliot 
Johnson, Luke Padfield, Sam Prichard, Lucas Reay, Jack Rigby,  
Harry Sandford-Hill

Hemens
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History of House 
Founded 1997. The house was named after 
Jeanne King-Reynolds, wife of Guy King-Reynolds, 
Head Master from 1969 to 1985.

Current HM and years in post 
Mrs A L Evans (2017 – Present)

Head of House 
Anna Scott 

Jeanne started the year welcoming the new 
Fourth Form, Lower Sixth and Mrs Evans to 
the house. With our house party in the first  

         couple of weeks it was straight to planning 
the event, turning one end of the house into a 
locker corridor and a maths classroom. 

Following on from our house party, we had loads 
of social events throughout the course of the year 
thanks to our social captains: Hen Howard and 
Holly Davies. They have included multiple film nights, a pamper 
evening and an Italian themed night. Each year had a trip with the 
U6th going to escape rooms, which turned out to become pretty 
competitive, and the L6th going to London to watch Kinky Boots.  

The sport within the house didn’t lack enthusiasm this year with 
all the girls participating in at least one event. House athletics 
was most definitely a highlight with nearly the whole house 
either competing or supporting. Emily Tucker, our sports captain, 
ensured we all knew what we were doing and when. Some girls 
tried new sports; for example, our Badminton B team, some of 
whom had never even picked up a badminton racket, ended up 
winning their competition.  

The girls within the house have also excelled in extra curricular 
activities too - showing how diverse we were this year and how 
we all supported one another in each event. Nearly all of us were 
part of Les Mis, making Registration in the evening very quiet for 
the tutors. Public speaking became a big celebration of the year 
with Katie Choi and Rachel King winning and Sophia Stratford 
being awarded ‘best speaker’. 

Our Musicians also allowed us to have more celebration cakes with 
multiple girls in the frequent music events and Imogen Cockwell 
winning the Dance Band cup.  

This year Jeanne has been a home for 59 girls who have all 
contributed to the house in their own individual way. We have 
all loved watching baby Summer Chambers grow up as well as 
enjoying the atmosphere in house each and every evening. Love 
Island and Ligretto became our excuses to put down our books 
during the exam season and relax together. I know that I and all 
the Upper Sixth are sad to leave Jeanne and it will always have a 
special place in our hearts.  

Anna Scott

 
Leavers List 
Ella Boutal, Tinnie Chan, Imogen Cockwell, Holly Davies, Hannah 
Gibson, Georgiana Gray, Charlotte Hamilton-White, Henrietta 
Howard, Francesca McClean, Imogen Parkes, Liddy Payne, Shu 
Qiao, Anna Scott, Emily Tucker, Ariana Watling, Natasha Whitrow, 
Arabella Xia, Sophie Yip

Jeanne

“This year Jeanne has been a home for 59 girls who have all 
contributed to the house in their own individual way”
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History of House 
Founded 1992. King-Reynolds is named after Mr Guy King-
Reynolds, the Headmaster who first introduced girls to Dauntsey’s 
in 1971. However, the House itself did not come into being until 
1992, when ‘Dauntsey House’, the Senior Girls’ Day House, was split 
into King-Reynolds and Lambert Houses.

Current HM and years in post 
Mrs G S Ward (2017 – Present)

Head of House 
Rini Banerjee 

Once again, it has been a successful and exciting year for 
King-Reynolds. We started the year with a 'Grease night', 
which served as the perfect welcome for KR's new Fourth 

Form, Lower Sixth and tutors. A few weeks later, we invited the 
school community into our foyer for the famous annual King-
Reynolds High Tea, and the girls helped to raise over £500 for the 
school charity with this event - special thanks must go to Charity 
Rep, Darci McGuffog, and Deputy Head of KR, Becky Herrett, for 
their major role in organising the event. KR Christmas was fantastic, 
thanks to our devoted Christmas rep, Mischa Jardine, whose 
incredible Christmas spirit shone through as she led the U6th in 
their secret, Christmas-decorating sleepover on the last day of 
November, as well as the rest of the house at the end-of-term 
Christmas party. The remainder of the year flew by with events 
dotted here and there, including an Upper Sixth meal, a Fourth 
and Fifth Form trip to LaserQuest and a Sixth Form comedy club 
night. Major highlights included the 
Grammy-themed house dinner, where 
the girls and the tutors donned their 
finest for a night of celebration, and 
the annual KR summer picnic, where 
we said our goodbyes to the Fifth 
Form as they started their study leave, 
as well as to Mrs Hanking-Evans, one 
of our dear tutors.

The KR girls have, as always, taken 
part in a wide variety of activities 
this year. In drama, this has ranged 
from small-scale drama productions, 
like Betrayed by my Mind and Dusk, to 
the phenomenal winter musical, Les 
Miserables, which featured two of our 
Upper Sixth (Lottie Sims and Mischa 
Jardine) in major roles. A lot of our girls 
also took part in dance productions 
throughout the year, the most notable 
of which was Step Up, which was 
greatly enjoyed by a large audience 
over two nights. From a musical 
perspective, we have had a fantastic 

year, with KR girls participating in events like the Middle School 
Music Competition (and special mention must go to Evie Jackson 
for winning this year), the annual Autumn and Spring concerts, 
the Barron Prize and Rockfest, as well as many more recitals and 
concerts throughout the year. 

Sport has always been another one of our strong points as a 
house, and this year was no exception, as the King-Reynolds girls 
managed to come in first place for house tennis, badminton, cross 
country and many more events. This is all down to the hard work 
that the girls put in throughout the year, and I would like to thank 
our dedicated sports captain, Chloe Vautier, who managed to 
bring out the girls' competitive streak while also keeping things 
fun at the same time. Besides working towards the Lane Cup, 
we have also had a number of KR girls tackle immense physical 
challenges, such as the Devizes to Westminster canoe race and 
practice expeditions for girls working towards their Duke of 
Edinburgh awards. All in all, KR should most definitely be proud of 
its achievements in sport and adventure this year.

Overall, it has been a really lovely year, and I would like to 
say a massive thank you to GSW for being such an incredible 
housemistress in her first year in King-Reynolds, as well as to the 
fantastic team of tutors for all of their help and support. I’m sure 
the rest of the U6th will agree with me when I say it has been 
amazing to have been part of such a supportive environment  
over the last few years, and it’s something we will miss dearly 
when we leave. 

Rini Banerjee

 
Leavers List 
Jodie Ball, Rini Banerjee, Madeleine Brooks, Georgia Carpenter, 
Corinna Clark, Rebecca Herrett, Mischa Jardine, Olivia Keppel,  
Freya Knight, Jess Litherland, Kate Marshall, Darci McGuffog, 
Sophie Roberts, Lottie Sims,  Jess Tempest, Chloe Vautier

King-Reynolds
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History of House 
Founded 1992. Lambert was named after Agnes Lambert, 
wife of William Dauntsey.

Current HM and years in post 
Mrs K S Clark (2013 – Present)

Head of House 
Beth Lacey 

In the Upper Sixth this year, we have seen many academic, 
musical and sporting achievements. Sam Arnold has been 
offered several engineering apprenticeships for automotive 

and aeronautical companies. Rhiannon Harris continued to be 
an active member of many choirs and this year she also won the 
prestigious 'Baron prize' an impressive achievement that was 
well deserved. After competing in the Rio Olympics in 2016 and 
the world championships in 2017, Polly Maton continues training 
hard and never fails to impress us all with her successes. It is not 
surprising that Polly was made athletics captain in the summer  
of 2018. 

The Lower Sixth are always keen to take advantage of the 
opportunities available and have completed many extracurricular 
activities alongside their studies. Two Lambert girls, Martha 
Holden and Zoe Cranstone, trained incredibly hard to take part in 
the Devizes to Westminster canoe race. While this unfortunately 
couldn't go ahead as a result of poor weather, they were successful 
in making it to Reading. Four members of Lambert, Sophia Ryalls, 
Agnes Williams, Lucy Hadlow and Chinda Smith, are taking part in 
the annual trip to Romania, where they will work with the charity 

'Nightingales Children’s Project', a charity Dauntsey's has worked 
with for many years.

Many of the girls in Lambert take part in the female voices choir, 
and when they won the female voices class at the mid Somerset 
festival we were proud to know that girls from our house were 
involved. The female voice choir members from Lambert are 
Rhiannon Harris, Hermione Owen, Angharad Harris, Rosie Jephson, 
Anneleis Nicholson, Emily Bagnall and Emma Kellar. Angharad 
Harris continues to impress us with her musical talents, this year 
she completed her Grade 8 singing and was part of the chamber 
groups which went to the mid Somerset festival.

The Fourth Form in Lambert are always busy playing sport 
or music, so it was not surprising to see some familiar faces 
performing in 'Step Up', the dance show this year. All keen dancers, 
it was lovely to see Daisy Marsh, Arabella Mansfield and Bijou 
Angus all taking part. 

This year, Kate Lewis (our social rep) organised the annual Lambert 
dinner. With prizes, games and karaoke, the event was a great 

opportunity for the whole house to 
come together.

We had two new tutors, Mrs Wall and 
Mrs Stewart-Rose, join Lambert this 
year and their positive attitude and 
approach to the house has helped to 
make Lambert the warm and friendly 
place that it is. 

Beth Lacey

 
Leavers List 
Sam Arnold, Sophie Atkinson, 
Rhiannon Harris, Sophie Jephson, 
Hermione Jewitt, Beth Lacey, Kate 
Lewis, Georgina Lisle, Tilly Matcham 
Bear, Polly Maton, Venetia Smith, 
Harriet Steptoe, Ella Tew, Esme White

Lambert
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History of House 
Founded 1919. Built with donations from the Mercers’ Company, 
one of London’s oldest liveries (founded in 1304). It used to be 
the only house which had its own (Latin) motto, often written 
diagonally and between parallel lines across house notices in the 
abbreviated form I-NON-C, short for illegitimis non carborundum  
- but this has long since fallen into disuse!

Current HM and years in post 
Mr A J Sheffield (2015 – Present)

Head of House 
Archie Osmond 

This year has been one of the best for the Mercers’ Boys. We 
began the year, as always, with a Sixth Form Curry night 
and a Fifth Form trip to the cinema, and while Zander 

Balls more than filled his boots at the curry house, both nights 
were hugely successful in creating an unbreakable bond between 
the Mercers boys. The Mercers Soirée in November was a huge 
success and everyone's highlight this year was the rendition of 
Mr Sax Man by Ben Davies, Andy Chan and Daryll Siu. The Soirée 
showcased the range of talent that we have in Mercers’ and it was 
amazing to have so many parents as guests. 

The rest of the first term flew by, with Mercers’ boys showing that 
Drama is one of our strongpoints as the boys appeared in Les Mis 
in the Mem Hall and Betrayed by my Mind in Annabelle’s. In the 
Strong Cup, we started strongly (excuse the pun) with success in 
the Cross County and Minor Sports and a worthy effort in the house 
Rugby (which was a touch tournament so doesn't really count). 

As always, the Basketball team excelled under the captaincy of 
Jeff Lam, who also took the school's MVP prize. In the Badminton, 
Joe Prodger led the team to success (despite his love for cheese 
and onion crisps) and the General Knowledge team tried their 
best, and that is all that we can ask. The Mercers’ Party, would have 
been excellent, had it not been for the Marlborough Mop which 
took our party-goers, in all a disappointing and unfair night, but a 
good chance to explore our arts and crafts talents. At the end of a 
tiring term, the Christmas dinner couldn't have come soon enough 
and an evening of speeches, food, quizzes and Secret Santa set us 
up nicely for the holiday season. 

After Christmas, the summer exams began to loom as the Fifth 
Form took their mocks in January and were quickly followed by 
the Upper Sixth mocks in February. The Strong Cup performances 
continued to be excellent as Mercers’ retained first place in the 
house hockey events under the stewardship of Rahul Patel and 
a huge win in the Public Speaking by yours truly and OD Prize 
winner Charlie Badman cemented our position in first place going 
into the Easter holidays. To keep morale high, a house trip to the 
driving range sorted the wheat from the chaff, with deputy Head 
of House Finn Spence falling into the latter.

After a torrid Easter of revision and hair loss, the Mercers’ boys 
returned to school with a bond as strong as ever and continued 
to excel in the Strong Cup, as first place was secured via excellent 
performances in House Tennis and Athletics, before confirmation 
of victory coming from house cricket, where Will Thomas hit six 
Sixes off six balls against Hemens. 

As the end of the year looms, fond memories were created at 
the Leavers’ breakfast and BBQ, and morale was kept high during 
exams with a great atmosphere in the house. The World Cup has 
brought the house together and at the time of writing, England 
have beaten Panama 6-1, which of course means that ‘football is 
(well and truly) coming home’: you heard it here first.

The Leavers look forward to leaving Mercers’, but will miss all of the 
memories made in these hallowed halls. We will miss the banter 
and the chat, the Love Island marathons and the endless array of 
Kwun’s tank tops. We will miss volleyball in the garden and the 
tutors, the constant aura of poor hygiene which emanates from 
our TV room and the group viewings of The Apprentice. We can 
only apologise to our fantastic cleaners for the mess we’ve made, 
but thank them for everything they’ve done for us. Our four years 
in the house have been magnificent and I think I’d be lying if I said 
there won’t be tears on the 7th of July. Mercers’ House was, and 
always will be, our home.

Archie Osmond

 
Leavers List 
Charlie Badman, Zander Balls, Chester Barnes, Chris Bryer-Ash, 
Kwun Lum Chan, Dan Hammond, Henry Hill, Dani Kozyrev, Jeffrey 
Lam, Oli Ong, Archie Osmond, Rahul Patel, Joe Prodger, Finn Spence, 
Will Thomas, Patrick Wu, Xi Yuan

Mercers’
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Events & Societies
Around the School 

Alex  
Thomson

W hen Alex Thomson first arrived here at Dauntsey’s he 
spent time with 18 pupils who introduced themselves 
to him with their best sailing experience. He then had 

a Q&A session during which he spoke of success and failure, about 
setting a big goal and then looking for the next most useful thing 
to do towards that goal. He talked about life at sea and the fact 
he believes the Vendee is the hardest challenge on earth. About 
competition and fraternity between sailors, and about safety and 
risk at sea and how you manage it.

After dinner at the Head Master’s house it was time for Alex’s 
lecture to a packed-out auditorium. He told the story of his 
attempt at the Vendee, describing his priorities as To Start, To 
Finish, and To Win. He told the audience that there are four years 
of hard work that goes into each race, about managing his team, 
and the challenge of persuading his sponsors to give him 5.5m 
euros each time.

He told the story about the night his foil failed in the Southern 
Ocean and the realisation that despite his commanding lead, his 
attempt to win the race was over, and then about the shifting of 
his goals to allow him to fight all the way to the end and to  
second place.

Alex spoke eloquently about working with a sports psychologist 
and his shifting mentality from “If I win I’ll be happy” to “If I am 
happy, I’ll win”, and he announced his recent decision to have one 
more go at the race.

Finally, he told the story of his proudest moment when sailing. 
It was not as many would have guessed, his second place in the 
Vendee but when during a practice race he broke the boat so 
badly that he had to be rescued by helicopter and how, upon 
towing the wrecked hull into La Coruna, he found his team 
understandably dejected and sad. The fact that his team picked 
themselves up and worked together to repair the boat to race 
again made him more proud than anything else.

Alex was a compelling and entertaining speaker with a down-to-
earth manner that everyone in the audience found accessible, 
enjoyable and inspiring.

Sam Moore, Head of Adventure

Dr Bettany 
Hughes

D r Hughes visited Dauntsey’s to give a lecture on her new 
book recounting the diverse city of Istanbul, aptly titled; 
Istanbul: A tale of Three Cities. 

Before the lecture, Dr Hughes joined a group of Sixth Formers 
for an hour’s discussion followed by dinner at the Head Master’s 
House with the sixth form discussion attendees. Our conversation 
ranged from topics of the morals of industrialisation, to opiated 
wine, which according to Dr Hughes, the Ancient Greeks indulged 
in, which may well have been responsible for the wonders and 
fantasy described in the famous Iliad and Odyssey. 

Mercers’ Lecture Reviews 2017–2018
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“... describing his priorities as 
To Start, To Finish, and To Win”
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At the dinner we all had the opportunity to begin a more intimate 
one on one conversation with Dr Hughes. Her advice, based 
on her celebrated career working in the world of media, was of 
great interest for us all. In particular, I found her explanation of 
how, when producing historical documentaries, every minute 
not filming costs the agency and her team money. I was also 
surprised at how quickly her team are expected to turn around 
a documentary ready for editing - only a few days in some cases 
dependant on the contract. 

We then all left the Headmaster’s House after dinner to attend 
the lecture. Dr Hughes was greeted by another full hall of pupils, 
teachers, and attendees from our local community, as seen with 
every Mercers’ lecture. Dr Hughes introduced her new book which 
she has spent the last decade researching and writing. Due to 
the current turbulence of Turkey’s government she expressed her 
discomfort of having to write and re-write her introduction and 
conclusion based on the ever-changing political circumstances of 
both Turkey and Istanbul itself. This theme was continued as mid 
way through her presentation Dr Hughes recounted an anecdote 
about her first hand experience of being caught up in a riot in 
Istanbul with her two daughters. As she explained, the current 
political change in Turkey and Istanbul is just another chapter 
in the city’s vibrant history. The historical and geographical 
significance of Istanbul being occupied by many empires and 
even besieged by the Vikings combined with the cultural diversity 
seen in the city vindicates Dr Hughes in her description of Istanbul 
as the “Greatest city on Earth”. 

Overall Bettany Hughes lecture, as all of the Mercers Lectures, 
was an absolute pleasure to attend. It was not only very thought 
provoking but provided a fresh outlook on a part of the world 
which is, once again, becoming increasingly significant on the 
world stage. 

Ryan, U6 Pupil

Steve 
Backshall

I s this really what I do for living?” This is how Steve Backshall 
opened his talk on the evening of Tuesday 7 November. 
The Memorial Hall was at maximum capacity for the much 

anticipated Mercers’ Lecture from a man recognised as one of TV’s 
busiest presenters and a BAFTA award-winning wildlife expert, 
known and loved by many of the younger audience for presenting 
BBC TV's ‘Deadly 60’.

Steve talked about the honour of finding and describing a new 
species; The Bosavi Giant Woolly Rat, on an expedition to a 

remote rainforest in Papua New Guinea. Weighing in at 1.5kg, and 
measuring 82cm from nose to tail, this is one of the biggest rats in 
the world and as big as a domestic cat.

Talking of his early life, Steve described how his parents wanted 
them to have a life of adventure through exploits such as 
snorkelling and travelling. He grew up on a small-holding which 
included guard dog geese, and a duckling called Twit! 

“The desire to explore is one of the key things that makes humans 
such a successful species."

Steve moved on to talk about why he and his wife, the Olympic 
champion rower Helen Glover, took on the Devizes to Westminster 
canoe race to buy a section of Borneo Rainforest. 

In 1991 he went to Borneo for the first time and discovered the 
massive biodiversity and a large array of endemic life in these 
Rainforests. Many native people live hunter-gatherer lifestyles 
under the canopy of the forest, and Steve spoke about spending 
time with people whose lives are so very alien to our own 
experiences. He spoke about the species that live within the forest; 
the invertebrates endemic to the area such as the Orchid Mantis, 
and fireflies that light up the trees and flash in a synchronised 
manner, and the Cicadas whose level of noise can be maddening.

In the Iate '90s Steve went back to Borneo. The change to the 
forest from the impact of agriculture was massive, and it was 
disappearing on a scary scale. The knock on effect of this is the 
loss of animal habitat and life, as well as the loss of a treasure trove 
of biodiversity, and potential medical enhancements. Logging was 
done without tribe permission, and the ancient tribes were losing 
their homes.

Through sponsorship of their efforts in the DW race, Steve and 
Helen raised enough money to buy three chunks of the Borneo 
Rainforest, and his message to all of us is that we can affect the 
planet positively, and we can make the world a better place. 

We are very grateful to Steve for taking time out of his very hectic 
schedule to talk to us here at Dauntsey’s. Everyone listening was 
inspired to explore, take chances, and above all not to take our 
beautiful world for granted.

In Steve’s own words, “Take all the opportunities that come your 
way. Do not be frightened to fail”.

Amanda Gaylard, Registrar’s Office

“

“Everyone was inspired to 
explore, take chances, and 
above all not to take our 
beautiful world for granted”
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Nigel 
Owens MBE

On Tuesday 6 February, Nigel Owens came to Dauntsey’s 
and gave a captivating and inspiring talk about how 
he became who he really is, talking honestly about his 

mental health issues as well as his prolific refereeing career.

A group of 18 Sixth Form students, including myself, engaged in 
a pre-lecture discussion session and dinner with Nigel. We started 
in the Pavilion with an informal discussion group, predominately 
engaging in a free flow chat about his refereeing career and his 
route to being the best in the world. The group asked questions 
for 45 minutes before moving to the Headmaster’s House for 
drinks and dinner. We thanked Nigel for giving us an incredible 
opportunity to understand more about his life, from his early 
family memories to officiating his 80th international rugby match 
just three days earlier. We then had dinner and the chance to  
chat further with Nigel about a variety of different topics, from  
his opinions on modern day rugby to his possible future reality  
TV appearances.

After dinner, we joined around 1,000 people packed into the 
Memorial Hall for Nigel's lecture. He captivated the audience with 
his honesty, talking about his life and his mental struggles before 
he came out as a gay man to his family and friends, and how he 
felt “the weight of the world had been lifted off his shoulders”.

Nigel gave us all a great deal to think about when talking about his 
personal and early life, including the bullying he suffered. This was 
reflected after the lecture in the question and answer session. He 
spoke extremely openly about his life and answered all questions 
with total honesty. His message was overwhelmingly positive 
and his inner strength shone through. Nigel had the audience 
in stitches with some of his rugby tales and his open banter. The 
spontaneous standing ovation at the end of the lecture was a 
fitting tribute to what had been a truly inspirational evening.

Following the talk, the audience were invited for drinks and the 
opportunity to meet Nigel. We are extremely grateful to Nigel for 
being so generous with his time.

We had many wonderful comments from audience members 
following the lecture, thanking Nigel for his inspiring message. 

“What an AMAZING talk Nigel gave last night. Absolutely 
inspirational and humbling. What a wonderful man Nigel is. We 
left last night feeling totally motivated and inspired about life and 
what one can achieve in life, (young and old!), through hard work, 
kindness and positive thinking.”

“Nigel Owens’ Mercers’ Lecture last night at Dauntsey’s School was 
personal, endearing & challenging from a life well judged & lived, 
through a harsh lens. A humbling narrative for students & parents 
present.”

“What a thought provoking talk from Nigel Owens at Dauntsey’s 
School last night. Another Mercers lecture full of honesty and 
inspiration”.

Will, Upper Sixth Pupil

Jo 
Fairley

Thursday 8 March 2018 saw the arrival at Dauntsey’s of  
Jo Fairley, Green & Black’s Co-Founder, speaker and leading 
entrepreneur, for the latest in the Mercer’s Lecture series.

A lucky band of Upper School pupils, together with our host 
Mr Poole, assembled in the Cricket Pavilion for a personal Q&A 
with our guest speaker for the evening. The conversation was 
intriguing, exciting and wide ranging. We listened intently to Jo’s 
engaging responses and covered topics from Green & Black’s 
inception to its eventual sale, her role as a Chocolate Ambassador 
(possibly the best job in the world and one that Mr O’Hanlon has 
never made available to us via the careers service!), her award 
winning Bakery to her boutique wellbeing centre, the importance 
of organic and Fairtrade in her business success, and some 
fabulous insight into Jo’s life story so far!

This opening interaction was then followed by a move to the 
Headmaster’s house for drinks and dinner. The personal nature 
of our conversations in the Pavilion continued at pace, before Jo 
moved on to ready herself for the main event in the Memorial Hall.

The assembled audience settled down as Jo entered the room. 
Her talk was entitled ‘The Rollercoaster of Green & Black’s, and the 
lessons learnt along the way’. The talk was incredibly inspiring, 
interesting and left many of us thinking what we should do to 
make such a big dent in the world ourselves! I particularly enjoyed 

“Another Mercers’ lecture full 
of honesty and inspiration”
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Jo’s top tips for becoming a successful entrepreneur, and the 
importance (in whatever you do) of putting the customer at the 
heart of your thinking and decision-making if you want to be truly 
successful. Having reflected on the lecture, I do think Jo’s top tips 
are also absolutely applicable for success in life as well:   

• Be brave and be daring
• Success = hardwork
• Always be willing 
• Be authentic
• Be kind
• Have fun – the sound of laughter is always good! 
• Find a way to deal with stress
• Find yourself a mentor

The most powerful message came from Jo’s favourite quote: ‘If 
you don’t do it, you will never know what could have happened 
if you had’. I was left excited by meeting such an amazing, driven, 
caring, passionate and successful business woman. It will definitely 
go down as one of the highlights of my time at Dauntsey’s. Thank 
you for such an amazing experience.

Rebecca, Upper Sixth pupil

Heather 
Stanning OBE

On Friday 27 April, Dauntsey’s welcomed the 2 x Olympic 
champion, Heather Stanning to give a lecture on her experiences 
in both her military and rowing careers.

Before the lecture, Heather sat down with a group of Sixth Form 
pupils, who spoke of their experiences in taking part in the Devizes 
to Westminster race - Heather shared that she attempted to train 
for the race but soon realised she wasn’t up for the job! She also 
discussed her thoughts on drug usage in sports, her diet and 
what kept her motivated throughout her training, as well as her 
experience in competing at a home games.

She spoke in depth about her partnership with Helen Glover. She 
explained that Helen is ‘outcome driven’ whereas she was very 
‘process driven’. These two different outlooks combined nicely to 
create a winning team, which was ultimately focussed on both the 
process and the outcome. Heather described how she effectively 
taught Helen how to sweep (one blade) as she had only  
previously sculled (two blades), and said that this had much to 
do with their success because Helen therefore learnt to row with 
Heather’s technique.

The lecture itself was comprised of an audience of all ages, eager 
to hear about Heather’s experiences. She began the lecture with 
a video of her and Helen winning their second Olympic Gold in 
Rio in 2016. She then kindly handed her two gold medals around 
so that the audience could hold them - they were surprisingly 
heavy! She talked about what qualities were important to become 
the best version of ourselves - focussing mainly on resilience and 
having a positive mental attitude.

In order to illustrate these points, Heather spoke of her own 
experiences. She detailed how difficult it was to return to rowing 
after the year she spent back in the army, which included a tour  
in Afghanistan. It was incredible to hear about how just one  
year after winning an Olympic gold, she had gone on to spend 
time in a war zone. This was a very tough transition because  
she had to ‘catch up’ and again reach the fitness levels she was  
at previously.

Heather also illustrated how important her coaches, particularly 
Robin Williams, were to hers and Helen’s success. This was 
admirable, she made it clear that they could not have achieved 
what they did without the support and encouragement of the 
team around them. She also explained that this was a large part 
of her difficult decision to retire from rowing - her retiring also 
meant that Helen no longer had someone to row with and she 
was leaving her team behind. So, she decided not to retire until 
November 2016, 3 months after winning gold in Rio so that she 
could be sure that she had made the right decision. Heather has 
now returned to the Army full time.

Heather’s words left us feeling inspired - she encouraged us to 
always take an opportunity or challenge handed to us and to most 
importantly, to always be the best version of ourselves.

Darci, Upper Sixth Pupil

“Heather’s words left us  
feeling inspired - she 
encouraged us to always take  
an opportunity or challenge 
handed to us and to most 
importantly, to always be the 
best version of ourselves”
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A s a new teacher to Dauntsey’s this year Ms Wall hit the 
ground running. Previously teaching English and Media 
Studies, she wanted to channel her love of film into the 

Dauntsey’s community and provide a creative and liberating space 
for open discussion. Thus, the idea of a Film Club was born.

The club, which is strictly open to sixth form, focuses on 
scrutinising films and opening them completely apart in order 
to fully appreciate what the production team has done. They are 
encouraged to watch things critically and question why things 
have been set up the way are. As they watch each movie for the 
first time, they are introduced to film language and inspired to learn 
about other cultures and people, this year they have watched As it 
is in Heaven which is a Swedish movie, that has sparked an interest 
in what is considered the norm in other societies.

Hitchcock's classic Psycho was one of the films on the menu

Challenging perceptions and focusing on serious topics such as 
gender, race and sexuality is another great reason why the Film 
Club has been such a great success this year. The club has become a 
place to harbour strong opinions and express opinion freely without 
judgement, this makes it an invaluable space for its members. 

Running monthly, it starts after school with a pre-discussion about 
the likely themes and focus points that the movie involves and 
also a few things to think about beforehand. The movie is then 
watched in its entirety and then they break. After this, they begin 
to discuss key things they recognised while watching the movie 
and they asses the way it’s been directed and the effect on the 
audience. In addition to this, they also learn about the film industry 
as a whole.

As an additional perk from being a member of the club, they 
receive weekly emails and questions related to film so that they 

can be encouraged to keep thinking about things past the surface, 
even in everyday life. 

The club has been a great success and a breath of fresh air for 
everyone who has been fortunate enough to be a part of it. It 
continues next year with the hopes of attracting more members 
and teaching more people how to look at things critically and 
appreciate other cultures and values.

Here is what a couple of the Film Club members had to say about 
their experience:

"Ms Wall began Film Club for the 6th form; we would meet every 
so often and it was an opportunity for us to watch and explore 
films that and learn a new format of visual analysis, and generally 
widen our knowledge of film culture. The sessions were extremely 
relaxed and consistently different from the last; from classics such 
as Psycho to the eye-opening Elephant, there was always a good 
debate that followed during our post-viewing discussion. For 
myself, a highlight of the year was being able to present one of 
the sessions alongside Ms Wall for my EPQ which was studying 
the ways in which the 2017 horror film Get Out was revolutionary. 
Everyone was so supportive, voicing their opinions, asking 
questions and showing genuine interest in my project and the film 
as a whole.” – Hannah Giraudeau

“Film Club gives me the opportunity to learn about film in a way I 
would not have been exposed to in the normal school curriculum. 
It has been really great in expanding my knowledge of film and 
media and life as well” – Tiggy Lovering

Anu Olaloku

Dauntsey’s Film Club

History Society

T his year marked great strides forward by our White 
Horse Society, the unofficial name of the History 
Society. Together with a quiz for pupils and regular 

meetings to discuss historical ideas, a new newsletter was also 
published. Many thanks to all L6 students who ran the lower 
school quiz, or who contributed to the newsletter. 

We welcomed Professor Bill Doyle to speak on the French 
Revolution and Professor James Clark on the Tudors. In 
addition, Dr Matt Rendle visited from Exeter University to 
speak on late Tsarist Russia. 

BHS
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Features
Specialist writing on topics of interest 

Mental health issues affect one in four people in today's 
society, with the growing complexities of modern day 
living accentuating the stress in our lives; needless 

to say this is just one of the many contributing factors that lead 
to poor mental health. The issue is increasingly common in 
adolescents, a time where the mind and body undergo huge 
change and where social pressures play a major part in day-to-day 
life: in fact 50% of mental health issues are established by the age 
of just 14. Despite the extent of such issues, mental illness is still 
a topic that many people don’t know much about or are afraid 
to talk to about. Discrimination and stigma is still a huge concern 
surrounding mental health with 90% of people with a mental 
illness agreeing that they have experienced either stigma or 
discrimination. 

In recent years attitudes towards mental illness do appear to be 
changing, with awareness spreading amongst all age groups and 
high profile personalities sharing their stories to normalise the issue.  
By continuing to normalise the issue and hold  
open conversations, I personally hope 
that we can eradicate the stigma 
and discrimination surrounding 
mental illness. 

This was a significant influence for me when writing and directing 
Betrayed By My Mind.

I’ve always wanted to direct a play, it seemed to be a fun, 
challenging and rewarding process that would hopefully result 
in an interesting and creative piece of work. I wanted to create a 
piece of verbatim theatre using true words from teenagers’ diaries 
to stress just how common mental illness is: this meant I had to 
start from scratch with no script and no plot. 

Betrayed By My Mind explores one character’s daily routine 
living in the grip of depression. The play follows how 
depression controls every aspect of day-to-day life, how it 
affects people’s relationships with family and friends. It aims to 
show the reality of the workings of a mentally ill mind. While 
the piece revolves around this one character, all characters 
have an important role to play in helping to show how mental 
illness affects everyone in some way. 

This process was by no means one that I undertook single-
handedly. A large group effort, from both pupils and staff, was 
pivotal to this piece being brought to life. I worked closely with a 
number of people who suffer from various mental health issues 

to form the script and used parts of their stories to form the 
characters and better understand the complexities of the 

issue I was tackling.

I would like to thank the cast, crew, script 
contributors and support network of Dauntsey’s 
for making this show become a reality.

Charlie Hinton

Betrayed by My Mind

“Mental illness is still a topic 
that many people don’t know 
much about or are afraid to  
talk to about”
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Carnism, a prevailing ideology in which people support 
the consumption of non-human animals1, is evidently a 
dominant belief system in modern society. It is something 

most people don’t question; it’s ‘natural’, ‘normal’ and ‘necessary’. 
However, globalisation and the growth of social media have led 
to an increased exposure to different cultures; consequently, 
more people have started to question the concept of a cultural 
‘norm’ and therefore challenge their own beliefs. The anti-meat 
movement, especially in the Western world, is rapidly expanding, 
fuelled by ever-expanding scientific knowledge about the 
catastrophic effects the industry has on our planet. Some argue 
eating meat reflects an anthropocentric societal view, so it makes 
sense that vegetarianism is flourishing in accordance with the rise 
in feminist/anti-racist movements which challenge androcentric 
and ethnocentric perspectives. 

Despite the illusion of an immense inflation of the movement in 
the West, only around 6.5% of the world’s population is vegetarian2; 
in other words, the industry is still thriving. However, its success 
comes at a steep price; according to a 2006 UN landmark report, 
'Livestock's Long Shadow' the livestock sector is one of the largest 
environmental threats. Two environmental advisors to the World 
Bank, Goodland and Anhang, suggest that domesticated animals 
produce 32bn tonnes of CO2

 per year, more than the combined 
impact of industry and energy. Cows and other ruminants emit 37 
percent of the world’s methane, and NASA recently published a 
study revealing methane has an effect 33 times more damaging 
than CO

2
 on climate change. 

Furthermore, according to the United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA), growing crops for farm animals requires nearly  

half of the US water supply and 80% of its agricultural land. Animals 
raised for food in the US consume 90% of the soy crop, 80% of the 
corn crop, and 70% of its grain. The UN have suggested that the 
quickest route to fighting world hunger and climate change, would 
be a worldwide shift to eating less meat. Industrial farms, or CAFOs, 
have a disastrous impact; they produce over 300 million tonnes of 
waste per year3 (twice that produced by the human population of 
the USA), but unlike human waste, there is nowhere for it to go. It’s 
stored in large waste lagoons (or cesspits) and sprayed onto fields 
as fertiliser. The runoff from this ‘fertilisation’ contains antibiotics 
(contributing to the antibiotic resistance crisis) as well as hormones, 
pesticides, pathogens such as e-coli, parasites like cryptosporidium 
and giardia, heavy metals such as zinc and copper (added to 
hog and poultry diets) and chemicals and microorganisms, all of 
which wind up in the groundwater. In 1995, an eight-acre hog 
waste lagoon in North Carolina burst, sending 25 million gallons of 
manure into the New River. The result was 10 million dead fish, and 
the closure of 364,000 acres of coastal wetlands. 

In addition, our rainforests suffer from carnism too; cattle ranching 
is the largest driver of deforestation in every Amazon country, 
accounting for 80% of current deforestation rates4. More than 
75 million hectares are devoted to growing soy (used for animal 
feed)– an area three times the size of the United Kingdom. 
Indigenous people are frequently displaced when their forests are 
bulldozed or torched, and those that remain are often in grave 
danger due to pesticide exposure. On average, a US consumer 
needs 2.5 acres (over two football fields) to sustain their current 
diet5. This amount decreases in parallel with a steady reduction of 
meat in one’s diet; a vegetarian diet has been shown to use less 
than 0.5 acres per person each year. In terms of energy, the meat 

The Ethics of Eating Meat

“Cows and other ruminants emit 37 percent of the world’s methane”
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industry is hardly environmentally friendly either; production of 
animal protein requires eight times more fossil-fuel energy than 
plant protein, yet its yield is only 1.4 times more nutritious for 
humans than the comparable amount of plant protein6. Adopting 
a wholly vegetarian diet is not something everyone feels is 
immediately achievable, but undeniably the consumption of meat 
is having a cataclysmically detrimental effect on the environment, 
and if a global shift to a diet with less meat could rectify this, then 
perhaps it is a price people should consider paying.

As is often the case with dominant ideologies, the interpretation 
of history that is used to justify carnism is selectively referenced 
from historical sources that support meat’s consumption; it ignores 
the fact that our closest ancestral relatives were herbivores, and 
our biological makeup is more similar to that of animals who 
are sustained off plant-based diets7. Whilst this is a potentially 
compelling argument, thought about from a practical point of 
view, it is most probably untrue; eating meat was necessary, and 
played an essential step in human evolution. Harvard University 
evolutionary biologists Zink and Lieberman concluded that a diet 
that was one-third animal protein and two-thirds USO’s (roots, like 
beets and potatoes), as opposed to one high in fibrous vegetation, 
would have saved early humans about two million chews per 
year – a 13% reduction – meaning a commensurate savings in 
time and calorie-burning effort. However, the result of this debate 
is evidently irrelevant, considering we are no longer paleolithic 
humans; ultimately, we live in a highly-developed society and 
it is not difficult to eat vegetarian or vegan but still maintain a 
balanced diet. The RDA (recommended daily allowance) per adult 
per day is 56 grams of protein for a mixed diet; nearly 7 million 
metric tons of animal protein is produced annually in the U.S.  
– enough to supply every American man, woman and child with 
75 grams of animal protein a day8. This not only inevitably means 
a mass waste of life, but a waste of the earth’s resources that could 
be used to face the world’s hunger epidemic. If all the U.S. grain 
now fed to livestock were exported and if cattlemen switched  
to grass-fed production systems, less beef would be available and 
animal protein in the average American diet would drop from 75 
grams to 29 grams per day9. That, plus current levels of plant-protein 
consumption, would still yield more than the RDA of protein. 

Furthermore, a meat-free, or even just reduced-meat diet is also 
proven to be the one of the easiest paths to a longer, healthier 
life. The American Institute for Cancer Research and the World 
Cancer Research Fund found that approximately 4,000 stomach 
cancer cases every year could be prevented if people did not eat 
processed meat, and for every 1.8 ounces of processed meat eaten 
every day - the equivalent of one hot dog - the risk of cancer in the 
lower stomach rises by 18%. A study published in the Proceedings 
of the National Academy of Science predicted that more than 5m 
deaths could be averted over the next three decades if meat was 
consumed modestly around the world. Over 7m could be saved 
if vegetarianism caught on and 8m would benefit from popular 
veganism. The features of a vegetarian diet are widely recognised 
as beneficial to mortality. In a 17-year Oxford University study that 
observed 1100 diets, it was found that high-fibre diets reduced all-
cause mortality by 12%, the consumption of daily fresh fruit by 21%, 
and with a daily raw salad consumption reducing mortality from 
ischaemic heart disease by 26%. There are countless other studies 
proving this symbiosis between vegetarianism and well-being; 
however, for most people, this does not seem to be enough.

The ‘meatier’ argument for vegetarianism, in my personal opinion, 
is ultimately a moral one, fundamentally questioning the concept 
of eating meat. Animals are unquestionably sentient- and not 
just the ones we keep as pets. Ethologist Jane Goodall stated 
that "farm animals feel pleasure and sadness, excitement and 
resentment, depression, fear and pain”. In 2012, a group of well 
known neuroscientists stated in the 'Cambridge Declaration on 
Consciousness in Non-Human Animals' that all mammals and birds 
(such as farm animals), as well as other animals (even octopuses) 
possess the neurological substrates that generate consciousness 
and are able to experience the same affective states that humans 
can. Sheep can remember more than 50 individual faces from 
their flock even after two years of separation, and they can 
recognize and react to changing facial expressions in both sheep 
and humans; in other words, they can empathise10. Goats are 
extremely social, hate being alone, and will often scream and cry 
all day until they are reunited with the few members of the herd 
they are especially close with. Just because they cannot speak our 
language, it does not mean we can safely assume other animals 
don’t want to live in peace and safety, free from fear, pain and 
suffering, just as we do. Industrial farming, when considering non-
human animals as equally as sentient as humans, with intricate 
social relations and sophisticated psychological patterns, could 
easily be regarded as the worst crime in history. Not including fish, 
over 1 billion farmed animals are killed each year in the UK11. Their 
lives are miserable, and their deaths are inhumane. Broiler chickens 
(for eggs) are given such small cages they can’t turn around or lie 
down comfortably, and often grow deformed due to the cramped 
space; 1.7 million birds a year die before they even reach the 
abattoir because of these conditions12. Selective breeding, steroids 
and genetic manipulation mean that many animals grow so 
unnaturally large that their legs cannot support their bodies, and 
they are permanently immobilised; the quality of life for a sentient 
being in this state is unimaginable. 

Even if I tried, I couldn’t eloquently do justice in this essay to the 
horrors that take place in slaughterhouses around the country; 
there are thousands of nauseating pictures and videos on the 
internet from hidden cameras, and everyone has access to Google. 
Indeed, government regulations should prevent their intense 
suffering, but the harsh truth is that animal rights laws are vastly 
inadequate; even classifications like ‘free range’ are pretty futile. 
The Happy Egg Company, who advertise their chickens running 
around freely in the sunshine through grassy fields and woodland, 
were exposed in 2010 for keeping their chickens in filthy sheds 
with electrified perches, with a muddy flooded yard qualifying 
their 'free range' status. Birds were suffering from stress and 
feather-loss, with corpses littered about the floor13. This is not an 
uncommon situation; the UK’s vague ‘free range’ requirements 
result in qualities of life that are in reality not much less dreadful 
than their battery equivalents. Having established their sentience, 
the magnitude of suffering humans put animals through purely 
for their own pleasure (i.e. the sophisticated “bacon tastes nice” 
argument) is atrocious, and scarcely believable; you might 
conclude that anyone who eats meat must be sadistic! However, 
clearly, 94% of the population cannot be psychopathic, there must 
be something else at work. Based on the work of Melanie Joy, the 
Harvard social psychologist who coined the term ‘carnism’, several 
psychologists completed a study14 and found that most meat-
eaters use the 4 ‘N’s to justify themselves. We are conditioned to 
see meat-eating not as a choice, but instead as a ‘normal’ (‘most 
people eat meat’’), ‘natural’ (‘humans are omnivores and it’s just 
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part of the food chain), ‘nice’ (‘meat tastes good’) ‘necessity’ 
(‘vegetarian diets lack nutrients’). The fact is, meat-eating is just as 
much of a choice as vegetarianism, it is just the dominance of the 
ideology, and its presence in every aspect of life, that makes us see 
it in a certain way. Although vegans are generally dismissed for 
'pushing their beliefs' on others, it is, in fact, the other way around - 
given that meat-eating is a choice, and not a necessity for survival. 
Another effect of carnism is the moral dissonance it creates in us; 
Melanie Joy calls it ‘speciesism’. Whilst there is no logical difference 
between eating a dog and a cow, in Western culture one seems 
repulsive, the other natural. People who openly condemn animal 
testing, fox hunting, fur coats and animal abuse, are more than 
happy to cause suffering themselves to animals by supporting 
the meat industry; their beliefs are morally schizophrenic. Carnism 
is fundamentally anthropocentric, as its success depends on the 
superiority of one species over all others; defending animal rights, 
therefore, is only something people do when it suits them, and 
not when it directly threatens their chosen lifestyle.

When it comes down to it, diet is a personal choice. However, the 
fact remains that 795m people are currently undernourished, and 
global meat consumption looks set to rise by more than 75% by 
205015. It has been predicted that if all the grain currently fed to 
livestock in the United States were consumed directly by people, 
the number of people who could be fed would be nearly 800 
million16. People can joke about veganism, but the harrowing 
effects of the meat industry, regarding the environment as well 
as the sentient animals themselves, need to be dealt with. In 
years to come, the taste of bacon will not be acceptable as a valid 
justification for why humans continued to voraciously consume 
meat despite the blatant warning signs about the industry’s 
sustainability. Evidently, going vegetarian is not for everyone, but if 
more were aware, open-minded, and were prepared to take steps 

to reduce the amount of meat in their diets, future generations 
might stand a better chance of living in a world more financially, 
environmentally and socially stable than we currently do.

Maddy Steggall 
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This feature hopes to challenge the assumption that 
intelligence as a trait is a viable route to evolutionary 
success. To substantiate the claims made towards its end 

has required some technical detail and evaluation that hopes to 
create a foundation for those loftier ideas.  Specifically, what I mean 
by intelligence must be clarified from the outset; exhibited by all 
species with nervous tissue is a developed capacity to consider 
external information and respond to it. As the most intricate 
intelligent behaviour is a complexification of this capacity, we may 
consider intelligence then to be measured in proportion to the 
complexity and capacity of the nervous tissue of the considered 
species. That is to say - I would take intelligence as a spectrum 
where the criterion for registering is possessing a nervous system. 
All vertebrates and most invertebrates register on this spectrum. 
The scope of this paper has been somewhat narrowed down 
however, and considers more specifically a recent, distinctly 
mammalian neural development in the neocortex and its capacity 
for novel responses. The human brains capacities in this regard is 
the topic of the paper at heart; this costly sophistication and how it 
has affected our success as a species. Defining evolutionary success 
proves more difficult- considering the title it is my hope that the 
mobility of a species in the hierarchy of its ecosystem at and 
around the development of defined intelligence will indicate the 
effects of developing said intelligence sufficiently. [1]

Before assessing intelligence, it seems appropriate that the vehicle 
for intelligent behaviour - the nervous system - be considered 
in some detail.  Nervous tissue first developed around 600 
million years ago in worm like invertebrate species allowing for 
communication between points in the body and refined responses 
to sensory inputs. Hundreds of millions of years of natural selection 
later and complex neural systems allow for human intelligence. 
To paint a picture with context, we will build a simplified model 
of the human brain and examine the regions associated with the 
acquisition and application of knowledge and skills. Fig.1 provides 
an illustration of this rudimentary model in the hopes of keeping 
the us oriented - though it should be stressed that the brain, and 

especially the human brain, is an incredibly complicated, poorly 
understood organ and the model being considered involves 
generalisations and simplifications throughout. 

As a rule of thumb, the more centralised the brain region the earlier 
in our evolutionary history it developed. New regions tend to 
control less essential, but more complex and 'intelligent', functions.

 
The region labelled ‘Reptilian’ from Fig.1 is composed of the brain 
stem and the cerebellum - this is the most ancient region of the 
brain and the common heritage of most animals. These regions 
control mainly unconscious and fundamental actions such as 
bodily temperature and voluntary eye movement as well as 
basic sensory information. Whilst critically important to surviving 
as a large and complex multicellular organism by mediating 
and regulating bodily functions - these regions do not facilitate 

Intelligence:  
The source of human success? 

“As the most important phenomenon in the universe, intelligence 
is capable of transcending natural limitations, and of 
transforming the world in its own image. In human hands, our 
intelligence has enabled us to overcome the restrictions of our 
biological heritage and to change ourselves in the process.” 

– Ray Kurzweil, How to Create a Mind

Fig 1. The regions of the human brain 
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new knowledge; novel solutions in these departments require 
generations of genetic mutation and the evolutionary process to 
develop. A prehistoric species with a brain developed to this stage 
would evolve as opposed to think its way into new behaviour.

The illustrated Paleo-mammalian region was added more recently 
- its many components are collectively known as the limbic system 
and include but are not limited to the pituitary gland, thalamus 
and hippocampus. Here is where conscious survival mechanisms 
are computed - ranging from the required neural efforts for 
the consumption of food and drink, sex, and to all emotional 
interactions required for life in complex social structures. Much 
of the complicated behaviour exhibited by developed animals - 
including humans - is mediated through the limbic system. Whilst 
significant social and philosophical importance is ascribed to the 
development of one’s limbic system, it too, somewhat surprisingly, 
is orientated towards processing naturally evolved behaviour. The 
egalitarian societies formed by bonobos in Congolese rainforests 
are intricate and fascinating, but don’t indicate an individual 
capacity for understanding sociology. The complex affection 
between a dog and its owner may appear distinct but comes 
after 20,000 years of co-evolution and domestication, not critical 
thinking, by either party.  

Finally, the Neo-mammalian components of the human brain as 
shown make up the majority of its mass and volume. Its constituent 
lobes and internal structures are known as the cerebrum when 
considered in their totality, and it is here that much of what we 
can consider intelligent analysis occurs. When early mammal 
species developed neocortices, a large outer layer to the cerebrum 
blanketing the brain in folds of dense neuron structures, they 
developed the capacity for hierarchical thinking- the ability to 
consider a concept in relation to other concepts in what Ray 
Kurzweil defines as, “a vast ray of recursively linked ideas,” known 
collectively as knowledge. For early mammals this amounted to 
an unprecedented capacity: they could change their behaviour 
as individuals, modifying the layout of neural nets in their cortex 
instead of genes in their DNA.  Once the neocortex achieves a 
threshold of complexity, achieved in nature by the sapient species 
two million years ago, these knowledge bases began themselves 
to evolve in the described recursive manner, complexifying human 
behaviour exponentially. [2] [1]

The development of brains of the form outlined is believed 
to have occurred 2.5 million years ago as the earliest human 
species emerged with 600 cubic centimetres - just under half the 
modern volume - of brain evolved. Brains and peoples that are 
distinguishably homo sapient developed as early as 150,000 years 
ago in the East African savannas and co-existed with other human 
species as late as 40,000 years ago. Around 50,000 years ago, the 
cognitive revolution marked the latest recorded major change to 
human cognitive function that was genetic instead of conceptual, 
and the rise of the homo sapiens to its current ecological position 
had begun. It must be stressed that the cognitive revolution came 
about as a result of mutation - resulting in additional complexity 
with regards to language - and was not made possible by the 
process of recursive thinking. The millions of years between the 
appearance of the first human brains and the cognitive revolution 
were marked by   periodic concessions to greater intelligence, and 
it is throughout these epochs of intellectual advantage that we can 
begin to assess the virtues, or lack thereof, of intelligence. [3]

“A chimpanzee can’t win an 
argument with a Homo Sapiens, 
but the ape can rip the man 
apart like a rag doll.” 

– Yuval Noah Harari, Sapiens

The encephalization quotient of a specific animal considers the 
size of its brain compared to the expected size for a given group. 
Humans have varying IQ’s, but all tend to have an EQ of around 
7.5- meaning that for a mammal our brains are 7 to 8 times larger 
than could be expected. This is an impressive figure - though at 
what cost? Whilst accounting for only between 2-3% of the mass 
of the average adult human body at around 1.5 in 65 kg - the brain 
consumes 25% of available energy when at rest (500 Kcal/day at a 
total of 2000 Kcal/day). This is an extreme commitment of resources 
that came at several costs, coming to dominate not only our caloric 
intake, but also our physical anatomy and social behaviour. Studies 
comparing the mass of primate brains to expected body size as 
well as daily feeding times concluded that to maintain the tens of 
billions of neurons composing our 1.5 kg brains as well as a body 
mass at around 65 kg average would require feeding times in 
excess of 9 hours per day if we fed as other primates do and that 
to do so would be unsustainable. Orang-utans and Gorillas were 
considered as example primates with brains weighing around 
0.5 kg and bodies weighing 75 kg on average; they spend 8 and 
a half hours feeding each day. Chimpanzees have reduced body 
masses and suffice on five hours a day. We are unique then, as 
primates, maintaining huge brains and bodies whilst somehow 
consuming the required amounts. It was the discovery of cooking 
as a means of pre-digesting and softening our food 800,000 years 
ago that lead to the required massive reduction in the amount of 
time required each day finding, chewing, and digesting food - with 
Neolithic peoples able to consume sufficient calories in around 
one hour. Further to this, cooking allowed for a shortened digestive 
tract - a system composed of energy-intensive organs, making up 
the deficit for the growing cerebrum. These factors contributed 
to the rapid growth of the brain in the many human species that 
subsequently developed. [3]

Fig 2. Brain/ body size for primates feeding 8 hours a 
day on raw vegetation 

Number of Neurons 
(billions of neurons)

Expected Body Mass 
(Kg)

86 (Human brain) Not viable

53 25

45 50

30 75

12 100

Not viable 150
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Large body masses could be maintained alongside large brains, 
however muscle tissue - likewise requiring large caloric resources 
- could not be maintained. As energy was diverted towards the 
brain, the physical inferiority of the human body in comparison 
to animals of similar size inevitably developed. Though again, 
the deficits caused by intelligence could also be remedied by 
it: Opposable appendages allow us to manipulate the world - 
prehistoric peoples matched this capacity with cortices at the 
forefront of innovative thinking and compensated for their physical 
deficiencies by way of tools. This externalisation has reaped 
incredible rewards over the long term, but the trade put early 
humans in a dependant position that was precarious, necessitating 
large scale co-operation. Further sacrifices were made - bipedal 
posture requires narrow hips, limiting the size that an unborn 
child’s skull, and the brain it protects, could safely grow to and 
indeed, as the cranium grew, so too the rates of infant and mother 
mortality during child birth soared. This led to progressively earlier 
births of increasingly underdeveloped and dependent babies, 
born to what had become physically vulnerable human parents - a 
situation that further propagated human co-operation networks 
and by extension complex social systems. It is in these ways that 
our large brains came to dominate the human animal, from our 
bodily resources and anatomy, to our mechanisms for survival. [3]

I hope at this point to have provided a coherent picture of 
intelligence in the intended sense and the costs paid for it and to 
proceed to give thoughts on the title of this piece. There clearly 
was a strong evolutionary pressure for the development of 
intelligence in humans, but, surprisingly, just what this pressure was 
remains a mystery to the scientific community. The advantages 
one might expect to come with innovative thinking resulted in 
incredibly little progress ecologically for over two million years. The 

role of the human one million years ago was at best a marginal 
one - hunted constantly by physically developed predators evolved 
to survive in their respective environments, we subsisted mainly on 
plants and carrion. Some scholars believe that tools were initially 
developed to extract the marrow from the bones of stripped 
remains. Despite our incredible cerebral superiority, we developed 
only a handful of useful tools and retained a global population 
measured in the millions. Several innovations - the domestication 
of fire, plants, and wildlife occurred only recently- and the latter two 
after the cognitive revolution.  

There are two opposing trains of thought that appeal to me in 
conclusion. One may posit that to expect a linear correlation 
between novel behaviour and ecological success is misguided 
- that a more exponential process should be expected - and 
indeed this fits the data much more accurately. Counter to this is 
the premise of the piece, that there is only a tenuous correlation 
between the development of novel behaviour through cerebral 
development and ecological advance. This is a view that I would 
consider historically accurate. This assumes instead that our success 
is an effective blunder - implying that our developed minds carry 
very limited significance in a fundamental sense.

Daniel Hammond 
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A ccording to their website, Zoo Lab is the U.K.’s number 
one animal handling experience company. They take 
what they describe as 'animal colleagues' to schools 

and organisations across the UK as part of interactive learning 
experiences.

On the 5th of March, Zoo Lab came to Dauntsey’s to extend our 
learning in relation to the second form Geography rainforest topic. 
The interactive visit included some really interesting rainforest 
species, such as scorpion, gecko, cockroach, a (non-indigenous) 
corn snake and a tarantula named Fluffy! 

We got to handle some of the species, including the cockroach 
and gecko. We learnt interesting facts about the species and 
how they have adapted to live in rainforest environments. For 
example, gecko have very soft sticky feet (like sticky velvet) which 
are strange to touch but allow good grip on leaves and trees in 
the rainforest. Cockroaches are incredibly resilient creatures and 
have adapted to survive by being able to eat almost anything, 
(including glass - although I don’t think that is an indigenous 
rainforest plant!), the male cockroach hisses when touched and 
they can survive for up to 2 weeks without a head! 

We learnt that the corn snake is not indigenous to the rainforest 
but they have arrived on a massive scale as a result of industrial 
farming - cattle ranching - within the rainforest edges, where 
vast tracts of forest have been removed to accommodate 
huge cattle production for the international meat markets, and 
continued growing demand for meat in the human diet. Corn 
snakes therefore affect the indigenous ecosystem by introducing 
predators at a different stage in a food chain. We learnt that corn 
snakes don’t have any venom and they strangle their prey to death. 

Vast quantities of palm oil are utilised in industrial manufacture of 
food and other products which means that there is huge pressure 
for land. This means that the rainforest loses vast tracts to produce 
this lucrative crop.

The Zoo Lab handler talked about 
deforestation and the severe impact 
that industries such as industrial palm oil 
production and cattle ranching continue to 
have on vast tracts of the Amazon rainforests. 
We learnt that more than 150 acres of 
rainforest is destroyed on average every 
minute which equates to approximately 
78,000,000 acres every single year. 

Brazil has lost about 20% of the Amazon 
rainforest already and at the rate deforestation 
continues, despite international efforts, the 
important and fragile ecosystem is very much 
on the danger list. 

Interactive visits from companies like Zoo 
Lab give classes a further dimension to their 
studies, bringing to life the species that we 
see mentioned in text books.

Izzy Lane

The Rainforest comes to Dauntsey’s

“We learnt that more than 150 
acres of rainforest is destroyed 
on average every minute”
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Interview: Beverley Naidoo

Beverley Naidoo, acclaimed children’s author of novels such 
as Journey to Jo’burg and The Other Side of the Truth, visited 
Dauntsey’s to talk about her work to the Second Form. 

After her talk, she was interviewed by a panel of keen readers from 
throughout the school.

Were your characters inspired by people that you have 
actually met?
Not necessarily, but of course we are talking book by book – I 
don’t think I can think of all my characters as one. However, in 
some cases there are. I’ve written a book called No Turning Back. It 
was the first book I was able to research in South Africa because I 
was not able to go back for many years (I’d left the country in the 
middle 1960s). I went back in 1991, the year after Nelson Mandela 
was released and on that trip I spent six weeks going around the 
country, talking to young people in particular. I wanted to meet 
young people and I wanted to find out what they were thinking 
– what were their dreams, what were their hopes, what were their 
fears? In the process, I was aware, almost at every street corner that 
there were children. 

Quickly, I realised that there were children everywhere and I 
came to wonder where they were from. I could tell by the looks 
of desperation that most of those children would already be on 
drugs to alleviate the experience of sleeping on the streets. I 
thought I needed to know more about this, and I suddenly realised 
that I could recount a significant story through the narrative of 
an individual. However, I needed to research homelessness. I love 
drama and I’ve done a lot of work with a theatre director friend. I 
asked her if she would be prepared to come to South Africa with 
me. We just spent six weeks out there, with lots of workshops. We 
did workshops under the condition we could do it with children 
of all backgrounds. My director friend came from a Nigerian family 
but lived, and had been born, in Britain. She agreed. So, I started 
writing to ask if people would like a workshop. We went to Cape 
Town and Johannesburg. In the latter, I found a contact for a street 

children centre and in there was an amazing young man who  
had been on the streets himself. His name was Webster and 
he was volunteering in this project. Now the Hillbrow area of 
Jo’burg at that time was a pretty dicey place. Anyway, so we did 
workshops with these people and I came away with lots of tapes 
to aid my research.

I went back with a draft the following year, I took it to people like 
Webster, and the other people who were running that shelter. 
I asked them to read it with some of the new young people in 
that shelter and tell me what they thought. There was a woman 
from the shelter there and she said, “No it wouldn’t happen like 
that” in relation to the conversation with the mother. In No Turning 
Back, he’s run away from his mother. He loves his mother, but he’s 
angry with her: she’s not protecting him against the step-father 
who’s beating him up, and the step-father’s frustrated because he 
hasn’t got a job, and he’s drinking and taking it out on Sipho. So, 
the woman said, “I’d be straight with her, and I’d tell the mother 
she’s got a choice.” And so again I changed what I had written. Yes, 
there is a way in which (I had based the character on her), but she 
is not the person in my novel.

It’s very dangerous to base someone directly on someone that 
you’ve or you know. There’s a thing called Libel law, and no author 
wants to be up for Libel. I think we authors are a bit like crows; we 
take things from here and there to make it. That is an exciting and 
creative process, and it’s what makes it your own.

Do you think that when you write, you are using your 
books as a political pedestal to spread awareness?
No, absolutely not. Otherwise I’d be up on that soapbox. I could 
be, and make that speech, but it wouldn’t give me the satisfaction 
of creating. I need to go through a journey. I would say that my 
characters are placed in very real situations. So inevitably, politics  
is in the air that they’re breathing, and they might not be aware 
of it but it’s there. There is no way I would want to be seen as a 
political messenger for anyone. But I am saying that politics is in 
our air, and we might pretend it’s not there, but it is. It’s shaping 
our lives; other people are making decisions, even this moment, 
that impact on us and a future generation. Politics is important. 
Politics with a small ‘P’, not the kind of nonsense that goes on in 
the formal political process. It is very important that as citizens,  
we use our voices. 

To me, if I can create and tell a young person’s story that is going to 
encourage my readers to think—“Wow, I didn’t know that, I wonder 
what I would do, but what are they going to do?” That, to me, is 
more important and is a deeper level of engagement. I do want 
readers to engage, and not just think, “Oh, that was a good story.” 
In novels that I remember, there was a feeling about them that 
completely gripped me. They made me aware of something that 
maybe I hadn’t been aware of before. That’s a novel worth having, 
and the kind that I hope I’m writing. 

“It’s not just a matter of saying 
‘That’s racist,’ it’s how do we 
reshape the way we see and take 
control of it”
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Do you think that writing for children is more liberating or 
do you  have more restrictions on what you can write about?
I think I am conscious of that. When I’m creating my picture books 
I’m in a different mode all together. But even my in Cinderella on 
the Nile that I’ve now written about Rhodopis, who is a character 
we are told of by Herodotus, I brought in an element that concerns 
a refugee, of a young person being taken, and stolen in fact. 
Pirates stole this girl from her family in Northern Greece and 
she ends up in a Greek colony in Egypt. So to me I’m interested 
actually even in this old Cinderella tale that there could be an 
element of reality. So yes, and even when I write my Aesop’s Fables 
I’m very interested that actually to me Aesop is a real person; he 
was a slave. I believe he was from North Africa, captured, and I 
think there is a wisdom, and I’m interested in that element in his 
stories. Maybe it’s because I didn’t have these books as a child. I 
loved my blue fairy book, I loved it, but I have to say, the first big 
book for me as a child that really told me was nonfiction. It was the 
Diary of Anne Frank. That had such a huge impact. I take it with me. 
I’ve been to the West Bank three times now, and I take it with me 
when I meet young Palestinians who read my book in Arabic. I just 
think, ‘My goodness, Anne Frank would be shocked.’ You know the 
way we meet someone in a book and they become ours? She is 
my Anne Frank, and my Anne Frank speaks the voice of justice and 
she thinks that where there is a stupid idea, she tries to change it. 
I like that idea. She might be youthful, the adults think she is naive 
but I think she has a very good head on her shoulders.

Do you always like the characters you write about?
Not necessarily. I do try on the whole to find something in them 
that I wish they could develop more that side of their personality. 
There are characters whose beliefs I wouldn’t share. I’d probably 
have quite a lot to say to Mr Danny in No Turning Back, but he is 
Judy’s father, and I like Judy. I think she is a little naive but her heart 
is absolutely in the right place. I can see someone change, wanting 
to change. I don’t think any of us are one dimensional. 

Journey to Jo’Burg is a novella and the madame clearly represents 
something very unpleasant. I’d like to think her daughter can 
change. Her daughter Belinda can change so that she doesn’t just 
reproduce her mum, just as I hope that Masabati, who was my 
second mum as a child, had a huge effect on me. I didn’t realise it 
at the time, but how did she give me so much warmth and love? 

My mum was busy, she was a writer: she loved me, but it was 
Masabati who would tell me stories, feed me and I took that for 
granted. I never asked why her children weren’t in school and she 
couldn’t see them. I still remember the day she got a telegram.  
Her heart must have thumped when she saw that telegram. In 
those days a telegram meant serious matters. She collapsed in 
front of me crying, I can still see it. She learnt through telegram 
that her two little daughters, three and five, had died from 
diphtheria. I had been inoculated: white children were and not 
many black children were. So, looking back, I can see all these 
injustices. I can see the world in which my parents were caught. 
My parents were loving people but they were brought up with 
blinkers - caught in the system. I think I was hugely fortunate to 
have the experience to be able to take off those blinkers. It’s not 
just a matter of saying ‘That’s racist,' it’s how do we reshape the 
way we see and take control of it.

I think reading is a big part of that and again I have got a huge 
debt to writers that have expanded my vision. There were black 
South African writers that, when I started reading their work, I was 
bowled over. I read Down Second Avenue  by Es’kia Mphahlele. It’s a 
classic now. It’s about his childhood. It was 20 miles down the road 
from where I was living and it could’ve been on another planet. 
But he invited me in, I was an invited guest into his life. Isn’t that 
extraordinary? In real life, it would’ve been very difficult for me, as 
a young white person just to go places like that. I did in the end 
go to places like that. I got a job where I went in with black health 
visitors in a food organisation and I began to see things that I 
would never have seen as a young white person. Plenty of other 
white people my age didn’t see a thing, closed their minds down, 
put concrete in their heads. Life’s too short for that.

What were some things you saw in Britain that reminded 
you of South Africa?
In South Africa, racism was written into every single law, as it was 
written into the laws of many southern states in the United States 
of America, and, unfortunately, we can see a huge shift back 
-- people feel very nostalgic for that way of life. I think it’s horrific 
for their children too because, my view is, you’re closing down 
children’s minds; you’re closing down possibilities of connection. 
We live and need to live in a very interconnected world to be a 
safe world. 

“In novels that I remember, there was a 
feeling about them that completely gripped 
me. They made me aware of something 
that maybe I hadn’t been aware of before. 
That’s a novel worth having, and the kind 
that I hope I’m writing”
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But I did find racism here and it was shocking. I still remember 
times when you’d come and see pub signs that said “No blacks, 
no gypsies here. No dogs.” When I came to Britain, there were still 
signs like that. Now these things happen rather more subtly, and 
we can see it when there are analyses done of where people are 
in society. Something has recently been done about judges and 
looking at how many women are judges, who’ll become QCs, 
Queen’s Council, and that’s beginning to change. Has it changed 
enough? No. When you’re looking at minority ethnic groups and 
how they’re represented in these things, you can see there are 
barriers, very often we call these glass ceilings. 

I don’t think we’re always the best we can be, and unfortunately, 
there are people who will pull us back to the worst we can be. It’s 
a constant struggle to be the best we can be. I think books are an 
important part of that: ideas, thinking and ideas. We’re in the era  
of fake news and quick slogans and twitter and all that kind of 
thing. We’re fortunate; we’ve got our brains so let’s use them, 
they’re precious. 

Do you think there are any parallels between apartheid 
and now?
Yes, I do think so. I wouldn’t say that it’s an exact parallel because 
each system comes in its own particular political context and has 
its own particular history, but undoubtedly discrimination happens 
-- discrimination happens in different ways. In some places it’s 
structured into the society, and I think we all lose as a result. Every 
society where discrimination is structured into society, that society 
is losing out—it’s losing out on potential. You look at the children, 
you just go and you look at the little children there. 

One of the ways through which it’s structured is poverty. I think 
that’s a huge way in which we lose out. It worries me that there 
are increasing food banks in the UK. This tells me something, 
when I hear that there are nurses going to food banks. There 
is something. This cannot be right. We are losing out on the 
potential of these young children, who have got all kinds of 
talents. You’ve just got to go into a little nursery and see – you 
know look at those faces – and then see what kind of society we 
can be if we can find the ways in which to provide that support for 
a whole range of young people. We would be a much happier and 
healthier society. 

To what extent would you say your arrest had an impact on 
your political development? Or would you say it was down 
to more seeing more people?
I was 21 when I first got arrested. It was a profound experience. 
I would say looking back on it that it was an educational 
experience.  I kind of knew what I was doing. I wasn’t deeply 
involved - I was involved in leafleting and that kind of thing, but I 
knew that the leaflets I was putting out were very much against 
the government, they were against apartheid. They were calling 
for a different kind of South Africa. 

It was a shock to be arrested. It was a shock to wake up at five 
o’clock in the morning to hear a huge banging on your door. 
This was my little bedsit in this area of Hillsborough, where years 
later I went to do workshops with street children. I was fortunate 
because, as I was taken down and out into the police car, I caught 
a glimpse of my brother being taken so I realised I wasn’t alone. 

I found myself in a jail and there were a whole number of white 
women – jails were segregated –arrested at the same time. Most 
of them were older than me. There was one who was younger 
than me. She was 18 and both her parents were politically 
involved. Her dad was a fabulous photographer, Eli Weinberg. 

I learnt something there because the first place we were kept in 
Pretoria, you could have a bit of communication when the ward 
women were out of hearing. The other women said we needed 
to protest so we said, ‘Charge us’. It was under 90 days. That is 
bad law: to be able to have people be detained indefinitely. 
Unfortunately, there are times when even our government does it 
here. You can just extend the period, just hold someone without 
charge. It’s not good law. You need to be able to bring people in 
front of a court of law. I understand people get terrified and go 
into a lockdown mode but it doesn’t help. 

Anyway 90 days, they were going to keep us. For we said, ‘Release 
us! Charge us!  ‘Charge us or release us! Take us in front of a court 
of law, what can you prove?’ That’s the way in which justice could 
be done. So, they said we’ll go on a hunger strike, what did I know 
about a hunger strike?  I knew nothing about a hunger strike at 
21. So I say, “Okay, ‘I’m up for it’. Fortunately, I don’t have a sense 
of smell. The poor others! A supporter was sending in the most 
beautiful food, the most beautiful curries, unaware that we’d 
gone on this hunger strike. The others were swooning over it but I 
couldn’t smell it. 

Anyway, I learnt to just have a little bit of water and I lasted for ten 
days. After ten days I began to feel sorry for myself. When you feel 
sorry for yourself you’re weakened. I said to the others ‘I’m going 
to have to stop’ and on the day I decided that I was going to stop, 
they had decided they were going to break us up and send us into 
different prisons. 

After 10 days, I was sent out to another prison. I was on my own 
completely. I saw things I would never have otherwise seen; I 
wouldn’t have known. I could have read it in a newspaper, but it’s 
a different thing when you actually see it. And someone coming 
in and cleaning your floor, and then that person with a baby on 
their back, being taken. I heard those white wardens screaming; I 
heard that. That was part of my education, as a young white South 
African woman, to hear that. I was fortunate that my detention 
only lasted eight weeks. That was a relatively short period, and 

“I think we have to learn, to 
learn how to turn negative into 
positive, and that for me when 
I’m writing my characters, I do 
place some of them in really 
tough situations”
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my brother, he was involved more deeply, and he was charged 
with more time. My belief is, that the reason why they ended 
the detention after eight weeks was that one of the women had 
sustained her hunger strike; it was the forty fourth day, maybe 
even longer actually; perhaps even 50 days she must have gone 
on. And she was desperately ill, and I think they thought they were 
going to have a death on their hands. To have a white woman die 
in a South African jail would make headlines around the world. So 
I think they must have brought forward the laying of the charges 
against the people they’d selected, and then afterwards they 
worked on different charges. Sheila Weinberg, who was eighteen 
was released; her parents immediately got her out of the country 
(her dad was actually being charged). Now she came back, to 
South Africa, but my parents were trying to persuade me, you 
know: “Come on, there’ll be no future for you here, why don’t you 
at least go and study abroad”. And I thought “Well, OK”. I knew my 
brother was going to be sentenced, so I thought “OK, I’ll go and 
study abroad for a while, go to England”. And on the day of the 
trial, I heard their sentencing. 

On the day I was leaving South Africa by boat, the news came 
through that Sheila Weinberg had returned to South Africa, she 
couldn’t bear being away from home; she’d returned, and she’d 
been arrested. 

What they’d do, is they would work through layers; they gave her an 
eighteen month sentence for doing the same kind of leafletting that 
I’d been involved in, and it was reduced to six months on appeal. 

But how can I say that wasn’t an education? That’s an education. 
I’m not recommending it; I didn’t seek out to go to jail, I certainly 
wouldn’t recommend it. But I think we have to learn, to learn how 
to turn negative into positive, and that for me when I’m writing my 
characters, I do place some of them in really tough situations, and 
then I think: what can they take from this? What can they take from 
this so that actually it doesn’t crush them?

 Ultimately, for me, that’s the most important thing, that I want 
my main character somehow not to be crushed, in themselves, 
psychologically. I think it’s important for all of us, whatever the 
kind of challenges come. How do we come through ourselves 
and not be crushed, and say: “OK, so that’s happened. And now, 
I’m stronger, because I’ve learned from this”. But not to be cowed. 
I don’t want me characters to be cowed. I want them to be wiser. 
Even at my age I’m still looking for wisdom. I read something and 
think: “Wow, how wise! This is wise”! We can always learn.

Interview by: Esme Wall, Charlotte Crawley, Georgina Moverley, Sadie 
Mutton, Jess Nixon, Zaya Nasheed, Jack Jazrawy-Brown.

Sophie Jephson
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Adventure Education
Reports written by STM, Head of Adventure 

A n early Easter and plenty of snow made for a challenging 
DW season. This 125-mile gruelling challenge is the 
epitome of adventure for our Lower Sixth pupils and 

thirty-eight of them put themselves forward for the challenge, 
with fourteen eventually selected to take part.

The weather throughout January and February was particularly 
cold and snowy, with several training sessions and warm up races 
being cancelled, although the team remained upbeat and positive 
through the challenges.

The crews assembled the Thursday before Easter to check their 
boats, pack their safety kit and for a few final words of advice 
and encouragement. Nerves were evident but there was an 
overwhelming desire to get their teeth into the challenge ahead.

Easter Friday was dry and mild first thing in the morning as the 
crews underwent ‘scrutineering’ and received their race wristbands, 
satellite trackers and boat numbers. The start of a big event can 
be a little anti-climactic but the huge collection of Dauntsey’s 
parents, pupils, staff and ODs gave each crew a rousing send off 
and ensured they were smiling as they crossed the start line.

Devizes to Westminster 2018
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The weather quickly turned cold and wet as the crews 
made their way along the Kennet and Avon Canal, 
negotiating locks at full running speed and completing the 
34 miles with a mix of resilience and good humour. By the 
time they got to Newbury the weather had fully turned and 
heavy rain made the campsite muddy and the wind was 
making all the tents flap. 

Easter Saturday dawned dry but the streams flowing into 
the canal were bursting their banks, making navigation 
down the normally placid waterway challenging for the 
crews.

By lunchtime the DW organisation had made the decision 
to shorten the course at Reading, before crews had to 
contend with a River Thames that was at its fourth highest 
level. Crews were greeted with the news on their arrival and 
reacted with a mix of disappointment and relief.

Although not the ending to a challenging season that 
anyone would have wanted, there was a palpable sense of 
achievement at the end of season dinner. After all, simply 
getting to the DW start line ready to compete requires 
commitment, resilience, team work, dedication and a great 
sense of adventure.

“Simply getting to the DW start line ready to 
compete requires commitment, resilience, team 
work, dedication and a great sense of adventure”
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A t the end of the half-term break, 23 pupils from the 
Fourth Form undertook the School’s Trek to the Stones 
expedition.

After a practice expedition during the Easter Break their objective 
was to walk from School to Avebury with an overnight camp at All 
Cannings. Following their own planned route of either 30+, 40+ 
or 50+km. All three groups opted for 50km this year with some 
ambitious routes.

Unaccompanied, independent and carrying everything they 
needed in their rucksacks, the pupils were responsible for their 
own navigation, camping, cooking and had to look after both 
themselves and the other members of their group.

A long first day in windy but warm conditions, saw all the groups 
climb up to Salisbury Plain and follow its edge above the Pewsey 
Vale. Dropping back down again they weaved their way through 
the villages and around the fields to the campsite where a family 
of Alpacas greeted them. There was a significant variation in the 
amount of time spent walking with the first group in camp by 
17:30 and the last at 21:30! 

Cooking evening meals was a mix of MasterChef and pot noodles; 
some very tired students retired to their sleeping bags ready for 
the early start.

Sunday dawned dry and warm and after being woken by a 
cockerel, all three groups groups set off North to the Kennet and 
Avon Canal and followed it for a while. Crossing over, they climbed 
over the Downs through quintessentially Wiltshire countryside. It 
was a very hot day, which combined with the soreness from the 
day before made for a tough challenge, and all the students had to 
dig deep in the final few kilometres.

Their routes took them into Avebury where they posed for photos 
with the stones and walked the final mile to Silbury Hill where 
flapacks and cans of drink awaited.

Despite the tiredness and soreness, the sense of achievement was 
palpable. How many people when asked “What did you do this 
weekend?” can say “I walked 50km!”.

Trek to the Stones 2018

“Cooking evening meals was  
a mix of MasterChef and pot 
noodles; some very tired students 
retired to their sleeping bags 
ready for the early start”
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The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme continues to run in the School. 
Pupils undertake sections in volunteering, physical and sport, and skills 
development, as well as an expedition with their peers.

Pupils volunteered this year within the School in drama clubs, sports clubs 
and by being environmental champions and outside the School through local 
primary Schools, charity shops and in their own communities at home.

A wide range of sports were tackled for the physical section, all outside of the 
normal sport at School. Running and gym work were popular but some rode 
horse, kayaked or rock climbed, furthering their adventure.

The skill section is always varied and we had pupils learning to umpire, playing 
musical instruments and learning to drive. Some undertook sports leadership 
programmes while others practiced their marksmanship with the School rifle 
club.

Expeditions took place in the Brecon Beacons and Snowdonia this year in mixed 
weather. In March it was sunny but cold whereas in April we had the eponymous 
showers and the Qualifying expedition produced one day of sun, rain, wind and 
fog each!

In all, six pupils and ODs gained their Bronze Award this year and eight their Gold.

Duke of Edinburgh’s Award 
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On 11 June 2018, the entire Third Form departed for 
Aberdovey in Wales for the Moonrakers Camp. We had a 
six-hour coach ride and we had to manage without our 

mobiles, iPads or laptops.

We arrived at the Outward Bound Centre in Aberdovey situated 
on the Dovey Estuary, looking out over the water. We were lucky 
as it was really sunny and so once we had unpacked our bags, we 
were ready to go on the ‘Jog and Dip’. Unsurprisingly, this meant 
jogging down to the water and then jumping in. Many of us 
were reluctant to jump into the freezing water but peer pressure 
worked positively and we all did it.

The next day, we did the ‘Commando Crawl’, inching across a  
rope that was slung from a jetty. The pupils who went first had a 
less terrifying time because the tide was in and so the water  
level was high. By the time the last ones attempted the crossing, 
the tide was going out and the drop from the rope was 
significantly further. Some of us got across but there were a few 
spectacular falls. In the end we all got wet as we all jumped off the 
jetty anyway.

The big challenge of the week was the two-day expedition, 
which involved carrying our clothes, tents, food and water up the 
second highest peak in the area. We had to pitch our tents and 
sleep out overnight. The weather had turned and it was rainy and 
really windy. Ration packs were a new experience for many as was 
the lack of plumbed in toilets. The view from our campsite was 
beautiful, looking down a valley towards the sea with a mountain 
stream beside us. The stream provided water for us but we had to 
use water purifier tablets which made the water taste of chlorine. 
After we woke up on the second day, it was a long and steep 
walk back to the centre. We were tired from the previous night so 
teamwork was essential and we all helped each other to get over 
the mental and physical obstacles of the march back.

Moonrakers Camp 2018 

“The big challenge of the week 
was the two-day expedition”
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We spent a lot of time on the estuary. We built a raft, which floated 
really well and stayed intact but we were caught in the tide. 
Our paddling was not strong enough even though we had an 
excellent cox to keep our rowing in time. We also canoed down 
the estuary in double canoes and we saw and enormous jellyfish. 
We stopped for a picnic lunch on a sandbar before canoeing 
home for ice cream.

One day after supper, we completed different challenges. We each 
had to get over the challenge wall using the strongest people in 
our group to boost us up to teammates who then pulled us over 
the wall. This challenge required a lot of trust and communication. 
Another task, which our group found extremely hard, was 
something we liked to call the ‘log shuffle’. We all had to stand one 
behind the other on two long logs with rope handles. We had to 
co-ordinate our movements so that we could ‘step’ the logs along 
without anyone falling off and reach a target.

The week was a challenge for all of us for different reasons. 
However, we were encouraged to take risks with our teammates 
and overcome our worries. For many in our group, the example 
of one succeeding at a task meant that mentally we all realised 
that the task was in fact possible and were able to then succeed 
ourselves. Outward Bound taught us that it is worth persevering 
with something that is tough as you feel a sense of achievement 
afterwards. Looking back on our Moonrakers experience, we 
realise that even though we had difficulties, we enjoyed the 
challenges that they presented and we will remember this lesson 
for the future. Thank you Dauntsey’s and Outward Bound.

Lily and Josh, Third Form pupils
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On the last weekend of the Summer term, sixteen Lower 
Sixth pupils took part in the annual Brecons Challenge, an 
adventure race for teams of two in which the pupils run 

over three mountains, cycle through the forests and kayak along 
the canal, ending in Brecon.

This is the 21st year of the event and the three sections of the 
event involve a 12km run over the highest mountains in South 
Wales, including Corn Ddu, Pen y Fan and Cribyn, which involves 
a height gain of over 800 metres. The teams then switch to their 
mountain bikes and cycle 18km along the Taff Trail to the canal 
before getting into their K2 kayaks and paddling 7km to finish in 
the canal basin in Brecon.

The weather was hot, with teams drinking gallons of water as they 
made their way over the three peaks. The cycle section was dry 
and fast through the forests and the sun meant that sunglasses 
were essential. By the time they reached the canal, the water was 
a welcome relief and more than one team capsized 'accidentally'  
to cool off.

At the end of their challenge, they were greeted on arrival at the 
canal basin by a crowd of cheering parents and staff and then 
everybody headed back to the bunkhouse for a celebratory meal 
and prize giving.

This year’s overall winners were Catriona and Wilf who also won 
the mountain running and kayaking sections. Tom and Alfie were 
the fastest across the cycling section.

Brecons Challenge 2018

“More than one team capsized 
'accidentally' to cool off”

   Mountain 
Time

Mountain 
Rank

Cycle 
Time

Cycle 
Rank

Kayak 
Time

Kayak 
Rank

Overall Overall 
Rank

Adam Lucy X 02:53:34 8 00:54:42 3 01:10:33 4 04:58:49 6

Frozan Christie F 01:59:25 5 00:58:45 5 01:05:23 2 04:03:33 3

Tom Alfie M 01:59:55 6 00:47:30 1 01:54:46 8 04:42:11 5

Chloe Georg X 02:19:28 7 01:00:25 6 01:10:07 3 04:30:00 4

George Joe M 01:49:24 2 00:53:54 2 01:14:42 5 03:58:00 2

Catriona Wilf X 01:47:55 1 00:56:45 4 01:01:35 1 03:46:15 1

Seb T Tom M 01:59:09 3 01:31:58 8 01:51:25 7 05:22:32 8

Jonathan Kevin M 01:59:16 4 01:31:50 7 01:29:21 6 05:00:27 7
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In February, twelve Second Form headed for the Swedish town 
of Skellefteå, just outside the Arctic Circle, to experience life in 
this cold, challenging, exciting environment. The pupils kept  a 

daily journal during the trip, which is presented here.

Day 1 - Joe
After meeting at Dauntsey’s in the rain we piled into a minibus 
and made the journey to Heathrow. We checked in, did some 
shopping, and then boarded the plane which arrived in Stockholm 
airport at 5:00pm (local time).

After some very fast food, we then took off from Stockholm and 
arrived in Skellefteå after a very sudden landing! We took a bus 
from the airport to our camp, and that took around 40 minutes 
through some snowy forests.

Finally, after being dropped off in the snow, we settled in and got 
ready for bed after a long day of travelling. After a Swedish “O’boy” 
hot chocolate, we spent our first night in a snowy Swedish town 
called Skellefteå.

Day 2 - Sam
The next day the duty team, Aurora, took a dawn trip to the local 
co-op through the Swedish neighbourhood. They brought back 
enough for breakfast so that everyone was ready to walk to a 
supermarket later for the 420 meals that we needed to cook.

The walk took about 40 minutes through the forest, with deep 
snow, cross country skiers and snowmobiles to contend with. It 
took nearly two hours to find and buy all the food and we all were 
better at Swedish by the end of it. We loaded very heavy duffle 
bags onto the sledges we had just bought and hauled them back 
to our accommodation.

Later in the day everyone went to learn how to walk in snow well, 
or better than before. We learnt how to walk up and down hills 
and how to create a slide in the snow. Finally went back to the 
cabin to make dinner and chill out for the night. Our proposed 
night hike was postponed because people kept drifting off so we 
retired to bed after a very busy day.

Arctic Adventure 2018
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Day 3 - Humphrey
Today we went snow shoeing through the woods. At the start 
it was very tiring going up the steep mountain, but when we 
got to the top, not only was there was the most amazing view, 
but behind us there was a winter wonderland. Then we headed 
through the snow destroying the perfect powder.

We stopped mid-way through Narnia and had some smoked 
reindeer which everyone loved, after which we then headed 
down the far side of the mountain. On the way down, Poppy, 
Kade, Chris and I all fell over in the same spot one after the other.

When we got down to the bottom of the mountain we then 
headed down across the valley towards what looked like just a 
clearing in the trees when actually it was a frozen lake that has 1m 
of thick ice on top. There by the side of the frozen lake we started 
a fire and dried off and warmed up.

Thomas, our guide, brought out an auger that cuts holes in the 
ice. Everyone went out and made their own hole and all got one 
of the smallest fishing rods I have ever seen, they were about 
15cm long! We were given some live maggots to put on the end 
but Ben decided to eat his instead. He ended up spitting it out 
because it was all slimy.

In the end we drilled about 20 holes around the lake but no fish. 
After being summoned by our guide, we ran in to get our Renskav, 
reindeer and potato cooked on the fire. It was delicious! Then we 
made two trenches about 5m away from each other and had a 
HUGE snowball fight.

After dusting ourselves off, we made our way to the cabin with 
even more people falling over as the snow got deeper. After that 
all of the boys got changed into swimming trunks and visited 
the sauna with temperatures of 40°C. We alternated between the 
sauna and rolling in the snow a few times before hot chocolate 
and bed.

Day 4 - Ben
Today was a busy day as we went to a Swedish school. It was 
called Norrhammarskolan and we met some of the students 
who were a year older than us. We introduced ourselves and 
then we went on a tour around the school. It was quite different 
to Dauntsey’s as they only had a couple of classrooms for each 
subject. They also only had a few teachers for each subject.

Once we had done that we went to get cross country skis. Quite a 
few people had skied before but some had not. We paired up with 
one of the Swedish students and went on a 6km ski.

After that we had lunch which was very different to what we 
normally have: black pudding, rosti vegetables and coleslaw.  
We then had some language lessons - they were Spanish, German 
and French.

Once we finished our lessons, we had a traditional Swedish food 
called Semla buns, which are eaten on Shrove Tuesday. They have 
these cream and marzipan buns instead of pancakes. After a busy 
day we walked home in the snow and our team made chicken 
korma for supper.
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Later that evening, eight of the twelve people went on a night 
hike. Martin, Charles, Sam and I stayed back at the hostel and 
played cards. An hour later they returned and we had hot 
chocolate and went to bed!

Day 5 - Flo & Poppy
The day started with an early wake up so that we could walk 
through the snowy forest to Boda Borg, a challenge centre.

When we arrived we were welcomed with an entrance that was 
in the mountain, it was amazing! Firstly, we had a talk about 
Boda Borg so we could understand how it all worked and all the 
different types of challenges. The challenges were called Quests 
and each quest consisted of 3 rooms. There were black quests 
which challenged your body, green quests which challenged your 
mind and red quests which comprised both.

We were all super excited and then split into our three teams: 
Aurora, Icicle and Husky and the teachers made a team as well! 
After reading through the various challenges 'Klaustrofobi' was  
the one that scared me the most! However, it was one of the 
first ones we tried and it was actually fine but we could not quite 
complete the last room. We tried many challenges for the next 
few hours but we were not successful at any yet.

Team icicle and the teachers had a point each at lunch. We were all 
absolutely starving so luckily lunch was delicious... chicken tacos! 
After eating lots and speaking to the other teams we were ready 
for the challenges again.

By the end of of the day we got 3 points! We tried and tried many 
rooms and we succeeded in some of them! We worked as a 
team and managed to complete 'klaustrofobia' which took a few 
goes. As a team we completed 'The Game'; it was very gruesome 
and there was a lot of scares! We also successfully passed all the 
levels on Flipper which was pleasing for all of us as we had many 
attempts!

However, Cookie and Mr Moore managed to take the win with 
seven points coming 1st and Icicle coming 2nd and our team 
came 3rd.

After all the fun and games, we said our goodbyes and walked back 
in the snow just as it was getting dark. Then we got back to the 
snug cabin and our team was on duty so we cooked chilli con carne.

After supper we went outside in the dark sledding and we lit a 
fire and toasted marshmallows and had fun, games and laughs. 
Finally we got back for delicious hot chocolate with wafers and all 
jumped into bed ready for a good night’s sleep.

Day 6 - Helen and Charles
We were woken up at around 7:30am and after breakfast we went 
outside to wait for the coach to Svansele for our husky experience. 
The coach had a big table at the back which we all sat around for 
the hour journey. Near the end of the journey a mother and baby 
moose darted into the forest as the coach approached.

As soon as we arrived we saw the huskies and entered their pen, 
and spent some time meeting and stroking the dogs, who were 
really friendly and loved all the attention. The first team, Icicle, got 
on to the sleds, two people on each one. As soon as they were on 
the sleds, the huskies, which were harnessed up, started barking to 
each other loudly. However, as they started moving, the dogs fell 
silent as they began to run.

“We lit a fire and toasted 
marshmallows and had fun, 
games and laughs”
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The three teams then took it in turns to be pulled by the huskies. 
We saw amazing views as the dogs pulled us across the frozen lake 
and through the snowy forest. Each group had about 20 minutes 
on the sleds before it was time to swap over. While one group was 
on the sleds, the other two were having lunch in a hut with a fire 
and rugs in.

Once everyone had their turn we headed back to the pens 
and learnt how to take off the harnesses. We got into pairs and 
removed all the huskies’ harnesses to help Marie-Line and Arnaud, 
our guides. We spent quite a bit more time admiring and stroking 
the dogs. After the dogs were safely in their pens we went back 
to the hut where we had a drink, biscuits and delicious cinnamon 
buns. After we had finished we had a photo with the flag and 
went back on the bus.

When we had arrived back in Skellefteå, after the hour journey 
back, we had the options of playing in the snow, sledding down a 

hill, or going inside. Everyone went to play outside, and five of us 
went sledding down the ski piste. Outside they dug holes and had 
snowball fights. The others who were sledding tried some bigger 
and steeper hills – mostly successfully! There was lots of screaming 
and plenty of rolling in the snow.

When the sun went in we went back inside and had dinner and an 
hour to ourselves before starting the quiz. There were 4 rounds, 
each with ten questions. The first round was on Sweden, the 
second round was on general knowledge, the third on music and 
the fourth on Dauntsey’s. The winners were Husky team, closely 
followed by Icicle team and finally one point behind came Aurora. 
To end our busy day, we had hot chocolate and a biscuit and 
headed off to bed, with the treat of a lie-in in the morning.

Day 7 - Martin
As it was our last day, we had a lie-in and woke up at 7:30 
and played in the snow until 9:15 when we went up to the ski 
slope and had a 'Snowlympics'. This consisted of a number 
of competitions including sledging races, snowball throwing 
competitions and an “Arctic marathon”.

We then headed to the Skellefteå museum in town. When we 
arrived at the museum we met a man called Jörgen Andersson 
who was the archivist of the museum. He showed us around and 
talked to us about the history of the area.

The visit to the museum was followed by a trip to the high street 
for some shopping.  Some of us bought some souvenirs. Others 
went directly to the supermarket to buy dried reindeer.

For a nice treat we went to the Three Kroner for a celebratory meal. 
In the restaurant we had delicious food such as pizza and burgers. 
At the end of the day we went home and went to bed ready for an 
early wake up the next day.

“As soon as they were on the 
sleds, the huskies, which were 
harnessed up, started barking to 
each other loudly. However, as 
they started moving, the dogs 
fell silent as they began to run”
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Day 8 - STM
It was a sudden shock when our alarms went off at 05:15 and we 
dragged ourselves out of bed and packed the last few items into 
our big bags. We made a pile of them by the road and then, as 
it was -10°C, waited inside until the bus came to take us to the 
airport.

We arrived just in time, checked in, walked through security and 
straight onto the plane, and they closed the door behind us. 
Skellefteå’s tiny airport meant we were less than 50 metres from 
where the bus dropped us off.

The flight to Stockholm passed uneventfully and we had an hour 
there to buy souvenirs and a snack. We boarded the plane to 
Heathrow and found Sixth Formers from Alleyn’s School in the 
seats in front of us, having had their own Arctic adventure.

Two hours later we flew over central London, picking out 
landmarks as we did, and touched down at Heathrow. A minor 
complication at immigration with a lost passport only delayed us 
by about twenty minutes and soon we were on a minibus headed 
back to Dauntsey’s.

An excited gaggle of parents met us on arrival at School and we 
went our separate ways, telling stories and reflecting on our great 
Arctic Adventure.
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A nother really successful year for the Sailing Club and Jolie 
Brise. We ran two great Easter Cruises, which sailed to 
France and the Channel Islands and most of the students 

who took part also completed their RYA courses. After Easter we 
headed West with Dauntsey’s parents on board to take part in the 
St Mawes Pilot Cutter World Championships. The parents achieved 
an excellent win in one of the races and a very good second place 
in the Passage Race from Fowey to St Mawes. 

Following this the Dauntsey’s students took over for the Summer 
Half Term Cruise sailing back to the Hamble along the South Coast. 
Jolie Brise then continued East into the North Sea, sailing up to 
Sunderland for the start of the Tall Ships 2018 Race Series. The first 
leg was from Sunderland to Esbjerg, Denmark, where the students 
got a brilliant second in class and third overall. 

We then changed crew in Esbjerg for the Tall Ships Cruise-in-
Company from Esbjerg to Stavanger in Norway. The Cruise-in-
Company is always lots of fun and there is a lot of socialising with 
the other young crews in the Tall Ships Fleet during the cruise. In 
Stavanger we changed crew again, ready for the race leg down to 
Harlingen in Holland. 

Despite there having been a heat wave for most of the summer, 
just before the start of the race the weather changed abruptly, so 
the Race start was postponed for 24 hours. The crew knew they 
would be starting in heavy airs, not Jolie Brise’s best conditions for 
racing, but that the wind would become lighter and be against 
her further down the race course. She set off with the strong 
winds still blowing. but no longer gale force. After 24 hours the 
winds had gone light and Jolie Brise was quite a long way back in 
the fleet, but much further to the East than any of the other boats. 
This worked out very well, as over the next 24 hours she moved 
up into first place in her class and second overall in the fleet. In 
Harlingen at the final Prize-Giving, she was awarded the overall 
winner for the combined race series in her class and also first in 
class for that race leg. 

We then sailed on through Holland’s inland waterways, stopping 
in Amsterdam for a guided tour of the city’s canals, then on to 
Ipswich. There we changed crew again, the new crew sailing back 
to Hamble via France. Having changed crew again, we sailed on to 
Dartmouth to take part in the Dartmouth Royal Regatta and then 
back to Hamble for the start of the new academic year.

Since being back in home waters, Jolie Brise took part in the ASTO 
Small Ships Race in Cowes, Isle of Wight which we have won ten 
times over the last fifteen years. This year we decided to give the 
other boats more of a chance and entered D class, which is the 
Spinnaker Class. This would have worked well with light winds, but 
a complete disaster in strong winds! On the day, there was 25 – 30 
knots of wind (definitely not spinnaker weather!). However, she 
still managed second in Class D despite this, but couldn’t get the 
overall win this year – blame the Head of Sailing! 

We are just finalising plans for the 2019 sailing season, when Jolie 
Brise will again take part in Tall Ships Races in Denmark, Sweden 
and Norway, before heading across the North Sea to the Faroe 
Islands, Iceland and then the West Coast of Scotland. Another 
great year for the Sailing Club.

Toby Marris, Head of Sailing

Jolie Brise 2018
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Travel
Venturing abroad 2017 – 2018 

On Friday 20th October the 
History trip group convened 
excitedly, but sleepily, at 

7am to embark on a long coach drive 
to the Continent. We journeyed to 
the Dover ferry to cross to Calais 
and then on to our first hotel in 
Arras. Following a delicious dinner 
in a French restaurant we went to 
the local bowling alley for some 
competitive diversion. Regardless of 
the interesting spelling of some of 
our names on the overhead displays, 
everyone had good fun - most 
importantly Reverend Johnson came 
out top in the teachers’ competition 
– something he was happy to 
mention again and again!

On Saturday morning we left for the Beaumont Hamel 
Newfoundland Memorial to observe the former battlefield while 
listening to our captivating guides – brothers Steve and Nigel 
Williams – tell the story of the Newfoundland regiment who 
fought on that battlefield 101 years earlier. We then looked around 
the Musée d’Albert and other important sites including the 
astounding Lochnagar crater at La Boisselle and the breathtakingly 
grand Thiepval Monument engraved with the names of 72,246 
missing servicemen with no known graves. There we searched 
the walls for soldiers with our surnames and had a few minutes of 
silence to hear the names of the Old Dauntseians who perished in 
WWI. The evening consisted of another great dinner followed by a 
lively team quiz put on by the teachers.

On Sunday we visited a huge German Cemetery at Neuville St 
Vaast; the remarkable Canadian memorial at Vimy Ridge; and the 
vast French cemetery at Notre Dame de Lorette all of which were 
thought provoking experiences aided by explanation from our 
guides. We moved to a new hotel and had a lovely dinner in Ypres 
before attending the Menin Gate Ceremony, which takes place 
each night at 8 pm. ‘The Last Post’ was played and six Dauntsey’s 
students sang an arrangement of ‘Be Thou My Vision’ (Abi Baker, 
Sophie Hollis, Rosie Jephson, Isobel O’brien, Hermione Owen and 
Natalie Wu) in front of a crowd of around 3000 people, while three 
others (Rufus Cannon, Mabel Garton-Jones and Oliver Illingworth) 
laid a wreath on behalf of the school in remembrance of the 

former Dauntsey’s students that fought and gave their lives in the 
war. Next was a successful trip to the Belgian chocolate shop of 
Peter and Stephanie de Groote and some free time to attempt to 
take in the beautiful setting of the reconstructed town of Ypres 
before returning to the hotel.

Even on the last day we packed in the sights visiting places such 
as the Essex Farm with the grave of a soldier only 15 years old and 
the former Dressing Station where Canadian Doctor Poet John 
McCrae served; Tyne Cot memorial where we all placed crosses, 
and Zonnebeke Museum which had reconstructed trenches. 
We stopped for lunch and had a service at Talbot House where 
soldiers went before going to the front line; hymns were sung and 
names were read again. Afterwards we set off for Calais where an 
incident with a stowaway migrant found under the bus slowed 
us but we made it onto the ferry and journeyed home. Mr Sandell 
and Nigel Williams’ frequent use of John Denver’s song ‘Country 
Roads’ became the soundtrack of the trip, heartily sung, in the bus 
and while ‘fun’ is not the right word to describe visiting the former 
Western Front, it certainly was a valuable experience and a trip I 
would willing recommend to anyone.

Many thanks to all the teachers for an excellent trip. 

Rosie Jephson

Western Front: October 2017
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A fter an early start on a Sunday morning in October the 
Dauntsey’s Spanish trip met at Gatwick airport to leave 
for Málaga. Upon arriving in Granada, we were greeted by 

our host families who we would be staying with for the 6 days of 
our trip. Jasmin and I were paired with an older couple, Trini and 
Pepe, who had lived in Granada all their lives. They greeted us with 
many ‘bienvenidos’ and made us feel very welcome in their flat. 
In the afternoon, Pepe showed Jaz and I around central Granada 
and then later we had a traditional Spanish supper of ‘abóndigas’ 
(Spanish meatballs) together at their home.

On Monday we started our language classes at the Don Quijote 
School where we learned more about Spanish culture, monarchy 
and most importantly Spanish food! We were then taken on an 
exclusive tour around Granada visiting El Reajelo (the old Jewish 
quarters of the city), Albaícin (the Moorish area) and Sacromonte 
(where the ‘gitano’ community were based). During the tour, we 
were able to pass many important sites and vibrant residential 
neighbourhoods full of characterful historic buildings with patios 
and roof terraces as well as being taken to the top of the city 
for stunning vistas across to the Alhambra. Afterwards, we were 
treated to chocolate con churros in our group, which were by far 
the most delicious churros I have ever tasted!

For the next four days, we continued our Spanish lessons at the 
school with our teacher Juanfe and had an extremely enjoyable 
time learning Spanish amongst the native speakers. Some 
particularly memorable moments at the Don Quijote school was 
singing along to ‘me gustas tú’ by Manu Chao and being taught 
flamenco by one of the teachers there! In addition to the Spanish 
lessons we were also given the incredible opportunity to see a 
Flamenco show in ‘las cuevas’, a traditional dance and music from 
Southern Spain. We were even able to practice the flamenco 
moves that we had learned earlier! 

During the rest of the week, we also went to see the famous 
Spanish palace ‘La Alhambra’ (the beautiful Moorish Red Castle)  
originally constructed in AD 889 and we also enjoyed a Tapas 
challenge set by Mrs Hills around a plethora of different 
restaurants in Granada and were able to try multiple different 
Spanish foods such as ‘patatas bravas’, ‘tortilla español’, ‘calamari’ 
and ‘bacalao’. One day, after an afternoon doing some some 
‘regateando’ (bartering) in the shops in the Arabic quarter, we all 
got to enjoy some delicious teas in the Aladdin style tea shops.

Being able to immerse myself in Spanish speaking not just with 
the Spanish lessons, but also by speaking with my host family 
and learning about their lives and culture, taught me a great deal 
about Spain and, although at times it was difficult, it was most 
definitely worth it as it has helped me improve my Spanish vastly.  
I thoroughly enjoyed the trip to Granada and would recommend  
it to all those taking Spanish. The trip was extremely enjoyable  
and really well run, so a big thanks to DCH and EB-L and CGB. 

Tiggy Lovering

Granada: October 2017

“Being able to immerse myself 
in Spanish speaking not just 
with the Spanish lessons, but 
also by speaking with my host 
family and learning about their 
lives and culture, taught me a 
great deal about Spain”
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Twenty-four Upper Sixth Formers and two staff members 
spent five days together on the Geography fieldtrip to 
Iceland during the Autumn half-term break. We enjoyed 

some dry and mild weather, and a busy itinerary exploring the 
‘Land of Fire and Ice’. 

The geothermal hot springs at Geysir were a real highlight where 
we could watch the periodic eruptions of Strokkur, with the 
beautiful backdrop of the snow-capped mountainous scenery in 
the national park which is being further developed for tourism 
opportunities. 

Another memorable moment was a visit to the Secret Lagoon and 
natural hot springs which are located in the small village of Fludir, in 
the Golden Circle area. The pool’s natural surroundings and steam 
rising into the air gave the place a real sense of atmosphere and the 
group enjoyed a swim in the warm 38-400C water. 

Gullfoss (Golden Waterfall) is an iconic waterfall offering a 
spectacular view of the forces and beauty of untouched nature and 
is fed by Iceland ś second biggest glacier, the Langjökull. The water 
plummeted down 32 metres in two stages into a rugged canyon 
which walls reach up to 70 metres in height. It was an impressive 
sight offering a great insight into the quantity of melt water.

The ice walk on one of the glacial tongues, Sólheimajökull, began 
with us gearing up in crampons, harnesses, helmets and ice axes 
to tackle the guided glacial walk. This icy outlet glacier unfurls from 
the main Mýrdalsjökull ice cap and is the fastest retreating glacier 
in Europe. Part of the field trip gave us the opportunity to see the 
challenges and effects of an ever-changing climate and the impact 
on both physical and human structures.

Exploring Reynisjara Beach, we examined beach materials and 
measures taken to reduce dune encroachment and admired the 
polygonal basalt columns. Landforms such as stacks, stumps and 
sea caves were all prominent along this part of the coast, showing 
to us all just how dynamic the Icelandic coastline is.

Seljalandsfoss waterfall is fed by melting water from the famed 
glacier-capped Eyjafjallajökull volcano, which caused global 
disruption in 2010. This powerful waterfall cascades into a pretty 
meadow but is best known for the walking path that runs behind 
the curtain of water where we enjoyed a truly unique viewpoint. 

Climbing 178m to the top of Stóra Dímon we ascended the 
volcanic plug to view the river management of the area. This 
proved to be not quite what we expected as we were met with a 
wall of fog and cloud, somewhat distorting our panoramic view.

The final day was enjoyed exploring the capital city of Iceland, 
Reykjavik. It may be one of Europe’s smallest and most remote 
capitals, but offers a wealth of cultural and visual experiences. 
Reykjavik’s allure owes much to its fascinating combination of 
superb museums, remarkable heritage sights, vibrant urban life 
and incredible open spaces. While here, a visit to Perlan, a museum 
with 360 degree views of the city was amazing allowing us all the 
chance to gaze into the depths of the Icelandic landscape. 

Overall, this trip was an amazing and memorable adventure; our 
thanks to AJP and KSC for making it possible.

Tom Woodman

Iceland: October 2017
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The few nights which 2018’s Upper Sixth History students 
shared in the centre of Paris was a weekend few of us  
shall ever forget. The trip got off to an early start in the 

midst of the runathon’s 3am runners wishing us farewell and safe 
travels on our way to Paris via St Pancras and the Eurostar. MCBM 
started as he meant to continue, supplying more sweets than Willy 
Wonka from the second we arrived in Paris. After arriving at the 
charming, central hotel, which enabled us to have a true feel for  
la vie Parisienne, we hopped on the ever-busy Metro under MCBM’s 
masterful guidance and enjoyed a rare tour of the Ecole Militaire 
under the kind auspices of the British Army’s Liaison Officer, Mark 
Pugh-Cook. The evening was arguably the most eventful with our 
visit to Montmartre and Sacré Coeur – a trip which involved Charlie 
Badman being dubbed a 'sexy boy' by some rather over-zealous 
Parisians and Englishman-abroad JAS charming the locals, as  
you’d expect. 

Day two was very much a day of history with our visit to the Palais 
de Versailles, Place de la Concorde and Le Musée du Louvre being 
catalogued wonderfully by our resident photographers Sam 
Abel and Tash Whitrow. After many photos, snowball fights and 
falling in love with every Starbucks attendant we could find, we all 
enjoyed a relaxing steak dinner 15 minutes from our hotel on Le 
Grande Boulevard where Xavi used his GCSE French continually to 
avoid embarrassing our band of English men and women further 
in attempting to communicate. 

The third day in Paris saw us visiting beautiful sights such as Notre 
Dame and Sainte Chapelle with our resident art expert, Gabriel 
Shenoy, educating us on the architecture we were observing, 
all the while with Archie Cole eating snow at every opportunity 
presented to him. The evening of this day is what in many of our 
eyes set it apart from other school trips, with students having the 

evening to themselves with the objective of exploring the local 
area and again, getting a feel for what it means to live in Paris. The 
evening was notably lacking of Archie Osmond due to everyone 
else's inferior understanding of Parisian cuisine - he proceeded to 
find an Italian restaurant for the evening.  

Before our departure from Paris on the fourth day of the trip we 
had the rare privilege of receiving a tour of the British Embassy of 
France (after some navigational difficulties causing us to be just a 
few minutes late). The building was originally inhabited by Pauline 
Bonaparte, Napoleon’s sister. Before leaving for the Eurostar we 
had ample time to explore the Champs Elysees and go up to the 
top of the Arc de Triomphe for some of the best views in Paris 
where Emily Tucker and Holly Davies proceeded to build their 
catalogue of selfies with Joe Stratford taking up the mantle as 
camera man. 

After arriving back in England in the early evening after JAS was 
screened by the UK border agency after accidentally leaving his 
bag on the train, we passed the shell of Grenfell Tower in our 
minibus journey back to Dauntsey’s, a venue which has so recently 
seen unimaginable tragedies, standing out notably dark in the 
lights of London. Passing the Tower acted as a stern reminder to 
all of us of how lucky we were to have had such a memorable 
weekend away, care free and disconnected from any worries: 
it further enlightened us that even after a weekend of visiting 
revolutionary sights, the still echoing injustices, hardships and 
poverty of the oppressed in places like Grenfell, the problems 
which the French Revolution tried to overcome in the late 18th 
Century, poignantly live on in vigour today in today’s world too.

Finley Spence

Paris History Trip: February 2018 

“Veux-tu encore de la neige, Archie, mon ami?”
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During the Easter half term there was a two-night trip 
to Krakow, Poland for the Sixth Form studying R.S. and 
History. It was both poignant and thought provoking with 

everyone learning a great deal. 

On the first day we visited Auschwitz 1; there we embarked on a 
tour around the concentration camp and the extensive exhibitions. 
One very striking display featured a mountain of shoes belonging 
to the victims which took up half of a barracks room. Another 
powerful display comprised of a giant mass of hair removed 
from the heads of around 140,000 victims. Later we travelled to 
Auschwitz-Birkenau where we walked along the railway: it was 
here that victims brought into the camp were forced to leave their 
worldly belongings behind. While we were there we walked into 
the barrack room sheds where the prisoners slept and the guide 
informed us of the conditions under which they suffered. We 
also saw the remains of one of the gas chambers which Hitler 
had ordered to be demolished as he tried to cover up what was 
occurring at Auschwitz. 

The next day we were given a tour around the Krakow Jewish 
ghetto where our guide told us more personal stories about the 
victims. We witnessed how little remains of the ghetto today 
apart from the fragments of its walls. We visited The Empty Chairs 
Memorial located in the Ghetto Heroes Square. Here, several 
dozen large metal chairs are scattered to signify the loss in 1943 
when residents were forced to leave belongings and furniture 
behind. After this we were taken to Schindler's factory, a museum 
dedicated to Oskar Schindler who saved more than 1,000 Jews  
in Krakow. 

During our trip we also visited the Wieliczka salt mine, one of 
Krakow's UNESCO heritage sites. There we went down 135 metres 
and walked through two miles of underground tunnels observing 
salt carvings, a beautiful chapel and salt rich lake. 

On our final night we immersed ourselves in the Jewish culture of 
Krakow, dining in an original Jewish restaurant. There we enjoyed 
traditional kosher food with an authentic, live Jewish band. 

Overall, the trip provided us with a compelling insight into the 
history of Krakow leaving us all with a lot to think about. 

Natasha Parks-Tunstall & Jasmin Hosier

Krakow & Auschwitz: March 2018
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On the 8th April 2018, 8 Dauntsey's German A-level pupils 
travelled to Germany's capital city for six days of cultural 
experience, sandwiched between German speaking 

lessons. Arriving in the mid-evening, we started everything off 
with a rapid introduction to Berlin's history, visiting the Jewish 
Holocaust Memorial, the Reichstag, the Brandenburg Gate and 
Potsdamer Platz all in the space of one hour! The next day we had 
an early start, navigating the U-Bahn in time to make it to our first 
lesson, where we covered various topics to do with the Upper 
Sixth syllabus - great revision for the Upper Sixth and a jump in at 
the deep end for the Lower Sixth pupils!

In our afternoons, we visited a number of museums and sites of 
interest, including the Käthe Kollwitz Museum, the Stasi HQ and 
the Palace of Tears, the train station in which East Germans said 
‘farewell’ to visitors returning to the West after a brief visit into East 
Berlin. We also got experiences like going up the Fernsehturm, which 
stands at 360m and offers an incredible view of East Berlin, and a 
guided tour around the Berlin Olympic Stadium, observing aspects 
like the Nazi architecture and visiting behind the scenes areas.  
However, the clear highlights of the trip had to be either visiting 
the East Side Gallery, a 1.3km stretch of artwork along the former 
Berlin Wall, or sitting in on an improvisational comedy show in the 

Ratibor Theatre, which was difficult to keep up with in German, 
but hilarious nonetheless! By the end of our time in Berlin, we 
were shattered but I can say with full confidence it was thoroughly 
worth it, and we all want to visit again soon.

Corinna Clark

Berlin: April 2018
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A fter an early start, the German trip started off with a lot of 
excitement for 26 First and Second Formers. We arrived in 
Dover at around 7:00am and boarded the ferry to Calais, 

France. Everybody was extremely excited but we had no idea of 
what journey was ahead of us. It was a beautiful drive through the 
mountains and picturesque villages. After 14 hours of driving we 
finally reached our hotel located in the beautiful Kamp Bornhofen. 
A while after we had got our keys to our rooms we all went on a 
lovely walk along the river Rhine, where we skimmed some stones 
and enjoyed our surroundings. No one could wait for the fun and 
laughter of tomorrow.

On day two we visited a roman city called Trier. There used to be a 
wall around the old city, which would protect its citizens. It was no 
longer there. Once we arrived in the city we met our tour guides. 
We split into two groups and were off. The first place we visited was 
the 'Black Gate' This was the last standing gate that was attached 
to the wall and it has been standing for around 1600 years. It also 
stood at 30m tall! We then continued around the city and saw the 
'Marktplatz', the market place and the 'Dom', the cathedral. We also 
had a lot of ice cream. Then we had a couple of hours’ free time 
and headed back to the hotel. In the evening we walked down the 
river and were allowed two turns each on the bumper cars, which 
was really good fun.

On day three we woke up at 7:30am to catch a boat up the Rhine 
to Rudesheim. Everybody had a great time on the boat. We were 
surrounded by little villages high in the hills which made them 
look like they were in the clouds. We had lunch high up in the hills 
and had a go on the summer toboggan run. When we arrived in 
Rudesheim we went straight to the cable cars which took us above 
the beautiful vineyards. When Frau Walton-Knight and Frau Wilks 
went to buy the tickets it turned out that all of the children were 
free because it was Kindersonntag. The day was filled with fun and 
laughter. Once we finished there we headed back to the hotel and 
had supper. After we ate we were split into teams and had a great 
treasure hunt in the area.

After waking up on day four we drove about and hour to a castle 
called Burg Eltz. It was a beautiful medieval castle that was over 500 
years old. We had a tour around the castle, which is still owned by 
the same Eltz family. After that we when to a wine distillery where 
we tasted the wine. Each process of making the wine happened 
there. We tasted the wine in a cellar. Not everyone liked the wine 
but we still tried it. Also the wine that is made there is sold all over 
Europe. After that we went to a huge outdoor pool. There was a 
diving board and a flume which we all had a great time on. In the 
evening we packed and then walked down the river for ice creams.

Day six was travelling back to school. We went on the Eurotunnel 
which was a lot quicker that the ferry. We arrived back at school at 
around 8:00pm. 

Ben Carter

Rhineland: May 2018

“The day was filled with fun 
and laughter”
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On the 20th of June 2018, the United States of America 
signalled its intent to withdraw from the United Nations 
Human Rights Council (UNHRC); this is, according to the 

US Ambassador to the UN, because the Council is full of hypocrisy 
and is in urgent need of reform. To add a little context to this, the 
UNHRC is the body where complaints about Human Rights abuses 
are examined and world experts are appointed to investigate. The 
Council comprises 47 Member States which are elected by the 
General Assembly.

Of the 35 Model United Nations conferences I have attended 
over the years, so many of them have either main or subordinate 
themes regarding cooperation and coordination. The very essence 
of the UN as a body is about cooperation between the Member 
States. The theme of the MUN conference in The Hague in 2018 
was ‘Rising to the challenges of exponential change.’ It can only 
be by working together that the world will become a better, 
stronger and safer place for us to live. Conversely, isolationism is 
the complete anathema to the UN.

As the MUN movement gathers pace within the school, new 
opportunities are constantly sought to present challenge 
and a deep education about the need for cooperation and 
communication. In the Autumn half term, 19 pupils travelled 

to The Hague; the first time that Dauntsey’s has taken a group 
to that conference and they enjoyed over two days of debate 
and discussion. Special mention to Natasha Whitrow & Sasha 
Broadhead for representing Mali on the Historical Security Council. 
The work of Polly Maton and Georgina Henwood was outstanding, 
defending Turkey’s position on the Advisory Panel on Kurdistan. 
In February, 14 pupils travelled to the Bristol Grammar School 
conference where they spent the day debating a range of issues, 
including reform of the UN. Georgina Henwood excelled as a 
delegate on the Security Council for France. 

Model United Nations is growing hugely in schools across the 
UK and reflects the need for individuals to work together for 
the good of all peoples on the planet. Isolationism is populist 
and reflects a deep need for politicians to exert control over 
the people. Cooperation requires good will and understanding, 
without the need to dominate. This is the task of the MUN 
programme worldwide: for our delegates to be better at talking 
and compromising. 

My grateful thanks to KAB, AYHE and DRJ for helping out on the 
trips this year.

JSEH

Model United Nations: June 2018
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E ight Dauntsey’s students and two staff (VRM and PJM) 
departed London Heathrow in mid July to spend just under 
three weeks in Madagascar. One week was spent in a forest 

site in the north of Madagascar and one week spent at a dive site 
on the Island of Nosy Be.

We flew Air France from Paris to Antananarivo (the capital of 
Madagascar), known simply as Tana. This is a sprawling city of 
some 1.6 million inhabitants. While in Tana we travelled the busy 
roads to visit a Lemur park and a craft market. 

While the Lemurs were a lot of fun to see the journey around the 
city was an experience in itself. Looking out of the windows of 
our bus it seemed that everyone was engaged in some form of 
enterprise, whether it be young girls stacking a dozen or more 
bricks on the very top of their heads to transport them to a 
building site (I assume) or a salesman selling hundreds of different 
hubcaps on the side of the road. 

Getting from A to B in Madagascar takes time - a lot of it. To get from 
Tana to the forest site for our first week of Scientific investigations 
involved two full days of driving. One and a half days in a relatively 
comfortable minibus and one half a day on a less comfortable 
overland truck. Dauntsey’s students managed to get themselves in 
the more comfortable 4x4s while our travelling partners, Norwich 
School and I travelled in the truck. Being in the back of the 
truck was an experience that can only be likened to being in an 
oversized tumble drier, with regular injections of dust and fumes. 

We eventually arrived at the forest site which consisted of a very 
large camp near a village. All of the accommodation consisted of 
tents, there were bucket showers, long drop toilets, a few shops 
and a big communal dining hall. On arrival the Dauntsey’s group 
then did a two hour walk to a remote satellite camp in the forest 
which we discovered was next to large lake and thankfully lacked 
the noise and bustle of the first camp. At each site there were PhD 
level students conducting their own research, Malagasy guides 
and scientists, UK university level undergraduate assistants who 
were gaining field experience for their own studies, a camp leader, 
camp assistants, medic and kitchen staff.  

Every day we would conduct three surveys from our camp. These 
would last from a couple of hours up to four hours and involved 
walking through the forest looking for specific groups of animals 
such as: spiders, lemurs, chameleons, birds, frogs and butterflies. 
One of the last surveys at this site was carried out at night and  
was led by a PhD level student named Brogan, whose specific 
interest and focus was a particular spider of the Archaeidae family.  

Madagascar: July 2018

“Everyone has come back to the 
UK with some lifelong memories”
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Our small team of Dauntsey’s students regularly brought living 
spider specimens to Brogan to inspect and then Finley Wilson 
hit the jackpot, finding an individual likely to be of a new species 
within this family of spider. These spiders, colloquially known as 
assassin spiders, are notable in that they prey on other spiders 
and are anatomically distinct from others spiders as they have 
‘necks’. Finley’s spider has been sent to Brussels to be analysed 
and documented by a global spider specialist; hopefully we will 
learn more about this soon. A new spider species with the name 
‘Wilsoneii’ could be announced in the near future. 

After three days we swapped with Norwich school and returned 
to the main camp where we carried out more surveys in which we 
found snakes and captured birds as well as visiting a local school 
where colourful renditions of ‘head, shoulders, knees and toes’ and 
the ‘hokey cokey’ were delivered as well as imparting insight into 
how to play ‘duck, duck, goose’. 

After a small farewell party we were on our way to the Island of 
Nosy Be for our Marine ecology course. This was another very 
long journey by minibus, followed by an hour long ferry trip by 
boat to our dive camp. We swapped tents, bucket showers and 
long drops with dormitories, hot showers and flushing toilets at 
our new site which made the next week of our journey a little 
more relaxing. Students either completed their open water dive 
qualification, advanced dive qualification, conducted marine 
ecology surveys or went snorkelling every day for the next week. 
Between dives we could relax on a beautiful beach or socialise in 
the dining hall where many of PJM’s card games had become very 
popular. At night and throughout the day were very interesting 
lectures from the dive instructors on marine ecology and our 
students were often able to learn, jump into a wetsuit and then 
almost immediately see, an amazing variety of marine life such as 
octopuses, sea turtles, rays, endless tropical fishes and Tom Mayne 
even managed to swim with a small pod of dolphins. 

Eventually the time came to return home and we said farewell to 
the wonderful dive team and started the (very) long road home. 

Our students were able to access some remarkable opportunities 
that would not be available to a typical tourist in Madagascar and 
get ‘up close and personal’ with a remarkable range of wildlife. I 
am sure everyone has come back to the UK with some life long 
memories of the very special people we met along the way and 
a very special country, whose very fragile ecosystem is under 
enormous pressure. The efforts and enthusiasm of the utterly 
dedicated scientists whom we met on our journey and our own 
students, will go some way to protecting the ecological resources 
of Madagascar but unfortunately there are some very big threats 
facing the country, which will require some very complex solutions 
in the future. 

VRM
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Inklings
Poetry and Prose written by our pupils

For the ones who lost the battle
For the ones who didn’t make the tackle
For the ones who took their last breath

For the ones who are skiving death
For the ones who stand their ground

For the ones who were lost but never found
For the ones who went under the knife

For the ones who are struggling with life

For the ones with Cancer...

For the ones who never woke up
For the ones who didn’t have much luck
For the ones whose eyes are full of tears

For the ones who remained for years and years
For the ones who didn’t make it through
For the ones who always wished for you
For the ones who didn’t make the night
For the ones who lost that terrible fight

For the ones with Cancer

The Fight 
Katie Woodhead

She was alone now. Alone and happy. Their house was 
different without him, but she liked it that way. He had been 
so watery, nothing but a big drip, and now the world seemed 
clearer without him. They had been married two years earlier, 
in a flow of love. That had been her biggest mistake. He had 
swayed so easily from one idea to another, always bobbing 
along, while she had been left behind. After a year, she had 
known he had to go, and as their world withered and died, so 
did the Earth. Their love diluted and diluted, and eventually he 
had been driven from her. Now she was suspended without 
him, eternally stuck in their house. And she was quite content. 

She went with the tide of life throughout her house, her 
house now that he wasn’t there. She bathed much more, the 
bath constantly full, but she never lay back in her bed, not 
their bed but hers, she seemed never to relax into a chair, and 
instead felt lighter and seemed to float above them. Without 
him, strange new plants grew out in the garden, she could 
see weeds from where she was drifting about the kitchen, the 
periwinkle remained. After he left she felt buoyant; the world 
forever washing, felt cleaner. Her hair became more wavy 
and glided around her. The sun seemed to be watered down, 
without him, and she missed going outside, but she never 
left the house. She felt anchored to where they used to live 
together. Now she was alone. Alone but sublime, hooked on 
the memories that swam through her mind. Her heart never 
sank now, without him, it was just her and her pearl of a house 
against the world. She sometimes felt like driftwood, but she 
never drowned in her sorrows. She always said she was better 
off without him.

Now, dear reader, let us pan out from this poor flotsam and 
jetsam of a woman, who pretends not to be wrecked but is. 
The house that was once yellow is now tinted aquamarine. Do 
you know why? Because the house is submerged, has been for 
a year. Rising sea levels are a danger you know. Look, you can 
see the long dead corpse of the wife still floating, her azure 
eyes lifelessly surveying what was once polluted with air.

Paradise Found 
Kiera Riordan
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The acorns grew into saplings
Thirty eight standing tall for all to see

A pillar of strength and wisdom
A symbol of freedom for you and me

I walked along the avenue
Nineteen each on my side

I thought about the soldiers in battle and
I thought about the men that died

They gave their lives so we could live
They gave their today for our tomorrow

Remember always our oak trees
Remember them with pride and sorrow
I am still young and have yet to grow old

Our trees will be majestic, you will see
Be brave like the thirty eight soldiers
Who gave their lives for you and me

A canyon stretches between the bank I am on and the other 
side; thick, impenetrable fog plays a trick on the mind, a 
mirage of cold dark stone diffusing with the indistinguishable 
and the peaks and troughs of the waves. There’s a faint whisper 
of the waters lapping up against its side with encouragement 
from the wind and the rain. In the waters, the gale whips the 
water up into a current with the ease of beating egg whites, 
standing in stiff peaks before being beaten down once more. 
With inconsistent rhythm, the bitter spray and the bitter cold 
laps at my oppressed toes and naked hands.

A different melody -- perhaps nature’s melody -- hails down 
upon a warm bronze light from the centre of the river. The 
weather-bruised ivory boat is stark against the otherwise 
monochromatic scene. Within the secluded island of false 
luxury, high-hatted guests dread the heinous weather outside, 
watching with melancholic blues from its golden interior. 
From what my tiny eye can see, small round glass tables and 
wooden-backed chairs, and gold chasing crimson through 
a labyrinthine carpet. The boat trips and stumbles her way 
through the river as if beaten, attempting to hold her “My Fair 
Lady” inscription high before she’s submerged, swallowed, by 
the indiscriminate river.

People pitter-patter their ways past the river with black 
umbrellas and black shoes and grey (not waterproof) 
overcoats. The sound of the city and the hail and the bitter 
slapping of the water against the bank swallow the noise 
whole; they sound more like mice in the city of gods. If there is 
any chatter, I do not hear that either, and the figures disappear 
over the drenched stairs and through the green fluorescent – 
indistinguishable from where I stand – lights, as soon as they 
apparated. Their image is quickly driven away by failing roars 
of automobiles. Everything is so loud, asides from the people.

My feet-- my shoes, are a bland and blasted beige, drenched 
to my brittle bones and they squelch above the noise with 
even a thought of movement. Halfway up my calves does  
the water carry dark marks, before dissipating into spots here 
and there and there, competing in a lonely game with the 
melting hail.

38 Oak Trees 
Evie Duckworth

Describe the scene 
from your position on 

the bank of a river 
Jess Nixon

For the forgotten, for the unknown
For those who never made it home

For the boy who lost too much
For the hearts that were truly touched 

For the man who ran away
For the memories we have today
For the unjust judgement of skin

For the cruelty we have within
For the actions that caused him his fate 
For the recognition that it was too late
For the horrors and reality that came 

For the realisation he'd never be the same
For the officer he had become

For they journey was now overcome
For the forgotten, For the unknown
For those who never made it home

Walter Tull 
Annabel Neve
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A light in the dark
A tiny spark

A heart to admire
A world set on fire

The screech in the night
The mental fight

The mind's first warning
The new war dawning

A smile in the world
A banner unfurled

A glance of 'morrow
A day of sorrow

The bang of the bombs
The morbid songs
The humbled liars
The funeral pyres

A day of learning
A mind yearning
A hunt for a book

An illegal look

The sobbing mother
The dead brother

The burned rubble
The bodies double

A front-line position
A tearful acquisition

A letter home
A deadly tone

The bullets hunting
The Death's bunting
The pained howling

The war growling

A shelter shaken
A death waken

A Battle of Somme
A life gone

War's Child 
Evie Duckworth

The fading light created dappled golden spots on the forest’s floor, 
bathing the leafy ground in a warm glow. I hunched my shoulders 
against the chill, my breath making clouds in the freezing air. It was 
as if the rapidly approaching winter was there, reminding me that 
behind the mask of tranquil beauty was a harsh, unforgiving world 
of unknown dangers. I shook off the thought, trying to enjoy the 
last days of summer, and pushed on, lost in thought. The harsh 
screech of an owl startled me from my stupor, and I glanced around, 
shocked. The light had almost completely faded, replaced by an 
eerie twilight that created haunting faces from the shadows. Silent. 
Suddenly I was filled with a primal fear, rooted deep within me. I was 
on the edge, tense, about to be set off by even the tiniest of sounds. 
'Crack!' I ran. I sprinted for my life, branches tearing at my hair and 
face like skeletal hands, reaching for me, beckoning. Then my foot 
struck a rock, and I went flying, arms flailing. The last thing I saw was 
a large root protruding from the ground, then a sickening thud and 
everything was black.

The first thing I noticed when I woke, head throbbing, wasn't the 
change in light, from twilight to an unnatural greenish glow. Nor 
was it the cool, soft moss forming a pillow beneath my head, nor 
the sickeningly sweet scent of velvety musk roses growing in a 
blanket of scarlet. No, it was the silence. It was so quiet it ate into my 
head, filling it with a warm, stuffy feeling, not unlike cotton wool.  
My breathing seemed strangely loud compared to the silence 
around. Even the ringing in my ears abated to a dull ache. I sat up 
and my vision swam, blurry objects coming in and out of focus. I 
leaned against a tree for support, and the smooth, moist bark was 
such a relief to feel against my cheek that I almost drifted off to 
sleep. I slumped to the ground and felt a searing pain in the palm of 
my hand, giving me a brief moment of clarity. I pulled a sharp thorn 
out, dripping with crimson blood that matched the hue of the roses 
perfectly. The pain honed my senses, and I noticed a glint of light in 
the distance. Rising slowly, I stumbled towards it.

As soon as I reached the cool, clear spring sparkling in the light, I 
felt extremely thirsty. Before I could stop myself, I cupped my hands 
and drank in huge, gasping gulps. I was confused, as instead of 
refreshingly quenching my thirst, it tasted sweet and syrupy. My 
mind immediately began to fog up again, faster than before. Strange 
details began to come into focus: small, pink, cupped flowers 
glowing with brilliant light. I took off my shoes and lay down on 
the springy moss bed, as if it was prepared especially for me. As my 
eyelids started to droop, I noticed a flickering light in my peripheral 
vision. I started to panic, realising deliriously that trees didn't glow, 
but it was too late. I fell into the warm, enveloping embrace of sleep.

The Woodland 
Naia Searight
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I sat motionless, watching as stars slid past the viewport. The tiny white points 
travelled slowly across the screen, a little blurred, but stark against the night. 
Cold, distant light played across the control panel in front of me, casting weak 
shadows across the dull metal. I was motionless, and had been for hours, 
transfixed by the hypnotic spiral of light before me. It was my duty to observe 
the unspeakable beauty of the cosmos, to watch as the flimsy craft I perched 
on hurtled through the vastness of space. At first I had lived for the endless 
fascination of the universe. Now it bored me. I had seen enough wonders for a 
thousand lifetimes. The stars, once so brilliant, were dull, the mystery of the void 
erased. I longed for earth.

But I could never return. My ship was the fastest ever built, designed for a 
one way trip into the unknown. It carried ten thousand sleeping colonists, 
cryogenically frozen until they had been carried halfway around the galaxy to 
humanity’s new home. I would be dead long before then. Even at the speed I 
was travelling, it was going to take four hundred years to reach the exoplanet 
KE-002B. The ship didn’t need me; it ran itself, plotting its own impossibly 
complex route through the stars. I was simply the human face of the machine. 
I told myself that I would be remembered as a hero, the saviour of humankind, 
the guardian of our last and best hope. Still. The stars were a lonely place.

I decided to broadcast my latest report. It would take eighteen years to reach 
earth at my current distance, if earth still existed. I had left amongst a turmoil 
of resource wars and environmental panic, and the planet had seemed to be 
struggling through its final days. It had been hoped that my mission would give 
people hope, that people could die happy knowing that the species would 
continue, but I had no idea if it had worked. No signal could catch up with my 
ship, so there was never a reply from home. I usually tried not to think about the 
fact that I could be the last conscious human being in existence. The report was 
a brief video of the viewport, a few words from me. I sent them less and less 
frequently now, as I became further detached from home.

My attention returned to the viewport, the barely present glow of interstellar 
space playing across my face. I was near comatose, the effervescence of 
infinity washing over me like water. A nebula glided past, a silent mass of light 
and colour. I turned my head to watch it slip out of view, eyes following the 
billowing gas with utter detachment. I almost didn't notice it pass again. And 
again. I sat up, staring at the loop of space I seemed to occupy. I stared. The 
screen flickered, a line of blue shuddering down the glass. Then it went dark. 
I was plunged into complete darkness. I sat totally still, enveloped in the inky 
blackness, breath heavy with anticipation.

Then, a crack, a great tearing sound, and light flooded into the cabin. I spun round, 
preparing for decompression or worse. The air remained still. There was a rent in 
the rear wall, and through it, the pallid sun of earth shone with spiteful heat.

The Observer 
Jack Jazrawy-Brown
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Music
Performances at Dauntsey's 

Dauntsey's Jazz Night

In October 2017, Dauntsey’s hosted the highly anticipated Jazz 
Night in the Pavilion. It was an amazing display of musical 
talent which was thoroughly enjoyed by all the parents, pupils 

and staff who attended. 

The energetic Dance Band kicked off the event with Watermelon 
Man and followed up with some favourites such as Moanin' and 
The Chicken. These provided an excellent opportunity for Charlie 
Stace, Ben Harding, Henry Green, Imogen Cockwell, and Helena 
Cockwell to show off with some impressive instrumental solos. 

In between the big band numbers, the first half saw a change of 
pace when the audience was treated to a rendition of Beyond the 
Sea sung by Ben Harding, Moondance sung by Jess Tempest and 
an impressive duet by Mischa Jardine and Tom Goddard on the 
cello and soprano saxophone. During the interval, the audience 
were invited to enjoy a delicious meal with thanks to Mr Childs  
and his catering team. 

The second half was opened with an outstanding alto saxophone 
solo from Angharad Harris in Bernie’s Tune followed by an equally 
excellent saxophone solo by Tom Goddard in Harlem Nocturne. 
There were also fantastic vocal numbers by Charlie Stace singing 
Can’t Take My Eyes Off You followed by Kate Lewis and Sadie 
Mutton who enthralled us with their Quiet jazz numbers. 

The special guest of the evening was Oli Rockberger, a jazz 
musician and singer songwriter who had spent the day working 
with many Dauntsey’s pupils, inspiring them in rock and jazz 
workshops. Oli delighted the audience with a couple of songs, one 
of which was from his new album. 

The night finished on a high with a lively rendition of the ever 
popular Uptown Funk by the dance band which featured solos 
from all of the Upper Sixth leavers this year. 

Thank you to all those who put in so much hard work to make 
sure the evening was a success. Mrs Davey, Mr Sims and his music 
technology students for their technical support, and also Mrs 
Seager who was our compère for the evening. But of course a 
special thanks must go to Miss Jardine who conducted the Dance 
Band so incredibly.

It was a truly fantastic evening all round!

Imogen Cockwell

"The evening was an absolute 
triumph, and the highlight 
must certainly be Oli 
Rockburger’s invaluable advice 
over the day as well as his 
incredible performance”
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Following the success of last year’s event, October 2017 saw 
the second of Dauntsey’s Jazz nights taking place in the  
Pavilion. The Music Department were excited to welcome 

acclaimed jazz musician and singer songwriter Oli Rockberger to 
the concert. 

Oli spent the day with various groups of students holding 
workshops and lessons which culminated in a performance 
along-side the dance band in the evening. Oli’s expertise and 
talent was greatly received by students who joined in with 
solo improvisation, band and rhythm section workshops. The 
skills and knowledge that he communicated was visible in the 
performances of the evening, most notably within the Dance 
Band’s rhythm section comprising of Sophie Atkinson, Henry 
Green, Issy Johnson and Helena Cockwell whose performances 
brightly shone through. 

Our esteemed compère of the evening AS guided us through 
a range of Dance Band numbers, from the soft bars of Harlem 
Nocturne to the lively beats of Uptown Funk. Solos were well-
performed all round with features from Imogen Cockwell, Helena 
Cockwell, Ben Harding, Charlie Stace, Henry Green, Angharad 
Harris and Tom Goddard. Vocal numbers were performed with 
passion from Band members Charlie and Ben, singing Can’t Take 
My Eyes Off You and Beyond the Sea respectively. 

Jess Tempest also took to the mic, singing a wonderful rendition 
of Van Morrison’s Moondance. Scattered throughout the evening 
were some softer performances minus the band. Tom Goddard 
and Mischa Jardine performed a cover of Sting’s Roxanne, moving 
into Feeling Good; Mischa’s vocals and cello were accompanied by 
Tom on the sax. 

Later in the evening we saw spine tingling performances with 
Kate Lewis’s Back to Black and Sadie Mutton’s heartfelt rendition 
of But Not For Me. The evening was an absolute triumph, and the 
highlight must certainly be Oli Rockburger’s invaluable advice over 
the day as well as his incredible performance in the evening. 

Big thanks go towards CWS and his team as well as the rest of 
the music department for putting together such an enjoyable 
event. A special thank you has to go towards RJ whose relentless 
dedication towards the Dance Band has not only helped inspire 
countless students but also culminated in a great end result. 

Tom Goddard
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Autumn Concert

The music ensembles and Dauntsey’s Choral Society 
gathered on Thursday 17 November for a sparkling 
evening of performances from all the large ensembles 

across all ages of the school and the Dauntsey’s Choral Society.

The evening opened with a trio of pieces by the Dance Band, fresh 
from their new jazz concert the previous week with Oli Rockberger. 

The Dauntsey’s Female Voices performed two new pieces recently 
added to their repertoire. Ships Of Arcady by Michael Head showed 
off their lovely lyrical singing, accompanied by the ever-marvellous 
Mr Irving. The second piece, Beatus Vir, composed by the 
contemporary Hungarian composer Levente Gyongyosi, showed 
off the girls’ ability to sing in multiple parts and control the lush 
harmonies in an extremely challenging setting of the Latin text.

We moved on to the Concert Band, lead by Miss Jardine, performing 
a medley of famous tunes from Bizet’s opera Carmen which was 
then followed up by music from favourite James Bond films.

Show Choir livened up the audience with music from Grease, 
including Go Greased Lightnin’ and Summer Lovin’, with both 
the boy and girl sections of the choir leading with solos. We 
then moved onto another lovely performance by the Chamber 
Orchestra. This time, they played the 3rd movement from the 
St Paul’s Suite. This ensemble has grown in stature over the past 

year, producing excellent ensemble playing which has colour and 
depth to the sound.

Faure’s Cantique de Jean Racine provided a beautiful contrast, 
performed in a very moving manner by the combined Senior choir 
and Dauntsey’s Choral Society. This piece is always a favourite 
with singers and the choirs showed their enjoyment through their 
elegant phrasing and clear diction.

Junior Orchestra conducted by Mr Sims and Mr Gordon returned 
us to the film music genre with a lively medley from Star Wars 
before becoming more formal through a rendition of music from 
Handel’s Water Music.

The first half ended with Men@Dauntseys. This group is 
rapidly becoming a favourite with audiences, following its first 
appearance last summer at the concert in Chitterne. They began 
with I Want It That Way by the Backstreet Boys before ending with 
a lively performance of Demons by Imagine Dragons. We welcome 
any boys who would like to come and join us next term for an 
informal sing.

The second half turned to the Orchestra, Senior Choir and Choral 
Society. Schubert’s Mass in G featured soloists Natalie Wu, Hermione 
Owen, Francesca McClean, Chris Clothier, Ed Long and Ben Harding. 
All performed with great skill and musicality, accompanied by the 
orchestra. The Gloria and Benedictus movements stood out for the 
joy and expression shown by all performers. 

The concert ended with a performance of Carnival of the Animals. 
At present, we are blessed with many fine pianists and it seemed a 
good opportunity to showcase this talent alongside the orchestra. 
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Daryl Siu, Rachel Wo, Rhys Ponting and Kade Sunderland were our 
pupil piano soloists. Their playing conveyed the character of the 
animals beautifully and everyone enjoyed the “musical fireworks” 
in the last movement. Alongside the pianists, the Elephant 
performed by Ben Harding and Jocelyn Lui made everyone smile 
and our cello trio of Hermione Jewitt, Lottie Sims and Mischa 
Jardine performed the Swan with wonderful musicality. 

Thank you to all the instrumental teachers, school staff and guests 
who performed with us, music staff who lead ensembles, the 
lighting, sound and staging teams for their work, the DSPA for 
lovely refreshments in the interval, the Facilities and Premises 
teams for their hard work preparing the venue and finally to Mrs 
Davey who organised us all.

The Gilliat Prize

The GIlliat Prize final concert is always a fantastic evening of 
the school’s most talented classical singers. The concert 
usually features at least a dozen highly varied songs 

(sometimes over 20!). This year we heard seven pupils performing 
two songs each, from a repertoire ranging from Gluck to Bernstein.

Angharad performed Schumann’s brief but highly rich and 
Romantic Widmung (from his Myrthen song cycle) with maturity 
and understanding, while Ben Harding was equally professional 
in his delivery of Finzi’s harmonically-complex Come Away Death 
(having previously performed the version by Roger Quilter with 
aplomb.)

Freya Collington and Sadie Mutton, relative newcomers to the 
competition, gave delightful performances of traditional Irish and 
Scottish folk songs, and Schumann’s folk-like Die Lotosblume.

Francesca McClean performed Bernstein’s I Hate Music, from his 
ironically-named A Cycle of Five Kid Songs. This piece is no nursery-
rhyme, nor is it Bernstein in his populist musical theatre mode. 
Rather it is a wildly dissonant miniature comic rant, verging on 
being atonal, requiring a frightening level of pitch security (the 
piano barely gives any support) that even some professional 
singers would fail to achieve.

Mischa Jardine performed Dowland’s well-known Flow My Tears, 
accompanied not on piano, but on the harpsichord (with the lute 
stop!), and then the aria Che farò senza Euridice? by Gluck. Both 
pieces were performed with pleasing delicacy and complete 
technical control.

It was Natalie Wu who ultimately won the prize for her stunning 
performance of the show-stopping Queen of the Night aria from 
Mozart’s The Magic Flute, with two notoriously-high super-F’s. She 
performed the piece with strong dramatic energy and a winning 
technique.

DEI

Les Misérables  
– The View from the Pit

Dauntsey’s School last performed Les Misérables in 2003, 
to such great acclaim that Cameron Mackintosh invited 
them to perform a concert version of the show in the 

West End. Many of the cast members returned to their alma mater 
after more than a decade to witness an equally spectacular run of 
performances.

The band for Les Misérables is so large that we had to divide it 
in half: acoustic wind, brass and strings on one side of the hall, 
and keyboards, guitars, bass and drums on the other, with a 
video monitor so we could see each other. All musicians had 
headphones for receiving information from Mr Harris, and the 
‘electric’ people each had their own mixer so they could balance 
various channels into their ears: conductor, piano, guitars, on-stage 
vocals, etc.

For the keyboard players, gone are the days of tediously 
programming hundreds of sounds based on cryptic patch 
names, or listening to an original recording and figuring out what 
sounds closest. Now, we can simply use RMS Keyboards software, 
with licensed sounds based on the 1980s Yamaha and Kurzweil 
synths used back in the original production. For our version, each 
keyboard player had a PC in the pit next to them, and with a tap 
of a key (either on the computer keyboard or the piano keyboard), 
we could go back and forth in the list of patches, or shuffle 
between songs.

With such a complex, expressive score, driven slightly more by 
the words than the music or dance, the band were able to ‘go 
with the flow’ and respond to musical expression from the singers 
on stage. But it was by no means easy; the musicians had to be 
absolutely alert at all times. No auto-pilot here! They also had 
to remove certain bars entirely, repeat passages, or even ‘repeat 
if required’ (on a cue from the conductor). These instructions 
changed from night to night, depending on whether the previous 
night was optimally smooth. If we knew an understudy would 
be performing a role in a slightly different way, we might plan a 
tempo adjustment or a longer introduction.

“Driven slightly more by the 
words than the music or dance, 
the band were able to 'go with 
the flow' and respond to musical  
expression from the singers”
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The band was prepared for anything could happen on stage: a 
scene change taking longer than usual to be set-up, or a  
character might enter the stage slightly quicker than planned.  
The ‘safety’ bars in the music and ‘vamp till ready’ markings 
enabled seamless transitions.

A character could, in the excitement of the performance, miss 
out a line or skip a bar, causing Mr Harris to whisper “He’s jumped! 
Bar 239... now!” into the orchestra’s headphones, and hope that 
we all re-sync’d within a couple of seconds. In one unexpectedly 
heart-stopping instance, for which no musical cover-up could 
possibly be conceived, some staging collapsed around the 
trombone player during the rowdy Master of the House but in true 
professional manner, the show went on!

John Cameron’s expertly-crafted orchestration of Claude-Michel 
Schönberg’s music is very exciting to play. It ranges from delicate 
moments where a just a harp and clarinet are playing, to thrilling 
moments where the whole orchestra are playing fortissimo. As  
the Keyboard 1 player, my personal favourite moment is the  
climax of One Day More, featuring sparkling semiquavers on a  
bell patch. The rousing orchestral sounds, combined with 
the hearty and passionate singing from the cast, resulted in 
a captivating combination, proven every night by a very well 
deserved standing ovation.

DEI

Carol Service

Before the service, we heard a skilfully-performed selection 
of chorale preludes by Max Reger and J.S. Bach. In the foyer, 
the tenors and basses of the Senior Choir sang the Latin 

plainchant Rorate Coeli, a repetition of a successful experiment 
introduced two years ago.

The service itself began, as usual, with a fearless treble soloist 
singing the opening verse of Once in Royal David’s City. Their task 
is important; the slightest inadvertent drifting of pitch might 
cause the congregation, organ and choir to be at odds with each 
other at the start of the second verse, causing a most unpleasant 
crunching of gears. But not here! Benjamin Dare and Charlotte 
Crawley (taking turns on different days) were spot on.

The senior choir, having sung in Latin and English, now switched 
effortlessly to Old English for Boris Ord’s unaccompanied SATB 
setting of Adam Lay Ybounden. They also performed the traditional 
Tomorrow Shall Be My Dancing Day, as arranged by David Willcocks. 
In previous years we have heard the jauntier John Gardner setting 
of these words (with snare-drum), but this version was lilting, 
gentle, and featured Jess Tempest as soprano soloist.

The Show Choir brightened the atmosphere with a perky and 
energetic two-part arrangement of Ding Dong Merrily on High.

Special mention must be made of Ben Harding, one of our 
organ scholars, who not only performed the opening organ 
music, but sang the baritone solo in Peter Cornelius’s Three Kings, 
and conducted the Choral Clerks in their rendition of Morten 
Lauridsen’s O Magnum Mysterium.

Rhiannon Harris, also an organ scholar, conducted Dauntsey’s 
Female Voices in the Chilcott arrangement of the Sussex Carol, 
negotiating tricky time signature changes with confidence.

The congregational carols were full of hearty descants from the 
soprano section and daring last-verse re-harmonisations from  
Mr Gordon on the organ, helping to infuse all present with a joyful 
Christmas spirit.

DEI

“The congregational carols 
were full of hearty descants 
and daring re-harmonisations, 
helping to infuse all present 
with a joyful Christmas spirit”
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Lower School Music 
Competition and Concert

Congratulations to Felix Lailey for his performance of a 
Handel Sonata on the trumpet, which won the Lower 
School Music Competition. 

Competitors were chosen following heats the previous week. The 
range of instruments was impressive, as was the variety of style 
of music chosen. The adjudicator for the final competition was 
Mary Edwards, who for many years was Director of Prep Music at 
King Edward’s, Bath. She complimented all pupils on the standard 
of their playing and singing and their ability to perform so well in 
front of a capacity audience in the Memorial Hall. 

The second half of the concert was devoted to House Music. 
Pupils sang with their Houses with great enthusiasm, accompanied 
by music staff and pupils higher up the school. The standard of 
performance was excellent from all year groups in each House. 
Finally, we all joined together to sing a medley of Queen hits 
which took many parents back to their childhoods. 

Thanks must go to Mr Gordon for organising the evening, Mr 
Herring and his team, Mr Sims and his team and Mr Chick and 
team for enabling such a large event to take place so smoothly 
with such excellent technical support.

Alex was a compelling and entertaining speaker with a down-to-
earth manner that everyone in the audience found accessible, 
enjoyable and inspiring. 

Middle School Music 
Competition

The Middle School Music Competition once again provided 
a musical feast for the audience, with a programme 
featuring a core of woodwind players, bookended by 

pianists. The pupils were a mixture of familiar faces, and a few 
newcomers to public performance. We had not previously seen 
Jack Jazrawy-Brown perform in a concert, but he confidently 
started off the concert with some tricky Scarlatti (always a 
favourite choice of Mr Skelton’s pupils) and a beautiful but 
physically demanding piece by Fauré. Evie Jackson followed with 
Chopin’s ever-popular C-sharp minor Nocturne, and an energetic 
performance of Forcing the Pace (from Christopher Norton’s Rock 
Preludes series). Emma Kellar then performed a movement from 
Poulenc’s darkly lyrical clarinet sonata. Rosie Jephson gave a 
rare performance of Michael Hurd’s Concerto da Camera on her 
oboe. We also heard a modern re-interpretation of Gershwin’s 
Summertime that involved the mysterious fragmented sounds of a 
clarinet blended with the sympathetic resonance of piano strings. 
Angharad Harris displayed excellent control in the smoothly 
melodic but technically challenging Aria of Eugene Bozza, and 
Daryl Siu rounded off the concert with a stunning performance of 
Chopin’s aptly-named Heroic Polonaise, filled with bravura.

All pupils performed extremely admirably, but the performance 
that won the award from adjudicator, Sarah Loveridge, was Evie 
Jackson’s. She conveyed excitement, energy and musicality to the 
audience in a very convincing performance. 

Mid-Somerset Festival 2018

The Mid-Somerset Festival took place this year over sixteen 
days at nine venues in Bath with a total of over 5000 
entrants for solo and ensemble competitive classes. 

Dauntsey’s had its largest ever number of ensemble entries with 
six groups entering five classes, competing against schools from 
around the country. As usual, the standard was extremely high so 
all musicians had to be performing at their best. All the chamber 
music classes took place in the lovely venue of the Bath Citadel. 
The organization by the church and festival was excellent so 
performers were able to relax when they arrived and prepare for 
the competition. 

The evening was filled with success. In the Chamber Music Class 
our Saxophone Quartet, Clarinet Quartet and Wind Quintet 
competed against other schools and we were delighted to 
see the Saxophone Quartet emerge as winners, performing a 
fiendishly difficult transcription of a string quartet fugue written by 
Mendelssohn.
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The Chamber Orchestra performed part of Holst’s St Paul’s Suite 
with panache and also won their class. This was followed up 
by the string quartet winning their class with a performance of 
Something’s Coming from West Side Story.

At the end of the evening the adjudicator’s announce the Jennifer 
Patterson Award for most promising chamber ensemble. This 
year, this went to the saxophone quartet, which was delighted to 
receive the award on behalf of the school. 

The senior choral classes were the following day, so the Female 
Voices Choir was feeling the pressure from the previous night’s 
achievements. The choir travelled to the Pavillion in Bath for the 
competition. They entered two classes, Sacred Music and Female 
Voice Choirs. The music presented was by Michael Head, Poulenc 
and Gyongyosi. The girls were delighted to emerge victorious 
in both classes, receiving praise from the adjudicator for their 
accuracy performing challenging repertoire, their diction and 
musical phrasing.

Thanks go to Mrs Vaughan and Mr Chips for preparing the chamber 
ensembles and to Mr Irving for his accompanying of the choir.

GGH

Spring Concert

The Spring concert is a large and lavish affair, taking place 
in the Memorial Hall, and showing the full range of 
Dauntsey’s music-making, which this year ranged from 

funky big-band pieces to a full classical mass.

The Dance Band, as per tradition, started off the concert with 
two pieces. The first, Remembrance (for Jim), was originally 
written by Paul Hart for alto flute with band, but this evening, 
Imogen Cockwell played the substantial concertante part on her 
saxophone.

The Chamber Orchestra then performed the lively and energetic 
Jig from the St. Paul’s Suite by Gustav Holst. Unusually, they 
performed standing up and facing each other, which contributed 
to the excitement and excellent rhythmic tightness.

The Show Choir presented a lively medley of songs from My 
Fair Lady, compiled and directed by Mr Gordon. A particular 
highlight was the rendition of I Could Have Danced All Night taken 
at breakneck speed! They were joined by Mr Sims on drums and 
Mr Irving on bass guitar. The festive mood continued with Latin-
infused pieces by the Concert Band and Junior Orchestra.

The Symphony Orchestra performed the 4th movement of 
Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique, March to the Scaffold. It depicts an 
artist having an opium-induced nightmare in which he witnesses 

“Showing the full range of 
Dauntsey's music-making”
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his own execution. The music is filled with terrifying musical 
metaphors and a relentless driving energy. It also enabled our  
A level musicians to perform part of a set work they are studying 
for A level.

Dauntsey’s Female Voices, who are making a name for themselves 
with their many successful competition performances (Mid 
Somerset, Barnardo’s, Choir of the Year), performed two exquisite 
and complex unaccompanied pieces by Poulenc and the 
Hungarian composer Gyöngyösi.

Following the success of last year’s performance of Haydn’s Mass 
in G at the Autumn concert, this term the main item was another 
classical mass: Mozart’s Coronation Mass, K.317, written in 1779. It 
involved the Choral Society, Senior Choir, Symphony Orchestra, 
and many other people, including Mr Gordon, who supported the 
whole piece on the organ. The mass features many passages for 
solo voices, and our pupil soloists performed exceptionally well. 
They were Jess Tempest, Hermione Owen, Natalie Wu, Francesca 
McClean, Sophie Hollis, Annalies Nicholson, Rhiannon Harris, Andy 
Lam, Oliver Harding, Ben Harding and Ed Long. 

The string players had a physical work-out in the Credo movement, 
with a moto perpetuo figure featuring tricky string crossings. 
In the Benedictus, a quartet of soloists really shone at creating a 
blended, beautiful tone, doing justice to Mozart’s perfect part-
writing. Special mention must be made of Francesca McClean, 
who stepped in at the last moment to sing the beautiful extended 
solo in the Agnus Dei.

The concert was a huge success and we look forward to our next 
big performance in the Autumn of 2018. 

The Barron Prize

The Barron Prize is a showcase of the very best of the sixth-
form’s musical talent. The standard this year, as always, was 
very high.

Alice Fanshawe began with a transcription for clarinet of Marcello’s 
famous D minor oboe concerto, followed by the delightful Prelude 
from Paul Reade’s Victorian Kitchen Garden suite. Both pieces were 
performed with careful control and great expression. Rhiannon 
Harris followed with the finale from Mozart’s irreverent and light 
2nd horn concerto, and then a meatier work: the Villanelle by Paul 
Dukas. Both pieces were fiendishly tricky but were conveyed with 
an apparent sense of calm and total confidence.

Ben Harding performed the unusual finale of Saint-Saëns’s 
bassoon sonata, which is often overshadowed by his more widely-
known clarinet and oboe sonatas. Ben gave a convincing account 
of the piece, and ended with the demanding 20th century  
sonata by William Hurlestone. Imogen Cockwell, on clarinet, 
played Paul Harvey’s experimental re-interpretation of Gershwin’s 
Summertime (a popular choice for clarinettists this year), and 
ended the evening with a complete performance of the Clarinet 
Sonata (2013) by Dominic Irving, who also accompanied all four 
competitors this evening.

The adjudicator, Angela Williams, was thoroughly impressed with 
all performers, but thought that Rhiannon’s performance stood 
out as worthy of the prize for its all-round assuredness.
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Junior Brass Group

Joining a new school (even one as friendly as Dauntsey's) is 
daunting at the best of times without starting the day with 
sight reading. On that fateful first Wednesday morning I was  

        ushered into Miss Jardine's room clutching my horn and sat in 
front of 'Intrada'. My bandmates looked across from their stands, 
brass (mostly) shining and smiles beaming. Miss Jardine counted 
us in and the sound that came out was abstract to say the least.

Five years later James Gardiner, Milly Sampson, Hadyn Kiff and I 
were counted in for a final time in front of our largest audience 
ever. With a consistent roster and regular practicing for such a long 
time one would assume that we were at a level only rivalled by 
deceased musicians. As those fifteen spectators who accidentally 
walked in on our final performance discovered that isn't entirely 
the case. Our set list was defined by pieces like Blues 2 and Intrada 
(the very same) not for the sake of nostalgia but because we had 
simply kept playing them!

While brass group was never a 'Whiplash'-esque conservatory of 
musical excellence it embodied everything that makes Dauntsey's 

such a rewarding place to be. It not only allowed us to skip chapel 
on a regular basis but lifted our spirits and instilled an attitude 
towards challenge that wasn't afraid of failure. Over the years we 
have performed 4 times, all memorable. From our trip to Dauntsey 
House where our audience was so enthused that they called us for 
an encore of The Blayden Races, a piece that Miss Jardine is yet to 
unearth from any musical library, to our renowned tour of The Wii 
Theme we have always been charismatic performers in spite of  
our ability. 

I am incredibly grateful for the many hours Miss Jardine has put 
up with us for, Brass Group is a very small part of the school but 
will always be a large part of my memory. I think it says a lot about 
our playing that our 'Clubs and Societies' leaflet has listed 'Junior 
Brass Group' under Wednesday mornings for all of my years at 
Dauntsey's. But Brass Group is not defined by its former members, 
returning to school for the Summer festival this year I had the 
chance to see the new players bash out a few pieces on the 
quad and was thoroughly impressed. Not only are they five years 
younger than we were but they sound nearly as good! 

I encourage everyone at Dauntsey's to seek out the small clubs 
and societies the school offers, they might well lead you to making 
friends that otherwise would pass you by.

Jim Bruges

Chamber Music at Dauntsey's
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Chamber Orchestra and  
Senior String Quartet

The Chamber Orchestra is an extension group of symphony 
orchestra, enabling string players to experience new 
styles and techniques needed for chamber music. The 

group numbers around 12 players and we meet every Wednesday 
after school for an hour of music-making, under the leadership 
of Mrs Vaughan. We play a wide range of music, from Warlock’s 
Capriol Suite to Matilda, which keeps us all interested and helps us 
to develop as all-round musicians. From the start of this year we 
worked hard in preparation for the chamber music class in the Mid 
Somerset festival. Everyone rose to the challenge and worked very 
hard to perfect our performance. We were delighted to receive 
first place and a distinction award for our performance of Gustav 
Holst’s St Paul’s Suite. We look forward to welcoming new members 
in September and introducing them to the wonderful world of 
chamber music. 

The Senior Quartet has also enjoyed a very successful year with 
multiple performances. We have played a wide range of music 
from across the centuries, however our most successful piece was 
an arrangement of Maria from West Side Story. This we performed 
at the Mid Somerset Festival against three other schools and won! 
None of this would have been possible without the hard work and 
support from our teacher Mrs Vaughan. We are all very grateful for 
her coaching in both ensembles and great choice of repertoire and 
we look forward to new challenges and opportunities next year. 

Angharad Harris

 

Senior Saxophone Quartet 

The Senior Saxophone Quartet comprises of Tom Goddard 
on soprano, Sam Able on alto, Imogen Cockwell on tenor 
and Angharad Harris on baritone saxophone. Directed by 

Mr Chips, we meet every Friday lunchtime to develop our skills and 
perfect our ability to play as one.  

As a group we have played a huge variety of styles but focused 
mainly on classical and jazz.  Some of our favourites have been 
Bohemian Rhapsody, Take the A Train by Duke Ellington, Clair de Lune 
by Debussy, and Gershwin’s Lullaby. We have also loved playing  
a piece composed by quartet member, Angharad, called Ducks 
Day Out.

We have performed at various school concerts and chamber 
recitals as well as local festivals.  In March 2018 we competed at the 
Mid-Somerset Festival in Bath where we were proud to receive the 
Jennifer Patterson Award for the most promising ensemble with a 
saxophone arrangement of Capriccio by Felix Mendelssohn.

The quartet has been mentored throughout by the one and 
only Mr Chips who has really allowed the group to reach its full 
potential. Playing together has provided an amazing opportunity 
for us to develop our skills outside of our individual lessons and 
also play music that we may not have otherwise played.  Building 
confidence by playing as a group has also helped us to have 
confidence in our individual performances. There is always a 
relaxed environment in the classroom where the rehearsals are just 
as much about having fun as they are about the music. 

Imogen Cockwell

 

Senior Clarinet Quartet

Iam the bass clarinetist in the Senior Clarinet Quartet. It has 
been thanks to the vision of Mr Cipolla that I have discovered 
my passion for the bass clarinet. This was made possible by 

the fact that I was able to play within a clarinet quartet all the way 
through the school. Playing in a small group alongside the large 
ensembles has given all four of us a great ability to listen in detail 
to musical lines and has given us a much higher understanding of 
how to play music together. 

We meet every week during period seven on a Thursday. It’s 
always great fun in the sessions, as Mr Cipolla puts it, and I would 
agree with him – it’s enjoyable to 'jam' together. We come from 
different year groups and all have different strengths which enable 
us all to really progress musically and socially. Mr Cipolla is great 
because he is able to organise our concerts around our other 
activities in school. We entered the Mid Somerset Festival this year 
and had a great time competing alongside ensembles from other 
schools. I find that playing in a group a very enjoyable experience, 
giving each of us a sense of achievement. I recommend it to all 
aspiring woodwind players.

Ed Long

 

“There is always a relaxed 
environment in the classroom 
where the rehearsals are as 
much about having fun as they 
are about the music”
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Junior Saxophone Quartet 

My name is Mea, and I am in Form 3. I have been playing 
in the Junior Saxophone Quartet for just under a year. 
I really like and benefit from playing in this group, 

because it has given me so many opportunities. We play mostly 
jazz, with a few classical pieces. The variety is great. We have 
performed in a few Chamber Recitals at the school, which have 
been fun. We play once a week for half an hour in our lunch break. 
We have made excellent progress and hope to continue next year 
with a view to entering the senior group and continuing their 
successes as we improve as players.

Mea Hunter

Senior Clarinet Quartet

Ihave greatly enjoyed my time in this clarinet quartet as I have 
not only learnt many things about playing in a group (which 
is unlike solo playing) but also have had great fun in the 

process. It is not taken too seriously, which is good as otherwise it 
could be quite stressful, but nonetheless we achieve our aims as a 
group and have improved massively to be able to perform well at 
chamber concerts

I have learnt to become half a leader as I am clarinet one. I had no 
idea it would be that hard! However, I do enjoy playing one of the 
main melodies which is, I think, an important factor and one that I 
can develop by playing more complicated parts. 

I enjoy pretending to aid the group behind Mr Chips, but really 
it is him who makes the group successful and fun and I enjoy 
being part of this team, where no one cares about the many and 
frequent mistakes we make at first when practising. I think it is fun 
and should be taken lightly, because we go to enjoy ourselves. 
When we are happy, we make good music.

Hal West

“We have made excellent 
progress and hope to continue 
next year with a view to 
entering the senior group”

Shirley Lam
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Rockfest 2018

Rockfest was met with a welcoming reaction once 
again this year. The concert, held in March 2018, 
was split into two performances as so many pupils 

signed up to perform in the event. Twenty-one school 
acts performed on the night, with every contestant doing 
themselves proud as they entertained a crowd of over 
three hundred.
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Drama & Dance
Reviews from Anu Olaloku, Hannah Walker and Alex Curry 

And Then There Were None

Agatha Christie’s renowned novel came to life in this play 
with the mystery of a dinner party gone wrong being 
acted out on the school’s stage. Ten guests arrive at a 

house on an island all expecting to be meeting someone for an 
offer tailored to suit each person, but instead are greeted by her 
assistant, butler and housekeeper, who inform them that that their 
hosts, Mr Ulick Norman Owen and his wife Mrs Una Nancy Owen, 
whom they have not yet met in person, have not arrived, but left 
instructions, which strikes all the guests as odd.

They come across a poem titled, ‘Ten little Soldiers’ with ten 
soldier figurines by it. After the shock death of one of the visitors, 
the guests begin to become suspicious about the true reason 
they are there and who has sent for them. As the play progresses, 
they all die mysterious deaths until there are only four left. Vera, 
the assistant, Philip, a veteran soldier, Dr Armstrong and Justice 
Wargrave. Initially, Vera and Philip but resolve that the killer is 
definitely Dr Armstrong, until they discover his body washed up 
in the ocean and begin to suspect themselves. In a shock ending, 
where both Vera and Philip are on the brink of madness, the 
killer is revealed to be the judge, Justice Wargrave who carefully 
calculated and planned the murders, for people who he felt had 
committed crimes they hadn’t been justly punished for, he also 
describes his desire to create an unsolvable puzzle of a murder.

It was an excellent effort from the cast of Finley Wetton, Ellen Weir, 
Jason Yip, Georgina Annette, Jamie Blake, Karl Smithson,  
Alexander Curry and many other brilliant actors to recreate this 
complex storyline.

Black Comedy

D irected by Miss Seager, Black Comedy was an exceptional 
stage play that kept the audience laughing and engaged 
throughout. Starring Lewis Jackson, Carrie Kemper 

and Lara Van Der Horst, the story follows Brindsley Miller (Lewis 
Jackson), who has an important meeting with an art critic that 
could possibly change his life. Coupled with a visit from his 
prospective father in law, the pressure is on for Brindsley. The 
return of estranged girlfriend Clea (Lara Van Der Horst) does not 
make things any easier and to top it all off, a fuse short circuits 
which leaves the whole house in darkness. The play is written to 
be staged in a reverse lighting scheme, where darkness represents 
electricity and light represents darkness. 

Trouble ensues as Brindsley attempts to navigate around his house, 
please his father-in-law and try to impress critic, Georg Bamberger. 
The play utilises slapstick techniques as antics from neighbours 
Miss Furnival (Hannah Walker) and Harold Gorringe (Rufus Cannon) 
set the scene. Overall, this play was definitely one to watch and 
another example of the quality of productions at Dauntsey’s.

Noughts and Crosses

This hard-hitting drama based on the novel by Malorie 
Blackman starred Imi Arnold as Sephy, a girl of colour, 
whose family is at the forefront of an alternate universe 

where black people are superior to white people and Hamish 
Gardner as Callum, a lower-class boy of Caucasian descent.

The story deals with issues regarding race and forbidden love as 
Sephy falls in love with Callum and tries to break the status quo by 
bringing him into her life and convincing him to enrol at her school. 
Callum faces tough times there and is forced to drop out, falling in 
with the wrong crowd and joining his older sister and father who 
have become members of the number one terrorist group in the 
country, using violence to regain respect for their people.

The play has a tragic but meaningful ending and with dance 
choreographed by Miss Wilkins, the production takes a light 
approach to highlight a serious issue and teaches a lesson about 
the importance of treating everyone as equals.
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Once

A fter the annual winter production, the summer production 
is the most looked forward to show of the year. This year’s 
play was something special as it was all soundtracked live 

by the actors themselves who each played an instrument. Once 
again, Lara Van Der Horst and Lewis Jackson were the stars of  
the show. The cast members were not only tasked with having 
to play an instrument, act and sing at the same time, but they 
each had to perform in a foreign accent as Lara played, a Swedish 
immigrant and Lewis played an Irish native (the play is set in 
Dublin, Ireland).

A frustrated handy man who strives to be a famous singer and 
guitarist is about to give up on his dream and hang up his guitar 
forever when a bubbly woman walks into his life and doesn’t allow 
him to quit, insisting that he is too talented to be a handy man 
working with his father and must pursue his dreams in New York.

As the story enfolds, we learn a lot about an outwardly appearing 
cheerful girl who is also a singer and pianist and learn about the 
hardships she faces as an immigrant from taking care of a mother 
and daughter who don’t speak a word of English, to dealing with 
problems with her husband back home and many roommates 
she has to live with in a cramped apartment in order to pay the 
rent, she has a lot on her plate. However, she channels all this into 
her music and is a regular customer at a music store where she 
befriends the workers and manager.

She soon becomes the singer in some of his songs and helps him 
arrange some gigs where he can perform and an appointment 
with the bank for a loan to fund his trip to the United States. 
We also find out about the lost love he has waiting for him in 
America and how she is the muse for his songs. However, with 
time they begin to fall in love as well as capture the hearts of the 
audience. In a final scene, embellished with music from the actors 
themselves, they resolve that they are better off separate as he has 
a girl to win over in New York and she has a husband she needs 
to tidy things up with. The play ends as a video of the guy finally 
in New York is shown, while in Ireland the girl receives a present 
of the piano she had always lovingly played throughout the 
production from him.

With a bittersweet ending that had many of its viewers teary eyed, 
Once was another one to watch from this year’s set of plays. 

“With a bittersweet ending  
that had many of its viewers 
teary eyed, Once was another 
one to watch”
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The Railway Children

For this year’s December musical, RMJ decided to go back to 
2002 and the school’s first production to go to the West End, 
Les Misérables. Les Mis tells the story of Jean Valjean, a former 

convict who spends his life searching for redemption. Valjean’s 
quest for a new life leads him to Paris, hunted by the vengeful 
Inspector Javert, in the centre of the Stu-dent Revolution. There, 
amid the battle for the heart of Paris, Valjean discovers the true 
meaning of salvation.

An adaptation of the classic story written by E. Nesbit, The Railway 
Children was originally performed in 2008 in association with the 
National Railway Museum.

It is famed for its reveal of a real train engine in performance 
locations such as Waterloo and London Kings Cross stations, and 
Dauntsey's rose to the challenge of creating its own life-size train.

Staying true to the original story and play, set in 1906 and on a 
traverse stage, the audience were able to look down upon both 
sides of the lit tracks as the ensemble began their literal journey, 
to Britten and Auden's 'Night mail'. 

In the production, which ran from March 14 - 16 in the Memorial 
Hall, there were many stand out performances, including the 
six pupils who played younger and older versions of the three 
child characters - Bobbie, Peter and Phyllis - and led the cast 

wonderfully. The bittersweet plot-line was drawn out through 
moments of comedy, (poor Phoebe had a bucket of water poured 
over her from great height) and melancholy - not least when their 
father is taken away.  

The cast were exceptional: expressive, energetic and highly 
collaborative; allowing the audience to go on both their physical 
journey of moving home.... and, of course, many trips to the 
railway; and their emotional journey as the children fought to free 
their father and become reunited with him. 

Enjoyed by all: cast, crew and audience, the performance showed 
a roller coaster of emotions and adventure and – once the happy 
ending arrived – the audience was moved greatly.
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“Another sublime December 
production from Dauntsey's”

Les Misérables

For this year’s December musical, RMJ decided to go back to 
2002 and the school’s first production to go to the West End, 
Les Misérables. Les Mis tells the story of Jean Valjean, a former 

convict who spends his life searching for redemption. Valjean’s 
quest for a new life leads him to Paris, hunted by the vengeful 
Inspector Javert, in the centre of the Student Revolution. There, 
amid the battle for the heart of Paris, Valjean discovers the true 
meaning of salvation.

Members from every year of the school came together for this 
production led by a captivating performance from Lewis Jackson 
as Valjean. Charlie Stace added gravitas as Inspector Javert, 
whilst some comedy was brought to the production by Joe 
O’Connor and Lottie Sims as the less than forthright landlords the 
Thénardiers. Misch Jardine and Liddy Payne gave performances 
full of passion and sorrow as Fantine and Éponine respectively, and 
giving emotive renditions of some of the plays most well known 
songs such as I Dreamed a Dream and On My Own. Oli Harding and 
Angharad Harris excellently lent their voices to the lovers Marius 
and Cosette. Even the lower school featured prominently with 
Mickey Wilkes and Tom Gates sharing the role of Gavroche on 
alternate nights.

However, this was by no means a production for a small few; 
members of the school from First to Sixth Form joined the chorus, 
bringing extra dynamism to some of the most stirring songs such 
as One Day More. The students of the aforementioned revolution, 
led by a commanding Tom Goddard as Enjolras, were given a 
patriotic machismo by various members of the Sixth Form. The 
musical accompaniment from GGH’s orchestra of students and 
music teachers was excellent as always and the production was 
lit superbly by MH. Special mention must go to MH’s tech crew 
who, as well as providing the lighting and sound, constructed 
some rather impressive barricades for the students. Overall it was 
another sublime December production from Dauntsey’s Drama 
Department.
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Upper School Dance Show

Once again, the Upper School Dance Show was a 
spectacular event. With the highly anticipated directorial 
debut of EJW, the show did not fall short of the 

expectations from the annual production. This year, it was based 
on the popular dance movies ‘Step Up’. With an infusion of street 
and contemporary dance, the presentation made best use of all 
the school’s dancers. 

As the main characters, Joe Stratford and Yanki Yau did a superb 
job in creating the chemistry between street dancer from a less 
well off and troublesome background and expert ballet dancer 
Nora from a prestigious dance school. Upon meeting, the pair 
complement each other with their different skills and are able to 
choreograph a routine that combines both dance styles.

The show ended in a dazzling showcase in which the efforts of 
EJW as well as all the dancers shone through, it will be a tough one 
to beat next year.

“The presentation made best 
use of all the school’s dancers”
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Sports
Sporting Reports 2017 – 2018

First XV Rugby
P 21      W 17      L 4      D 0

On the back of a hugely successful pre-season tour in 
Australia, where we completed four wins out of four, we 
went into the season with high hopes. On tour we had 

beaten Hale School, William Clarke College, Port Macquarie Pirates 
and Farrer Agricultural School, with some good performances 
from Henry Hill in the Upper Sixth and some promising games 
from Wilf Fitzgibbon coming up from the Fifth Form. 

We started the season against Kings Bruton away, where Sam 
Holloway got the first try of the season on English soil as we won 
29-10. Playing in the first round of the NatWest Schools Cup we 
beat St. Laurence 52-0 to progress through to the second round, 
with Charlie Stace showing his pace to score a stunning try. 

The next Saturday we were away at Churcher’s College where 
we played some good rugby in a close game, eventually coming 
out as winners, 20-0. The following Saturday we suffered our first 
defeat of the season against KES Bath. Two KES tries saw us down 
17-0 at half time. Although we played much better in the second 
half, we were unable to score and the score line remained the 
same. We picked ourselves up to play the second round of the 
Vase against Norton Hill. A flurry of first half tries from all parts of 
the field meant the game finished 53-0 to us after just 30 minutes 
of play, running in nine tries. 

Four days later we entertained KES Southampton at home, 
controlling the game from the start. An early try from Sam 
Holloway followed by some great team tries resulted in a 
convincing 54 points to 17 win. Next up in the Vase was Monkton 
Combe; on paper a winnable game. This proved to be the case as 
we dominated all around the pitch, emerging as winners, 58-7. This 
form continued into another 50-point game against Clayesmore 
– a tough place to go away from home, but tries from Henry Hill, 
Rahul Patel and many others saw us win 52-12. It was also great to 
see the likes of Ben Harding stepping up in the second half. 

Next up was Prior Park; some say the highlight of the season so 
far. We knew it was going to be a tough physical test and we rose 

to the challenge in the first half, with Chester Barnes once again 
controlling the game well from scrum-half. The second half was 
superb, with controlled rugby seeing us score some great team 
tries, two of which were scored by Ed Long. The match was won 
35-5, overcoming a feisty Prior team. In the week, Backwell School 
were our next Vase victims – a big Upper Sixth performance  
from Charlie Stace and Zander Balls saw us win convincingly 35-5. 
The next two Saturdays were tough for the First XV, the first  
match of which being described as the pinnacle of our careers 
against Bishops. Unfortunately, we came out on the losing side  
by 21 points to 8, despite solid performances from Hugh Jacobs 
and Robbie Andrews in the pack. This was followed by a defeat  
to one of the best schools in the South West, Kingswood by  
30 points. 

Three days later we travelled down to Taunton School, hoping 
to book a place in the National Quarters of the Vase. Clinical 
performances from the likes of Rahul Patel and Tom Lewis resulted 
in a good 27-7 win on the road. On Saturday we defined our  
season as we came back from 10-0 down to win 20-10 against 
Bryanston – that was more like it. Returning Xavi Kemper rose 
to the challenge on the wing with a solid performance, but a 
winning try from Rahul Patel saw us clinch a famous win at home. 
To conclude our block fixtures, we ran an exhibition show against 
Lord Wandsworth, running in tries at ease, securing the 50-point 
win in just 35 minutes. Joe Stratford and Alex Costard showed their 
class out wide, while Morgan Douglas gave his best performance 
so far. 

Rugby
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It was all to play for on the last Wednesday of term in treacherous 
conditions against a well-drilled Kings Worcester team in the 
aforementioned quarter- final. Big performances from all the 
Upper Sixth boys saw us emerge 8-5 winners, setting up a semi-
final showdown at Allianz Park against Langley School – the real 
pinnacle of our careers. A rare trip to Allianz for Dauntsey’s meant 
the supporting bus was packed, making it a day to remember for 
the whole team. Unfortunately, Langley proved too strong and 
dominated, despite an early try finished by Robbie Andrews and, 
once again, a formidable performance from George Lishman. 
Langley eventually ran out winners, 41-5. However, it was a day to 
remember, finishing off an incredible season, in which I thoroughly 
enjoyed the role of captain. We completed the season with 17 
wins out of 21. 

To play alongside a great bunch of boys from Australia to Allianz 
gave us all some unforgettable experiences and memories. I 
would like to thank everyone involved, especially MJO, WPJW and 
NCL for all their support and expertise over the years.

Will Thomas

Squad: Robbie Andrews, Zander Balls, Chester Barnes, Alex 
Costard, Morgan Douglas, Henry Hill, Sam Holloway, Hugh Jacobs, 
Xavi Kemper, Tom Lewis, George Lishman, Ed Long, Rahul Patel, 
Charlie Stace, Joe Stratford, William Thomas, Tom Wild. 

Second XV Rugby
P 9      W 6      L 3      D 0

A fter last year's outstanding season there was no doubt 
it would be hard to follow, with very few players in the 
squad having had Second XV experience - but there was 

also no doubt we were up for the challenge.

Following a tough pre-season, the first game was against Kings 
Bruton. After a good start, big Lewis Maclean powered his way 
over after an initial break by Ben Johnson at scrum-half. Other tries 
from Ben Boutal and Bertie Nelson followed in quick succession. 
After the break further scores came from Joe Barnes-Taylor, Joe 
Prodger, Archie Ayling, Joe Woodward and Oli Ong. All of the tries 
stemmed from good phase play, with forwards Theo Dunnett and 
Patrick Wu making good ground throughout. The final score was 
53-0. The next match was against more challenging opposition, 
Churcher's College. We eventually came out on top with a 31-7 
win, with Lewis Maclean grabbing a hat-trick and Sam Ferguson 
getting a brace to add to his man of the match performance. 
Unfortunately, all good things must come to an end, and against 
KES Bath the Second XV's fifteen match win streak stretching back 
two seasons, ended. The game finished 9- 17 after a poor first half 
where very few of us were awake, meaning it was easy for them to 
run in three quick tries. Despite this poor team performance, Oli 
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Ong's brilliant kicking with three penalties kept us in the first half 
and Joe O'Connor spurred the team on with his hard tackling and 
powerful running in the second half, making it more of a contest. 
After a focused week’s training, we came back from this defeat, 
against KES Southampton. With the extra fire power of the Colts A 
being added to our squad it was no competition, as we ended up 
winning 34-15. Tries came from Ferguson, Ayling and youngsters 
Hamish Gardner and Jordan Hills, with Will Hodgson also scoring 
from a well worked backs move. Archie Cole and Joe Prodger 
played exceptionally in attack and defence, always making ground 
going forward and making hard tackles in defence. 

After the half term break, we continued where we left off, with a 
10-0 win over a decent Prior Park team. Once again Lewis Maclean 
was on the scoresheet and Ollie Sweett finished off a great passing 
move to score in the corner. However, the score line didn't really 
reflect the run of play, as we spent most of the game in their half 
but failed to take our chances (not helped by two yellow cards). 
In addition, the loss of Oli Ong, Bertie Nelson and Joe O'Connor 
meant we had a few players playing out of position. Ben Harding 
was excellent in both attack and defence and really controlled the 
game from number eight. This helped keep the squad calm in a 
tense last five minutes. Jamie Blake did very well on debut, tackling 
hard and being a menace at the breakdown. 

Bishops followed, in what would be our toughest game of the 
season. Unfortunately, as against KES Bath, we started slowly and 
after a multitude of errors Bishops scored within the first five 
minutes from a charged down kick. After this we seemed to wake 
up, finally imposing ourselves as we pegged Bishops in their 22, 

with some brilliant territorial kicking from Archie Ayling keeping 
us there for most of the game. We were all over them, with some 
powerful carries from Chris Bryer-Ash, Tolly Bennett and Patrick 
Wu. Ben Johnson also made some excellent try-saving tackles 
when Bishops broke from defence. But, we were unable to finish 
off our chances and ended up losing 8-0. Another tough fixture  
in the form of Kingswood followed, with the end result being a 
5-0 loss. There were strong performances from Joe Woodward 
and Patrick Wu, who put pressure on at the break down with  
their pick and drives from the back of the ruck on a very muddy 
pitch.

After these two tough losses the boys were determined to get 
back to winning ways in the final two games of the season. On 
a cold day at home we came up against Bryanston, which we 
assumed would be a hard game. But we were proved wrong, as 
with our first chance, after a quick turnover by Jamie Blake, Archie 
Cole found himself in space and scored a superb individual try. 
Ben Boutal controlled the forwards well at the break down and 
lineouts, with Lewis again getting a score off the back of some 
forward phases. In the second half, Jamie Blake capitalised on 
a loose lineout, intercepted and easily strolled over, while Sam 
Ferguson scored a well worked try in the corner. Bertie Nelson 
bossed the midfield in his first game back after injury. Ben Harding, 
Joe O'Connor and Patrick Wu led the forwards well, with their 
clean line outs and power in the rolling maul. In our final match 
of the season versus Lord Wandsworth’s Colllege, every member 
of the squad stepped up, which led to a comprehensive win 
54-0. The opposition never seemed up for the challenge, with 
Lewis scoring four tries and Archie Cole also grabbing a brace 
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after patient play from both the backs and forwards. Ben Harding 
managed to get on the score sheet despite playing with only one 
boot, after barrelling his way over from the back of a ruck. Further 
tries for Jamie Blake, Theo Dunnett and Archie Osmond on debut, 
completed the rout. The highlight of the game was Theo slotting 
the final conversion over with Dan Carter-esque technique, 
making the kick look simple as he coolly knocked it over, to cap off 
our season.

I would like to congratulate Patrick Wu and Joe O' Connor for 
winning the Players' Player (Patrick) and Player of the season (Joe) 
which were deserved, as they were our two standout players in 
the season. In addition, I would like to thank all members of the 
Lower Sixth for making the Upper Sixth's last season of rugby at 
Dauntsey's so enjoyable. 

Lastly, I would like to thank AJL and NCL for taking us this year and 
for all their hard work and commitment to pushing our squad to 
match the extremely high standard set by last year's Second XV. It 
has been a real pleasure to captain the Seconds this year and see 
how we developed as the season went on. Again, I would like to 
thank AJL for giving me this opportunity and I'm sure next year's 
Second XV will not disappoint.

Harry Burke

Squad: Archie Ayling, Joe Barnes-Taylor, Tolly Bennett, Ben 
Boutal, Chris Bryer-Ash, Harry Burke, Archie Cole, Theo Dunnett, 
Sam Ferguson, Ben Harding, Lewis Jackson, Ben Johnson, Lewis 
MacLean, Bertie Nelson, Sam Nield, Joe O’Connor, Ollie Ong, Harry 
Poole, Joe Prodger, Oli Sweett, Joe Woodward, Patrick Wu. 

Third XV Rugby
P 6      W 4      L 2      D 0

The 2017 season was a frustrating one, in that a number 
fixtures were cancelled by other schools being unable 
to raise a team. Nonetheless, it was still enjoyable and 

successful, with a large squad of players all benefitting from 
regular coaching and some valuable match experience. 

We started with all of the available squad travelling to King’s, 
Bruton without having had a single training session. We ran out 
comfortable 53-7 winners, with Kwun Chan scoring three tries and 
Finley Wetton failing to make it onto the pitch due to a footwear 
malfunction. Plenty of athleticism and enthusiasm was on display, 
and even some rugby potential.

A tougher contest lay ahead at home to Kingswood, and this 
proved to be a chastening experience. A “strong” Third XV from 
Bath played with great control and skill, inflicting a 34-0 defeat 
upon us. Despite the challenges of both opposition and weather, 
there were some encouraging performances and no lack of heart.

With a couple of reinforcements from above, we then travelled 
to play Clayesmore Second XV. Olly Middleton showed his threat 
from No. 8 and scored three tries whilst Joe Prodger kicked well 
in slotting over four conversions. Jamie Blake was the stand-out 
player, and with AJL watching he was deservedly promoted to the 
Seconds for the remainder of the season.

After an extended mid-season break, another stiff midweek 
opponent, Bishop Wordsworth’s, were faced in Salisbury. Things 
started badly, with Harry Sandford-Hill injured in the warm-up; 
an injury that ended his season, sadly. We competed well in the 
first half and Lucas Reay showed his pace on the wing to score a 
breakaway try. Hector Gunnerud was proving a shrewd choice to 
replace Harry in the centre and at the break the game was evenly 
poised. However, after the arrival of the cavalry, our hosts pulled 
away to win 22-7.

The return fixture against Kingswood (Saturday XV) was eagerly 
awaited and revenge sought. In typical Lansdown weather and 
the depth of the bench stretched by the loan of two players to the 
Colts B, a real battle ensued. For a long time, a classic 0-0 looked 
on the cards, but tries from Olly Middleton (2) and Lucas Reay put 
us 17-10 ahead with 10 minutes to go. With a combination of stout 
defence, some Kingswood handling errors and a missed touch kick 
that almost threw the game away, we hung on for a deserved and 
very satisfying win. 

To compensate for the earlier cancellations, we arranged a return 
fixture with Bruton at home to finish the season. Bruton openly 
admitted that they had brought a stronger team, with no U6th 
available to travel, and it resulted in a very high quality and 
entertaining contest. Played in front of a good crowd and the 
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video camera, on Pitch 1, Bruton came back strongly after we took 
an early lead. The game swung to and fro’ until we edged ahead 
thanks to Quentin Choi tip-toeing down the touchline to score in 
the corner. We survived some anxious final moments before the 
final whistle saw us take the honours 36-31.

Having spent the previous 23 seasons coaching the U15As, 2017 
provided me with something of a culture shock and a need to 
re-assess both my coaching style and session content. The fact 
that it was such a successful and enjoyable season is a testament 
to the way in which the squad played the game, as well as to 
the input from THB, who not only coached the forwards in the 
technicalities and tactics of scums and lineouts, but also developed 
the fitness of the squad with his various tractor tyre drills.

The squad was captained by Archie Osmond, but due to illness 
and injury the role was also covered by Ben Pugh-Cook and 
Charlie Badman. Player of the season was Ollie MacMullen with 
Olly Middleton voted Players’ Player. My thanks go to the whole 
squad for giving me such a pleasurable, new experience.

AJP

Squad: Alex Ayres, Charlie Badman, Jamie Blake, Kwun Chan, 
Quentin Choi, Henry Cox, Alex Curry, Henry Green, Carraig Green, 
Hector Gunnerud, Alfie Miles-Hobbs, George Holmes, Harvey 
James-Park, Oliver MacMullen, Harry del Mar, Robert McNamara, 
Oliver Middleton, Tom Morgan, Archie Osmond, Ben Pugh-Cook, 
Lucas Reay, Harry Sandford-Hill, Tom Swanton.

Colts A Rugby
P 8      W 5      L 3      D 0

The Colts A side started their season with a trial match away 
to King’s Bruton School. It was a good opportunity for us 
to kick-start our season and put into practice what we 

had learnt in pre-season. The forwards looked particularly good 
with Wilf Fitzgibbon bringing a lot of physicality to the game 
and Ollie Reeve delivering an outstanding work rate. We won a 
scrappy game 24-7. The Churchers game that followed was a very 
close and physical encounter. Despite suffering early in the game 
due to their domination of possession and territory, we managed 
to fight back with tries from Marcus Howard and Olly Cons, who 
burst through midfield to score a crucial try. A massive step up in 
technical ability led to a 21-19 win. 

Before the Exeat, we travelled to KES Bath where we've had 
previous success. Line speed played a major part in this game as 
we put the opposition on the back foot with some big hits from 
Hamish Gardner and a particularly impressive game from George 
Sherwood. Despite them having numerous 6th Form players, we 
ended the game with a comfortable 26-5 win. 

After two weeks off from matches, we travelled to Clayesmore, for 
the final match before half term. Some great kicking from Kit Major 
put us in the right areas, however, a lack of patience and discipline 
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caused countless unforced errors and we found ourselves in a 
difficult position. However, second half tries from Tom Lampard-
Vail, Ed Savage and Kit Major saw us end the game 24-0. 

The next fixture against Prior Park proved to be one of our best 
games. The backs played hard and Finn Smith scored the try 
of the season in a well-worked team move. The end score was 
impressively 49-0 to Dauntsey’s. Bishops Wordsworth, arguably our 
biggest rivals, were next. The game started well as the forwards 
kept possession and managed to make their way up the pitch 
for an early try. Jesse Allinson-James showed a lot of physicality 
and toughness. However, early injuries meant Bishops were able 
to come back and equalise immediately. As the match drew on, 
our team suffered multiple injuries and we were forced to bring 
up less experienced players to maintain numbers. An unfortunate 
set of events meant Bishops found their stride and ran in some 
late tries. The game finished 39-10. Man of the match went to Oli 
Harding for putting in a great shift around the breakdown. 

With a severly depleted side away at Kingswood, we had another 
tough game. We went on to lose 24-0 in terrible weather, despite 
Hamish Gardner and Oli Harding running and tackling hard. Our 
last game of the season was against Bryanston and sadly our poor 
run of results continued. Despite it being a game that we would 
normally win, we lost 38-10. There were positives to take though, 
with Charlie Payne working very hard and playing well, and Will 
Hodgson looking good in the centres having come back from injury. 

We would like to thank DAF for coaching us this year, which he 
did superbly. Our only wish for the season was to not have lost 
so many players due to injury, halting our positive early season 
momentum.

Will Hodgson & Ollie Reeve

Squad: Jesse Allinson-James, Olly Cons, Luca Cox, Wilfred 
Fitzgibbon, Hamish Gardner, Tommy Gilbert, Oliver Harding, Guy 
Harmer, Jordan Hills, William Hodgson, Marcus Howard, Tom 
Lampard-Vail, Kit Major, Josh Mallinson, Charlie Payne, Ollie Reeve, 
Edward Savage, George Sherwood, Finn Smith. 

Colts B Rugby
P 7      W 5      L 2      D 0

W ith the third best win/draw ratio in the school, the 
Colts B team had a successful season winning five of 
the seven matches. The obvious highlight was the 

victory over Marlborough College, where we edged 15-12 winners. 

The season began with a warm up game against King's School 
Bruton, with many subs and trials in a variety of positions. The 
game saw us win 24-14 and was a positive insight into the 
triumphant season that lay ahead.

We then faced a very strong Churcher’s team where we were 
defeated comfortably. This was followed by three wins on the 
bounce against Marlborough, Prior Park and Clayesmore, including 
a comprehensive victory of 57-5 over the latter. A sensational 
backs performance displayed true finishing skills that the Colts A 
could only dream of, with the pace of Beno, Iggles, Joss and Jamie 
going over the whitewash. 

In the match against Marlborough however we discovered the real 
side of our coach Guille. He delivered a passionate outburst with a 
'Strongly Worded Email' following the match, that in essence gave 
the team the enthusiasm and desire that would shape our season.

A tough fixture against Bishop's followed, with standout 
performances from the forwards, despite our loss. Here we 
showed great determination and depth in the squad due to the 
wilting fitness of the Colts A, leading them to call up many players. 
In our final game against Kingswood we saw a final victory, 
showcased by Jack Butler's pace and agility to runout 19-10 victors. 

But we did not become the Rugby players we are in the matches 
themselves, but instead the fabulous training sessions, inevitably 
starting with the renowned Guille game of touch. On special 
occasions we participated in Cricket/Rugby (a growing sport in the 
UK!) and clay pigeon shooting with rugby balls. This rounded off 
such a well-rounded team with many different abilities! The fiery 
characters of a few players were displayed in training, but were 
successfully deployed on the pitch to bring an aggressive aspect 
to our game. 
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The true masterclass of the season though was the formation 
of the widely rejoiced move of 'Badger 420', a manoeuvre that 
outsmarted the opposition on so many occasions.

Jack Grant & Ollie Illingworth

Thanks to Jack and Ollie for writing such an accurate account of 
our season and to Hugo for his inspiring captaincy. Lastly thanks 
to all this year’s Colts B players for making it such a memorable 
season. I hope you all continue to play and enjoy your rugby, next 
year and beyond. 

PCG

Squad: Jack Butler, Luca Cox, Timon Crichard, Josh Duckworth, 
George Edwards, Joss Ferguson, Alex Firth, Algie Fooks, Ollie 
Frost, Tommy Gilbert, Jack Grant, Ollie Illingworth, Jack Jazrawy-
Brown, Ben Jones, Benedict Kinder, Mathew Large, Justin Lau, Josh 
Mallinson, Calum Marshall, Oscar Palmer, Tom Peak, Tom Scott, Finn 
Smith, Hugo Spindler, Jake Steele, James Sykes, Jamie Williams. 

U15A Rugby
P 13      W 3      L 9      D 1

The season kicked off against a tough King's Bruton side 
and an early try from Matt Bark-Churchill saw us 5-0 
up in the first ten minutes. An unfortunate injury to 

the captain, Henry Smith, meant the forwards had to up their 
game. The second half started with a silly error, resulting in a 7-5 
lead to King's Bruton. From here on in, Bruton continued to be 
in the ascendency and came away with 22-5 win. Next came 
a clash against Churcher's College, a notoriously strong side. 
Unfortunately, the team could not match the physicality of the 
Churcher's side and the game ended very one-sided. 

KES Bath were our next opponents and on home soil, the team 
was hopeful of a first win of the season. Unfortunately, this game, 
again, would not be in our favour with a 24-7 loss. Despite starting 
the game well, some defensive errors cost the team and we were 
disappointed to lose in such poor fashion.

Our first cup match rolled around, against an extremely good 
Marlborough side. A couple of early tries was the worst way 
to start but the boys rallied and produced some absolutely 
outstanding rugby, scoring two tries in quick succession to go in 
at half time, trailing narrowly. Throughout the second half, despite 
some incredible defensive work by Curtis Wilde, Dauntsey's were 
unable to sustain their efforts and went on to lose the game 41-12. 

Next up was a trip to King Edward's Southampton and a welcome 
return for our captain. A slow start would once again prove to be 
the undoing for the team. Sluggish defending and some confusion 
in the midfield meant that the opposition coasted through for 
some early scores. In the second half, after some stern words of 
advice, the boys responded and some strong carries from Tom 
Galloway put Dauntsey's on the front foot and they were rewarded 
with a couple of fine scores of their own. Great kicking from 
Henry Barker helped us but unfortunately we still lagged behind. 
For large parts of the second half, the teams were close on the 
scoreboard, however, a couple of loose tackles cost the team and 
we left empty-handed. 

Clayesmore were our next opponents and heads were up high as 
previous years, we had shown to be the dominant team. Unlike 
most of our games this season, Dauntsey's looked comfortable 
and so did the score sheet as we racked up try after try, and strong 
carries from Curtis Wilde and Rob Herrett and an outstanding 
effort from the rest of the pack saw us humiliating our opposition. 
This game also saw us play some more expansive rugby through 
the backline and it was great to see their confidence grow. 

Next we travelled to Sexey’s School. Awful conditions meant it 
was going to be another forwards game. With grass so long, it was 
hard to find our scrum half, Luke Webb, we found it hard to use 
our pace out wide. When we did manage to spread it, we could 
not execute and as the game went on, frustrations grew. The 
second half was no better, again only playing within the two 10m 
lines, the game, amazingly, ended in a 0-0 draw!
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Another away match sent us to Prior Park and our forwards put in 
a huge shift, and soon it was clear that we were the more physical 
team. A fantastic, penetrating run from Will Cleeves saw him score 
the opening try of the game before a cheeky pick and go from 
Henry Smith added to the lead. With another try from each team 
the game ended in a 21-7 win with a strong carrying performance 
from Will Pan. A special mention should go to Hugo White for 
immense tackling throughout the whole game. 

With a hard push on the training field we were ready for our Vase 
game against Reading School. With the support of our home 
crowd, we were ready for the game. Starting to attack round the 
fringes of the ruck we soon wore our opponents down and started 
to score tries. A Will Cleeves effort put us into a well-deserved lead, 
but a few tries were conceded after some great running lines and 
power from Reading's back line. But as Dauntsey's did the first half, 
we powered through and a hat-trick from Captain Henry Smith 
saw us our third win of the season, 27-19. 

We headed to Bishops Wordsworth School, again in wet and 
windy conditions. Like many of our other games, we went to 
our forwards, but unfortunately conceded early on due to poor 
defending. Another few tries from Bishop Wordsworth’s meant 
Dauntsey’s heads were dropping but a Will Cleeves try came late 
in the first half. Spurred on by our poor play, the second half was 
more promising. There was good link up play from the backs and 
some good tackling from Toby Perry but unfortunately, we lost 
43-10, although the scoreboard did not reflect our determination.

The team then headed onto our First team pitch against a strong 
Kingswood side. It was a side that clearly utilised their training 
sessions with great moves through the backs and eventually 

we were getting torn apart by a nippy Kingswood number 12. 
Unfortunately, this was yet another loss, 34-7.

Bryanston were next and a good back line saw them spinning it 
out wide and convert in the corner for the first score. After another 
try from Bryanston, Dauntsey’s scored through Will Cleeves. 
Throughout the second half the forwards were dominating in all 
physical challenges but unfortunately were let down by some 
poor tackling and organisation from the backs. Although some 
good tackling from Henry Smith and others, we were unable to 
claim a win with a 27-17 loss, although this did not reflect the 
quality of Dauntsey’s play.

Our last match of the season was against a very strong Lord 
Wandsworth team, and unfortunately, conditions were the worst 
yet. We lacked skill and ball speed and gifted scores, resulting in 
the team trailing at the break. The second half was tough but the 
boys added five points to the board with Will Cleves making yet 
another break and following some excellent support from Henry 
Barker and Toby Perry, the team bundled their way over the line.

At the end of the season, colours were awarded to: Tom Galloway, 
Henry Smith, Hugo White, Curtis Wilde and Will Cleeves. 

CT

Squad: Matthew Bark-Churchill, Henry Barker, Will Cleeves, Ciaran 
Costin, Luc Cranstone, Arthur Fitzgibbon, Tom Galloway, Robert 
Herrett, Salvador Luther-Payne, Josh Mew, Ed Morgan, Will Morris, 
William Pan, Seb Parry, Toby Perry, James Pickford, Toby Salisbury, 
Henry Smith, Will Tabor, Luke Webb, Hugo White, Curtis Wilde. 
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U15B Rugby
P 9      W 2      L 7      D 0

The rugby season got off to a slow start for the under 15 B 
team with a loss against Kings Bruton, despite this spirits 
remained high throughout the match. Half time saw us 

12-0 down but in the second half there were some strong carries 
from the forwards and we scored our first try of the season with 
the match ending in a 19-7 loss. The second match of the season 
was against Churcher's College which proved to be a tough 
fixture. We were slow to start conceding two tries within the first 
half, however, as the second half started we started to play the 
rugby we were capable of, shipping the ball through the backs 
to score in the corners, this led to Dauntseys taking the lead for a 
brief period before some small mistakes lost us the match 30-15.

With lack of concentration, the next two matches left us with 
defeats against KES Bath and KES Southampton, and despite the 
effort we put in there was little reward with only two tries being 
scored in total.

Half way through the season, and through rigorous training 
led by TMS, we earnt our first win against Prior Park. The Game 
started rough with both teams forwards competing for the ball, 
however it was Ed Smail who broke the silence with a pick and 
drive from our ruck. Following this, excellent hands in the back 
line saw Tomos Lowen, Hal West and Dan Gordon score. At half 
time the score was 22-0 to us, from this our forwards dominated 
the second half winning all opposing scrums. Strong carries by 
Brendan Marchment and Emanuel Adegbe pushed our team to 
the opposing try line, quick off-loads to Ali Edington and Tomos 
lowen meant we scored some excellent trys, ending the match a 
48-0 victory.

Following our first win was a tough fixture against Bishop 
Wordsworth School every minute of the fixture was played 
at an extremely high tempo and intensity. Our defence was 
exceptionally strong with Bear Paris making big hits and Chris 
Clothier, on his debut, making amazing try saving tackles. Despite 
this we lost 15-0 through some silly mistakes. The following fixture 
saw a crushing defeat, and our team did not perform to our usual 
standard, leading to yet another deserved but gruelling training 
session, the less said the better.

Making up for this bad performance, our second win of the season 
was against Bryanston. From the whistle we scored within the 
first play, a couple of neat passes led to Ryan Morris touching 
down. Then Hal West with a superb solo effort put us 10-0 up 
within the first two minutes. After this the opposition increased 
the intensity, surprising our team, however we stayed strong to 
keep them at bay. Some superb carries by flankers Bear Paris and 
Ed Smail followed and gave our team an even larger lead of 32-0. 
The Second half saw similar to the first with a great break-away try 
from Will Tabor to make the score 39-0. The final whistle saw us 
win the game 46-7.

Shamefully the last match of the season was a sore loss, with 
critical players leaving the pitch injured, leading to a 43-5 defeat. 

Through-out the season the team worked hard and always left 
the pitch with heads held high, regardless of the end score. Every 
player needs to be congratulated for their efforts throughout the 
season. 

TMS

Squad: Emanuel Adegbe, Archie Butler, Chris Clothier, Ali Edington, 
Dan Gordon, Adrian Ling, Tomos Lowen, Brendan Marchment, 
Ryan Morris, Max Mosely, Seb Noble, Max Owen, Bear Paris, Dan Parr, 
Jamie Pickford, Ed Smail, Will Tabor, Peter Vail, Hal West. 
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U14A Rugby
P 10      W 1      L 8      D 1

W ith a new fixture for the U14A side first up, the group 
arrived at King’s Bruton with renewed purpose and 
enthusiasm. Without a single training session and new 

pupils to the school to factor in we came out of the blocks flying. 
Leading the game throughout the team looked like they were 
going to start the season with a victory. However, due to a lapse of 
concentration in the last minute allowing King’s Bruton to score in 
the final play of the game. Final score 20-20.

The following week saw the team welcome Churcher’s College in 
what proved to be a real test for the side. We were always going 
to be on the back foot as Churcher’s have had a strong side at this 
age group over the last few seasons and this year was no different. 
Early in the game the boys showed some excellent work in 
defence however this was spoiled by some creative attacking play 
which allowed Churcher’s to run away 49-0 winners, with a large 
number of these points being scored in the last 15 minutes. 

The next three fixtures proved to be as equally as tough with KES 
Bath to start things off with a 66-0 loss. This was followed by a 
45-0 loss to KES Southampton and a vastly improved performance 
again a good Clayesmore side finished in a 31-5 loss. These three 
tough results did not truly reflect the performances the team had 
put in and were a great platform for the boys to learn a lot about 
themselves and what they want to achieve as a group.

Next up, the boys made the long journey over to Sexey’s School 
where the boys were able to really show their full ability in what 
would prove to be an excellent fixture. On a wet and blustery day, 
the team found themselves 5-0 down at half time after playing up 
hill and into the wind. This gave the group huge encouragement 
after a hugely physical first half, they knew that this was their 
moment for glory. After a dogged display in the second half, that 
proved the team meant business, the team came together to 
grind out the victory with Angus Sherwood scoring in the last play 
of the game to seal the 12-5 win. This result must be attributed 
to the excellent defensive shape and more go forward the team 
found in the second half, led by Ollie Darlington, Matthew Logan 
and Ed George which gave the boys some real hope and brought 
them together as a group.

Unfortunately, from here on the fixtures were similar to that earlier 
in the season. With disappointing losses to Prior Park 46-7, Bishop 
Wordworth’s School 45-5, Kingswood 44-5 and Bryanston College 
41-27 we were unable to continue the form we found in the 
Sexey’s fixture. However, with more consistent performances next 
year this group will be able to show what they are really made of 
and should be able to turn the tide on their results for the better.

At the Head Master’s final assembly, colours were awarded to Tom 
Cook, Charles Evans, Toby Mallinson, Ed George and Toby Thomas. 
I believe that the team can build on their performances next year 
and manage to produce the set of results they deserve. Well done all. 

NCL

Squad: Henry Caldwell, Tom Cook, Ollie Culley, Ollie Darlington, 
Iint Ekwonggviriya, Charles Evans, Ed George, Oakley Gompels, 
Archie Hughes, Will Hyde, Ryan Ip , Ollie Jones, Matthew Logan, 
Toby Mallinson, Kai Matsumoto-Prouten, Charlie Murphy, Noah 
Reay, Ryan Shao, Angus Sherwood, Toby Thomas, Jago West. 

U14B Rugby
P 7      W 2      L 5      D 0

The season began with a heavy defeat at home to 
Churcher’s College; the gulf between skill levels crudely 
exposed. Despite conceding 72 points, there were some 

encouraging performances from Michael Crisp and Ryan Ip; 
both would later go on to earn starting places in the U14A team. 
Improved defensive displays helped to keep the score lines closer 
against KES Bath and KES Southampton. Ultimately, however, 
better defensively organised opposition proved too strong and 
both games were lost 32-7. 

The boys were working hard during their mid-week training 
sessions and I was impressed with their positive attitude and keen 
desire to improve. I was optimistic heading into our game against 
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Clayesmore. We kicked off and conceded a try without making 
a tackle. Ten minutes into the first half, Clayesmore ran in their 
fourth try. It was looking highly unlikely that the match would run 
its full course. It was at this point that our season started to turn 
around. Toby Zino and Archie Hughes led the fight back and the 
team raised their heads. Toby’s thirst for making tackles proved 
infectious and much of the remainder of the half was played in 
the opposition 22. The boys maintained the momentum into 
the second half and Clayesmore started to look tired. Sensing 
this, Dauntsey’s piled on the pressure. Michael Crisp, Toby Zino, 
Ryan Ip, and Matt Logan all crossed the whitewash to score four 
unanswered second half tries. In the end it was only the clock that 
prevented a miracle turn around and the game finished 24-29.

Confidence and self-belief was running high as we travelled to 
Prior Park and the game proved to be very competitive. Henry 
Parkes impressed, carrying the ball well to make the hard yards 
and set up the platform for our backs. Ultimately a few handling 
errors at critical times and lapses in concentration cost us the 
game. The final score line of 21-0 flattering the opposition.

Mid-week training was going very well and team selection 
becoming much more difficult; every boy desperate to start 
against Kingswood. The transformation in just eight weeks had 
been remarkable. The team were starting to tick like a Swiss 
watch. With lightning quick line speed Kingswood were put under 
pressure from the kick-off. George Burnett was now perfecting 
the art of holding a player up and stripping the ball; like an early 
autumn wasp he buzzed around the field irritating the opposition. 
The game was won 19-17. Our first victory of the season.

The script remained the same against Bryanston, but now even 
better rehearsed. We were dominant throughout, controlling the 
tempo of the game and forcing the opposition to play from their 
own half. Dauntsey’s won the game 21-10 to end the season on a 
well-deserved high.

JLJ

Squad: Freddie Alexander, Hamish Annan, Josh Bayer, Tom 
Boom, Sam Bull, George Burnett, Michael Crisp, Tom Firth, Ted 
Jagger, Harry Joyce, Archie MacClean, William Mead, Henry Parkes, 
Harry Sharp, Jonty Smith, Louis Stevenson, Josh Sullivan, Peter 
Tregoning, Leo Twentyman, George Wright, Toby Zino. 

U13A Rugby
P 10      W 3      L 7      D 0

The season started with two tough fixtures for the U13A 
side against Churcher’s College and KES Bath. Both ended 
in heavy defeats but with strong performances from 

Wilbur Middleton, Tom Spencer and Oscar Hennessy Leach. 

The following week the U13A’s hosted Clayesmore Prep. This 
fixture offered one of the highlights of the season. At the end of 
the first half we found ourselves down by 26 points. However, 
a dominant performance upfront from the forwards created 
space for the backs to run in six tries in a fantastic second half 
performance. Ollie Durrant completed a hat-trick in the last play 
of the game to win 30-25. This performance was followed up by 
an away win at West Hill Park. The team proved too good for the 
opposition smashing them 60-5. Stand out performances came 
from Wilbur Middleton, Ollie Durrant and Jorge Chamberlain. 

Away to Sandroyd Prep the boys battled well but unfortunately 
lost 30-5. Wilbur Middleton continued his strong performances 
scoring the team’s only try. 

After half-term came two tough defeats to Prior Park and 
Kingswood conceding 50 points in both games. Against Monkton 
Prep the boys had the opportunity to play on the FirstXV pitch for 
the first time. Monkton proved to be incredibly strong opposition 
with their physicality matched in the forwards by Freddie Riley, 
Tom Spencer and Chris Rafferty. Dauntsey’s came out strong in the 
second half, controlled well by Sam Gardner but ended in a 50-15 
defeat. Ed Tabor put in a man of the match performance. 

A re-scheduled fixture against Sexey’s, Bruton brought the team 
back to winning ways. It was a strong team performance with 
Dauntsey’s winning the game 35-10. Unfortunately, the last game of 
the season against Lord Wandsworth brought a loss. However, after 
a season full of challenging fixtures the boys showed improvements 
across all aspects of the game and should be proud of their efforts. 

TB
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Squad: Freddie Butler, Jorge Chamberlain, Oliver Durrant, Sam 
Gardner, Oscar Hennessey-Leach, Archie Lang, Hugh Marshall, 
Wilbur Middleton, Charlie Owen, Chris Rafferty, Freddie Riley, 
Leo Ring, Tom Spencer, Ed Tabor, Caspar Thurston–Smith, Sam 
Waterworth, Joe Wickenden. 

U13B Rugby
P 8      W 5      L 3      D 0

This season would rank as one of the most enjoyable I 
have experienced as a rugby coach at Dauntsey’s. The 
commitment shown by the whole squad was superb and 

it was heartening to see how much improvement was made from 
the start of the term to the final game.

A couple of tough games early in the term focussed the team to 
the required standards and our training sessions concentrated on 
basic disciplines and moves that resulted in a run of successful 
matches. Our tackling became a strength and many hours of 
passing drills and recycling produced some wonderful tries. We 
had some naturally talented players such as Fraser Hyslop, Will 
Clover, Will Ridge, Harry Philpott, Humphrey Hughes, James Pratt 

and Tim Hook who did the bulk of our scoring. However, I was 
even more impressed by the unsung players such as Aren Welton, 
Charlie Jewell, Finn Del Mar, Ben Carter, Alex Robinson, Freddie 
Maunder, Felix Lailey and Ollie Bagnall (amongst others) who all 
made great strides.

I have a strong feeling that a number of these players will 
soon become ‘A’ team regulars. The balance between fun and 
enjoyment coupled with serious commitment in training and 
matches was spot on and made the group a pleasure to work with. 
I must make special mention to the parents who supported the 
team so well and so often and always in the right spirit. I am very 
grateful to the training sessions led by NCL and DAF which were 
invaluable.

JRA

Squad: Oliver Bagnall, Ben Carter, Will Clover, Philip Crisp, Ben 
Dare, Ted Eastlake, Tim Hook, Humphrey Hughes, Fraser Hyslop, 
Charlie Jewell, Jos Jones, Felix Lailey, Finn Del Mar, Freddie 
Maunder, Max Minoudis, Harry Philpott, Rhys Ponting, Rocco 
Pountney, James Pratt, Will Ridge, Alex Robinson, Kade Sunderland, 
Aren Welton, Lucas Wetton.  
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U12A Rugby
P 10      W 4      L 5      D 1

The U12As started their season away at Churcher’s College. 
Despite the lack of playing time, Dauntsey’s started the 
brighter, scoring two tries through Ollie Haywood and 

Theo Malik. Churcher’s fought back to score early in the second 
half, but our defence held firm with the score finishing 15-5.

Our next fixture turned out to be a very even game against KES 
Bath. Both sides crossed the white wash in the early exchanges, 
however we were unable to finish off our chances, eventually 
losing the game 10-5. We faired much better against our following 
opponents, Clayesmore Prep. Tom Darby and Oby Gompels 
were instrumental, carrying the ball well and working hard in the 
loose to secure possession. Jack Wharton also played, making 
a number of breaks from full back. A much improved team 
performance helped us secure a 25-10 win. This was followed by 
a very entertaining and tight games against KES Southampton, 
where the teams had to share the spoils in a 15-15 draw. Charlie 
Butler, Jonathan Sadler and Max Payne all played well. We then 
travelled away to play Sandroyd, starting brightly and scoring 
35 unanswered points in the first 20 minutes. Sandroyd fought 
back tremendously in the second half to score five tries in quick 
succession.

We then travelled away to play Sandroyd, starting brightly and 
scoring 35 unanswered points in the first 20 minutes. Sandroyd 
fought back tremendously in the second half to score five tries 
in quick succession. Harry Butterworth played extremely well on 
debut. The score finished 35-25 to Dauntsey’s in a high scoring 
game and tense encounter. 

Our next fixture saw us travel to Bruton to play Sexey’s School in 
wet and testing conditions. George Vincent played particularly 
well, linking with his centre partner Mickey Wilkes and winger 
Charlie Godfrey-Faussett. Dauntsey’s won 35-5.

The fixtures after half term were always going to be tough. We lost 
to Prior Park (35-10), Kingswood (15-30), Monkton Combe (30-5), 
and Lord Wandsworth (30-20). Despite the disappointing finish 
to the season, the boys continued to train well, showing a real 
willingness to learn and improve. The team struggles after losing 
Mickey Wilkes and Ollie Haywood through injury, but it was great 
to see Fred Hickman, Jamie Green and Harry Butterworth all play 
themselves into the team from the U12B’s. Special mention should 
also go to Theo Malik who captained the side superbly.

WPJW

Squad: Charlie Butler, Samuel Coveney, Tom Darby, Charles 
Godfrey-Faussett, Oby Gompels, Jamie Green, Ollie Haywood, Ben 
Locking, Theo Malik, Thomas Morton, Max Payne, Jonathan Sadler, 
George Vincent, Jack Wharton, Mickey Wilkes, Monty Woodward.  
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U12B Rugby
P 9      W 7      L 2      D 0

The under 12Bs started off with an away fixture at Churcher’s 
College.  It was a tough game as we struggled to match 
Churcher’s passing ability and it was evident this was our 

first game.  Nonetheless, we defended well but finally, we were 
overcome by a well-organised unit losing 15-10. 

Next up were KES Bath, we were more organised taking on-board 
our training for the week.  It was a stellar performance from the 
team and in particular from Fred Hickman as we ran out winners 
10-5.  

The next 3 weeks saw the team focus on positioning and passing, 
this was the weaker aspect to our previous performances so 
this needed addressing.  Games against Clayesmore Prep, KES 
Southampton and Sandroyd Prep followed with us winning 
all three games, quite comfortably.  Having lost only their first 
game the team felt more confident in their ability and wanted to 
continue the winning ways.  Games against Prior Park College (25-
15), Kingswood School (25-15) and Monkton Combe Prep (45-10) 
came and went with us winning all three; again, performances 
were incredible with the boys really putting into practice what 
they had learned in training.  During those games, the squad 

increased as more and more boys were showing the right quality 
and desire to feature and play Rugby, some were given a chance to 
feature with the A squad and some once given that chance went 
up another level.

We finished our outstanding season with a home game against 
Lords Wandsworth College.  Conditions were tricky but we weren’t 
phased by the weather   We were immediately under pressure 
to a well-drilled team who had strength in depth and size on 
their hands.  Nonetheless, we persevered and started to make an 
impact and match them in every way.  As the game progressed 
their size really began to pay off and late on we struggled to 
match their physicality.  Unfortunately, we succumbed to the 
pressure conceding late on and eventually losing 35-25.

It has been a pleasure to work with such a committed group, all 
who encourage each other and are willing to give their best. It has 
been a fantastic first year of Rugby for all and I am sure they will go 
from strength to strength in the future.

CGB

Squad: Ben Adams, Henry Bone, Benji Botterill, George 
Burnham, Oliver Bury, Theo Dodds, JJ Gordon, Jamie Green, Vasco 
Hennessey-Leach, David Kelsall, Jake Lewis, Angus Lindsay, Arka 
Maitra, Benji Marland, Toby Mead, Joe Mcnally, Thomas Milton, 
Christopher Nellis, Henry Prentice, Tom Stevenson, Jake Tilbury, 
Elliot Wall, Edwin Wrench, Jack Zino.
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First XI Girls’ Hockey
P 18      W 10      L 3      D 5

Dauntsey’s hockey got off to an early start when in July 
a squad of 20 went on tour to Malaysia. It was a trip 
consisting of lots of hockey, culture and memorable 

moments; giving us a great early start to the season, allowing 
the team to become familiar with one another. Following a very 
good preseason, the first match was against Hampshire Collegiate 
School. Winning this game comfortably, it gave us confidence 
for the season ahead. The next match saw us play away against 
Sherborne, where we put up a strong performance, the game was 
close, going from end to end but did well to win 3-2. Marlborough 
was up next and brought our first defeat of the season. The 2-0 
score line did not reflect how well we played as a team. We had 
multiple short corners but could not execute them effectively. This 
match also allowed us to put our defensive work to the test that 
we had previously practised in training. 

On the Saturday we played Prior Park, and we bounced back from 
our defeat with a 1-0 win. We dominated possession throughout 
the game. In the second half, Elena scored a strong goal hitting 
it in from the top of the D to put us 1-0 up. Credit must also 
go to Charlotte who managed to kick the ball off the goal line, 
preventing us from conceding in the last few minutes.

We travelled away to Clifton for the U18 preliminary tournament, 
and the outcome of the day was more encouraging than last 
year’s results. We played outstandingly against Clifton College 
resulting in a 0-0 draw, before beating Hereford Cathedral School 
4-0. However, fatigue got the better of us against Cheltenham 
College. We learnt some valuable lessons that day, which we 
carried with us throughout the rest of the season.

Next up was St Mary’s, winning 6-0 comfortably, we practised our 
half court press in preparation for Bradfield. Against Bradfield we 
were unlucky to lose 4-2. We went into half time 2-0 down but 
battled back to 2-2. Unfortunately, our man-to-man marking let us 
down and we ended up losing 4-2. We bounced back strongly and 
won our next 3 matches against Pangbourne 5-0, Churcher’s 3-0, 
and Clayesmore 7-2.

Girls’ Hockey
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Next up was a tough Wellington fixture. The first half was one of 
our most spectacular performances of the season, with flowing 
play and a solid team effort. However, in the second half we 
ended up losing 2-1. Hermione had an outstanding performance, 
dominating play from right half.

Against Bryanston, we conceded early but kept our heads up and 
went into half time with a 2-1 lead. Bryanston came back fighting, 
but our back four played with maturity and composure, allowing 
our midfield and forwards to constantly be attacking threats. 
Chloe scored a mesmerising lifted slap hit goal and we went on to 
win, 4-1.

After a slow start against KES Southampton we stepped up the 
game after half time, bringing the score to 2-1. KES scored an 
equalizer with 14 minutes to go, and whilst we still remained a 
threat we were not clinical enough and the game ended in two all 
draw.

The penultimate game of the season against KES Bath, resulted 
in another good performance and a 5-0 victory. This gave us 
a positive mind-set going into our final game against Bristol 
Grammar School, which proved to be an extremely entertaining 
1-1 draw.

I would like to take the time to thank all the leavers who have 
dedicated their time to Dauntsey’s hockey. Their efforts have 
been relentless and the standard of hockey played exceptional. 
The team spirit we formed was amazing, resulting in the most 
successful season since stats have been recorded. I think it is fair to 
say the U6 will all miss Dauntsey’s Hockey and the huge part it has 
played in our lives here at school. A huge thank you must also go 
to the team for making it my personal best and most memorable 
season and a massive thank you to JD, who we could not have 
made it through the season without! Finally, I would like to give 
my best wishes to the future First XI and wish them every success 
in their performances.

Imogen West

Squad: Polly Campbell, Georgia Carpenter, Chloe Darlington, 
Alice Fanshawe, Jemima Frost, Charlotte Hamilton-White (vice-capt),  
Louisa Hill, Rosie Jephson, Riya Patel, Georgia Pickford, Mimi 
Sheperd, Harriet Steptoe, Elena Swanton, Emily Tucker, Chloe Vautier 
(vice-capt), Hermione Warburton-Hogben, Imogen West (capt). 

Second XI Girls’ Hockey
P 14      W 7      L 3      D 4

The Second XI had a very pleasing season, which in terms 
of win/draw ratio has only been bettered once in the 
past 10 years. It was a real team performance throughout 

the year, with all players contributing brilliantly, although our 
captain Georgia Carpenter, her partner in the centre of defence 
and players’ player of the season Sophia Stratford, and veteran left 
midfielder Olivia Keppel all deserve to be singled out for special 
praise for bringing hard work and professionalism to every training 
session and match; they really set the tone, and the squad bought 
into this positivity. 

The season got off to a 0-2 loss against Sherborne, but this was 
soon put right with a very pleasing 2-2 draw against a talented 
Marlborough side. Lucy Hadlow announced her arrival at the 
school in style in this match, scoring two goals on her home 
debut. This was followed up with back to back wins against Prior 
Park and St. Mary’s, in which Poppy Napier was impressive having 
come up from the Third XI, and Polly Campbell proved to be too 
impressive, and was moved up to the First XI! Zoe Cranstone, 
who had a fine season in the midfield, got on the scoresheet 
against Prior. Another 2-2 draw followed against Bradfield, a match 
in which India Eastlake and Amelia Place both put in pleasing 
performances to help us to secure a draw. Pangbourne away was 
a scrappy affair, but ultimately a battling performance and well 
taken goal from Antigone Lovering, along with heroic one-on-one 
goalkeeping from Riya Patel proved to be the difference. Natasha 
Parks-Tunstall returned to the team against Churcher’s, and made 
a huge difference, setting up Agnes Williams for both goals in a 
narrow 2-1 victory. Gemma Harvey, marauding forward from right 
back played a huge part in this win, as Churcher’s were over-run 
on numerous occasions down this flank. Comfortable wins against 
Clayesmore (1-0, should have been 5-0) and Godolphin (5-2) 
followed either side of a tough outing against Wellington College’s 
talented U16As. 

By this stage in the season the junior players were fully settled  
in and making their mark on games. Olivia Parrott and Sophie 
Hollis both brought vision with the ball, coupled with tenacity 
without the ball, to our back four, and Eleanor Barker barely  
missed a minute of the season at centre midfield; much of our 
attacking play transitioned through her. We picked up an excellent 
result away at Bryanston, drawing 2-2 against a superb side.  

“By this stage the junior players 
were fully settled in and 
making their mark on games”
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The game was memorable for two things; a ‘collector’s item’ goal 
from captain and defensive stalwart Georgia Carpenter, and the 
extent to which we were hanging on to a draw by the end. We 
then finished the season with another draw (Kingswood) and 
a loss (Bristol Grammar) either side of a 3-1 victory against KES, 
Southampton, with Olivia Keppel securing the win with a brace in 
her penultimate match. 

Many thanks to all colleagues for their help with training and 
umpiring, parents for supporting, and of course the girls for being 
such great fun to work with this year. 

MDK

Squad: Eleanor Barker, Georgia Carpenter, Zoe Cranstone, India 
Eastlake, Lucy Hadlow, Gemma Harvey, Sophie Hollis, Olivia Keppel, 
Antigone Lovering, Poppy Napier, Natasha Parks-Tunstall, Olivia 
Parrott, Riya Patel, Amelia Place, Sophia Stratford, Agnes Williams. 

Third XI Girls’ Hockey
P 12      W 6      L 6      D 0

The season started with a very tough game against 
Sherbourne. The girls didn’t play as a team and struggled 
to make any impression on pitch leading us to a 9-2 

loss. Our second game was slightly better but still a 5-0 loss to 
Marlborough. 

Following this disappointing start, the team really started to 
work together and for each other, showing some great skills 
and phases of play. We beat Prior park 5-0 with more goals from 
Ellie and an epic goal from Jess Nicol. Chinda and Esme also got 
on the scoresheet but it was Hannah Barnes whose skills and 
determination shone through. 

We then played Bradfield and lost 1-0. Annie was superb and 
was integral to the team and we managed to hold a very strong 
team to just 1 goal. Next was Pangbourne which we won 8-0 with 
Natasha Parks-Tunstall impressing. Polly scored a superb goal but 
Chinda stole the show with an unprecedented five goals. 

We then travelled away to Churcher’s College which was a great 
game played under a bright double rainbow! This proved to be 
very lucky with us winning 7-1 with both Freya and Jess Nicol 
having excellent games. Following this, we played Clayesmore 
and maintained our winning ways with an 8-0 victory. Ellie had 
an excellent game but we missed Corinna’s presence at the back. 
Next was a superb game against a very strong Wellington College 
team, we lost 0-3 despite amazing team defence. Jess Litherland 
and Sasha were phenomenal along with Martha, who was  
brilliant in goal. India and Natasha Whitrow refused to give up  
right through to the final whistle and we were very unlucky not to 
score.

Up next was an away fixture to Bryanston. We were missing a few 
players, but gained Sophie Hollis from the Second team. We lost 
1-0, however Jessie Romer-Lee and Polly showed great chemistry 
and Martha was again superb in goal. Natasha Whitrow also made 
a substantial contribution to the progress made in the second half. 
Kingswood was another 1-0 loss which the girls could have won 
and Jessie Romer-Lee continued to develop again, combining well 
with Polly (and others) down the right side of the pitch. There were 
lots of chances just none converted. 

Our next game against Sexey’s School was in extremely cold 
weather and the girls struggled to even hold their stick let alone 
play hockey! However, Hannah Gibson and Octavia stayed strong 
in the middle and were extremely influential in gaining a 3-0 win.

Our final game was against an unbeaten Bristol Grammar School 
team and they came ready to celebrate an unbeaten season. 
Little did they (or I) I know that they were going to come across a 
resilient and energetic Dauntsey’s XI. What a game! We won 3-1 in 
amazing fashion, bringing an enjoyable season to a close. 

Finally thank you to all the superb support by so many parents 
each and every game, supporting the girls in all weather and 
being so positive and supportive each week. Also thank you to 
everyone who played and a note to our U6 players leaving, good 
luck and you will be missed! 

JMW

Squad: Ellie Adams, Hannah Barnes, Freya Chapman, Corinna 
Clarke, India Eastlake, Esme Evans, Hannah Gibson, Sasha Henley, 
Martha Holden, Annie Hourahane, Jess Litherland, Polly Maton 
(capt), Jess Nicol, Natasha Parks-Tunstall, Octavia Pye, Jessie Romer-
Lee, Chinda Smith, Natasha Whitrow. 
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U15A Girls’ Hockey
P 14      W 8      L 1      D 5

The U15A team performed well this season despite coming 
up against some strong opposition. The girls were 
determined to put a fairly disappointing U14A season 

behind them and prove what talent lay within the team. From the 
outset, the girls trained hard and fought for their places within the 
squad. The improvement is evident with each and every player as 
a result of focus and hard work both on and off the pitch. Sophia 
Hill grew from strength to strength and captained the side very 
well, leading by example and keeping a positive frame of mind 
even when faced with tough opposition. 

A fantastic start to the season against Sherborne saw a 5-0 win, 
with Maya House starting as she went on to perform throughout 
the season, with a hat-trick. Maya went on to score an impressive 
23 goals and was by far our most successful goal scorer. This great 
start was short lived though, with a 0-8 defeat against Marlborough 
College, although the half-time score was only 0-2. This proved our 
fitness and skills needed addressing, and as a result our training 
sessions were spent with this in mind, focussing on higher intensity 
skills based hockey and the dreaded fitness sessions. It wasn’t long 
until the girls tasted success from their hard work with a 5-1 win 
over Prior Park College (Maya scoring 4 of the 5!). 

As the season progressed I continued to be impressed with the 
mature manner that the girls approached both training and 

matches, always confident enough to ask for help in areas they 
thought they needed work on. The tough matches against 
Wellington College, Bradfield College and Bristol Grammar School 
saw us defeated but the girls worked tirelessly throughout to 
get two goals against both Bradfield and Wellington, something 
they can all be proud of. The defensive unit worked cohesively 
throughout the season, especially in the tougher matches, 
alongside the midfield working much more effectively in the press. 

The team were impressive against Godolphin in a dark and 
gloomy evening game, winning 5-0, which saw some new faces 
on the score sheet. This filled the girls with confidence and they 
went on to win the next two matches against Bryanston and KES 
VI Southampton with some consistent attacking play from Ella 
Harris, Hannah Smith and Sophia Hill standing out as they won 
possession and linked play well between the midfielders and the 
forward line. 

All the players’ hard work and enthusiasm throughout the season 
has enabled them all to advance as players and sets them up well 
as they step up into the senior teams. I hope they all enjoyed the 
season as much as I did and hope they continue to play hockey in 
the years to come. 

LPM

Squad: Pippy Abel, Bijou Angus, Imogen Ayling, Sasha Broadhead, 
Holly Gaiger, Ella Harris, Sophia Hill, Maya House, Phoebe Lishman, 
Annabel-Jane Luxton, Lucy Mayne, Rachel Millar, Bea Williams, 
Hannah Weeden.  
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U15B Girls’ Hockey
P 9      W 5      L 3      D 2

The U15B team had a relatively successful season winning 
over 50% of the matches they played. They kick started 
their season off positively and were rewarded with a 3-1 

win at home against a tough Sherborne Girls team. Despite being 
a newly formed side, the girls interacted positively and Emma 
Kellar, Caitlin Clark and Freya Collington were particularly influential 
at the back. It was great see Maddie Reay, Bronte Lorimer and 
Katherine Mackenzie-Yates getting on the score sheet on the first 
weekend. 

The team unfortunately suffered a rather heavy setback against 
Marlborough College in the following week however didn’t let this 
dampen their spirits and subsequently went on to win their next 
game 5-0 against Park Prior College. Maddie Reay again on the 
scoresheet however scoring a brace for the team on this occasion. 
Freya Wharton (Captain), Merlo Jewell and Katherine also were 
goal scorers on the day. 

The girls continued to make improvements as the term progressed 
and it was great to see both Lexi Aspey and Violet Hopper playing 
well in goal. One of our most notable matches of the season 
was against St Mary’s Calne away from home where we were 
unfortunate in going down 4-0 at half time. Following a team talk, 
the girls went back onto the pitch and showed true resilience and 

played some of their best hockey of the season and were able to 
finish the game 4-4. 

The team went on a four match flurry of either draws or wins 
and this was great for confidence. Our match against Bradfield, 
despite 4-2 was a testament to how far the girls had come as a 
team scoring two against very strong opponents. The team coped 
admirably following an injury to Freya Collington and were able to 
play out of position without any detriment to the overall play. 

We were unfortunate with our match against Wellington as it 
was cancelled – due our oppositions’ bus having to make a swift 
U-turn following a bird incident! 

It was a shame to finish our season on a loss however the girls 
certainly worked hard until the final whistle. The weather was 
certainly not on our side however the girl’s spirits remained high. 

I have enjoyed coaching the U15B team wish each and every 
individual player the very best as they progress up the school as 
hockey players. My thanks to Freya Wharton for always leading by 
example. 

GW

Squad: Lexi Aspey, Emily Bagnall, Josie Banovic, Caitlin Clark, 
Freya Collington, Ava Hall, Violet Hopper, Merlo Jewell, Emma Kellar, 
Bronte Lorimer, Katherine Mackenzie-Yates, Lily Mallinson, Maddy 
Reay, Freya Wharton.  
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U15C Girls’ Hockey
P 4      W 3      L 0      D 1

W hat a fun season it has been for the U15C XI, the girls 
have been an absolute pleasure to coach on Tuesday 
and Thursday afternoons and we have certainly had 

lots of fun along the way. The team played a total of four matches 
and went unbeaten for the whole season, winning three and 
drawing one. 

One of the most exciting matches in the season was against 
Marlborough College. The girls arrived feeling somewhat terrified 
by the possibility of countless goals going in the back of our net, 
however a team talk later and some bribery with half-time sweets, 
the girls were on the pitch and keen to play well. Play was end 
to end with opportunities for both teams. Sonya Afansyeva was 
exceptional with her unstoppable endurance, pacing up and 
down the pitch, both in defence and then pressing forwards. By 
half-time, the girls were astonished that it was 0-0 and that the 
possibility of winning was actually plausible. We set out some 
second-half ‘tic-tacs’: to attempt to drive up the wing with the 
pace that we had and try and get the ball into the ‘D’ where we 
would aim to get a shot on target. That was exactly what we did! 
Having intercepted the ball from the halfway line, Lucy Stevenson 
paced up the wing with the ball firmly glued to her stick, hitting 
the ball into the ‘D’. Florence Evenden dived with her stick and 
made contact: the ball was in the back of the net and there were 
screams of applause. Exceptional teamwork from all enabled us 
to hang on to the win and cheer with elevation when the final 
whistle was blown. 

The girls later went on to play Bradfield College and this was 
perhaps their toughest game as it was a match of defence – for 
over 80% of the game, the play was in our half and with relentless 
defending from all, particularly Immie Arnold, Fizzy Wilks and 
Tegan Yates, not to mention impeccable goalkeeping from Lily 
Mallinson, we ensured the ball wasn’t going in our net. The game 
ended in a nil all draw. 

The girls were determined to remain unbeaten and it became 
the talk of the games sessions that perhaps Tegan’s new ‘hockey 
shoes’ had given us luck. Those shoes definitely became lucky 
with the team finishing the season with a 2-0 win against 
Pangbourne College.

It has been an incredible season for the girls and I have had so 
much fun coaching the team. I wish each and every individual 
player the very best as they progress up the school as hockey 
players. 

KAB

Squad: Sonya Afansyeva, Jemima Anderson, Immie Arnold, 
Florence Evenden, Violet Hopper, Lily A Mallinson, Tiffany Lun, 
Jillian Mak, Daisy Marsh, Rose McGraw, Arabella Mansfield, Matilda 
Sheehan, Maria Smith, Elisabeth Smith, Lucy Stevenson, Fizzy Wilks, 
Tegan Yates.  

U14A Girls’ Hockey
P 16      W 9      L 3      D 4

I t has been a hugely successful season for the U14A team 
winning nine matches, drawing four and losing only three 
(81% win-ratio). The team have scored an incredible 30 goals 

across the season, with multiple goal scorers on the results sheet 
and have only conceded 11. The team have displayed a number of 
notable performances against some tough opposition and found 
their true form as the term progressed. 

With a large intake of Third Form and four new faces to the team, it 
was important to spend the first few weeks gelling as a group  
and giving the girls time to establish their new roles. This for some 
was adjusting to an 11-a-side pitch and understanding the new 
game principles that JD was keen for the girls to apply. The  
County Tournament was quickly upon them and with very little 
practice, the team struggled to find their true form and were 
unfortunate not to progress through to the next stage – having 
reflected at the end of the season, this was perhaps our biggest 
disappointment.
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Having not qualified, this really spurred the team on and our focus 
within training was to play our best hockey and work to the final 
whistle. Our aim was to score goals, defend with purpose and 
give nothing but 100%. We were able to go 6 matches unbeaten 
against Prior Park College, St Mary’s Calne, Pangbourne College, 
Godolphin and Churcher’s College. Within these matches was a 
noticeable performance against Bradfield College where we held 
on to a 3-2 win. The girls left everything they had on the pitch 
that day and despite leading for a considerable amount of time, 
Bradfield fought back hard to come back into the match and the 
last few minutes left our spectators on the edge of their seats. 

Perhaps one of my most favourite and memorable matches was 
against Wellington College. Away from home, the girls flew off 
the bus pumped for the game and played some of their best 
hockey, narrowly losing 3-2. Following this defeat, we finished the 
season with four more matches where we were unbeaten with 
an excellent 3-0 win against Bristol Grammar School to end the 
season. 

It has been a wonderful season coaching the U14A team and 
I wish each and every individual player the very best as they 
progress up the school as hockey players. My thanks to Millie 
Reeve for always leading by example – a fantastic Captain. 

KAB

Squad: Maisie Arnold, Issie Burn, Olivia Carpenter, Lily Cooper, 
Lucy Crompton, Anna Edwards, Katy Ferguson, Sophie Grant, Leah 
Hope, Virginia Jacobs, Alice Keppel-Compton, Annabel Price, Millie 
Reeve (Captain), Bea Watts.  

U14B Girls’ Hockey
P 11      W 7      L 2      D 2

The U14Bs had one of their most successful seasons in 
recent years with a win draw ratio of 75%; scoring twenty-
four goals along the way and only conceding seven. A key 

part of their success was down to their ebullient and energetic 
team ethos. They bonded through hard work on the training field; 
encouraging and inspiring each other to be creative and free 
flowing in their attacking play - hence the large number of goals 
scored. 

The season commenced with a home game against Sherborne 
Girls. Alvita Busari and Tilly Buxton immediately impressed with 
their strong and powerful play in midfield and created a multitude 
of chances as the team drove forward. Much of game was spent 
in the attacking third and it was only the endeavours of the 
opposition’s goalkeeper that thwarted the girls from not securing 
a win on their first game. The team did have long to wait, as the 
following week lots of excellent work up front by Amelia Hall and 
Tessa Carter led to a one –nil win against Prior Park College. The 
long journey to Bradfield College was made more bearable by 

girls having a singalong on the coach – the energy level seemed 
high but as soon as the girls stepped off the bus onto the pitch it 
dissipated somewhat. In an unusually lacklustre game, Bradfield 
took the lead which we could not respond to. Annabelle Dornan 
needed to work tirelessly in goal pulling out some phenomenal 
saves; without her the one nil loss may have been greater. The girls 
responded brilliantly by training hard and working on getting into 
goal scoring positions and taking their chances. 

Determined to secure a good win, the girls immediately put 
Pangbourne College on the back foot with an early goal. Lily 
Waterston had superb pace and composure on the ball as she 
dodged past defenders and was rewarded with a well deserved 
goal. The girls applied great pressure preventing Pangbourne 
from barely getting the ball out of their defensive 25 – the six 
nil win was reflective of our team’s domination of the game. In 
our subsequent match against St Mary’s Calne another ‘goalfest’ 
ensued. Lily Cooper made an immediate impact controlling the 
midfield and distributing the ball effectively out to the wing, 
where Serena O'Brien would deftly pick up the ball, accelerate to 
the base line and then float into the P spot in the D. Nine goals 
were scored in all with Freya Punton achieving a hat trick. The 
winning streak continued with a closer game against Churcher’s 
College: our defenders, Sian Drew and Georgia Place, had their 
work cut out, picking off the opposition players as they came 
through and Millie Dexter played both an excellent defensive 
game but would immediately then help set up a counter attack. 
This exciting game finished in our favour with a 4-2 win. 

A much tougher way fixture followed against Wellington; this 
was definitely a defenders’ game where we looked to soak up 
the pressure and then go for a counter attack. Amelia Hall was 
everywhere on the pitch – her commitment and drive were 
an example to all. Wellington though were too strong and the 
girls conceded three goals. A late push back against Bryanston 
and a lost goal keeping kit meant that the game was curtailed. 
Nevertheless, the girls made the most of their shortened time on 
the pitch and got back into their winning ways with two goals 
and a clean sheet (the fifth of the season). Anna Scott once again 
demonstrated her versatility – playing in a range of positions. The 
girls played their next game under floodlights, in the mid week 
fixture against KES Bath. The level of play, across the board, was 
exceptional where the interplay was intuitive and full of pace. 
Marcy Duffill’s touch and anticipation was excellent as she set up a 
number of attacking moves. KES could not compete and the girls 
ran away with four nil win. This was a game to relish. This scoreline 
was replicated against KES Southampton. The girls were fired 
up for the final game of the season; unfortunately, the weather 
conspired against them and a frozen pitch meant that only 20 
minutes was played resulting in a disjointed nil all draw. 

The U14B have been a fantastic bunch of girls to coach with their 
energy and joie de vivre.

KSC

Squad: Serena O'Brien, Alvita Busari, Matilda Buxton, Tessa Carter, 
Millie Dexter, Annabelle Dornan, Sian Drew, Marci Duffill, Amelia 
Hall, Georgia Place, Freya Punton, Anna Scott, Lily Waterston.  
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U14C Girls’ Hockey
P 8      W 5      L 3      D 0

A brilliant season for the U14c team. They were a brilliant 
squad, always working hard on the pitch and having 
lots of fun. Each and every member showed massive 

improvements as the season unfolded and they should all be very 
pleased with their personal performances. As a team they worked 
together and hard for each other, supporting each other from the 
back and attacking intensely. 

We have been very Lucky to have Grace Askham-Day in goal for 
the most of the season, she continued to grow as a player and 
made some spectacular saves, including making a game changing 
header! Olivia Stone has also made some guest appearances in 
goal but was an essential defender to the team. Millie Thompson 
and Molly Taylor joined the team and made big impacts in 
defence. Charlie Millar was a consistent defender who regularly 
made game changing defensive moves. 

Ellie Fredricks is probably one of the hardest working members 
of the team, she doesn’t stop running. However, Lara Candy can 
definitely rival her in the hard working stakes, this was spotted 
by the other team as she was awarded player of the match. Sofia 
Rubinchik developed well throughout the season, and by the 

end was a regular player on the squad. Her determination and 
strength were a real asset to the team. Katie Newton and Jemima 
Illingworth were both new to Dauntsey’s Hockey, they played 
brilliantly and their skills improved game on game. 

We had a brilliant selection of players who were all so versatile, 
this showed what a brilliant squad they were as they were always 
happy to play out of position to best support the team. Izzy Kinder 
and Flora Darby were both fantastic players, both scoring goals, 
and saving them when required. Sophie Flann played brilliantly in 
the outfield this year. Nia Gwynne-Davies and Honey Lindsay were 
both hard working players who seemed to have a real love for the 
game. 

It was a fantastic season for the U14C’s they worked hard and it 
was a pleasure to take them for matches throughout the hockey 
season. 

CLH

Squad: Grace Askham-Day, Olivia Stone, Millie Thompson, Molly 
Taylor, Lara Candy, Ellie Fredricks, Nia Gwynne-Davies, Jemima 
Illingworth, Sophie Flann, Izzy Kinder, Honey Lindsay, Charlie Millar, 
Katie Newton, Flora Darby, Sofia Rubinchik.  
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U13A Girls’ Hockey
P 8      W 5      L 3      D 0

F rom the offset it was clear that this was going to be a highly 
entertaining season with a wide variety of characters and 
even skill sets to be managed. Our first match was against 

Prior Park set the tone for the season with a well deserved 4-1 win. 
With Sophie Grant achieving her first hat trick of the season and 
both Maisie Arnold and Bea Watts providing some strong support 
from the back. The girls went into training with enthusiasm and 
determination to maintain this strong start and this mentality was 
mostly maintained throughout the season. 

The girls came against strong opposition in both Monkton Prep 
and KES Bath and it was clear that they would have to step up their 
game. Bea Watts provided an excellent strike from the top of the 
circle proving that backs can score just as well as forwards, while 
Virgina Jacobs demonstrated some swift stick skills to slot in an 
equaliser against Monkton. Unfortunately, against KES the girls were 
unable to maintain the draw and conceded a goal in the last minute 
and lost 4-3 with Virginia, Sophie and Lily Cooper on the score card.

With a handful on closely fought draws against Prior Park College 
and St Mary’s Calne, the girls found a new depth in their training 
and worked hard to improve their core skills. This ultimately paid 
dividends with a string of wins against Churchers, Godolphin and 
Kingswood. Annabelle Dornan in particular stepping up during  
the match against Godolphin in which she saved three very  
good attempts at goal. With a strong mid team of Maisie, Lily, 
Virginia and Issie Burn the opposition didn’t stand a chance and 

the team scored twelve goals across the three games while only 
conceding three.

Our next match was probably the most nail-biting but yet only 
resulted in a 2-1 loss against King Edwards. The pace was rapid and 
the game moved from end to end with numerous saved attempts 
at goal from both teams. At half time the team found themselves 
1-0 down and had to fight hard to gain an equaliser and did so 
within the first few minutes of the second half via a neatly placed 
flick into the corner by Issie. King Edwards swiftly responded with a 
quick break which left our goal keeper isolated and unsupported. 
This lead to a pretty simple goal which the U13’s were unable to 
come back from.

Understandably frustrated the U13’s came back with more 
determination and fight for the final game against Bristol Grammar 
and found themselves dominating. Although the outcome was 
only 2-1 to Dauntsey’s, the girls controlled the game with skill and 
pure grit and proved that they were a force to be reckoned with. 
Katy Ferguson in particular creating some brilliant opportunities 
from the back with some penetrating hits while Olivia Carpenter 
provided some much needed steady defensive work.

It was a delight to coach such a spirited and adaptable team and I 
look forward to seeing them develop further in 11 a side matches 
next year. There are definitely some players who will have bright 
hockey careers at Dauntsey’s. 

SJR

Squad: Maisie Arnold, Issy Burn, Olivia Carpenter, Lily Cooper, 
Annabelle Dornan, Katy Ferguson, Sophie Flann, Sophie Grant, 
Virginia Jacobs, Annabel Price, Bea Watts.  
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U13B Girls’ Hockey
P 11      W 6      L 2      D3

The girls began the season in dominant fashion against 
Godolphin, attacking with swift intent and forcing the 
opposition to retreat. Izzy Lane thought she’d given us an 

early lead only for an infringement to hold us back, but with Scout 
Johnstone pressing ahead in midfield we repeatedly pushed for 
an opening. Godolphin, sensing our superiority, defended hard, 
frustrating us throughout the goalless first half. 

The second half continued in the same manner as the Dauntsey’s 
charge was repeatedly thwarted by Godolphin’s defensive 
barricade, and with Rosie Basnett blocking their infrequent 
ventures into our half the game seemed to be heading towards 
a draw. Then, with just four minutes remaining the girls finally 
gained their reward as Flo Ward calmly slotted the ball home, 
giving us a fully-deserved lead and causing Godolphin’s previously 
invincible defense to crumble. Straight away we were back on the 
attack, winning a short corner that Mima Naumann smacked past 
their helpless goalkeeper. Just moments later, Mima scored a near 
identical goal from another short corner, securing a hard-earned 
3-0 victory.

Other highlights of the season include significant wins against 
Sexey’s School and KES VI Southampton. Four goals in the first 
half against Sexey’s put the result beyond doubt, before Mima 
helped herself to a second-half hat-trick to complete a 7-0 victory. 
She was back on the scoresheet against KES VI Southampton, 
this time scoring four times including a fantastic lifted goal into 
the top corner. Flo Ward grabbed two of her own to round off a 
comfortable 6-0 victory.

Despite a number of tough fixtures where results went against 
us, the girls worked hard over the season to develop their skills, 
awareness, positioning and fitness. Rosie Basnett captained the 
side with composure and assurance in defence, whilst Mima 
Naumann led our attack superbly, finishing with a remarkable 12 
goals. Both players fully deserved their colours, along with Lottie 
Litherland who played consistently in defence and occasionally in 
midfield. We were unfortunate to lose a number of tight games, 
including three 2-1 losses to Kingswood, Prior Park College and 
Monkton Prep, the latter as a Junior Bs fixture. Against Kingswood, 
we naively conceded a goal in the final minute having only just 
equalised, whilst against Prior we created enough opportunities to 
win a close game. 

There will be even greater challenges next year as the focus 
switches to the 11 a side format, but I hope that with another 
year’s experience this group will be able to turn around some of 
these close defeats. 

SEB

Squad: Rosie Basnett, Helen Bourne, Rosie Burn, Ellie Evans, 
Georgia Facer, Scout Johnstone, Isabella Lane, Lottie Litherland, 
Georgina Moverley, Mima Naumann, Phoebe Salisbury, Flo Ward.  

U13C Girls’ Hockey
P 6      W 2      L 4      D 0

This was an enjoyable season in which a hard-working 
group made valuable progress. They lost against strong 
opposition from RHS and KES Bath, but, in doing so, played 

some of their best hockey, learning from superior opposition. 
Nothing daunted, they recovered and persevered to record 
an excellent win away at KES VI Southampton. Juliet Willman 
provided spirited and determined leadership from defence, where 
she was ably supported by Emily Large, Florence Ward, Ellie Evans 
and the ever-reliable Lottie Litherland. Phoebe Parry showed great 
courage and growing shot-stopping ability in goal. Katinka Becket 
was untiring in attack, whilst Scout Johnstone made strong and 
telling interventions in all three areas of the field. Poppy McKinnon, 
Phoebe Salisbury and Sydney Evenden also showed promise in 
attack, gaining in pace and confidence as the season progressed. 
Rosie Burn, Rosie Sisum, Tamsin Whitelegge and Elanor Walker all 
contributed with great commitment in midfield, whilst Mabel Lok, 
in her first season of hockey, showed determination and potential. 

SJR

Squad: Katinka Becket, Rosie Burn, Ellie Evans, Sydney Evenden, 
Scout Johnstone, Emily Large, Charlotte Litherland, Mabel Lok, 
Poppy McKinnon, Phoebe Parry, Phoebe Salisbury, Rose Sisum, 
Eleanor Walker, Florence Ward, Tamsin Whitelegge, Juliet Willman. 
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First XI Boys’ Hockey
P 17      W 5      L 9      D 3

The 2018 season started productively, as the boys travelled 
to Cardiff for a few games to prepare for the season 
ahead, whilst also focusing on improving our fitness levels 

during the experience too. After a busy, but successful first week 
of training, Dauntsey's First XI felt well prepared for our first fixture 
of the season. Having previously played King’s Bruton and losing 
2-1 at pre-season, we knew we could turn the score around in our 
second encounter. A strong start but a sloppy middle period in the 
first half meant we went into half - time 2-1 down. We dominated 
the second half but struggled to net some finishing touches. 
Archie Cole opened up his 2018 season well, making vital saves 
from short corner routines to keep us in the game, whilst Oscar 
Gompels was a rock at the back, on debut. We lost 3-1 and this 
proved to be a strong and competitive fixture for us, as we lost 
narrowly in the cup, on penalty strokes 5-4. 

After a promising first weekend fixture, the boys were set on 
winning under the lights on Astro 2 against Hampshire Collegiate. 
Despite the different surface, we dominated the game and for the 
majority, played all the hockey in their half. Jamie Williams found 
the net, scoring his maiden First XI goal and Ben Johnson shortly 
followed too. Our structure and distribution again improved in 
the second half as we penetrated gaps, but struggled to get the 
ball in the net at times. After a successful win the day before, 
we played Bryanston away and were confident we could come 
away with a strong win. We controlled the game, transferring the 
ball and pressing well. All of our forwards, Jamie, Will and Henry 
scored two goals each, but the moment of the match was a Will 
Thomas volley from head height, which went flying into the 
roof of the Bryanston net. It was a strong team performance and 
improvements were already visible. 

After two wins on the bounce, we were looking forward to 
playing against a tougher opposition, Clifton College. We played 
on the counter attack most of the time in the first half and kept 
out short corner goal opportunities. Unfortunately, when we 
had chances, there was no end product and we lost 3-0. Ben 
Johnson performed superbly under pressure at centre half. Having 
previously played Clifton and losing 3-0, we were confident that 

Boys’ Hockey
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our structure, fitness and standards had improved. We went 2-0 
down but then scored a fantastically rehearsed short corner and 
Will Thomas got a ‘naughty’ touch on the end of a fizzed ball. 
Will Hodgson then scored late on to level the scores 2-2. It was a 
competitive game and we showed great resilience to come back 
to take us to penalty strokes, once again. This time we were more 
prepared and on the second cycle won 5-3 to secure a fantastic 
home victory, taking us through to the Third round of the cup. 
Against Prior Park, we controlled the game for the first 15 minutes 
and were close to netting an early goal but we didn't take our 
chances. Our structure worked really well and Prior couldn't touch 
the ball. Disappointingly, we conceded two sloppy goals in quick 
succession after switching off and dropping our standards. We 
headed into half time 2-0 and immediately after conceded again. 
The game finished 3-1 and we knew we had some fitness to do 
ahead of our next round of matches. At this point in the year, the 
snow fell and our matches against Beechen Cliff and Warminster 
were cancelled. 

After a rest over half term and from a strong training session in the 
mid week, we felt well prepared to take on and beat KES Bath. We 
started well and controlled the game. We didn't feel threatened 
for the first 20 minutes. Our new structure worked well and Jamie 
Williams found the net with a flick past the keeper's right. Our 
press worked well and KES couldn't find a way out. Will Thomas 
and Henry Hill combined superbly to score a wonderful team goal. 
We won the game 3-1. Our last fixture of the season against BGS 
was an exciting fixture and we knew it would be a tough game. 
The weather conditions were freezing and we went 1-0 down 
within quick succession, possibly due to not switching on because 
of the cold! We were unlucky to concede the second goal, but 
after that we found our structure and gained more control and 
scored 2 excellent goals to go 2-2 in the break. We played some 
of our best hockey in the second half but unfortunately the end 
result was 5-2. The boys represented the school exceptionally well 
and played superbly, ending the season in fantastic form. 

Rahul Patel

Squad: Robbie Andrews, Archie Ayling, Ollie Bikhazi-Green, 
Archie Cole, Oscar Gompels, Henry Hill, William Hodgson,  
Ollie Illingworth, Lewis Jackson, Ben Johnson, George Lishman, 
Luke Padfield, Rahul Patel, Joe Stratford, William Thomas,  
Jamie Williams. 

Second XI Boys’ Hockey
P 11      W 3      L 7      D 1

The 2018 season represented a huge improvement for the 
Second XI on last season, and was characterised by some 
much better performances and results, as well as several 

close losses. It has to be said that the introduction of Joe Danby 
in goal made a huge difference to our defensive capabilities. He 
began the season in the same way that he finished it; pulling off 
save after save in narrow 1-0 losses to King’s Bruton and Clifton 
College, and a well fought 1-1 draw against Marlborough College. 

Sandwiched in between these games was an impressive 8-1 
victory against Bryanston School. Several players registered goals 
in this match. Charlie Payne, who impressed in the midfield in 
the first half of the season before succumbing to injury, got on 
the scoresheet, as well as Lewis Jackson who later scored against 
Marlborough and KES Bath before getting a couple of matches in 
the First XI as a reward for his excellent season. Hector Gunnerud 
grabbed a brace, and maintained a high level of intensity in his 
attacking play for the rest of the season. Harry Burke also scored 
twice, and put in some good performances before unfortunately 
getting displaced by even more impressive displays from some 
Third XI players. I was pleased to hear that he gave his all for the 
remainder of the season with the Third XI. Tom Woodman and 
Archie Osmond provided the other two finishes. They both also 
scored in our 3-0 win against KES Bath, one of the highlights of the 
season. Tom contributed well in midfield and attack throughout the 
term as one of our most composed and skilful players, and Archie 
captained the side superbly, leading by example both in terms of 
finding the back of the net (he was our top scorer with five goals), 
but also in terms of his endeavour around the pitch. He chased 
down every ball possible and always left everything on the field. 

Between this pleasing win against KES Bath and the draw with 
Marlborough a few weeks earlier, we had a couple of tough losses, 
firstly against a good U16A side from Prior Park, and secondly 
against Downside First XI. These prompted some changes in 
personnel; we welcomed Lucas Reay back into the team, whose 
tenacious, battling style in the midfield and versatility made him 
a key asset for the rest of the season. Oliver Middleton and Finn 
Smith also got the call up, and they both looked right at home, 
registering goals in a very nice 5-0 victory over Colston’s. 

Newcomers Olly Gompels, Wilf Fitzgibbon and Tom Swanton all 
hit the ground running this season, and can certainly be proud 
of what they brought to the table. Zander Balls and Charlie Stace 
continued where they had left off as our enforcers in the centre of 
defence, and with the addition of the aforementioned Swanton 
and Fitzgibbon in our back four, I was very grateful to have a 
solid core of tough, defensive-minded players who also had the 
ability to distribute and get forward, providing us with much more 
balance than we had last season. The other two senior pros that 
finished off our line up were Charlie Badman and Ed Long, both of 
whom ran tirelessly in midfield and provided much needed flair 
and distribution, but on top of this they also led by example in 
terms of their attitude, giving 100% at every training session and  
in every match. 
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I am very much looking forward to re-building the side next 
season around a core of players who will still be here, and I think 
we stand a good chance of continuing to improve. I would like 
to thank all of the boys for their endeavours this season, but 
especially those for whom it was their last season of hockey at 
Dauntsey’s – you all did yourselves proud. 

Many thanks also to the parents, friends and colleagues who 
supported, as well as TWB, TMS and JD who umpired at various 
stages, which really was a massive help in allowing me to coach 
from the touchline during matches. 

MDK

Squad: Charlie Badman, Zander Balls, Joe Danby, Wilf Fitzgibbon, 
Olly Gompels, Hector Gunnerud, Lewis Jackson, Ed Long, Olly 
Middleton, Archie Osmond, Charlie Payne, Lucas Reay, Finn Smith, 
Charlie Stace, Tom Swanton, Tom Woodman. 

Third XI Boys’ Hockey
P 11      W 9      L 1      D 1

A s a wise lady once said, 'A season is all in the stats' and this 
has never been more true than it was for the Third XI this 
year. With only one loss and one draw, this season has 

not only been excellent in terms of results but also in the sporting 
journey that we were taken on under the watchful eye of our 
leader and coach ESC.

The season kick started with an absolute blinder of a match 
against King’s, Bruton. The 4-0 victory gave us confidence with 
Oscar Deakin, Jack Grant and Finn Smith all scoring. Unfortunately, 
our next game was not so emphatic as we travelled to Bryanston 
and drew 3-3. This could have been arrogance or the fact that the 
mighty captains and pillars in defence Hugh Jacobs and Jack Rigby 
were away at a medical interview and modelling job respectively. 

Next up and with our leaders back we enjoyed a classic Coni 
training session, working on our slaps and swinging gate defence. 
This set us up for 2-1 win against Clifton College. 

One of the highlights of the season was a 4-3 win against 
Marlborough, on our trusty Astro 2 with our playing style and 
sportsmanlike attitude shining through. From here, the team 
was struck with sad news shortly after another win against Prior 
Park. We lost Finn our key goal scorer to the Seconds. This really 
knocked us off balance and in a fateful match against Downside 
our attack was confused and our defence troubled at the loss of 
our friend and the best player we had. But as we were reminded 
by ESC we are the Thirds and we were going to have to adjust 
to the changes from time to time. So in classic Third XI style we 
picked our heads up and produced an outstanding 13-3 win 
against KES Bath, with excellent performances from old legends 
Ollie MacMullen, Olly Middleton and Alex Costard. 

New editions to the team began to integrate well and soon 
enough we were working and performing well together, winning 
4-1 against Dean Close and Colston’s respectively. Other highlights 
of the season have to include the Clayesmore win 7-0, one of a 
number of outstanding performances from our goalkeeper Olly 
Harding.

Every single member contributed towards the season but we feel 
special mentions must go to a few players: Olly Middleton and 
Ollie McMullen for tireless work in the midfield and some great 
goals. Alex Costard, Harry Burke and Alfie Miles-Hobbs for some 
good play upfront. Tom Wild and Bertie Nelson for solid defensive 
play but most of all the greatest member of the team ESC. 

Jack Rigby (C) & Hugh Jacobs (VC)

Squad: Isaac Bull, Harry Burke, Alexander Costard, Oscar Deakin, 
Ollie Frost, Jack Grant, Oliver Harding, Hugh Jacobs, Ollie MacMullen, 
Olly Middleton, Alfie Miles-Hobbs, Bertie Nelson, Lucas Reay, Jack 
Rigby, Finn Smith, Graeme Smith, Tom Wild. 
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Fourth XI Boys’ Hockey
P 6      W 4      L 0      D 2

The first match of the season, against a tough King’s Bruton 
side was a close one drawing 1-1. Luca Cox scored the 
goal but it was early days for the team and we were all still 

getting used to the squad.  Our next opponents were Bryanston 
School and Luca Cox had a stormer, adding four more goals to 
his tally. Timon Crichard and surprise goal from Callum Marshall 
at left back secured the emphatic victory. George Lindh was very 
creative and had five assists but the man of the match had to go 
to Luca. 

It was a good start to the season and next up were Marlborough 
College. It was a hard fought first half but we took a slender 1-0 
lead into the break. Ollie Reeve made some beautiful plays and 
this gave us the confidence to push on. Joss Ferguson put in a fine 
captain’s performance and was awarded the man of the match. 
We ended up winning 4-1. 

It was now time for a game we all thought would be a tough one, 
Prior Park. They did not disappoint in that department as it was a 
hard fought match. We were losing 3-2 as we approached the final 
few seconds but we were awarded a penalty stroke. Thankfully we 
scored, earning a 3-3 draw … the unbeaten season continued, just! 

The penultimate clash was against a very strong Dean Close side. 
The boys felt it was to be the end of our dreams of achieving 
an unbeaten season, but goals from Luca Cox, Ed Savage, Josh 
Duckworth and Joss Ferguson contributed to a fine victory. We 
played exceptionally and outplayed our opposition to win 6-1. 

We were so motivated for our final game and we continued to 
play some high quality hockey. Clayesmore were the opposition 
and a brace for Joss Ferguson and one for Ed Savage gave us a 3-0 
victory. It was a difficult first half being that Clayesmore defended 
resiliently, but we kept our composure and broke through. Our 
reward was an unbeaten season and the dream had come true! 
Thank you to all the squad for making it so enjoyable.

THB

Squad: Alex Boaler, Issac Bull, Timon Crichard, Luca Cox, Josh 
Duckworth, Joss Ferguson, Algie Fooks, Ned Holland, Ben Johnson, 
George Lindh, Callum Marshall, Ollie Reeve, Ed Savage, Graeme 
Smith, Spencer Toon. 

U15A Boys’ Hockey
P 10      W 2      L 6      D 2

The U15A team had an up and down season. The team 
was capable of outstanding hockey but struggled to 
put it together for the whole 60 minutes. The first game 

was against King’s Bruton in a game that threatened to set the 
tone for the season. Despite having large amounts of the play 
and a number of chances and short corners, the team still lost by 
one goal. This was a pattern that would be repeated in games 
at Bryanston, Clifton College and Prior Park, where the team 
managed to snatch draw or defeat from the jaws of victory.
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A tough fixture at Marlborough proved to be a turning point as 
a disappointing performance and a crushing defeat focused the 
boys’ minds on the standards they would have to reach to avoid 
similar results. 

On the back of this, the team started to make significant 
improvements. Hal West and Luke Webb showed their quality 
and an ability to dictate the game with more consistency whilst 
Ben Eccles, Ed Smail, Bear Paris and Henry Barker were improving 
their marking and control of the defence with every fixture. Arthur 
Fitzgibbon too produced more and more game defining saves. This 
quality was able to eventually shine through with a couple of good 
wins against Clayesmore and King Edward’s School Bath as Toby 
Salisbury, Tomos Lowen and Toby Perry began to be more effective 
in attack. The team also produced an outstanding performance 
away at a very good Dean Close side and were unlucky to run out 
of steam and lose the match in the last 10 minutes.

Every one who played for the U15A team must be congratulated 
on their hard work during the season. It was a steep learning curve 
but each one made real improvement and this will stand each 
player in good stead as they make the move to senior hockey next 
academic year. 

PWO

Squad: Henry Barker, Luc Cranstone, Ben Eccles, Arthur 
Fitzgibbon, Tomos Lowen, Josh Mew, Bear Paris, Toby Perry, Jamie 
Pickford, Toby Salisbury, Ed Smail, Hal West, Luke Webb. 

U15B Boys’ Hockey
P 10      W 6      L 2      D 2

Once again the season opened with King’s Bruton at home. 
With only two training sessions under their belt the team 
assembled with an air of enthusiasm. The team were 

presented with a well organised King’s Bruton side that took the 
game to Dauntsey’s early on. After a very even ten minutes or so 
Dauntsey’s made the breakthrough and ran away 4-0 winners with 
Rob Herrett and Ed Morgan scoring one each and Luc Cranstone 
bagging a brace. 

The following week saw the team produce two very different 
performances. First up, Bryanston at home, the boys started 
strongly, achieving a commanding 4-0 lead before half time. The 
second half was still one-sided with the final score 7-0. This was 
a credit to an excellent team performance with a hat-trick from 
Luc Cranstone and Rob Herrett, Matt Bark-Churchill, Archie Butler 
and Brendan Marchment also scoring goals. Later that week the 
boys travelled to Clifton College and faced their first real test of 
the season. The team started poorly with two defensive lapses 
allowing a well organised Clifton side to take a 2-0 lead with  
only 15 minutes on the clock. After some inspired words at half 
time the team came out flying with Ed Morgan pulling one back. 

The rest of the second half was all Dauntsey’s, however it was too 
little too late and Clifton claimed the 2-1 victory.

The team's next challenge came after exeat. At home to KES Bath,  
we saw what proved to be a real improvement in team performance. 
The boys were excellent and won the match 5-1. Matthew Bark-
Churchill scored two goals on the counter and Rob Herrett, Luc 
Cranstone and Will Morris all chipped in with one goal a piece.

The next fixture proved to be more of a challenge with a loss 
against Marlborough College. A poor team performance led to 
Marlborough taking two early goals which set the tone for the 
game. Rob Herrett and Will Morris scored one each in reply however 
in wasn’t enough as the game finished 4-2. However, our next 
fixture proved to be more fruitful. The team travelled to Prior Park to 
kick start the final half of their season. After some inspired early play 
the boys took a 2-0 lead with Luc Cranstone scoring twice. The boys 
pushed for a third goal to kill the game off but were cruelly stopped 
when another Luc Cranstone shot from a short corner was deemed 
to be outside the D. The game finished 2-0 Dauntsey’s. 

The following week the team travelled to a very good Dean Close 
side and proceeded to show them how hungry we were for the 
victory. The boys pushed high up the field with Will Tabor and 
Ciaran Costin marshalling the midfield, we found ourselves with 
all the possession and territory but could not convert it. After a 
cheap turn over high up the pitch and some slick passing from 
the Dean Close side, a mistake in the back four allowed them to 
take the lead 1-0. As the game went on the boys became more 
and more frustrated which left more and more chances to go 
begging. In the last five minutes of the game, with a slight change 
of formation, the boys put together an excellent counter attack 
that allowed Matthew Bark-Churchill to get away and unleash a 
thundering strike to take the game to 1-1. 

The next fixture really showed off our brand of high energy, fast 
paced hockey and the team were clinical in an 8-2 hammering of 
Clayesmore with Matthew Bark-Churchill and Rob Herrett getting 
hat-tricks and Will Morris adding a brace.

The final two fixtures both finished with a victory and a draw. 
Firstly, a tepid 2-1 win against a stubborn Colston’s side. Although 
the boys must have had the best part of 20 shots on target, only 
the two managed to make the back of the net. This led us into 
the final game of the season, Bristol Grammar away. The boys had 
the opportunity to finish the season on a high however were not 
able to take their chances. In cold and snowy conditions, the boys 
battled well against a decent Bristol side. After going 1-0 down we 
got ourselves back in the game through Rob Herrett but could not 
find a second. At the final whistle the game was drawn 1-1.

I sincerely hope that the team can build on their performances 
next year and manage to produce the set of results they deserve. 
Well done all and thank you for a fantastic season. 

NCL

Squad: Matthew Bark-Churchill, Archie Butler, Ciaran Costin, Luc 
Cranstone, Alasdair Edington, Tom Galloway, Dan Gordon, Rob 
Herrett, Salvador Luther Payne, Brendan Marchment, Ed Morgan, 
Will Morris, Arthur Richardson, Olive Ring, Will Tabor, Hugo White. 
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U14A Boys’ Hockey
P 10      W 3      L 6      D 1

This was an excellent season for the U14A team, especially 
notable for the remarkable improvement made during 
the term. In many years of coaching school sport, I have 

rarely – if ever - seen a team develop so impressively in the course 
of just a few weeks. Particularly satisfying was the way the side 
played as a team, working for each other, passing the ball very 
constructively, and ultimately scoring some fantastic team goals. 

The term started with a disappointing defeat at King’s Bruton. 
Dauntsey’s were disorganised, poor at the back, failed to keep 
possession, and were well-beaten by a modest side. However, by 
working hard in training, following advice, working on decision 
making, defensive organisation, and attacking strategy, by the end 
of the season the side was the match of most others on the circuit. 

Admittedly there were heavy defeats at Clifton College, Dean 
Close, and at home to Bristol Grammar. However, these teams 
played at a level far above the normal school standard. Indeed, 
it was particularly pleasing to see the boys battle hard in these 
games, showing resilience and commitment. 

More pleasing were close run matches against Marlborough, 
Clayesmore, and Prior Park – the former two being lost by just 

a single goal. The signs of progress were clear; all that was now 
needed was a win. A weak Beechen Cliff were thrashed 7-0, but 
the turning point of the season came against KES Bath, who were 
not a bad side at all, but were beaten convincingly 5-1. Confidence 
started to grow, belief developed, and after an entertaining 5-5 
draw against Wells Cathedral, the team produced another terrific 
attacking display to beat Colston’s 6-2.   

Archie Hughes and Jago West formed a pacey and skilful 
partnership up front. Toby Mallinson was the key provider and 
linked things together well from right midfield. Will Hyde and 
Ollie Jones provided no little quality in midfield. Toby Thomas 
and Oakley Gompels improved hugely as the backbone in 
defence. Olly Darlington impressed many who saw him in goal. 
Tom Cook was an industrious and technically excellent right back, 
often overlapping well. Kai Matsumoto-Prouten battled hard in 
defence and midfield. And Charlie Murphy, Henry Caldwell, Angus 
Sherwood contributed strongly at various times. 

Overall, it was a most enjoyable season, the highlight of which was 
seeing a team learn to play a fast, skilful attacking brand of passing 
hockey, scoring some wonderful team goals. 

TWB

Squad: Henry Caldwell, Tom Cook, Olly Darlington, Oakley 
Gompels, Archie Hughes, Will Hyde, Ollie Jones, Kai Matsumoto-
Prouten, Toby Mallinson, Charlie Murphy, Angus Sherwood, Toby 
Thomas, Jago West. 
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U14B Boys’ Hockey
P 7      W 2      L 3      D 2

A new fixture against King’s Bruton got the U14B’s season 
off to a great start with a four-nil win. Ekwonviriya 
(new to hockey) gave the opposition a torrid time with 

his phenomenal pace and he was rewarded with two goals. 
Sherwood and Culley linked well with the midfield, playing the 
ball high into the D – each scored a goal apiece. Both Sherwood 
and Murphy had an outstanding game where they controlled the 
central spine, anticipated the flow of play well and made some 
delightful floating passes to team mates. Indeed, based on this 
performance, both got a call up to the U14A’s. 

The Clifton College fixture usually produces a good result for us; 
however, sickness decimated the team. George and Logan put in 
feisty, determined defensive performances and helped to hold the 
loss to only two goals to nil. Our local derby against Marlborough 
was tough: a disjointed performance allowed Marlborough to 
dominate. We could not get any momentum going. Despite a 
magnificent work rate by the defenders Wood, Burnett and Jagger 
and some outstanding saves by Zino it was a 6-1 drumming. 

We achieved our second win of the season against Prior Park 
College, when Macmullen managed to get the ball over the line (just!). 

Whilst it was not the prettiest of games it was certainly one that 
we deserved to win. Sullivan’s presence in the sweeping role in 
defence made a huge and beneficial contribution to the structure 
and poise of the team. His ability to read the game and anticipate 
when to put a tackle in made the defence much stronger. 

We expected a tough game against Dean Close such is their 
reputation. However, our worries proved unfounded and we were 
more than a match for them – drawing the match. Ekwonviriya, 
Reay and Parkes continually worked their way into excellent 
positions within the D and made numerous shots in goal - on 
another day it might have been a much higher score line in our 
favour. Dean Close would hit us on the rebound (as we were 
playing so high) but Zino had a stellar game in goal and scotched 
several attempts on our goal. The quality of his saves was such 
that the opposition congratulated him at the end. 

The team’s energy and commitment were first rate against 
Colston’s. Stevenson and Burnet’s drive and strength was 
instrumental in moving the ball out of defence and up through 
midfield. However, our lack of precision in the D meant that we 
went away with a nil- nil draw. The final game against Bristol 
Grammar was evenly matched. Reay was man of the match in this 
game and deservedly so; he danced upon the pitch dodging  
player after player getting the team into a great attacking position. 
He was our main scorer, putting two goals against the opposition. 
Alas we conceded two, meaning that we ended the season on  
a draw. 
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The U14Bs were a team of great spirit and commitment. The 
camaraderie and willingness to learn new skills and drills made this 
a cracking team to coach. 

KSC

Squad: George Burnet, Ollie Culley, Lint Ekwongviriya, Edward 
George, James Hadlow, Ted Jaggar, Mathew Logan, Harry 
MacMullen, Charlie Murphy, Henry Parkes, Noah Reay, Louis 
Stevenson, Joshua Sullivan, Daniel Wood, Toby Zino. 

U13A Boys’ Hockey
P 13      W 6      L 5      D 2

The season began with much optimism, as early training 
sessions revealed a skilful group of players with a keen 
desire to score goals. However, it soon became evident 

that we would need to improve our positional discipline whilst 
learning to play together rather than as individuals. Results in the 
first half of term were inconsistent, with highlights including an 
Oscar Hennessy Leach equaliser in the dying moments against 
Prior Park Prep followed by an impressive 8-0 demolition of a 
touring Merchant Taylors’ side. In the latter, we showed improved 
composure, passing with speed and accuracy to create two well-
taken goals for Harry Philpott. Theo Dodds and Tom Darby both 
stepped up from the U12s with Theo scoring twice and Tom a 
hat-trick, whilst James Pratt was also a goalscorer. However, the 
most noticeable improvement was the way we defended as a 
team. The boys again showed their potential in an 11-a-side game 
against Beechen Cliff, fighting back from a one goal deficit and 
an uncertain first-half performance to obtain a 2-1 victory. In the 
second half, Tom Spencer looked a natural playing as sweeper 
whilst Will Clover dominated the midfield, helping us build a 
number of threatening attacks. Tom Darby scored both our goals 
including a last-play winner after a fantastic team move that 
started back with our defence.

The second half of term started with an open game against Wells 
Cathedral. Leo Ring scored three whilst Humphrey Hughes also 
showed his eye for goal as we finished 8-2 winners, although 
the gap in the scores was largely down to an inspired man-of-
the-match performance from Joe Wickenden in goal; he made a 
double save that is simply the best bit of goalkeeping I have seen 
from a player of his age. Two weeks later and our attacking flair 
was again on display against Lord Wandsworth. Oscar was at his 
potent best, scoring four times to help us to a fully-deserved 6-0 
victory.

Sandwiched between these games was the Wiltshire County 
Final against Warminster, and having defeated them earlier in 
the season the boys were quietly confident. We started strongly, 
with Leo threading a pass through their defence to Oscar who 
expertly gave us the lead, before Warminster quickly hit back 
with an equaliser. We played the second half with renewed self-

belief and energy, with Leo excelling on the left of midfield. Tim 
Hook, Sam Waterworth and Tom Spencer all rose to the occasion, 
skilfully mopping up any attacking forays from Warminster and 
helping us build attacks. Their keeper showed expert reactions to 
deny us from a penalty flick but we weren’t to be denied, as Leo 
restored our lead with what turned out to be the winner. County 
champions! The boys’ success earned them a place at the regional 
tournament which took place in April at Millfield. The level of 
hockey was an eye-opener to many of the boys and although 
results went against us there were encouraging performances, 
including against Launceston (who ended up as regional winners 
and national runners up). After weathering an early storm, we were 
unfortunate not to take the lead as James created a succession of 
chances, before we conceded twice in the final moments.

It has been a pleasure to help this team improve their hockey, 
including developing their positional play and learning to play 
more as a team. I hope that their experience of reaching and 
competing in the regional tournament gives them some extra 
motivation for next year as they switch to 11-a-side hockey. 

SEB

Squad: William Clover, Tom Darby, Oscar Hennessy Leach, 
Timothy Hook, Humphrey Hughes, Harry Philpott, James Pratt,  
Leo Ring, Tom Spencer, Sam Waterworth, Joe Wickenden. 

U13B Boys’ Hockey
P 7      W 5      L 1      D 1

Having thoroughly enjoyed coaching the 12B’s last year 
and knowing many of the group from watching their 
progress in the rugby and cricket seasons I was very 

pleased to be allocated the 13B hockey team this year.

Their dedication to practice sessions and enjoyment of the sport 
meant that there was an ideal environment to succeed. This, 
coupled to a really strong level of talent in the group resulted in a 
really positive and successful season. 

Our first opponents were a well organised team at Prior Park who 
gave us a really tough game but we started to find our rhythm 
in the second half and held our nerve to a deserved 2-1 win. The 
second fixture showed our strength when we overwhelmed 
Warminster School in a 13-0 victory with a superb all round 
performance. There were hat tricks for Alex Robinson, Fraser 
Hyslop and Ollie Durrant and two goals each for Freddie Butler 
and Leo Ring. Leo was consistently the best player on the pitch in 
many of our games and was well overdue a promotion to the 13A 
team later in the season.

Our one loss during the term came in our next fixture against 
Stonar where we picked an unusually large squad to gain 
experience. Having said this, if our finishing had been sharper 
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on the day we may well have salvaged our unbeaten record. 
Fortunately, we bounced back with our more regular team in the 
next match against a very strong Forres Sandle Manor where we 
sneaked a 3-2 victory with Fraser, Leo and Alex the scorers. West 
Hill Park were thrashed 15-0 in the last match before half term 
which also allowed us to blood a couple of the First Form.

Sadly, the weather played its part on our return after half term but 
we won the next game against Lord Wandsworth and finished 
with a hard fought draw against possibly the best team we played 
in Bristol Grammar. This match was 11-a-side on a full astro which 
was good preparation for next season when this becomes the 
norm.

I wish this group success in the future and will be keeping a close 
eye on their development. Many of the players have the potential 
to become regular A team members. Thank you and well done.

JRA

Squad: Oliver Bagnall, Freddie Butler, Jorge Chamberlain, Oliver 
Durrant, Ted Eastlake, Sam Gardner, Fraser Hyslop, Archie Lang, 
Finn Del Mar, Freddie Maunder, Wilbur Middleton, Charlie Owen, 
Rhys Ponting, Will Ridge, Leo Ring, Alex Robinson. 

U12A Boys’ Hockey
P 8      W 4      L 4      D 0

The U12A’s started their 2018 season with an impressive 
10-0 victory over Devizes Hockey Club. Tom Darby scored 
six on debut, with Theo Dodds scoring a hat trick and 

Charlie Godfrey-Faussett adding his name to the scoresheet. We 
travelled to Bath for out next fixture against Prior Park. The two 
sides were very evenly matched and we reached half time with  
the scores level at 1-1 after Tom Darby struck from a penalty 
corner. Unfortunately, our hosts took the lead late on in the  
second half and despite a number of chances we were unable to 
find a reply. 

The boys responded well to this disappointment as we beat our 
next opponents, Warminster School 4-1. Theo Dodds scored his 
second hat trick of the season and Tom Darby once again added 
to his tally in a very pleasing team performance. Henry Prentice 
played exceptionally well in goal making a number of impressive 
saves.

We travelled to Sexey’s Bruton, playing well to secure another 10-0 
win. The scoresheet followed a familiar theme with Tom Darby 
scoring 5 with and Theo ‘hat trick hero’ Dodds securing his third 
hat trick of the season. Jack Wharton and Charlie Godfrey-Faussett 
also added to their tally in a strong team performance. Our superb 
run of form continued against Wells Cathedral School. On top of 
the usual suspects, Jonny Sadler and Oby Gompels graced the 
scoresheet. Charlie Godfrey, Tom Darby and Jack Wharton each 
scored a brace during an impressive 9-3 win.

Unfortunately, we failed to secure wins against KES Bath and 
Lord Wandsworth College despite four goals from ‘on form’ Tom 
Darby. We lost 4-2 and 3-2 respectively. In our final game we 
faced a strong Bristol Grammar team. Our journey did not start 
well with out bus breaking down just outside Bath. We arrived 
late and played the second half in the ‘Blizzard of Bristol’ that, for 
a short while would rival the ‘Beast from the East’ from earlier in 
the season. The team worked hard in unpleasant conditions, but 
ended up losing 6-1.

Special mention should go to Tom Darby, who finished top scorer, 
not only for the U12A and Junior A’s, but also for the school. Tom 
captained the side superbly. Despite the teams attacking ability, 
Henry Prentice had a fantastic season in goal.

WPJW

Squad: Harry Butterworth, Tom Darby, Theo Dodds, Charlie 
Godfrey-Faussett, Oby Gompels, Theo Malik, Thomas Milton, Henry 
Prentice, Jonny Sadler, Jack Wharton. 
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U12B Boys’ Hockey
P 7      W 5      L 2      D 0

On Wednesday 17th of January we played our first match 
of the season against Prior Park at home. Having never 
played a match as a team before we had no idea what 

everyone could do. We conceded three goals and scored none. 
As a team we weren’t putting enough pressure on them and were 
leaving no one back.

In the second game of the season on the season we played a 
much better game and won 2-0 against Warminster School. We 
had decided that in defence one pushed forward and one stayed 
back which worked well for us. Jack Zino, our goalkeeper, kept a 
clean sheet. 

Our next game was against Stonar School and it was our best 
performance of the season. We were solid in defence with Jack 
Zino keeping a clean sheet. Thomas Morton, Tom Gates and 
George Burnham all made a contribution by scoring a goal each. 
Jamie Green scored two great goals to make it 5-0 to Dauntsey’s.

Sexey’s School were our next opponents and we played well 
and scored 12 goals. More importantly it was a good team 
performance. On a rainy day in March we travelled to KES Bath 
and came away with a frustrating 5-3 defeat. It was a close game 
which saw Tom Gates, Jamie Green and Tom Morton all finding 

the net. We had lots of close chances and if we had finished them 
we would have won. We lacked focus in defence and didn’t have 
enough covering players which meant we were left very open and 
KES Bath caught us on the break.

Lord Wandsworth School was our penultimate game of the season. 
We won 5-1 with goals from Ed Bourlet, Max Payne and Elliot Wall. 
Mickey Wilkes also got himself two goals and it was a tough game 
with both teams creating chances. It was a shame we didn’t keep a 
clean sheet but it was nice to come out with a victory.

On the 17th of March we travelled to Bristol Grammar for our final 
game of the season. On our journey one bus broke down so we 
had to wait 15 minutes for a new bus. We then took a wrong turn 
but finally arrived just in time to play a match in the cold snow. It 
was a tight game and it was 0-0 going into the break. Tom Gates 
finally scored in the final minute with an excellent goal and gave 
us a superb victory. 

A big thanks to everyone who supported us and well done to all 
the players. Thank you to MJO for being our coach.

Elliot Wall

Squad: Matthew Baird, Ed Bourlet, George Burnham, Charlie 
Butler, Samuel Coveney, Thomas Gates, Jamie Green, Vasco 
Hennesy-Leach, Fred Hickman, Jake Lewis, Angus Lindsay, 
Benjamin Locking, Thomas Morton, Max Payne, Elliot Wall, Mickey 
Wilkes, Jack Zino.
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First VII Netball
P 13      W 10      L 3      D 0

I t has been an outstanding term for the First VII, winning 10 
of the 13 matches played. With five players returning for their 
third and final year, the team could only be described as at 

their peak this season. With the experience acquired over the last 
few years and the focus and commitment demonstrated from the 
outset, it was always going to be a successful term. 

Both Alice and Georgia (Lower 6th) return for their second season 
in the team and from the outset both of these players dominated 
on court; Georgia with her outstanding shooting and Alice with her 
versatility on court. New to the squad this year were Louisa Hill and 
Fifth Former Hermione Warburton-Hogben – both keen to impress. 

The girls started their season with an opening friendly against a 
tough Clayesmore side. Clayesmore were due to represent the 
South West at Regionals and it was fair to say they looked the 
better side when the game commenced. We however stuck to 

our principles and got better and better as the game progressed. 
Our strongest asset was our defending and so too the oppositions 
and this was something that we needed to overcome in order 
to provide us with more opportunities at goal. In what was a nail 
biting finish, we were able to seal our first win 19-18 much to the 
disappointment of our opposition.

There are several games that stick out over the season – our 32-28 
win over Dean Close was by far one of our finest performances. 
We demonstrated 48 minutes of consistent play, hard work 
and perseverance. Charlotte Hamilton-White was instrumental 
in the team’s success with countless interceptions made and 
Harriet Steptoe was on fine form with her excellent transitions 
thorough court. Georgia Pickford was the ‘STAR’ of the show 
with her monumental shooting statistics. Despite going into the 
final quarter 27-19, the game was far from over and we managed 
to cling on to victory – a real team performance with everyone 
giving 100%. 

Our 45-23 win against Sherborne I am sure the team would 
agree was again one of our best games. We were firing from the 
word go and were determined to keep the gap in score high 
throughout. Again in this game, we kept our play simple and 
aimed to do the basics well. 

Netball
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Our matches vs Prior Park and SWGS were tough and nail biting 
at times; again we dug deep and utilised our biggest strengths 
– our shooting stats and turnovers. Both of these elements have 
been very much at the forefront of our game throughout – 
Emily Tucker was on fire in both of these games. Whilst we lost 
against Kingswood, this truly was our best netball and for those 
watching, including parents, staff and our pupils, this for me was a 
demonstration of how netball should be played. 

The team have been a pleasure to coach all term; they have 
listened to the advice given and worked hard in both training 
sessions and matches. I cannot fault their resilience, work ethic and 
most of all their belief. 

The Upper 6th leave incredibly large shoes to fill and I would 
like to wish them the very best. Chloe and Charlotte have been 
outstanding in defence and over the last three years have 
developed a formidable relationship in the circle. Both Harriet and 
Imogen have provided speed, agility, excellent transitional play 
through court and reliability. Finally, Emily has been outstanding at 
GA and we shall all miss her pop passes, shots from out far and her 
calm demeanour. Well done and good luck. 

KAB

Squad: Alice Fanshawe, Charlotte Hamilton-White (Captain), 
Louisa Hill, Georgia Pickford, Harriet Steptoe, Emily Tucker (Vice-
Captain), Chloe Vautier, Hermione Warburton-Hogben, Imogen West. 

Second VII Netball
P 15      W 10      L 5      D 0

This is my first season with the Second senior netball team 
and what a pleasure it has been. Starting against a strong 
Bradfield College side, the girls were determined to begin 

the season with a win. For half the game it was goal for goal but 
soon they showed Bradfield how strong they were, winning 26-16.

Three wins followed against Downside, Dean Close and St Mary's 
Calne. The girls worked hard for each other throughout the court, 
providing many opportunities for our shooters. Our defenders 
worked tirelessly as a unit and with great communication they 
started to turn over ball. These matches reinforced what a talented 
group of girls I was coaching. We then went on to play a strong 
and physical St Mary's Calne U16 squad followed by Sherborne. 
Despite losing both matches, we played some exceptional netball. 
The girls created good shooting opportunities but couldn't always 
capitalise, which was costly. The opposition applied great pressure 
and we made too many errors, however we learnt valuable lessons 
that we took into our next few matches. 

Next up was SWGS. The team regrouped and concentrated on 
one quarter at a time and they soon built up their confidence 
which lead to a well deserved 25-10 win. The first match back 
after half term saw the girls up against Godolphin's First Team 
which was certainly no mean feat. We were really up for this match 
and started the game strongly. Their tall shooters didn't put our 
defenders off and fortunately we were able to turn over a lot of 
ball. Liv Keppel and India Eastlake kept control of the game and we 
fed our shooters well. The girls lost 19-21, but despite the score, it 
was some of the best netball they played all season. 

Our next two games became 'Super Saturday'. With two games 
against KES Southampton and Clayesmore, the girls needed to be 
focused and raring to go from the whistle. Both games went goal 
for goal, the girls challenged for balls, applied pressure throughout 
the court and created opportunities. We beat KES Southampton 
23-19 and Clayesmore 23-10. What a great afternoon for the team. 

Of the last five games, we won three and lost two. We lost against 
a strong, physical Kingswood side 29-19 and KES Bath 16-9. Both 
games were very well contested and what was most impressive 
was the team’s ability to never give up. 

Our stand out win was against Marlborough College. After 6 
minutes we were 6-0 down but as the game went on, the girls 
raised their game. Our shooters scored crucial goals and everyone 
applied pressure through court creating turnovers. It was a 
fantastic last quarter and the girls played exceptionally well. A 
tense game to umpire and coach but a fantastic win 27-26. 

The last game of the season was against King's Bruton. This was 
another close game with us winning 16-15. Our defenders came 
up with some outstanding interceptions which denied Bruton the 
opportunity of levelling the game. 

It's been a fantastic season and I am very proud of the whole 
squad and how they have developed throughout the season. 
Good luck and best wishes to those leaving Dauntsey’s this year. 

RG

Squad: Jodie Ball, Ellie Barker, Madeleine Brooks, India Eastlake, 
Olivia Keppel (Captain), Freya Knight, Riya Patel, Elena Swanton, 
Sophia Stratford, Anna Scott. 
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Third VII Netball
P 13      W 13      L 0      D 0

W hen I attended my first Dauntsey’s pre-season netball 
session, I already felt excited for the term ahead. 
Looking at the talent the girls had, it was clear that the 

Third team was going to be very strong and I was certainly excited 
when I selected them as there were so many girls between the 
Third and Sixth teams that could play a good standard of netball 
– what a lovely position to be in. The 9 girls were selected and the 
games and training began!

Our first game was away against Bradfield College. Showing a lot 
of individual skill, particularly Octavia in defence and Chinda in 
attack, the girls got off to a very good start and won this game 
22-14. We then played Downside away and the focus was trying 
to play more as a team and set up opportunities both in attack 
and defence for others, as well as playing with more fluidity from 
gaining confidence in each other. We did this through some 
shared team aims such as everyone having their arms up in 
defence to turn over ball and stopping opponents going where 
they wanted to. Jess, our Captain was a role model to others with 
this and demonstrated it time after time. This began our cohesive 
structure and very quickly the team worked for each other 
relentlessly turning over ball and then converting it, leading us to 
a 26-9 victory. 

In the next few games against Downside (w26-9), Dean Close 
(w14-7), Prior Park’s Second team (w28-6) and Sherborne (w28-6), 
Ellie had found out how to use her speed and power to make an 
impact and pull defenders apart and Ellie, Mabel and Chinda’s 

shooting stats and playing interchange was beginning to look 
effortless. At the other end of the court, Tav and Polly M were 
superb and it was a shame to lose Polly M at this point so that she 
could focus on her studies and athletics. 

In our games against Godolphin (w34-7), KES Southampton (w 
39-5), Clayesmore (w27-10) and St Mary’s Shaftesbury (w49-9), our 
Fifth formers were gaining confidence and making their mark in 
the team with players such as Mabel, Grace, and Rosie playing with 
excellent skill and developing flare in their play, leading us to more 
confident wins. They were also supported by Annie from the Fifth 
team in two games.

Then our series of more challenging games came against 
Kingswood (w29-19), Marlborough College (w27-25), KES Bath 
(w25-6) and King’s Bruton (w27-3). With both Marlborough College 
and Kingswood unbeaten we knew these were going to be 
challenging. However, each player, especially Polly C, rose to the 
challenge and made an impact on court against a very strong 
and talented Kingswood team. Emma MP also joined us for these 
games and turned over ball relentlessly, she was a great asset at 
this point in the season and fit in very well. 

Overall, the girls have had an incredible season and all have been 
wonderful to coach. They deserved to finish the season unbeaten 
and I would like to thank them for all their effort and spirit, I have 
enjoyed every minute with them.

JMW

Squad: Ellie Adams, Polly Campbell, Mabel Garton-Jones, Rosie 
Jephson, Jessica Litherland (Captain), Polly Maton (for the first half 
of the season), Emma Matsumoto-Prouten, Octavia Pye, Chinda 
Smith, Grace Welsh.
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Fourth VII Netball
P 12      W 11      L 0      D 1

The Fourth VII had an unbelievable season winning 100% 
of the matches they played. They kick started their season 
off positively and were rewarded with a 24-9 win against 

Bradfield College. Despite being a newly formed side, the girls 
gelled immediately and started to form what would be a fantastic 
team. Our shooters Poppy Napier and Georgiana Gray worked well 
as a partnership from the start. 

The girls then went on to play a tougher St Mary’s Calne Third 
team but were still able to come away with a win and despite 
rather challenging weather conditions, the girls were able to slow 
down their play and use the three seconds efficiently. We pulled 
together, communicated brilliantly, and our switching in both the 
attacking and defending ‘D’ was excellent. 

The girls continued their winning streak by beating Dean Close, 
Prior Park and Clayesmore. As the term progressed, the girls 
showed great understanding of the game and really worked 
hard as a team. Tash Whitrow showed excellent leadership skills 
throughout the season, providing the girls with some great 
inspirational half time talks.

The most memorable match of the term was against Marlborough 
College at home. The game started off very slow and the 
opposition were able to pull away with a 22-12 lead at half time. 
It seemed like the win was out of reach for us but the girls came 
fighting back after the third quarter. Amelia Place and Annie 
Hourahane intercepted every ball that came their way. The girls 
were absolutely outstanding, denying their opponents of shooting 
opportunities and we were able to come away with a well-
deserved draw. Georgie Annett and Immie Parkes deserve special 
mention in their game for their superb defending skills. 

We were unfortunate with two of our matches being cancelled 
against Monkton and Pangbourne College, due to the ‘Beast from 
the East’. 

The team continued on a winning streak against Warminster 
and Kingwood. Stand out players were Aggie Williams and Olivia 
Parrott who dominated in both attack and defence. 

Our final match was a triangular against KES Bath and Kings 
Bruton. Snow was falling heavily on the courts, but that didn’t 
discourage us and the girls knew the undefeated season was in 
reach. The first match started off very slowly but the girls showed 
exactly how to keep possession and were incredibly cautious of 
the weather conditions making the final score 31-5 in our favour. 
Second game also started off rather slow but despite this, Olivia 
Parrott was able to intercept and turn over most balls coming her 
way. An incredible effort by the whole team final score 21-9.

I have thoroughly enjoyed coaching the Fourth team and wish 
each and every individual player the very best as they progress 
up the school and a massive good luck to the upper sixth in the 
future. A great season and I am seriously proud of all of the girls 

for a fantastic undefeated season. My thanks especially to Tash 
Whitrow for always leading by example. 

GBW

Squad: Georgie Annett, Georgiana Gray, Annie Hourahane, 
Poppy Napier, Immie Parkes, Olivia Parrott, Amelia Place, Aggie 
Williams, Tash Whitrow. 

Fifth VII Netball
P 5      W 4      L 1      D 0

The Fifth VII have had an impressive and enjoyable season, 
which started with an away fixture vs St Mary’s, Calne. In 
fairly miserable conditions, the girls were able to control 

possession with Hannah Walker, Ellie Deegan and Lucy Hadlow 
dominating the mid-court, Hannah Bradley and Sophie Crompton 
taking their chances in the attacking D and Carrie Kemper 
impressing in the defensive D. 

Next up for the Fifth VII were Prior Park College at home. An 
equally pleasing performance saw the girls come away with 
another win, as Katie Griffiths’ range of passing maximised our 
attacking opportunities, with Esme Evans playing a notable roll in 
a strong defensive performance.

The Fifth VII then travelled away to Clayesmore. Against a strong 
side, the girls improved throughout the match, with Lara van der 
Horst’s footwork and evasion on show throughout the match and 
Esme and Sophie again impressing at opposite ends of the court.

In our penultimate fixture of the term, the Fifth VII put in an 
outstanding performance. All of the girls put in notable displays, 
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with Hannah picking up interceptions, Chloe Darlington marking 
her opponent out of the game, Lara again showing fantastic 
footwork, Hannah and Sophie shooting well again, Katie displaying 
her range of skills through court, Esme strong again in defence 
and Ellie surprising us all with her shooting skills. It was lovely to 
see the improvements made throughout the season as well as the 
enjoyment displayed by all of the girls on court.

I final match was by far our toughest of the season, against an 
experienced Marlborough College side. After a shaky first quarter, 
we became more and more confident as each quarter progressed 
and we narrowed the deficit. We were unlucky to run out of time 
at the end of the 4th quarter as we looked to gain parity but the 
team should still be very proud of their performance.

I have thoroughly enjoyed working with the Fifth VII this term. The 
enthusiasm for each and every training session or match has been 
outstanding as has the desire to improve throughout the term. 
I would like to thank the girls for all they have done to make this 
season so enjoyable and successful.

DAF

Squad: Hannah Bradley, Sophie Crompton, Chloe Darlington, 
Ellie Deegan, Esme Evans, Katie Griffiths, Lucy Hadlow, Carrie 
Kemper, Lara van der Horst, Hannah Walker. 

U15A VII Netball
P 13      W 10      L 3      D 0

Having seen this age group play a number of matches last 
season, I knew they were a talented and competitive 
group, capable of being very successful. The girls did not 

let me down, they trained in a professional manner each week and 
came focused and determined for their matches’ week in, week 
out. 

We started the season against a very competitive Bradfield College 
side; the girls did not disgrace themselves and came away with 
a score much better than they had faired last season against 
the same side. Thankfully, we had much more success against a 
weaker Downside side winning 35-8 the following week. 

Our next fixture was a well-matched one against Dean Close and 
having stayed level with them the whole game, we unfortunately 
let them get away in the last quarter eventually being defeated 
20-24, a special mention must go to Freya Wharton who held her 
own against an exceedingly tall shooter. We came back stronger 
from this and put in an improved performance against St Mary’s 
Calne coming away with a 30-17 victory. Once again, we followed 
this with a loss against South Wilts Grammar School, just letting 
the game slip with multiple silly mistakes; a game to forget.

Thankfully every match after this one the girls played to the best 
of their abilities and came out victorious against some strong 
opposition. We had a particularly pleasing victory over Godolphin 
with a score of 39-0 and won both triangular fixtures against KES 
Southampton and Clayesmore and KES Bath and King’s Bruton. 
We all experienced playing in the snow in the latter fixture, which 
was a novelty, but enhanced our performance and the girls were 
fantastic. The defence have certainly come on, making use of their 
height and jumping to intercept the ball. They have worked well 
as a unit and have read the game better in the latter half of the 
season. The attack also worked well together, moving the ball 
through the channels and not forcing the ball forwards into the 
circle until they are certain it will get there successfully. 

Our season’s best performance has to be that against Kingswood 
where the girls collectively outclassed the opposition and came 
out victorious with a 24 goal difference. 

I wish to thank all of the team for a memorable season, Maya, as 
captain, has lead by example throughout, earning her overall ‘Star 
Player of the Season’ status and each and every one of the players 
have improved over the course of the season and should stand in 
good stead for moving up to the senior teams next season. 

LPM

Squad: Pippy Abel, Immie Ayling, Holly Gaiger, Sophia Hill, Maya 
House (Captain), Phoebe Lishman, Hannah Smith, Freya Wharton. 
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U15B VII Netball
P 12      W 6      L 5      D 1

The season did not get off to an auspicious start, with a 
loss against Bradfield College and sadly a broken finger 
for Lucy Mayne, who had fought so bravely in defence. 

However, the girls rallied and raised the level of their game to win 
confidently against Downside 39:5 in the next match. I was able 
to witness the quality of our shooting, as Emma Kellar and Amy 
Colyer shot confidently from the edge of the circle and Bronte 
Lorimer also showing that she could fill this role very competently, 
as well as her usual centre court positions.

Despite concerns over the heights of the opposition against 
Dean Close, the girls were yet again victorious, with Bijou Angus 
and Bea Williams playing competitively as ‘Centre’ and ‘Wing 
attack’ respectively and giving the opposition very little room to 
breakthrough.

Unfortunately, the girls fell behind in  the first quarter against  
St Mary’s Calne and were always playing catch up for the rest of 
the match. Freya Collington worked hard in defence picking up 
rebounds and feeding the ball quickly to her centre court players. 
This disappointment was followed by success against Sherborne, 
with Merlo’s interceptions and amazing balance on one foot 
proving to be too much for the opposition. Ella Harris’ spatial 
awareness and defence on court also benefitted the team and 

Emma Kellar’s amazing shot from the edge of the circle helped to 
secure the win.

A narrow win against Godolphin was achieved, even though 
the girl’s felt they did not play their best but Hannah Weeden’s 
excellent defensive play prevented too many balls from entering 
the opposition’s circle. They were frustrated to lose against a 
strong Clayesmore team but then their season was interrupted by 
snow and the enforced rest gave them renewed strength to win 
against St Mary’s Shaftesbury the following week.

The season culminated in a triangular fixture at King Edwards’ 
Bath against the hosts and Kings Bruton. They were defeated 
by the home team but won comfortably against Kings Bruton. 
The girls showed great strength of character to play in adverse 
weather conditions with no rest between matches. It has been a 
memorable season, not least for their indomitable team spirit and 
their encouragement of each other. 

Colours were awarded to Freya Collington, Emma Kellar and 
Hannah Weeden, although all the girls were awarded a pink ball, 
as it was very difficult to choose a star player at the end of each 
game as they had all put in a considerable effort and I would like 
to thank them for their commitment this season.

CS

Squad: Bijou Angus, Freya Collington, Amy Colyer, Ella Harris, 
Merlo Jewell, Emma Kellar, Bronte Lorimer, Lucy Mayne (1st match 
only), Hannah Weeden and Bea Williams. 
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U15C VII Netball
P 7      W 5      L 2      D 0

The U15C squad worked exceptionally hard throughout the 
term during training sessions and nurtured a superb team 
spirit at all the games. 

A tough first match, away against Bradfield was lost 10-4. The girls 
put up a spirited fight from the start in freezing conditions and did 
well to hold the strong opposition to just 10 goals. It highlighted 
skills that needed some work, but it was clear that there was 
plenty of potential in the team. Next, we played at home against 
Dean Close. The girls dominated throughout this match and came 
away with a comfortable 16-5 win. Lucy Stevenson, Imogen Arnold 
and Sonya Afanasyeva worked tirelessly in midcourt and Fizzy 
Wilks and Anouk Griffiths shot with accuracy. Emily Fletcher played 
well at Goal Keeper and proved very capable at preventing their 
shooters from getting too many goals.

The game against St Mary’s Calne was evenly matched. The girls 
fought hard throughout the match and kept the score even until 
the last quarter, when St Mary’s scored a final flurry of goals to win 
17-13. Despite this, clean, quick, accurate ball passing and good 
awareness of where players were on court made the game a joy to 
watch. Maddie Reay showed real potential at Goal attack, shooting 
a good number of the goals.

A very enjoyable away game against Sherborne came next. Some 
excellent defensive play from Josie Banovic and Lucy Stevenson 
kept the ball flowing well up court to Sonya Afanasyeva who 
fed into the circle where Anouk Griffiths and Fizzy Wilks shot 
accurately to give us a 15-4 victory. This game was followed by 
another away fixture against Clayesmore. A vicious cross court 
wind made accurate passing difficult and shooting quite a 
challenge for Madeleine Reay and Anouk Griffiths. We got ahead 
quickly in the first quarter, but from then on, both sides battled for 
supremacy and the scores rose evenly. Fortunately, we maintained 
our early lead and came away with a 16-10 win.

The match against Pangbourne was cancelled because of snow 
but was followed by a midweek game against Bishopstrow on the 
Manor courts. This was another high scoring game against quite 
inexperienced opposition. The girls passed with accuracy, made 
good use of space and timing of passes in mid court. Lily Mallinson 
and Emily Fletcher made several crucial interceptions in defence, 
leaving the opposition shooters floundering to get on the score 
board. Despite some injuries sustained on court, the team played 
with masses of energy throughout resulting in a 44-4 win. 

The final match of the season was at home against Kingswood. 
Usually a tough opposition, this year the strength of the Dauntsey’s 
C team proved no match and we dominated throughout, winning 
29-9. The team played fantastically, showing a huge improvement 
in skills compared to the start of the term.

All in all, the team has had a very successful season, full of good 
humour, enthusiasm and total commitment in training sessions. 
They have been a pleasure to coach.

Congratulations to Imogen Arnold, Lucy Stevenson and Josie 
Banovic who received team colours.

BG

Squad: Sonya Afanasyeva, Imogen Arnold, Emily Bagnall, Josie 
Banovic, Emily Fletcher, Anouk Griffiths, Lily Mallinson, Lucy 
Stevenson, Madeleine Reay, Fizzy Wilks. 

U14A VII Netball
P 13      W 10      L 3      D 0

I t has been a fantastic season for the U14A team as an already 
strong squad was supplemented by talented, motivated pupils 
arriving into the Third Form. Not only the quality of play but 

also the focus and attitude in training and the desire to improve 
has been outstanding throughout the term.

The team started off against Bradfield College who are a 
consistently tough opposition. The girls showed their quality 
though with an impressive 28-6 victory, as Maisie Arnold kept the 
ball flowing through court, Olivia Carpenter and Lucy Crompton 
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took their opportunities well and Leah Hope and Issie Burn formed 
a formidable partnership inside the defensive D. Next up were 
Marlborough College. Having played them twice already, in the 
Autumn Term, and having gained a draw and a win against a very 
strong side, the girls were looking forward to another challenging 
fixture. We were unfortunate to come out on the wrong side of 
the result this time around though, as we looked to trial rotations 
for the regional tournament at the end of January and lost some 
of our cohesion through court. At Dean Close, we played against 
another side through to the regional tournament and were again 
unlucky to come away with a loss. Home field advantage paid 
dividends for our hosts but after a shaky first quarter, we came 
back into the match and won or drew each of the remaining 
quarters, with Millie Reeve and Sophie Grant excelling at opposite 
ends of the court.

The regional tournament in Bournemouth was next up for the girls 
and they acquitted themselves well throughout. Playing against 
the best schools in the South West, we came away with three wins 
from six matches and played some outstanding netball. The level 
of competition brought the best out in all of the players and gave 
them confidence going into the rest of the season, knowing that 
they could compete at that level of competition.

Our next fixtures before half term were against South Wilts 
Grammar School, Sherborne and Godolphin. With the momentum 
and confidence gained from the regional tournament showing on 
court as the girls came away with three comfortable wins. Virginia 
Jacobs starred against South Wilts, with her footwork and control 
around the attacking D a particular highlight. Serena O’Brien’s 

consistency and control on court in all three matches was also 
pleasing as was her use of the evasion skills we had been practising.

At the start of the second half of term, a back-to-back fixture vs 
KES Southampton and Clayesmore tested our team’s consistency 
and skill level and I was pleased to see us come out on top in both 
matches. Lucy Crompton’s shooting and evasion in the attacking 
D were impressive. Bea Watts also put in her best performance of 
the year and all but marked her opponents out of the game.

Our run in to the end of term was affected by the weather, but this 
did not affect the girls’ focus or desire on court. In our final four 
matches, we came away with three wins and one loss. Our best 
performance of the year, by far, was against a strong Kingswood 
side. The control the girls displayed on court in all areas of the 
game, as well as their desire to do their best and the level of skill 
they demonstrated was truly impressive and it was pleasing to see 
the improvements made by all of the squad throughout the term 
exhibited so effectively in one performance.

I would like to finish by thanking all of the girls for their efforts this 
term. They have been an absolute pleasure to coach and it has 
been one of my most enjoyable terms to date.

DAF

Squad: Maisie Arnold, Issie Burn, Olivia Carpenter, Lucy Crompton, 
Sophie Grant, Leah Hope, Virginia Jacobs, Serena O’Brien, Millie 
Reeve, Bea Watts. 
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U14B VII Netball
P 12      W 6      L 4      D 2

The U14B’s have had a fantastic term of netball and have 
noticeably improved their skills as the term has progressed. 
As the team moved through their matches, they really 

started to gel nicely and this had a very positive effect on their 
results, particularly after half term. The team played 12 matches 
and won six, lost four and drew two. 

At the start of the term, as always, there were some new faces to 
the Third Form and this certainly made trials even more difficult 
given the strength of the year group already. The Third Form as 
a whole approached training with a great outlook and this was 
replicated in their match play. There were a few initial teething 
problems, which is only natural with a newly formed squad, 
and despite losing the first two matches, both games proved 
invaluable to the team and how we approached our training. 
Our next game was against Dean Close where we picked up a 
well-deserved draw. The focus for this game was to keep our play 
controlled and create more space on court for our team mates to 
drive into which proved invaluable. 

We continued to develop our play and it was great to see some 
of our best netball on show against a competitive Godolphin 
side. This lifted the spirits of the girls to allow them continue their 
winning streak and beat Clayesmore and KES Southampton in a 
triangular competition. Our next two matches were unfortunately 
cancelled due to the ‘Beast from the East’, however we didn’t let 
this hamper our flow and we won 12-8 against St Mary’s Calne. 
Here our attack really started to find form and it was great to 

see little interplays between our shooters that outwitted our 
opponents. 

The girls continued on their fine form and despite playing again in 
the snow, they were able to secure a 11-6 win against King’s Bruton 
and clinch a 8-8 draw against KES Bath on the final weekend of term. 

Amelia and Alvita deserve special mention; they have worked 
together brilliantly to improve their movement in the circle and 
the way in which they work off each other. The high scores 
towards the end of the term were thanks to the hard work that 
these two have put in outside of training sessions.

Lily, Annabel, Alice, Katy, Sian have worked really well together in 
the centre court and have really developed the way in which they 
take their time and create space by communicating more and 
working with each other. 

Lara and Tilly have been a strong defence during this season and 
have worked on their defending skills as the weeks have gone 
on! They have worked well as a pair and supported the rest of the 
team brilliantly.

The girls have been a pleasure to coach and umpire, always 
remaining totally professional and polite with the other teams 
they have come up against. All in all, a great season and one they 
should be proud of. 

MH

Squad: Alvita Busari, Tilly Buxton, Lara Candy, Lily Cooper, Sian 
Drew, Katy Ferguson, Amelia Hall, Alice Keppel-Compton, Honey 
Lindsay, Georgia Place, Freya Punton, Annabel Price, Molly Taylor, 
Millie Thompson.  
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U14C VII Netball
P 9      W 6      L 3      D 0

The U14C team have had an excellent season this term, 
winning six of the nine matches that they played. With the 
depth and strength in the Third Form, the C team were an 

incredibly strong unit and over the whole term displayed excellent 
sportsmanship and teamwork; it was great to see them having so 
much fun in both training sessions and matches. 

They started their season off with a tough match against Bradfield 
College. Despite having only had one training session, the team 
demonstrated some lovely court play and it was Flora Darby 
who showed some nice attacking skills and ball placement. Molly 
Holder and Honey Lindsay were key to the team’s success with 
their excellent defending. We won the game 18-12.

We then faced a very competitive and physical Marlborough 
College side. Whilst our opposition were far more skilled, we didn’t 
stop running and never dropped our heads. The wind didn’t help 
our shooting quest however it was Tessa Carter, new to the team 
who really shone in this game. Lily Steggall had a very busy game 
in defence and was nominated Best Defence. 

We didn’t let our midweek loss dampen our spirits and were 
determined to put out a good performance against Dean Close 
and that we did. There was excellent shooting in this game by 
Freya Punton and this was nicely supplied by excellent feeding 
into the ‘D’ by Beatrice Burnham. We won 14-6 and it was Holly 
Ridgers who picked up the Star Player award. 

We then won our next four games with wins over South Wilts 
Grammar School, Sherborne Girls, Godolphin and Warminster 
School. Perhaps our best game of those was against Warminster’s 
U14A side – Flora Darby was spot on in the attacking circle and it 
was Tessa Carter who transitioned the ball nicely from a well timed 
Molly Holder interception in defence. We managed to win that 
game 16-6 and it certainly was our most enjoyable match against 
a tough and tall ‘A’ side. 

Our next two matches sadly were cancelled due to snow and this 
perhaps hampered our rhythm slightly and our training time on 
court. We faced two tough matches against St Mary’s Calne and 
Kingswood School and whilst we lost both, we played incredibly 
well as a team. Against Kingswood, it was very much a game of 
two halves. We were 6-1 down after the first quarter however 
came back fighting and totally dominated the second half which 
we won 6-1 in goals. A shame that the final score ended 13-11 but 
this was a great final half to with which to end our competitive 
season. 

KAB

Squad: Grace Askham-Day, Beatrice Burnham, Tessa Carter, 
Flora Darby, Sophie Flann, Ellie Fredericks, Molly Holder, Jemima 
Illingworth, Honey Lindsay, Katie Newton, Georgia Place, Freya 
Punton, Holly Ridgers, Lily Steggall, Millie Thompson, Molly Taylor.  

U14D VII Netball
P 6      W 3      L 3      1D 0

The U14D team have had a promising season and have 
played all term with a sense of fun and great motivation. 
Despite losing 12-8 to Bradfield College in our first 

match, the girls demonstrated great teamwork. Whilst we were 
unfortunate to get score back to a draw due to end of time, we 
didn’t let this hamper our spirits; Best Attack was awarded to 
Nia, Best Defence to Abi and Star Player to Lily S. Both Abi and 
Lily worked very well in defence. It was clear from this game that 
the U14D team would be a very strong group of girls and their 
willingness to learn and listen to instructions certainly ensured that 
they made real improvements over the term. 

The girls then faced a competitive Marlborough College side. Our 
opponents were always ahead throughout the match, however 
we didn’t let their play affect ours and we put out a competitive 
performance. Marcy showed some excellent attacking skills, 
driving nicely onto the ball and Sophie F put her player under a 
great deal of pressure with her excellent defending skills. Lily W 
showed her strength in both attack and defence and picked up 
the ‘pink ball’. 

Our next game was against Dean Close and we were determined 
to get our first win and that we did! The focus for the game was to 
work on our spacing through court and look to intercept as many 
balls as possible to provide our shooters with opportunities. Marcy 
and Millie T were brilliant in the shooting circle and we won 30-2. 
Our spirits were certainly lifted following our win and what was 
most rewarding was to then go on and beat Warminster B team 
8-6 and what a lovely game it was. The girls got off to a flying 
start, scoring five goals in the first quarter. Ria was excellent at GS, 
finding space nicely. She and Marcy demonstrated some excellent 
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team work in the circle and with such an end to end game, it was 
crucial to maintain this. Warminster however, came back fighting 
and we unfortunately stalled in the second half, scoring no more, 
but we held our own and the team work of Millie Dexter and 
Mima Illingworth was exceptional - some wonderful interceptions 
made to allow us to clinch the win! Warminster awarded Lily W 
their player of the match. It was a real shame that we then lost 
Mima in the team as she unfortunately broke her wrist on snow 
day – actually playing netball in the sports hall!

The girls’ matches were slightly halted by the ‘Beast from the East’ 
however they finished their season with two matches – Clarendon 
Academy U14A side and St Mary’s Calne D team. We were able to 
secure one win and one loss although losing by only two goals 
against Clarendon’s A team was a pretty good achievement!

It has been an absolute pleasure to coach the U14Ds. All players 
that have competed in the team have trained hard, had lots of fun 
and I wish each and every individual player the very best as they 
progress up the school.

GBW

Squad: Abi Anderson, Grace Askham-Day, Jess Cross, Millie 
Dexter, Flora Darby, Ellie Fredericks, Marcy Duffill, Issy Kinder, Mima 
Illingworth, Ria Landon, Georgia Place, Sofia Rubinchik, Anna Scott, 
Lily Stegall, Millie Thompson, Lily Watherston.  

U13A VII Netball
P 9      W 8      L 1      D 0

The U13As have once again had a hugely successful season. 
Despite the first match being against the well drilled 
Farleigh prep school team which saw the girls lose 14-24; 

they showed skills, enthusiasm and commitment. 

After that loss, all results were wins…

Most of the 9 players were capable of playing in at least two 
positions. Training was met with enthusiasm, commitment and 
flexibility. And the usual U13 fun and laughter! The next match v 
BGS saw the girls have to cope with the more contested side of 
the game but they came through with flying colours. They also 
started to produce some flowing netball; making good use of the 
court area and creating space to run onto the pass. This resulted 
in a 16-11 win. Unfortunately, the next match v Chafyn Grove was 
cancelled.

This was followed by the Prior Park tournament, played on a 
round-robin basis with 7 teams taking part. The A’s won their first 
five matches with ease. At times the girls play was quite amazing 
to watch with excellent timing onto the ball to bring it up court 
and with superb balls to the post create many opportunities for 
the shooters to convert. The last match was against opponents 
who were also unbeaten. With neither side letting up, this was a 
very evenly contested match. A nasty injury to one of our players 
did not knock the girls resolve and they battled through to win the 
match by two goals, and the tournament!

The focus in training turned to accurate high balls into the 
shooting circle; and turn-over ball and 2nd stage defending – 
which worked in all areas.

One more match followed, v Godolphin. With only 7 players fit for 
this match, all players played out of position at some point – proof 
of their flexibility! – and, in rather cold conditions, produced a 25-4 
win! Next came a second tournament, hosted by KES, Bath, which 
was also run on a round robin format and saw the girls finish 
winners again, with stats of 57 goals FOR and only 9 AGAINST. 
Their standard of netball drew comments from several coaches. Of 
the five remaining matches, two were cancelled due to the snow. 
The girls maintained their high level of play and had wins against 
Kingswood 24-11, St Mary’s 24-8 and KES 16-5.

What a fabulous season from a hugely talented, fun, squad with 
the potential to have further great netball seasons at Dauntsey’s. 
Thank you girls, it has been such a pleasure to coach you all.

TP

Squad: Rosie Basnett, Chiara Boote, Rosie Burn, Kristyna Collins, 
Talia Eastlake, Anna Edwards, Eliza Hill, Phe Phe Pye, Olivia Smail.  
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U13B VII Netball
P 9      W 3      L 6      D 0

The beginning of the season proved tricky for the U13Bs, 
battling against extremely tough competition. Bristol 
Grammar School successfully beat us 22-0, yet despite the 

set back, the team remained positive and throughout the whole 
season have been an absolute delight to coach. Our loss against 
Prior Park was unfortunate, and mainly due to injury – three players 
off and one ending up on crutches... All accidental, I promise! 

Following three losses, the girls came back fighting with a superb 
10-3 victory, away at Hampshire Collegiate. Play remained strong 
and our next match against Godolphin was incredibly tight. 
Despite yet more injuries and a sickness bug, Godolphin won by 
just one goal, right at the last minute – a great game. It was also 
lovely for the girls to play in the Farleigh School Tournament, and 
were coached by TP here, coming 6th overall. 

Following snow caused cancellations, the final three matches were 
fast paced, showed great improvement in skills and highlighted 
incredible team dynamics. Poppy and Sydney scored four goals 
in the final quarter against Kingswood, leaving us 9-5 down at 
the end of the match and proving that when play gets tough, we 
come back fighting. 

St Mary’s Calne was a tight game throughout and the girls battled 
to victory, ending in a thoroughly deserved 10-9 win. In the first 
half, we were the stronger of the two teams and had countless 
shooting opportunities but weren’t able to convert. 1-1 after the 
first quarter and we made a few substitutions to try and mix up 
our play. We set out a game plan of what we wanted to achieve 
and we lead 5-1. The third quarter wasn’t our strongest largely 
and we were then 7-6 down going into the final quarter! It was 
so tense. It was end to end play from both sides and the support 
from parents from the side-line was amazing! A miss in the final 
seconds of the game from our opposition secured us a well 
deserved one goal win! The girls were so happy. 

The final game, a home match against KES Bath, was played in the 
sports hall and was the most electric match, with phenomenal 
parental support. We may not have won (7-6 end result) but it 
could not have been a better final match. The whole team played 
excellently throughout and I could not be prouder

CES

Squad: Helen Bourne, Sydney Evenden, Georgia Facer, Poppy 
Harris, Izzy Lane, Lottie Litherland, Sophia Parrott, Phoebe Parry, 
Bella Owen, Flo Ward.  
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U13C VII Netball
P 6      W 2      L 4      D 0

The U13C team played with great enthusiasm throughout 
this netball season. A tough first fixture away at Farleigh 
School resulted in a defeat, but it was clear from the  

outset that the girls were eager to improve. Excellent defensive 
play from Tamsin Whitelegge, and some super movement by 
Flo Mansfield, enabled the team to begin to establish some 
good moves up the court and the girls were encouraged when 
these moves resulted in goals from Poppy Mackinnon and Mima 
Naumann. This game was followed by a defeat by Bristol Grammar 
School - Phoebe Parry controlled the play for Dauntsey’s and 
thoroughly deserved her move up to the U13B team following 
this match; as a result of an injury to one of our defenders, Mima 
Naumann took up the position of GD and played with intelligence 
and determination. 

As the season progressed, the girls’ teamwork began to develop 
and their encouragement and support of each other enabled 
us to win our next match against Prior Park; Olivia Allinson-
James worked extremely effectively with Mima Naumann (Mima 
reverting to her preferred attacking position!) and the girls scored 
19 goals between them. Some fantastic positioning, particularly in 
the centre of the court, by Sydney Evenden allowed us to organise 
some super moves up the court, and the girls made good use of 
the space that they created. Ellie Evans and Eleanor Walker worked 

tirelessly throughout the match and the girls thoroughly deserved 
their first win as the match ended 19 -3 to Dauntsey’s.

Following this victory, our next fixture was a festival held at Prior 
Park. This festival proved very beneficial for the girls and allowed 
them to play a series of mini matches; their standard of play 
improved as the matches progressed. Tamsin Whitelegge proved 
to be a most capable centre, controlling the play throughout the 
festival. Following one defeat, one draw and one win, the girls 
were delighted to finish in joint first position. 

Our toughest fixture was played at home against Kingswood. 
On a fairly slippery court, we struggled to gain control of the 
match, and were disappointed to find ourselves 0 – 6 down at half 
time. The girls fought hard but could not contain the Kingswood 
attack despite superb effort from Juliet Willman in defence. The 
determined spirit of the girls allowed us to set up some good 
attacking moves and Tamsin Whitlegge again proved invaluable as 
centre. The final score line of 2 -14 did not truly reflect the match 
and the girls knew that some missed opportunities had resulted in 
a lack of goals for us. 

The final game of the season was against St.Mary’s, Calne and 
Dauntsey’s quickly took control of the game through some very 
effective and feisty centre court play by Tamsin Whitelegge. Juliet 
Willman remained utterly reliable in defence and played with 
intelligence and style, working well with Suzanna Mackintosh, to 
ensure that attacks by St.Mary’s were quickly curtailed. Disaster 
struck as Tamsin had to leave the court injured, but Scout 
Johnstone quickly stepped up to create some super attacking 
moves and we were very unlucky to lose 13 – 16.
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It has been an absolute delight to watch this committed and 
enthusiastic team grow in confidence and play with such 
determination, enjoyment and wonderful spirit throughout the 
season; I wish them all the very best for next season. 

Congratulations to the following who received colours: Tamsin 
Whitlegge and Juliet Willman.

AES

Squad: Olivia Allinson-James, Katinka Beckett, Ellie Evans, 
Sydney Evenden, Scout Johnstone, Poppy Mackinnon, Suzanna 
Mackintosh, Flo Mansfield, , Mima Naumann, Phoebe Parry, Rosie 
Sisum, Eleanor Walker, Tamsin Whitlegge, Juliet Willman. 

U12A VII Netball
P 9      W 6      L 3      D 0

The U12A team have enjoyed a successful season going 
from strength to strength throughout the term. With 
plenty of height, speed and athleticism amongst the 

girls, we were spoilt for choice when it came to the initial team 
selection. Despite relatively little practice we headed down to 
the Manor and tackled our first match against a well-drilled and 
experienced Farleigh side. Unfortunately, the girls were outclassed 
from the start and despite a valiant effort were unable to get a 
foothold in the match, which ended with a 25-3 whitewash! 

Despite this, their heads did not go down, but rather, this 
defeat inspired them to work hard in training and very soon the 
beginnings of some smoother court play and sharper shooting 
were becoming evident as we faced Lavington in our next match. 
The girls controlled this game from the start and were working 
hard on their movement and passing. They were able to play in a 
variety of positions to see what worked best for the team. Sophie 
Kibble, Tilly Frost and Mollie Ball were proving to be a formidable 
defending trio as Charlotte Alexander controlled the game from the 
centre court. With Emelia Taylor’s height and Millie Gaiger’s accurate 
passing, the attack was also beginning to nicely take shape. 

Our next opponents were Bristol Grammar School and after a 
long bus journey the girls looked slightly jaded in the first quarter. 
However, at quarter time they were beginning to warm up and by 
half time were definitely in with a fighting chance, putting the BGS 
defence under pressure in the circle. With some fine turnovers by 
improving defender Ruby Morton, we went into the final quarter 
with a small lead. The attackers were determined to get the ball in 
to the shooter and Emma Jephson’s speed proved invaluable in 
getting the ball into circle to give the shooters a chance. The final 
whistle saw a second victory with a score of 14-9. 

By now the girls were beginning to show some fine form with 
nice passing and vision through the court and the defenders 
were beginning to make consistent turnovers giving the attack 

the opportunity to get ahead. Against Prior Park the girls were on 
good form, building on the success of the previous two matches 
and working hard to keep possession and maximise chances in the 
circle. Millie Gaiger’s sharp shooting gave us the edge as the final 
whistle saw another win from the girls 17-12. 

A fast and furious match against a talented South Wilts side saw 
an initial lead ebb away to a 14-20 defeat and despite a hard 
fought second half we were unable to match them. The team 
then travelled away to Godolphin and enjoyed a fine victory 11-2 
with Alex Lascelles in particular showing versatility in both attack 
and defence and earning the pink ball as player of the match. 
Kingswood, however, presented more of a challenge and the 
athleticism of their centre court players proved to be a bit of a 
handful for Charlotte and Emma. With end-to-end play, it was a 
real nail-biter with Kingswood pulling ahead in the final quarter to 
end a hard-fought match 17-12. 

The local derby with St. Mary’s followed. This is always a fun affair 
with the U12's often playing against old school friends. The girls 
are always keen to play hard and they certainly made their mark 
with a resounding victory 28-3 this year. By this time in the season, 
they were displaying great teamwork, some nice court sequencing 
and much better ball handling skills as we headed into our final 
duel against King Edward’s Bath. Once again the girls took the bull 
by the horns and were soon into their stride with a good lead at 
half time. Despite some position changes, they pulled away in the 
second half of the match to a fine 15-5 win; a fitting end to a very 
successful season. 

All of the girls played with determination and drive throughout 
the season, willing to learn from their mistakes and work together 
as a team both on and off the court. It was their cheerful 
supportiveness and positive attitude both in victory and in defeat 
that made them a thoroughly lovely team to coach – well done to 
all of you on a great season and good luck next year! 

SC

Squad: Charlotte Alexander, Mollie Ball, Tilly Frost, Millie Gaiger, 
Emma Jephson, Sophie Kibble, Alex Lascelles, Ruby Morton,  
Emilia Taylor.  
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U12B VII Netball
P 9      W 3      L 5      D 1

This year the First Form worked enthusiastically throughout 
the season, no matter what the weather threw at them. 
They were an athletic year group who improved their skills 

each games session and grew to work well as a team too.

We opened the season with a difficult game against Farleigh 
School. The girls’ ball skills were pleasing with some strong passing 
around the court, and we started off seemingly evenly matched 
with an early goal from Phoebe Lyle. The centre court played well 
and Charlotte Grant, Fleur Sullivan and Harriette Puddy-Jones kept 
the game at a good pace. Unfortunately, the Farleigh team pulled 
ahead and even with some excellent defending from Annabel 
Neve we were unable to keep up, losing 1 – 13.

The following match against Lavington School saw a determined 
side draw 5 – 5. Beatrix Fooks had the opportunity to play C and 
showed good control over the game. There was lots of enthusiasm 
from the team and Izzy Morgan impressed with her shooting. 
Whilst away at Bristol Grammar School the team played positively 
in horrendous weather and lost 10 – 3, the girls showed improved 
play with a great work rate. Annabel and Eliza Flynn played 
brilliantly in defence with Eliza winning Star Player.

Success came with a home match against Prior Park with the girls 
winning 7 – 1. Louise Wood played fantastically, covering the GA 
well. All the girls showed improved positioning which helped 
them to maintain possession of the ball. Beatrix and Iona Smith 
shot well, making the most of the opportunities offered to them 
by the centre court players, who were feisty and determined 
throughout the match. A great result! The winning streak 
continued with a fantastic away performance against Hampshire 
Collegiate School (6 – 16). Alex Lascelles and Emelia Taylor 
accompanied us to the fixture and fitted in brilliantly to the team. 
There was excellent play throughout, with lovely passing and 
some great interceptions. The shooters worked confidently with 
Iona scoring an incredible goal, winning Star Player. 

Harriette continued to improve against South Wilts, showing good 
control and positioning, accompanied by excellent defending 
from Louise and Annabel throughout the fixture, however the 
team struggled against a very tall opposing team, losing 12 – 1. 
The next fixture against Kingswood was another challenging 
match, with gusty wind preventing Izzy from shooting with her 
usual accuracy and allowing the opposition to win 1 – 11. The 
score line did not reflect the effort that the girls applied to their 
match. The following week once again had the team battling high 
winds in their fixture against St Mary’s, but with much improved 
movement onto the ball and some good shooting, this time the 
team were triumphant, winning 5 – 2. Everyone played brilliantly, 
with lovely shooting and defending, but Charlotte was awarded 
Star Player for her determined play throughout the game.

The last match of the season saw a close defeat 2 – 6 against 
KES Bath, Tilly Frost was kind enough to help us out as the team 
was struck with illness. There were some moments of brilliance, 
emotion and lovely teamwork throughout the afternoon, but Tilly 
and Iona were the clear Star Players of the day. I am sure that the 
girls will continue to play enthusiastically throughout their time at 
Dauntsey’s and with hard work they will see more victories in their 
future. 

LKE

Squad: Eliza Flynn, Beatrix Fooks, Charlotte Grant, Phoebe Lyle, 
Izzy Morgan, Annabel Neve, Harriette Puddy-Jones, Iona Smith, 
Fleur Sullivan, Louise Wood. 

U12C VII Netball
P 7      W 2      L 5      D 0

The U12C team were a delightful group of young ladies. 
They consistently played with great enthusiasm and 
remained committed to the cause throughout each 

match, regardless of the score line.

First up were Farleigh, some very well drilled opponents. We had a 
weak start but finished strongly, scoring 2 goals in the final quarter. 
Josie Boon was crucial in defence and Iona Smith was fabulous in 
attack putting in a great performance all round. She positioned 
herself well and demonstrated great accuracy when shooting, 
scoring three of the four goals. However, Farleigh were a very 
polished team finishing with a 15 goal lead.

Following Farleigh, we met Lavington. The girls started off 
with great motivation and enthusiasm. Louise Wood defended 
incredibly well and turned over most balls but greater focus on 
keeping possession was needed. Josie Boon put in a courageous 
effort in attack as she continued to play despite injuring her 
ankle. Martha played particularly well in defence but in the end 
Lavington pulled away with an 8-3 win. 
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BGS were another fast and furious team scoring early and 
maintaining their pace throughout the match. Dauntsey’s played 
fair and matched their work ethic but struggled to really get into 
the game. Zoe Elsden was really put to the test in the U12D's and 
stood tall making some superb interceptions time and time again. 
The Dauntsey’s girls played with great positivity and energy and 
were still smiling at the final whistle with BGS winning 22-1. The 
U12C team played particularly well coming away with a 9-2 win 
against BGS. Phoebe Lyle demonstrated some great shooting 
skills and Maddy Curry showed great energy and positioning 
around the court. As a whole, the team showed a better level of 
both footwork and passing with some effective phases of play 
throughout. 

Kingswood were a particularly strong team with a few very tall 
girls. They shot with great skill scoring a goal with each attempt 
and finishing with 31 goals to 2. Some great effort was shown from 
Jemima Groves in defence and Georgina Ethelston in a variety 
of different positions. All the girls maintained their positivity and 
work ethic throughout the whole of the match with Zoe Elsden 
showing consistent efforts in defence against a challenging 
opponent and opposition as a whole.

A successful match against St. Mary’s Calne saw Dauntsey’s come 
away with their well deserved second win of the season. The girls 
played really well with excellent shooting from Bella Caldwell 
and great commitment and energy from Phoebe Lyle, Georgie 
Ethleston, Maddy Curry and Katie Woodhead. Josie Boon made 

some superb interceptions and played strongly in defence. Great 
performances all round saw the girls finish with a 10-1 win. 

The final match of the season against KES was close, however 
the accuracy of the opposing shooters saw KES pull away and 
win 7-2. Nevertheless, the girls played well showing significant 
improvements in various areas and in typical U12C style they 
thoroughly enjoyed the match and once again came away smiling.

It has been a pleasure to help coach the U12C team; a warm, 
friendly and fun group of young ladies. Thank you and well done.

EHS

Squad: Charlotte Bark-Churchill, Bella Caldwell, Izzy Crowley, 
Maddy Curry, Zoe Elsden, Georgina Ethleston, Jemima Groves, 
Lolly Hall, Imogen Jones, Eleanor Layden, Phoebe Lyle, Martha 
Nicholson, Naia Searight, Iona Smith, Charlotte Webb, Louise 
Wood, Katie Woodhead.
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I t wouldn’t be a proper cricket report if I didn’t start with the 
weather. The spring was cold and wet, and then the summer 
hot and very dry. This combination of conditions meant 

the grass didn’t grow, much to the frustration of our recently 
appointed Head Groundsman, Dale Gleed. Nonetheless, with a 
huge effort from him and his staff (many thanks to them all), we 
managed to complete an impressive total of 114 fixtures, of which 
53% were won or drawn.

The First XI had an excellent season, winning 12 and drawing 2 of 
their 20 fixtures, and retaining the Monkhouse Intersport League 
title. Will Thomas and Rahul Patel each completed their 4 years in 
the XI with totals of 1900 and 2000 runs respectively.

The Second and Third XIs were also successful, and it was pleasing 
that so many boys chose cricket as their games option, even 
though finding enough fixtures for the latter was once again 
problematic. The middle school teams enjoyed their cricket and 
made good progress, with the U15Bs having particular success, 
only losing once.

In the Lower School, we combined U12/U13 players when playing 
against prep schools, to match their selections, as Junior A/B/C/D 
and even E! The First from boys are a strong group with a lot of 
potential for the future.

Girls’ cricket went from strength to strength, with junior and 
intermediate teams having matches. Some of the girls played 
alongside the boys in matches with Monkton Prep and MCC 
Foundation, which gave them good experience. Next year will see 
us enter the national U15 cup for the first time.

As ever, my enormous thanks go to the coaches who gave 
so much of their time and expertise, the catering staff for 
providing so well for us and to the players who almost unfailingly 
approached training and matches with the right attitude. The 
conduct and sportsmanship they displayed in our fixtures was 
noticeably better than that of some of our opponents.

Representative Honours
• Alex Ayers – Hampshire U.17, Isle of Wight
• Jack Grant – Wiltshire U.17
• George Edwards – Wiltshire U.17
• Tom Spencer – Wiltshire U.13 
• Jonathan Sadler – Wiltshire U.12
• Tom Darby – Wiltshire U.12
• Olivia Smail – Wiltshire U.13
• Bronte Lorimer – Hampshire U.15

AJP 

Cricket
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First XI Cricket
P 20      W 12      L 6      D 2

The 2018 season was a successful one 
for the First XI with 20 games being 
played, winning 12, drawing 2 and 

losing just 6 games. The 12 wins included 
an unbeaten Monkhouse Intersport League 
campaign, retaining the title. 

The season kicked off with a midweek T20 
friendly against Marlborough College and a 
first Saturday fixture against Clayesmore. This 
proved to be a perfect start to the season 
as we narrowly defeated Marlborough and 
went on to beat Clayesmore convincingly 
away from home with runs coming from 
Rahul Patel and Will Thomas. To conclude 
the first week, we played two T20 matches at home in a National 
Competition. Despite playing well, we were beaten by a very 
strong St Edward’s, Oxford, including two England U19 players, 
but bounced back in the afternoon to win a tense encounter with 
Elizabeth College, Guernsey, thanks to a maiden half century for 
Alex Ayers. 

The next 3 fixtures were all League games – we showed an early 
dominance in the League as we despatched KES Bath, Beechen 
Cliff and Prior Park with ease. These 3 games saw back-to-back 5 
wicket hauls for leg spinner Jack Grant and more runs for Rahul 
Patel. The following Saturday saw our first defeat of the season 
to Colston’s by 6 runs but, yet again, we found a way to pick 
ourselves up to go on a win a 4th League game in a row the 
following Saturday. Our next victim was Monkton, with our spin 
attack showing their class with wickets for Jamie Williams, Henry 
Cox and Jack Grant. 

The next two fixtures were disappointing ones as we went down 
to Clifton College and the Wiltshire Queries. The next weekend 
saw, firstly, a 5th Monkhouse Intersport League win against rivals 
Kingswood, followed by a defeat to the Old Boys at home. In 
the penultimate week of term, we racked up a win, a draw and 
a loss to Plymouth College, the XL Club and KES Southampton 
respectively. These games saw runs from Alex Ayers (scoring two 
fantastic 100s) and Patel (100) and wickets from Archie Ayling, Tom 
Swanton and George Lishman. 

In the final week of the season the fixture against the MCC saw a 
win for the school with yet another 5-wicket haul for Grant and 
runs for George Edwards. This was followed by a famous win 
over an AJP’s XI of ODs (including 9 former captains) as Grant 
(50*) and Swanton (75*) carried us home with a superb unbroken 
partnership of 133. This week spurred us on to complete an 
unbeaten League campaign beating Wycliffe on the last day 

of term – a convincing 7 wicket victory 
helped by an excellent 73 from Ayling saw 
us end the season on a high. 

My thanks to all the team for a great 
season, and especially the U6th boys who 
have played for 3 or 4 years in the XI. Also, 
a massive thank you to staff (JRA, AJP and 
NCL) who gave us all their support. 

Will Thomas (Captain of Cricket)

Squad: William Thomas (Captain), Rahul 
Patel (Vice-captain), Alex Ayers, Archie 
Ayling, Henry Barker, Henry Cox, George 
Edwards, Jack Grant, Will Hodgson, Ned 
Holland, George Lishman, Tom Swanton, 
Jamie Williams. 
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Second XI Cricket
P 10      W 5      L 4      D 1

The cricket season got underway for the Second XI with a 
T20 against Marlborough College. Batting first on a very 
slow, early season outfield, we posted a score of 81-7, 

with Zander Balls opening promisingly and Jake Steele scoring 
a well constructed 22. Although we were defending a low total, 
the consistent line and length we maintained throughout the 
innings as well as some fantastic fielding kept the pressure on 
our opposition and a flurry of wickets between the 13th and 16th 
overs clinched the victory. There were notable figures from Lewis 
Jackson (3-10) and Ollie Reeve (3-6) as well as excellent catches 
from Tommy Gilbert, Zander Balls, Joe Prodger and Ned Holland.

Outstanding fielding again saw us take victory against Clayesmore, 
with a number of fine catches being taken, to restrict the 
opposition to only 90 runs, as Chester Barnes bowled a fine spell 
of 3-8. Zander Balls led the way again with the bat, scoring an 
impressive 34 and Archie Osmond finished the match in style 
with a well hit four. We were unable to back this performance 
up against the Warminster First XI, as our batting let us down. 
Scoring only 78 runs in 20 overs, despite a quick-fire 27 from Lewis 
Jackson, we were left well short on a decent pitch. We needed 
to be incredibly tight with both our bowling and fielding to have 
any chance and to our credit, we managed to do this with Chester 
Barnes again bowling very economically (1-8) and both Marcus 
Howard and Joe Prodger also looking dangerous. We managed to 

send the match into the final over but unfortunately were unable 
to take the victory. 

On a rain soaked and soggy outfield away at Winchester, our 
batting woes troubled us again, as we were only able to post 
a total of 77 after 25 overs, even with good starts from Lewis 
Jackson, Zander Balls and Tommy Gilbert. Although we bowled 
and fielded well again, getting three batsmen out for ducks, our 
opposition showed good composure from their middle order to 
win easily after 15 overs.

We next enjoyed a pleasing victory over a strong Kingswood side. 
Bowling first we had our opposition out for 99 as Ollie Reeve again 
bowled well (3-27) and Chester Barnes backed him up with an 
extremely economical 2-8. Ned Holland and Jake Steele batted 
well early in the innings and Tommy Gilbert and Ollie Illingworth 
had a fine partnership to finish things off in the second to last over.

A disappointing loss to Prior Park College followed, as we were 
condemned to defeat from a winning position. Batting first, we 
put on 86 for first wicket with Zander Balls (41) and Ned Holland 
(46*) looking confident at the crease. After their wickets though, 
we were unable push the run rate and were short of the total our 
start should have allowed us to achieve. We started the second 
innings well, bowling tightly and keeping our opposition to 
only 55-4 off 12 overs. It was one wicket too many unfortunately 
though, as their number 6 batsman took the game away from us, 
scoring and incredible 46 off 19 to win by 6 wickets.

An away match at Colston’s was a chance to redeem ourselves 
and we did so with a solid victory. Bowling first, we had Colston’s 
top order out cheaply as they were four down for only 10 runs 
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after 6 overs. Their middle order steadied the ship though as they 
reached a decent 105 with Joe Stratford (3-19) and Chester Barnes 
(3-13) the pick of the bowlers. We made hard work of the batting, 
giving away a few wickets early on, before Joe Stratford (32) and 
Tommy Gilbert (30*) led us to victory with Ollie Illingworth again 
playing an important innings at the death.

Another pleasing victory followed vs Lord Wandsworth College. 
Bowling first, we limited our opponents to 126 from 25 overs, 
with Archie Osmond (2-10) bowling economically at the end of 
the innings to frustrate the batsmen. We started strongly in the 
second innings with Lewis Jackson, Ned Holland and Zander Balls 
all scoring quickly. Our run-rate was slowed though and as the 
wickets fell, Joe Stratford and Ollie Illingworth came to the crease 
with 59 runs to get off 50 balls. A fine innings from both batsmen 
saw us to victory with an over and a half to spare, with Joe scoring 
an impressive 41*.

Monkton were our next opponents. In a 30 over match, we 
managed to limit Monkton to 126 as a result of some extremely 
consistent bowling from the entire team, but particularly Ollie 
Reeve and Jack Butler, as well as some shrewd field placings. 
Unfortunately, we were not as consistent with the bat and we lost 
a number of early wickets through a combination of impressive 
bowling from the opposition and poor shot selection. We were 
scoring quickly though and our middle order were able to stem 
the tide somewhat before a few quick wickets had us at 83-9. With 
Ollie Reeve and Joe Prodger at the crease, all hope was seemingly 
lost until they developed an unlikely partnership. Ollie was solid 
with his defensive shots while Joe began hitting the opposition 
to all corners of the ground. With time on our hands, we suddenly 
looked like we may snatch victory from the jaws of defeat. With 
the tension building and scores level at 126, Ollie was unfortunate 
to receive a ball that surprised him by popping up off a length and 
was caught by the bowler to conclude an epic match in a tie.

A narrow loss followed against a strong Clifton College side. 
Batting first, Dauntsey’s put on a good total, with Zander Balls the 
pick of the batsmen, hitting an impressive 71*. Joe Stratford ably 
supported with 31, as we finished on 146 for 4. We bowled well 
throughout the second innings with Calum Marshall and Tommy 
Gilbert looking particularly dangerous as their tight line and 
length challenged the batsmen. Unfortunately, the depth of the 
opposition batting meant that despite wickets falling, they were 
able to reach our total with an over to go.

I would like to thank the whole squad for making this such an 
enjoyable term; their positive attitude and fun nature in both 
training and matches has been a pleasure to work with. I would 
also like to thank Chester for captaining the side so well; his 
organisation both on the field and off it, as well as his eagerness to 
learn more about the game has been integral to the success of the 
side this term.

DAF

Squad: Zander Balls, Chester Barnes, Jack Butler, Tommy Gilbert, 
Ned Holland, Marcus Howard, Ollie Illingworth, Lewis Jackson, 
Calum Marshall, Archie Osmond, Joe Prodger, Ollie Reeve, George 
Sherwood, Hugo Spindler, Jake Steele, Joe Stratford. 

Third XI Cricket
P 6      W 2      L 4      D 0

The Third XI cricket team enjoyed a positive season with a 
mixed bag of results. With a large squad, many boys got 
the chance to experience both the delights of our musical 

training sessions and the thrill of a Third XI match. Our season 
kicked off with a tough fixture away to Marlborough; bowling first, 
we restricted the hosts to a chaseable score with some fantastic 
bowling from Marcus Howard who took 6 wickets including a 
hat-trick. Unfortunately, a collapse in our lower order led to a 44 
run loss. 

Our next game was a far more successful affair against Clayesmore. 
Batting first we posted quite a low total of 110 but with some 
fantastic bowling from Tom Morgan and Luca Cox, each taking 3 
wickets, we were able to bowl out Clayesmore for 78. For the third 
game of the season we travelled away to a soggy astro wicket at 
Winchester. Batting first Hugo Spindler steadied the ship with a 
confident 30 whilst Marcus Howard battered 32 off 10 balls; we 
finished our innings 106 all out. Despite some great bowling in 
tough conditions, Winchester chased our total and scored 4 off 
the second to last ball to win the game. 

The next game surely has to be game of the century; the fixture 
played at home against Monkton. Dauntsey’s opted to bat first 
on a glorious day and scored an excellent 131-2 off our 20 overs. 
Hugo Spindler again proving reliable and scoring a fantastic 50 
not out. Dauntsey’s then took to the field and got off to a great 
start taking two early wickets and restricting the visitors to 21-2 
and leaving Dauntsey’s to think the game was surely in the bag. 
However, Monkton fought back and the game came down to the 
final over with Monkton requiring 4 from it to win. It started well 
from Dauntsey’s point of view with Josh Duckworth bowling 3 
dot balls conceding a single and taking a wicket from the 5th ball 
of the over. This meant that Monkton’s new batsman would need 
to score a 4 off of the final ball to win the game. Unfortunately, for 
Dauntsey’s, he skipped down the wicket and hit the ball back over 
the bowler's head for 4 – a fitting finish for a great game of cricket. 

The Third team's final fixture was a huge away win against 
Kingswood. Ben Harding opened the batting and smashed balls 
all around the park scoring a magnificent 73 not out, and some 
great bowling from Harvey James-Park saw him take 5 wickets. A 
great way to end the season. Thanks to all who played and made 
the season so enjoyable. 

TMS

Squad: Jack Butler, Luca Cox, Josh Duckworth, Ollie Frost, Oliver 
Harding, Ben Harding, Marcus Howard, Harvey James-Park, Ethan 
Jeffries, Tom Lampard Vail, Kwun Lum Chan, Archie Mackinnon, 
Calum Marshall, Adam McCormick, Tom Morgan, Hugo Spindler, 
Finley Wilson. 
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U15A XI Cricket
P 14      W 7      L 7      D 0      A 1

The U15s started their season with a relatively straight 
forward fixture against Clayesmore. Clayesmore batted 
first and scored 125 all out. This was a pleasing start with 

the Dauntsey’s side bowling and fielding well; most notably 
Henry Barker, recording figures of 5-14. The team then replicated 
the performance with the bat winning the game by five wickets; 
Arthur Richardson top scoring with 40. Unfortunately the next 
fixture against Beechen Cliff was cancelled which took us into a 
tough fixture against Winchester College. The team were faced 
with a well-oiled Winchester College batting line up, and in a hard 
fought battle Winchester College got 201-3 from their overs with 
one of their batsman recording an unbeaten century. In response, 
the Dauntsey’s batsmen dug in, with Arthur Richardson once 
again top scoring with 47, to achieve 120-6 losing the game by 81 
runs. 

With the mood a little low after a disappointing performance 
against Winchester, the U15As travelled to Hampshire Collegiate 
School for a midweek match. The toss was won by Dauntsey’s 
who chose to bowl first. Toby Salisbury ripped though the HCS 
batsmen recording figures of 3-6 and the opposition were all out 
for 26. The Dauntsey’s batsmen made light work of this knocking 
them off in just over four overs. 

This was the catalyst for the beginning of a run of wins with one 
of the performances of the season coming against Prior Park the 
following Saturday. Dauntsey’s were made to bat first and put on 
130-5 at tea with Henry Barker top scoring on this occasion with 
63. The second half saw the bowlers ripping through the Prior Park 
batting line up, getting them all out for 69. The next two games 
came and went. Firstly, comfortably beating Colston’s by 8 wickets 
with Arthur Richardson scoring 68 not out and Will Morris getting 
figures of 3-20. This was followed by our first T20 cup fixture 
against St. Lawrence who were all out for 90. Our U15s responded 
with 93-6 winning the game by four wickets and putting us into 
the next round.

The second half of the season started with a tough fixture against 
Lord Wandsworth College. After putting on 154-8 (Henry Barker 
46), LWC knocked them off in impressive fashion with only three 
wickets down. The following week saw the team see off Bishops 
Wordsworth winning the cup match by two wickets with Will 
Morris claiming figures of 3-28. However the good feeling was 
short lived. The next three fixtures saw the team lose in the T20 
cup final to Marlborough, a four wicket loss in a rain affected game 
at Clifton and a 26 run loss to a strong Kingswood side.

Our last Saturday fixture saw the U15As win comfortably against KE 
Southampton by five wickets. They scored 155-6; however this was 
due to some spirited displays from their tail end batsmen causing 
our bowlers some real difficulty. In reply the team rallied and won 
by 5 wickets with Luke Webb scoring a season’s best score of 76.

To finish the season, the U15A’s welcomed the MCC Foundation 
which produced a very entertaining fixture. With Dauntsey’s 

winning the toss and deciding to bowl, it showed a real statement 
of intent. A very patient batting display allowed the MCC side to 
accrue 183-4. In response, the Dauntsey’s side looked like they 
were out of their depth losing wickets cheaply. However, the 
performance of the season came from Will Tabor who scored a 
very measured 50 not out to take the game to a one run loss.

I would like to mention that although this season the U15A’s did 
not record the number of wins they would have liked, they would 
all agree that improvements were made all round and the team 
spirit remained strong throughout the season.

NCL

Squad: Henry Barker, Ciaran Costin, Arthur Fitzgibbon, Daniel 
Gordon, Josh Mew, Edward Morgan, Arthur Richardson (Capt.), 
Toby Salisbury, Edward Smail, Will Morris, William Tabor, Peter Vail, 
Luke Webb. 

U15B XI Cricket
P 6      W 5      L 1      D 0

The U15Bs should be proud of an excellent season. The 
team produced some outstanding bowling displays, led 
by Arthur Fitzgibbon, Ollie Ring and Nadim Searight, and 

by the end of the season the boys proved to be an incredibly 
difficult team to beat. The sole defeat came against a very good 
Winchester side who, in freezing temperatures, were able to 
expose some poor technique in the shivering Dauntsey’s batting 
line up. However, the team used that defeat to inspire them to 
better and better performances with the bat. The team played 
with a fantastic attitude all season and in fact was captained so 
well by Henry Smith that he ended up being moved into the A 
team. Rob Herrett and Ryan Morris deputised brilliantly and the 
strength in depth of the squad was evidenced by the array of 
match winning performances produced by so many players. Henry 
Smith, Curtis Wilde and Hugo White all scored big runs to provide 
the team with a great platform in most innings, and Tomos Lowen, 
Adrian Ling, Tom Galloway and Max Owen all produced crucial 
game-turning bowling spells. 

An excellent season, boys; well done. 

PWO

Squad: Tom Galloway, Rob Herrett, Malin Laslett, Adrian Ling, 
Tomos Lowen, Ryan Morris, Max Owen, Sebastian Parry, Ollie Ring, 
Nadim Searight, Henry Smith, Curtis Wilde, Hugo White. 
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U14A XI Cricket
P 9      W 3      L 6      D 0

A t first glance, the season’s stats look modest. However, 
behind the bare numbers lies another story. The 
improvement of the group was impressive, as players 

made the considerable step up to U14 cricket. All aspects of the 
game – batting, bowling, fielding and game understanding - 
saw significant improvement and the team played with spirit, 
commitment and enjoyment. 

The batting relied a lot on Will Hyde. A fine striker of the ball, 
especially off the front foot, he scored heavily, with notable 
performances against Bishop’s and Prior Park. Scores in the 70s 
helped the team to two of its victories. He also scored an excellent 
64 in a narrow defeat against St Laurence in the Wiltshire cup 
semi final. Other batsmen to show promise were Kai Matsumoto-
Prouten, Ollie Jones (who impressed when moved up the order 
to open the innings), Charlie Murphy and Toby Thomas. Overall, 
though, batting was a weakness, and all players should be 
looking to work on the basics of technique, especially in defence; 
this will allow them to play longer innings and develop better 
partnerships. 

The bowling was led by an opening attack of Henry Caldwell 
and Will Hyde, who both show good promise, and on their 
day could trouble most openers. Their goal should be to work 

on moving the ball with swing or seam in order to bowl more 
wicket-taking deliveries. The side then generally relied on spin – in 
this department Charlie Murphy was the most consistent with 
his promising leg-spin, and he was supported by Noah Reay and 
Ollie Culley. All three were able to spin the ball, and now need to 
continue to work on landing the ball in good areas often enough, 
as well as understanding the best fields to set for their own 
particular style. 

The fielding was led by Toby Mallinson, who set the tone with 
his energy and commitment, and took several catches, as well as 
showing good all round promise with bat and ball. Ollie Jones was 
a committed ‘keeper, who can still improve technique, but rarely 
conceded byes. 

Perhaps the highlight of the season was an excellent win over a 
decent Kingswood side. Dauntsey’s bowled and fielded really well 
to restrict Kingswood, and Olly Darlington scored a fine 35 not out 
to see the side home. A fine team performance, which highlighted 
all the attributes which the team had developed during the 
season. 

TWB

Squad: Henry Caldwell, Ollie Culley, Olly Darlington, Will Hyde, 
Ollie Jones, Toby Mallinson, Kai Matsumoto-Prouten, Charlie 
Murphy, Noah Reay, Josh Sullivan, Toby Thomas. 
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U14B XI Cricket
P 7      W 2      L 5      D 0

A large and enthusiastic squad showed a real willingness to 
improve. The season opener against Clayesmore was an 
excellent game which went down to the wire. Thanks to 

Tom Spencer’s unbeaten half century, Dauntsey’s chased down 
124 with three wickets remaining.

Our next two games were unfortunately cancelled before coming 
up against a strong Prior Park XI. We struggled with the bat, which 
was a theme throughout the season, and Prior Park chased 95 to 
secure the victory. 

Matthew Logan hit 33 runs in our next outing but the team 
could only manage 96 runs in their allotted overs. The Colston’s 
opening batsmen made the most of the short boundaries but 
the boys fielded well and had an excellent attitude throughout. 
After another defeat against Lord Wandsworth College, our next 
opponents were Hampshire Collegiate School. They posted 177 for 
4 but excellent innings from Josh Sullivan 52* and George Burnett 
32* allowed Dauntsey’s to chase down this total and it was the 
highlight of the season.

A batting collapse against Kingswood resulted in a heavy defeat 
before we travelled down to KES Southampton for our final game 
of the season. It was a scorcher of an afternoon and the game was 
played in excellent spirits. An entertaining game ended in defeat 

but the boys played with enthusiasm and were unlucky not to get 
closer to the KES Southampton score. 

Throughout the season Harry MacMullen and Ted Jaggar took 
a good number of wickets and it was pleasing to see Will Mead 
develop his leg spin. Toby Zino captained the side very well and 
Michael Crisp was excellent in the field. 

It was great to see so many boys represent the school throughout 
the term. Many thanks to all of you for your commitment and 
thanks to the parents and friends for their support.

JD

Squad: Thomas Boon, George Burnett, Michael Crisp, Iint 
Ekwongviriya, Charles Evans, Oakley Gompels, James Hadlow, Ted 
Jaggar, Harry Joyce, Matthew Logan, Harry MacMullen, Will Mead, 
Peter Tregoning, Toby Zino. 

U13A XI Cricket
P 6      W 2      L 4      D 0

The U13s this year were an eclectic mixture; some had 
experience by the bucket-load for their age, while others 
were still very much finding their footing within the 

sport. That being said, because of this mixture, there was a great 
atmosphere from them both in training and also during the 
matches. Their mixed levels allowed them to learn from each 
other; for example, some used it as an opportunity to improve 
techniques by watching while others tried to refine their abilities 
to read an unpredictable bowler.

The first of the season’s matches found the team playing against 
Colston’s who provided a challenging bowling attack and only 
gave 8 extras to our rather reserved score of 89. Ollie Durrant 
played his part in scoring 27 of those with six boundaries on the 
leg side and just three singles. Unfortunately Colston’s had an 
equally strong batting attack and only required three of their 
batsmen to reach the target set for them resulting in a 9 wicket 
loss.

Prior Park’s match almost replicated their previous match with 
Dauntsey’s struggling to get runs off the bat. This time Jonathon 
Sadler and Ben Locking made a stand of 44 between them while 
Charlie Owen tried his best to limit the runs in retaliation with 
figures of 2 for 10 off four. Unfortunately the extras given during 
the bowling resulted in a 35 run advantage and the opposition 
achieved the target easily.

After struggling to set the target Dauntsey’s tried a different 
tactic of chasing against Beechen Cliff. After a week of intensive 
bowling practice we were able to restrict our extras to just 13 with 
key performances coming from Freddie Butler with 4 for 15 and 
Humphry Hughes with 2 for 24. With a target of 122 and a good 
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wicket to play on, Tom Spencer took it upon himself to knock off 
the runs in spectacular fashion, scoring 89* - which consisted of 
six 6’s and ten 4’s. With the support of Jonathon Sadler on 19* the 
U13’s were able to claim their first win by 8 wickets.

Clearly hitting his stride, Tom Spencer went on to score 87*, 41 
and 82 in the final three matches with equally impressive flair and 
control at the crease. However, with the support of Fraser Hyslop 
at the crease and the bowling line of Harry Philpott, Freddie Riley, 
Hughes and Butler all taking two wickets a piece, their match 
against Kingswood came to a close quickly with the team winning 
by 9 wickets.

The final two matches against Cricklade Manor and KES 
Southampton unfortunately resulted in two losses. However, there 
were some good performances from Oscar Hennessy-Leach in 
bowling (4 for 21) and Will Clover in batting (20*) which shows 
promise for this team in the future.

Although the statistics don’t quite reflect the hard fought battles 
within each match, what I do think is impressive is that although 
the team was outplayed in some matches, the squad as a whole 
fought hard and put their all into every chased ball and supported 
each other throughout. If they are able to maintain this cohesive 
nature through the school then I know there will be some bright 
futures ahead of them.

SJR

Squad: Freddie Butler, Harry Butterworth, Will Clover, Thomas 
Darby, Ollie Durrant, Jamie Green, Oscar Hennessy Leach, 
Humphrey Hughes, Fraser Hyslop, Archie Lang, Ben Locking, Theo 
Malik, Thomas Morton, Charlie Owen, Harry Philpott, James Pratt, 
Freddie Riley, Jonathan Sadler, Tom Spencer (capt.). 

U13B XI Cricket
P 7      W 3      L 4      D 0

The season started as it should. Colston’s was the first side 
faced and Dauntsey’s accrued an impressive 87-8; as the 
figures suggest, all members of the team played their part 

in gaining the total! Fearing that the total would not be enough 
on what seemed to be a perplexing wicket, the Dauntsey’s 
bowling attack got into immediate action. The vanguard of the 
assault was Oliver Bagnall, 3-3, with crucial contributions from all 
either bowling or in the field, which resulted in Colston’s cobbling 
together 75 runs all out. A sweet win by 12 runs was soon followed 
up by another victory against Prior Park College. 

Prior, always formidable opposition, not only met their match but 
were humbled. Dauntsey’s won by 56 runs, after we had managed 
a highly respectable 167-5. The majesty and awe of Harry Philpott 
and his bat put on 52* of these runs and he would have continued 
batting, if it were not for an imposed retirement. With confidence 

running amok, an insouciant Dauntsey’s side met its Balaclava 
of 1854 when it encountered Beechen Cliff on Pitch 3. A home 
advantage was rapidly turned into a rout. Beechen’s total was 
achievable, scoring 108-6, but our reply never really got going. 
The wickets tumbled; the furniture was rearranged constantly: we 
found little in the shed to muster a convincing attack. Losing by 50 
runs meant we had plenty to reflect upon. 

The team’s confidence was rocked again when they faced a 
Warminster A side. Dauntsey’s put on 122-5, chiefly thanks to a 
splendid, if not superb, innings of 62 by Ollie Durrant. Without him, 
the team would have been truly scuppered: Dauntsey’s lost by 
eight wickets. 

The drawing board required immediate redrawing as Dauntsey’s 
faced Sexey’s Bruton next. Opting to bat first, having won the toss, 
Fraser Hyslop held command. Notching up 40 runs, he helped 
to forge 115-4 for a Dauntsey’s side doubting its ability to win. 
Sexey’s replied strongly, but what followed was truly remarkable. 
Humphrey Hughes unleashed a hellish firepower of leather. Ripping 
through the order, his figures speak for themselves: 4-9 was not 
only a remarkable achievement in itself, but Dauntsey’s acquired a 
win, a win by five glorious, hard-fought and resplendent runs. The 
sequence of defeat had been stemmed, and the sweet joy and 
taste of pleasure was being quaffed in abundance.

Regrettably, however, the sequence of wins would not continue. 
Losing, next, against Kingswood by 63 runs and then to KES 
Southampton by 62 runs, despite the best efforts of Rhys Ponting, 
3-22, on a scorching day, the season was over. The season had not 
ended the way it started, but that’s cricket – she is a cruel mistress, 
without doubt.

JAS

Squad: Oliver Bagnall, Harry Butterworth, Sam Came, Ben Carter, 
William Clover, Ben Dare, Theo Dodds, Ollie Durrant, Humphrey 
Hughes, Archie Lang, Felix Lailey, Finn Del-Mar, Hugh Marshall, 
Freddie Maunder, Toby Mead, Fraser Hyslop, Harry Philpott, Rhys 
Ponting, James Pratt, Henry Prentice, Christopher Raffety, Leo 
Ring, Kade Sunderland, Casper Thurston Smith, Jake Tilbury, Joe 
Wickenden. 
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U12A XI Cricket
P 4      W 3      L 1      D 0      A 1

The U12s started their season against Coltson’s. Our 
opponents batted first and scored 62 all out off their 20 
overs. Theo Dodd’s bowled particularly well taking 3-12. In 

reply, Dauntsey’s scored 64-1 with pleasing batting performances 
from Jonny Sadler, Harry Butterworth and Tom Morton. In our next 
fixture we hosted Beechen Cliff. Dauntsey’s scored 118-4 off their 20 
overs. Theo Dodd’s blasted a very quick 40* with Harry Butterworth 
(20) and Tom Morton (21) once contributing to a very fine batting 
display. Dauntsey’s bowled with discipline, reducing Beechen to 
52-8. Tom Darby took 3 for 9 and Tom Gates took 3 for 6.

We travelled away on our next fixture to Kingswood School in 
Bath. In an uncharacteristically poor bowling display, we bowled 
a total of 41 extras, which helped our opponent’s reach 155 all out 
off their 20 overs. Despite a brilliant partnership between Jonny 
Sadler (29) and Tom Morton (52) we were outplayed on the day, 
losing by 19 runs. Special mention should go to Tom Morton who 
bowled superbly taking 4 for 16.

We finished off the season in style with a very good win against 
KES Southampton. Jonny Sadler and Tom Morton both retired on 
51 and 53 respectively. Theo Dodds scored 35 in his partnership 
with Harry Butterworth who batted well for his 29*. After a very 
hot day in the field, it was great to see the team finish the season a 
comprehensive 79 run victory.

Across our four matches the U12A’s scored a total of 523 runs. 
Jonny Sadler captained the side superbly and the squad have 
been a pleasure work with. They have proven themselves a very 
talented and committed group of players; many of whom have 
played up in the Junior A team this season.

WPJW

Squad: Charlie Butler, Harry Butterworth, Tom Darby, Theo 
Dodds, Tom Gates, Jamie Green, Ben Locking, Theo Malik, Toby 
Mead, Tom Morton, Jonny Sadler, Jake Tilbury. 
 

U12B/Junior D XI Cricket
P 7      W 5      L 2      D 0

This year-group is abnormally blessed with cricketing talent, 
so many of the 'B' side players would, in a more 'normal' 
year, have played for the 'A' side. As a result, the team 

prevailed against most of their opponents, and came close to 
recording wins against both Kingswood and Beechen Cliff, who in 
many years have proved too strong an opponent for Dauntsey’s  
at this level.
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The season started with a decisive win against Colston’s, with 
JJ Gordon removing three of their top five batsmen and Fred 
Hickman and Charlie Butler knocking off the 39 runs required for 
a 10-wicket victory. A number of the team then played for the 
Junior D team in a defeat to Monkton Prep in which a certain 
Mr Extras played a key role. Back with the Under 12 “B”, a narrow 
defeat by three runs against Beechen Cliff followed, with our 
batsmen managing to get themselves out at key moments when 
they seemed set. The glorious weather of the second half of term 
saw a nine-wicket win at Prior Park, followed by victory in a tight 
finish against Sexey’s and a six-wicket win against Warminster. 
The season finished with a loss to Kingswood (from a potentially 
winning position) and a hard-won victory in the heat at King 
Edward VI, Southampton.

Our bowlers usually made early inroads and never really allowed 
any opposition to cut loose. J.J. Gordon moved the ball both 
ways at a lively pace, and Monty Woodward bowled accurately 
with useful outswing. Tom Stevenson held a number of fine 
catches and developed both his bowling and his batting. Charlie 
Butler showed promise as a spin bowler and also looked sound 
as a batsman, whilst Vasco Hennessy Leach and Mickey Wilkes 
contributed effectively with both bat and ball. 

The calmest and most intelligent play of the season came 
from Elliott Wall and Edwin Wrench, whose partnership at 
Southampton saw us home from a position in which defeat was 
a strong possibility. Henry Prentice kept wicket very tidily and, in 
a partnership with the hard-hitting Theo Dodds, saw the team 
through to victory against Sexey’s. Jack Wharton and Jack Zino 
also showed promise with the bat, whilst Charlie Godfrey-Faussett, 
Benji Marland and Christopher Nellis all showed that they have 
something to offer with the ball. Finally, special mention must 
go to Fred Hickman, who captained the side with dignity and 
contributed with both bat and ball, providing a solid start to the 
innings and bowling a double wicket maiden against Warminster.

Congratulations to one and all on a very successful season.

CWWW

Squad: Charlie Butler, Charlie Godfrey-Faussett, JJ Gordon, Vasco 
Hennessey Leach, Fred Hickman, Benji Marland, Christopher Nellis, 
Henry Prentice, Tom Stevenson, Elliott Wall, Jack Wharton, Mickey 
Wilkes, Monty Woodward, Edwin Wrench, Jack Zino. 

Junior A XI Cricket
P 5      W 1      L 4      D 0

The Junior A’s season can only be described as a series of 
hard fought matches in which their biggest loss was by 
a meagre 19 runs against Lord Wandsworth. The squad 

trained hard and responded to advice well and throughout the 
season there were elements of superb cricket from each team 

member. In particular, I found that the First form boys were keen 
and determined to prove themselves worthy of a position in the 
team. This competitive nature within the whole squad allowed 
them to score 632 runs across the five matches and take an 
average of 6 wickets per match.

The first challenge of the year had a promising start with 
economical bowling from Charlie Owen of 3 -11 off four overs 
allowing the team to restrict Clayesmore to just 106. With some 
well-timed sweep shots, Ollie Durrant was able to accumulate 23 
runs with the support of Tom Morton who got 18. Unfortunately 
with some pacey bowing from Clayesmore we were unable to 
obtain the target and fell just five runs short.

After the close loss against Clayesmore the team were energised 
and focused on performing to the best of their ability. With the 
added advantage of having their captain Tom Spencer back on 
the team, the Junior A’s were able to restrict Monkton to just 
135, with both Freddie Butler and Humphrey Hughes taking two 
wickets each. With a manageable total in sight both Tom Spencer 
and Jonathan Sadler opened the batting and scored 63 and 
42* respectively. Although the openers placed Dauntsey’s in an 
exceptionally strong position, the game came down to the last 
over in which 7 runs were needed. The over ended with five runs 
being scored and two wickets being taken resulting in a nail  
biting loss.

The following two matches against Lord Wandsworth College and 
Cranmore Prep gave us a handful of commendable performances 
both in batting and bowling. Both Fraser Hyslop and Theo Malik 
made 24 runs each while Tom Darby took 2 wickets for 11 runs 
off five overs. The match against Cranmore, however, relied very 
much on one batter’s performance of 79. Unfortunately Tom 
Spencer didn’t quite have the batting support required to reach 
their target and he got caught at “cow corner”.

The final game of the season for the Junior A’s was against the 
MCC Foundation U13 in which the team gained two of the 
Dauntsey’s female players. Both Anna Edwards and Olivia Smail 
appearing in the bowling line up with Edwards taking a wicket 
for just two runs. The batting line up showed talent across the 
whole team with everyone contributing to the total of 128 runs, 
with special mention going to Tom Morton and Ben Locking who 
scored 36 and 23 respectively. With the whole team contributing 
to a hard fought match Dauntsey’s came out on top winning the 
match by 6 wickets.

This year’s team has so much potential for the future and 
although they lost more than they won, each and every match 
demonstrated that they were learning and willing to fight to the 
last over. I look forward to seeing how each player will progress up 
the school.

SJR

Squad: Freddie Butler, Harry Butterworth, Will Clover, Thomas 
Darby, Ollie Durrant, Anna Edwards, Oscar Hennessy Leach, 
Humphrey Hughes, Fraser Hyslop, Ben Locking, Theo Malik, 
Thomas Morton, Charlie Owen, Jonathan Sadler, Olivia Smail,  
Tom Spencer (capt.). 
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Junior B XI Cricket
P 3      W 2      L 1      D 0      A 2

The season got off to a rather damp start with our first two 
fixtures called off due to bad weather. Despite some good 
cricket the Junior B’s began the season with a narrow 

defeat against Monkton Prep. Our hosts scored 113-9 off their 20 
overs. Will Clover and Theo Dodds were the pick of the bowlers 
taking 3 for 16 and 3 for 12 respectively. Unfortunately, despite a 
spirited performance with the bat we lost by 11 runs.

Our next fixture saw us face Lord Wandsworth College. In a 
comprehensive display, the Junior B’s reduced LWC to 88-6. Tom 
Gates bowled superbly taking 3 for 11. Archie Lang led the charge 
with the bat scoring an unbeaten 33* to secure the team victory 
by 7 wickets.

In our final game, the Junior B’s travelled away to play West Hill 
Park First XI which we knew this would be a tough test. Dauntsey’s 
bowled incredibly well, reducing West Hill Park to 53 all out. Toby 
Mead ripped through their middle order finishing with 4 wickets 
for 9 runs. West Hill Park took the field and made short work of 
our upper-middle order, which set up a nail biting end to a very 
entertaining game. Tom Darby scored 16* to see us home with 
only 1 wicket left.

WPJW

Squad: Charlie Butler, Harry Butterworth, Tom Darby, Theo Dodds, 
Tom Gates, Jamie Green, Oscar Hennessy Leach, Fred Hickman, 
Archie Lang, Toby Mead, Harry Phillpott, James Pratt, Henry Prentice, 
Jake Tilbury, Edwin Wrench. 

Junior C XI Cricket
P 1      W 1      L 0      D 0

Having lost matches to rain in the early part of the season, 
Dauntsey’s recorded a win in the one match it was tested 
by in the season. The opponents were considerable both 

by historic reputation and by sheer, good talent. Chasing a total of 
114-6, Dauntsey’s powered over the line by nine wickets. Flair, dash 
and talent shone, and they shone with ebullience.

Splendid batting from Vasco Hennessy Leach 13*, Monty 
Woodward 7*, JJ Gordon 7*, Oliver Bagnall 7, Leo Ring 15*, Freddie 
Maunder 6*, Edwin Wrench 2* saw the side inch and strive their 
way to mastery in this searing challenge. Leo Ring’s contribution 
was especially notable; without him we may have been done for! 
The other players scored one run each – a crucial contribution 
from every man, contributions that result in defeat or victory. 
Thankfully, the latter was applicable for this robust Dauntsey’s 
side.Thanks must go to Ed Wrench: he curtailed the curse of the 
extras by doing a tip-top job behind the sticks. The team were 
immensely grateful and they salute you. 

An ace bowling attack from Freddie Riley 1-9, Rhys Ponting 2-7, 
Jack Zino 1-13, Sam Came 1-18 and Monty Woodward 1-10 saw a 
Lord Wandsworth attack enfeebled: the spoils went to Dauntsey’s 
rightly and justly.

As is the mantra at this level: all to be involved and they were. All 
batted. All bowled. And all shared the win.

In sum… Lovely Cricket.

JAS
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Squad: Oliver Bagnall, Samuel Came, JJ Gordon, Vasco Hennessy 
Leach, Freddie Maunder, Rhys Ponting, Freddie Riley, Leo Ring, 
Edwin Wrench, Monty Woodward, Jack Zino. 

Junior E XI Cricket
P 1      W 1      L 0      D 0

In moments of adversity, industry, tenacity and endeavour 
ensure triumph – this match, without a flicker of doubt, bears 
testimony as to what determines triumph.

Monkton scored an ambitious 61-7, and with the wicket looking 
the way it was, defeat was more than a distinct possibility. We 
chased, winning with 63-5. It was a remarkable, plucky and 
determined effort that was thrilling to watch and especially 
gratifying to win. Notable bowling performances were Maclean 
1-4, Marland 1-4, Thurston-Smith 1-5, May 1-4, and Raffety 1-2. 
Without their patience and accuracy, Dauntsey’s would have 
haemorrhaged runs and the cause would have been lost. 

Batting saw a string of erstwhile innings, all chipping away at the 
opponents’ lead and all playing their part in victory: 3 for Maclean, 
3 for Searight, 4 for Thurston-Smith, 7 for Raffety who scored the 

wining runs, 4 for Carter, 4 for Lascelles, 5 for Lindsay, 4 for Marland 
and 1 for Adams. Every little helps, is the cliché, and its relevance 
was not lost on this team’s ambition.

All batted. All bowled. A team experience. A Victory, rich and sweet.

JAS

Squad: Ben Adams, Ben Carter, Charlie Jewell, Alex Lascelles, 
Angus Lindsay, Jamie Maclean, Benji Marland, James May, Chris 
Rafferty, Maia Searight, Caspar Thurston-Smith.

“If they are able to maintain this 
cohesive nature through the 
school then I know there will be 
some bright futures ahead”
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Girls’ Cricket
P 6      W 3      L 3      D 0

The girls’ cricket club has been progressing from strength 
to strength this year with two junior teams as well as one 
intermediate team. Four matches were played by the 

junior squad while two matches were played by the intermediate 
squad. We had up to 40 pupils attending the club at various stages 
of the year with some girls moving on to play at representative 
level.

Our first two matches were against Monkton Junior A and B which 
were won by both teams by 34 runs and one run respectively. Key 
performances came from Olivia Smail (34 runs and four wickets 
for 15 runs) and Sophie Kibble who scored 17 on her debut for 
the school. The girls particularly impressed me with their energy, 
enthusiasm for the game and the supportive nature they had 
when fielding or batting.

Our third match was against St Edmund’s which allowed us to field 
our intermediate team for the first time. Players up to Fifth Form 
were able to play which led to Hermione Warburton-Hogben 
scoring 20 in her first ever cricket match for the school, Sophie 

Hollis taking her first two wickets and Katie Choi bowling her 
first ever over in a match. Winning the toss Dauntsey’s opted to 
bat first and set an admirable total of 113 off 16 overs. With some 
economical bowling from Mima Naumann (two wickets for three 
runs) and some sharp fielding (four run outs) Dauntsey’s were 
able to limit St Edmunds to just 73 runs and came away with a 
significant first win for the intermediate team.

The final two matches were against Godolphin and South Wilts 
Cricket Club, which ended up being two closely fought games. 
Acting captain Mima Naumann opted to bat second and put 
pressure on with our bowling attack in which we able to limit 
Godolphin to just 82 runs. Naumann herself taking two of the 3 
wickets while Sophie took the last for just four runs in her two 
overs. Feeling positive going into bat, Naia Searight and Alex 
Lascelles started off our batting scoring 8 and 11 respectively. 
Unfortunately the batting depth was not quite there and 
Dauntsey’s were only able to score 78 by the end of innings. 

Ending the season off with our hardest match against South 
Wilts Cricket Cub, our Intermediate team were looking for their 
second win. South Wilts chose to bat first and set an admirable 
score of 120 for four wickets, two of which were claimed by Anna 
Edwards while the final two went to Charlie Miller and Hermione 
Warburton-Hogben. Feeling upbeat after her success in batting 
last time, Hermione opened the batting in the hope of replicating 
her fast pace scoring. Unfortunately she did not quite reach that 
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level only being able to achieve 12 runs this time around. However 
Alex Lascelles stepped up to the crease and scored a steady 21 
before being bowled by a very good ball. Dauntsey’s were only 
able to get 78 runs by the end of the innings and unfortunately 
lost their last match of the season by 42 runs.

There have been so many positives this season from all of the 
girls that attend cricket club but from observing the girls play as a 
team the most rewarding aspect is seeing how much they enjoy 
and gain from the sport. Pupils have made friends across year 
groups, gained confidence in themselves and developed a love 
and appreciation for cricket. I very much look forward to the next 
season. 

SJR

Squad: Mollie Ball, Rosie Burn, Katie Choi, Izzy Crowley, Maeve 
Crozier, Anna Edwards, Zoe Elsden, Georgina Ethelston, Nia 
Gwynne Davies, Sophie Hollis, Sophie Kibble, Isabelle Lane, Alex 
Lascelles, Bronte Lorimer, Annabel Luxton, Charlie Miller, Izzy 
Morgan, Mima Naumann, Naia Searight, Olivia Smail, Lily Steggall, 
Hermione Warburton-Hogben, Freya Wharton, Juliet Willmen, 
Louise Wood.

“We had up to 40 pupils 
attending the club at various 
stages of the year with a 
handful of girls moving on to 
play at representative level”
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The tennis club continues to brim with success not only 
in terms of results, but also the enthusiasm that is being 
spread across all years. Courts after school are overflowing, 

and the demand for tennis lessons is at its highest. ‘Twilight 
Sessions’ have been added on Friday evenings, each Friday with 
a different theme; beat the ‘pro’, parents and pupils’ night and 
skills and tactics workshops. My thanks to our First team boys for 
superbly running a session with over 30 pupils. The Lower School 
took great pride in trying to beat our Captain Ben Johnson!

To summarise, as a club, a total of 165 matches have been played 
this season equating to over 2,000 match balls being used. There 
are a number of highlights throughout the season which deserve 
a special mention.

Whilst last year was our most successful year to date in the  
AEGON competition, we have now topped this success. Our U12 
and U14 Boys have successfully qualified for the next round of 
the competition which will take place in September. Our U13 and 
U14 Girls have mirrored this success and will begin their quest also 
in September. Special mention to the U13 girls who had an epic 
final match which took them through as winners; the team of Talia 
Eastlake, Eliza Hill, Anna Edwards and Rosie Basnett were absolutely  
 

phenomenal, particularly Talia. These AEGON results alone mark 
what has been an excellent season for Dauntsey’s tennis. 

A number of teams have enjoyed considerable success in their 
fixtures. The Second VI boys have been outstanding with their 
work ethic and I am hugely excited about these boys moving 
into the First team next season. They won 7 of the 8 matches they 
played and it was great to see some of these players being given 
the opportunity to represent the First VI. The senior girls have had 
an outstanding season; they have played a total of 28 matches and 
only lost 5 which is a remarkable achievement. The First team won 
all 10 of their matches and the Second team 8 of the 10 played. 
The camaraderie of the matches was excellent and it was great to 
see such an exchange of tactics and sportsmanship throughout, 
between all involved. 

With the increase in fixtures, it has been great to see more girls 
and boys playing tennis and not just at the top end. We have had 
A-D teams most weeks and the enjoyment for tennis is certainly 
growing. Many thanks to all those who helped with coaching 
tennis this term. It has been a very enjoyable season.

KAB 

Tennis
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Girls’ Tennis

The girls as a whole have had an excellent season, 
and the weather on the whole was fantastic with 
relatively few matches having been cancelled. 

As mentioned the senior girls have had an excellent 
season dropping only 5 of the 28 matches played. 
Harriet Steptoe has lead by example all term as Captain 
and in her second year at the helm, has inspired and 
motivated others to play their best tennis. Winning all 
ten of their matches is some achievement for a First VI 
team, particularly when some of our wins were against 
schools that we comfortably lost to last year. One that 
springs to mind was our match against Kingswood. 
Having lost quite heavily to them last season, we were 
expecting a tough fixture, however our pairs of Harriet 
and Polly Campbell, Bea Watts and Poppy Napier, Charlotte 
Hamilton-White and Alice Fanshawe managed to secure three from 
three wins in each pair winning the fixture 9-0. Emily Tucker, Tash 
Whitrow (Most Improved Senior School Player), Anna Troshina also 
represented the team on occasions which demonstrated the depth 
of players we had and also the combinations Mr Baillie was able to 
work with.

The Second VI also have some excellent talent coming through; 
Louisa Hill, Ellie Barker, India Eastlake, Freya Chapman, Elisabeth 
Peak and Poppy Waterworth; all competing for top places next 
season. Their results have been outstanding, not to mention the 
commitment from them, particularly during exam time. 

The U15s have continued to make rapid improvements to their 
game, both physically and tactically. Mr Baillie describes this group 
as the one that has made the most improvements since his team 
joined and they are definitely a great group to coach. They are 
lively, competitive, enthusiastic to learn and they most certainly 
will challenge for the top spaces next year in the senior sides. 

The Third Form have had an excellent season. With new additions 
to the year group, this has created depth in the squads and this 
can be seen results wise. The U14 team won 7 / 10 matches played 
with excellent wins over St Mary’s Calne and Bryanston. It has been 
wonderful to have Charlotte Crawley back in the A team following 
her surgery; lively and hungry for the ball as always, Charlotte plays 
with a huge smile on her face. 

The Second Form girls have been absolutely brilliant; the U13A 
team alongside their AEGON qualification also won 9/10 matches, 
the U13B team won 6/7 matches and the U13C team, despite 
losing their matches were very competitive and were eager to 
play more. The First Form recorded similar success with their 
results, the As winning 7/10 matches played and both the B and C 
teams competing nicely against their opposition. We have some 
excellent tennis players coming through the Lower School and this 
bodes well for future seasons. 

KAB 
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Boys’ Tennis

The First team was built around Captain Ben 
Johnson, Charlie Badman, Alfie Miles-Hobbs & Ben 
Kinder, who had all played First team tennis last 

year. They were joined by Luke Padfield & promising third 
former Archie Hughes. Later in the season, the team was 
bolstered by Chris Bryer-Ash & Harry Poole. Whilst pairings 
within the squad were changed throughout the season, 
as the team looked for its optimum combinations, the 
attitude and work ethic of the entire group was excellent 
– these boys simply love playing tennis! They won six and 
lost five of their 11 fixtures, including being on the wrong 
side three 5-4 nail biters. 

The Second team was statistically the most successful 
of the three senior teams, winning all bar one of their 9 
fixtures. This reflected the strength of U6 players; Chris Bryer-Ash, 
Oliver Ong, Patrick Wu & Ben Pugh Cook, together with L6th boys 
Harry Poole, Sam Nield, Sam Ferguson & Ollie Middleton.

There were fewer opportunities for the Third team, with just 
three fixtures (of which one was won and two lost) but as with 
the players in the other teams, the boys involved played and 
trained with a great attitude. Next year should see even more 
opportunities for the likes of Harry Del-Mar, Tolly Bennett, Luke 
Hatch, Olly Cons & Ben Jones, whilst Tom Woodman, Quentin Choi, 
Sam Pritchard & Theo Dunnett finished off their school tennis 
careers with a smile. 

The U15 boys have made considerable progress under the 
coaching of Mr Crowley. The attitude of these players has 
been exemplary and whilst the results very much fell into our 
opponents’ hands, the score line was distinctly closer this year 
in comparison to last and it was great to see so many additional 
players representing the school such as Tom Wheatley and Raff 
Clark. Daniel Basnett was awarded ‘Most Improved Middle School 
Tennis Player’ and he, Theo Nellis, Daniel Parr and Toby Perry were 

awarded colours for their efforts. It is hoped that this crop of boys 
will continue with their tennis as they move up to the senior age 
group.

The junior boys continue to be an extremely strong cohort. The 
new First Form are very promising and these mixed with our 
current Second and Third Form players, makes for exciting times 
ahead with regards to boys’ tennis. The U12 Boys won their AEGON 
competition; Angus Lindsay and Jack Wharton deserve a special 
mention as throughout the season they represented the school 
in years above their age. Alex Robinson continues to be a real star 
in Second Form and during the season teamed up with First team 
player Archie Hughes in some of our U15 fixtures; this of course 
was very exciting to watch. The team of Archie Hughes, Will Hyde, 
Toby Thomas and Ollie Jones have for the third consecutive year 
won their AEGON competition; the Autumn term for the U12 and 
U14 team will be an exciting one as they attempt to progress past 
the regional phase. 

KAB / AJL 
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Tennis Tour to Portugal: Vale do Lobo, March 2018

Friday 23rd March 
Our 3.30am departure was a little early for us all. Ben P-C managed 
to lose his headphones on the way to the bus from Fitz and 
unfortunately smash his tour water bottle …. and I am forever 
grateful to Mrs Napier for dropping off Poppy’s passport once 
Poppy has realised it had been left at home. We arrived at London 
Gatwick and other than Paddy Wu taking a tumble down the stairs 
to the boarding gate, it was relatively stress free! We arrived in Faro 
and the tour party headed to the supermarket where we all went 
crazy on our snacks and water! We arrived to quite a heavy spatter 
of rain and wondered whether we have brought the English 
weather with us! 

We arrived at our hotel and what a hotel it was; the facilities 
were phenomenal and it was fair to say that the students were 
very happy. We headed to the Tennis Centre for our first session 
which was held under spot light – despite having been up since 
3.30am, the Dauntsey’s tennis players were in full swing and were 
commented as one of the most enthused groups that had come 
through the academy – this was going to be a GREAT few days. 

Saturday 24th March 
Our day began with a nice, early wake-up call which I am not sure 
was appreciated by all. The group had a morning session from 8 - 
9.30am focusing on the serve and backhand. Charlie Badman won 
the ‘biggest serve’ recording 91mph – over and in! An impressive 
achievement, and a surprise winner within the group, as most 
were shocked his serve went over and in. The pupils then headed 
to the glass courts for some Padel Tennis which was lead by Mr 
Smith and Mr Baillie. The afternoon session with the academy 
coaches focused on match play. 

Sunday 25th March 
A later breakfast at 9.15am which was much appreciated by all. 
Video analysis then followed with Mr Baillie and Mr Smith before 
heading to the centre at midday. The pros focused on return of 
serve and there was a real buzz within the group – music playing, 
cheers and encouragement. The afternoon was spent eating ice-
cream before playing matches. 

Monday 26th March 
Today’s morning sessions focused on net play and volleying before 
again match play. It was here that the despite the tired muscles, 
the pupils’ play had noticeably come on leaps and bounds. 

Tuesday 27th March 
After a final morning session with awards given out both by our 
staff and the tennis centre, we packed our bags and began our 
journey home. Paddy Wu must be mentioned as he was praised 
by both sets of staff for his humorous, entertaining and animated 
attitude throughout the tour.

My thanks to Mr Fulling, Mr Baillie and Mr Smith for accompanying 
me on the tour and a VERY big thank you for the tour Captains: 
Harriet Steptoe and Charlie Badman. 

The tour was a huge success and the players all individually made 
huge improvements to their game which will no doubt show in 
the up and coming tennis season. 

KAB
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This has once again been an outstanding athletics season. 
The Senior Girls’ team has gone unbeaten for the second 
successive season, led by Polly Maton, beating the likes of 

Marlborough College, Canford and Bryanston. It is a very young 
side and with the new track ready for next season, there are 
exciting times ahead. The 4 x 100m relay team broke a school 
record that had stood for over 20 years, the team comprising of 
Polly Maton, Chloe Darlington, Phe Phe Pye and Sophia Hill.

Not to be outdone the Senior Boys won the Lutra Shield at 
the Yeovil Arena. We last won it in 2007 and this was only the 
second time Millfield have been beaten since they entered the 
competition in 1992. The team was led brilliantly by Henry Hill.

Six athletes were picked to represent Wiltshire at the South West 
Championships. Georgia Pickford, who broke the Senior Girls 
school discus record, Catriona Edington, Matthew Bark-Churchill, 
Will Morris, Maisie Arnold and Phe Phe Pye. Phe Phe Pye won the 
300m at the South West Championships, still a year young for her 
age group. We wish her all the best at the National Championships. 
She has also broken four school records this season. 

33 athletes were selected for the Kennet Area and there were also 
school records for Oscar Hennessy-Leach in the High Jump, Millie 
Reeve in the 300m and the Second Form girls 4 x 100m relay team. 

The attitude of all our athletes this year has been exceptional and 
we are all looking forward to competing on the new track in 2019.

MJO 
Head of Athletics

Athletics
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Girls’ Athletics

TThe senior and intermediate girls’ athletics teams enjoyed 
enormous success this year both in terms of individual 
performances and collectively. Most notably an unbeaten 

season for the senior girls, the second year in the row, puts 
them in a strong position going into next year with the exciting 
introduction of a track.

The first meet at Marlborough College saw some great 
performances from numerous athletes. In particular Sophia 
Hill took the double in 100m and the hurdles while in the field 
Georgia Pickford also took two wins in the shot and discus. In the 
intermediate event Maisie Arnold and Leah Hope both came out 
on top in the B string sprint events. Overall the event was won by 
the senior girls while the intermediate team came second.

Unfortunately the much anticipated Bryanston relays, the second 
meet of the season, had to be called off due to poor weather 
conditions. This was a particular shame as the girls looked to have 
strong teams on paper to all the events entered and could well 
have won the event as they did in 2017.

Dauntsey’s senior athletes did, however, have a chance to compete 
at Bryanston the following week in far better conditions. This again 
brought success with another win overall in an impressive team 
effort where various junior athletes stood up to represent the 
school in higher age groups. 

The team then returned to Marlborough for another competition 
which ended in victory. In the intermediate age group Jesse 
Romer-Lee completed an impressive triple jump competition 
which was matched perhaps only by Millie Reeve who won 
both the 200m and 300m. In the senior team the most notable 
performance came in the relay where the 100m relay saw the 
30 year school record fall to 53 seconds. Hermione Warburton-
Hogben and Maddie George also recorded impressive 
performances. 

The final meet of the year at Canford saw Dauntsey’s athletes 
sign off in fine style. In what was a major team performance with 
a large number of athletes again stepping up age groups, the 
senior win was fittingly achieved with plenty of fresh talent for the 
seasons to come. 

Dauntsey’s athletes have not only had success representing the 
school. Alongside success on a county level, Catriona Edington, 
Georgia Pickford and Phe Phe Pye all became English Schools 
South West champions. A special congratulations must go 
especially to Phe Phe who was then selected to represent Wiltshire 
at the 2018 English Schools Championships in the first year of her 
age group. 

Thank you for such an enjoyable season and good luck for what, 
one may well predict, will be a bright future. 

Polly Maton.
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Boys’ Athletics

This Athletics season has been a successful one on many 
levels. It started for the senior boys at the Lutra Shield, 
in Yeovil. We knew there was a mountain to climb if we 

wanted to place well against the likes of Millfield, who had won 
the event every year for 25 years, except in 2007 when Dauntsey’s 
broke their streak. With this in the back of the boys’ minds, 
everyone stepped up. 

From Jack Rigby breaking the high jump school record with a 
jump of 1.85m, all the way to Josh Evans securing 2nd place in 
the C string 1500m, we began racking up points. Joss Ferguson 
jumped 11.29 meters in triple jump, followed by coming First in 
javelin, throwing 36 meters. Robbie Andrews and Sam Holloway 
both won shot put, Robbie throwing 10.3m and Sam 10.18m. Will 
Morris and Jamie Pickford both did “the double”, placing well in 
both the 800m and 1500m. I achieved my personal best in the 
100m, 11.1 seconds, with Matt BarkChurchill and Oscar Deakin 
also running impressive times of 11.35 and 11.39, respectively. The 
4x100m team consisting of Matt, Oscar, Alex Costard and I came 
2nd with 45.7 seconds. The 4x400m team also came 2nd in the last 
race of the day. 

As the results came in we cheered when we weren’t called for 3rd 
place, we stood stunned as Millfield were called for 2nd, and we 
cheered even louder as we were announced 1st, becoming the 
second team to top Millfield at this event in 25 years.  

The next week at Bryanston we won the event convincingly. Jason 
Yip ran well in the hurdles, and I have to mention Josh Evans for 
stepping in for me in the 4x400m, due to a calf injury. Josh did a 
great job in a race he had never run before. 

Next, Marlborough College were hosting an event, extending their 
invites to both Eton and Harrow for the first time, providing new 
tough competition. In the 800m, Archie Cole achieved his personal 
best of 2:09, Jack Rigby jumped 11.2m in Triple Jump, and Joe 
Woodward threw a colossal 10.9m in shot, which secured him 4th 
place, demonstrating how tough our competition was. Out of the 
eight schools at the event, we came 3rd overall to the two new 
comers, whose standard of athletics was higher than many of us 
had seen before.

The intermediate boys’ team started off their season at 
Marlborough. Tom Lewis and Kit Major ran well in the 200m, and 
Timon Crichard performed well in the 800m and javelin, and ran 
the 400m in 59 seconds, but the competition was too tough. 
At the Kennet trials, Joss Ferguson came 2nd in discus, Oscar 
Hennessy-Leach came 2nd in high jump, and Ed George ran 
fantastically to come 1st in hurdles. 

The final event was at Canford. Both the senior and intermediate 
teams, spurred on with the knowledge that for many of them they 
were competing for Dauntsey’s for the last time, once again pulled 
together to win overall by a good margin.

It’s been a pleasure to captain the team this year, I have to thank 
the great group of lads and the coaches for what has been a great 
season. 

Henry Hill
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Y ou could be forgiven for thinking that Harry Redknapp had 
done a spot of wheeling and dealing in these parts, given 
that only two players remained in the squad from last 

year’s First XI. However, a large turnover of players can often be the 
nature of school football, especially if the previous season’s team 
consisted predominately of Upper Sixth leavers. That said, this was 
probably the largest turnover that I can remember, as an even mix 
of Fifth, Lower Sixth and Upper Sixth Formers lined up to represent 
Dauntsey’s against Beechen Cliff in January. Unsurprisingly, it took 
a couple of matches for the team to gel, before embarking on a 
marvellous five match unbeaten run that saw them score 20 goals 
in the process, with the season’s highlight arguably an entertaining 
4-3 victory over local rivals Marlborough College. Unfortunately, 
they couldn’t keep the run going, but ultimately it was a successful 
season overall.

The boys played with determination, were resolute in defence and 
could hurt the opposition with skill and pace on the counterattack. 
Above all and most importantly, the team spirit shone through 
and drove the side on in matches. Captain Xavi Kemper was  
the lynchpin, a commanding and classy presence in the middle 
of the park, and he was awarded Players’ Player of the Season for 
a second time. Vice-Captain Kwun Lum Chan had another fine 
season between the posts and a huge thank you goes to  

Xavi and Kwun Lum for leading the team and proving to be great 
ambassadors for school football both on and off the pitch.

Many of the First XI are, of course, still at the school as another 
season approaches and they will be joined by boys looking to 
make the step up from the Second XI. It was a learning experience 
for many of the seconds in 2018, but despite results not going their 
way, they too played with a great team spirit, enjoyed their football 
and were led impressively by Captain Ben Harding.

At the start of the Easter Holidays, 17 boys, from the Fourth Form 
through to the Upper Sixth, benefitted from an enjoyable tour 
to Eindhoven in the Netherlands. They were well looked after by 
the Philips Sport Vereniging Football Club, internationally known, 
of course, as PSV Eindhoven, and received a program of excellent 
coaching from their staff. Two competitive matches were played 
against local sides, resulting first in a 7-2 victory and then a superb 
comeback for a 2-2 draw.

As always, I would like to acknowledge the contributions of all 
those that help to make football a success at Dauntsey’s and my 
thanks to all the boys who played football for the school in 2018 
and best wishes to all the leavers. My thanks go to CDJT and PCG 
for all their hard work and input in helping to run school football 
with me this season. I am also most grateful to CDJT and WPJW, 
along with Graham Davis for their support in the refereeing of 
this year’s matches. From all the boys and football staff, thanks 
go to Dale Gleed and his team for providing the excellent playing 
surfaces on Mercer’s Field.

RVL

Football
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First XI Football
P 10      W 4      L 5      D 1

In our opening fixture of the season, we entertained 
Beechen Cliff School on the Mercer’s Field and 
the team from Bath always provide a stern test. A 

new look First XI defended well throughout the match, 
although we were eventually beaten 2-0. The visitors 
took the lead with a superb effort from outside the box, 
but we almost responded immediately, as a fine passing 
move saw Joe Prodger’s low drive parried around the 
post. Beechen scored again at the start of the second 
half and we were indebted to a man-of-the match 
performance from Kwun Lum Chan, who made a string 
of outstanding saves to keep us in the game.

Two days later, we travelled to Clayesmore School and took an 
early lead as Ollie Sweett met Alex Ayres’ inswinging corner with a 
perfectly timed connection off his chest. However, our opponents 
were much improved compared to recent years and we conceded 
twice from two quick counter-attacks before half time. In what was 
proving to be an entertaining and competitive match, we had our 
chances to equalise, before a third goal for our hosts, in the final 
minute, resulted in 3-1 defeat.

The following Thursday, with a change in formation and a midfield 
diamond, we travelled away to Sexey's School searching for our 
first win of the season. A Joe Prodger tap in and a curling low drive 
from Ben Pugh Cook put us in charge, but our hosts pulled one 
back before half time to put us under pressure. However, we kept 
our composure and went on to dominate the rest of the match 

with four goals after the interval. Joe Prodger bagged another 
with a cool finish and Josh Evans hit a 20-yard screamer in off the 
post. Harry Del Mar and Tom Lewis were faultless in defence and 
the gloss was provided by the latter. From Xavi Kemper’s free kick 
deliveries, he first lashed into the roof of the net from six yards and 
then added a second with a bullet header, to seal a fine 6-1 team 
victory.

A week later, we hosted Marlborough College on Mercer’s Field. 
With the wind assisting, we got off to another good start and 
strikers Ben Pugh-Cook and Joe Prodger were both quickly on the 
scoresheet. When the latter headed in his second soon after the 
restart, we were in complete control at 3-0, but the visitors pulled 
one back with 15 minutes to go and when they scored again with 
just over five minutes left on the clock, we were suddenly hanging 

on. With two minutes remaining, Ben 
Pugh-Cook settled the nerves as he 
lifted a stunning half volley over the 
keeper to cap a fine man-of-the-match 
performance. Incredibly, there was 
still time for Marlborough to hit back 
again as they bungled in a third in a 
dramatic finale. However, a determined 
Dauntsey’s held firm to record a superb 
4-3 victory and silence our noisy 
neighbours!

Just before half term, Wycliffe College 
were the visitors. In a highly competitive 
match, we took the lead when Joe 
Prodger hit an unstoppable shot from 
an acute angle on the edge of the box, 
which whipped over the goalkeeper 
and into the net off the underside of the 
bar. As half time approached, Wycliffe 
were playing themselves more and 
more into the match and their equaliser 
came as no surprise. Fortunately, we 
restored the advantage immediately, 
as a long ball over the top caused 
confusion in our opponents’ defence 
and allowed Ben Pugh-Cook to slot 
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home into an empty net. In the second half, we had to withstand 
long spells of sustained pressure, but we stood firm for a third win 
on the trot.

A return fixture against Clayesmore School on Mercer’s Field was 
our first match after half term, but we were looking shell shocked 
as our visitors’ swift incisive passing and running ripped us apart 
and we were three goals down at the break. With a tactical switch 
to three forwards and Jürgen Klopp style gengenpressing, we 
pulled a goal back immediately after the restart, as Jordan Hills 
scored on debut, a matter of minutes after entering the pitch as 
a half time substitute. Ten minutes later, Sam Ferguson made it 
3-2 and surely, it was only a matter of time before we equalised. 
However, chances went begging and as full-time approached, 
with a last throw of the dice, defender Tom Lewis was pushed 
high up the pitch. As the ball dropped on the edge of the box, 
he turned on the half-volley and unleashed a pile driver into the 
bottom corner to secure a deserved 3-3 draw.

Two days later in another home match, our unbeaten run was 
extended to five, as we played some of our best football of the 
season to dispatch Downside School with a fine 5-2 victory. Joe 
Prodger scored twice to take his tally for the season to seven, Sam 
Ferguson raced clear to find the back of the net with a low drive 
and Alex Ayres capped a marauding display at left back to cut into 
the box and smash home into the roof of the net. Then, saving the 
best till last, Jessie Allinson-James strode forward from the centre 
circle to net the fifth with a vicious shot that swerved and dipped 
over the goalkeeper. 

We were unable to keep our fine form going until the end of 
the season and the run came to an end at Canford School. 
We dictated play at times during the match and had plenty of 
possession, but we failed to take our chances at key moments, 
conceded twice on the break before half-time and went on to lose 
the match 3-0 at the final whistle. Next, we entertained Winchester 
College, who gave us a bit of a footballing lesson. The Mercer’s 
pitch was waterlogged, so the match was played on the slope of 
Pocock’s Field and after kicking up the bank, we found ourselves 
five down after a bizarre opening half. We drew the second half 
after a much better performance and the game finished in the 
mud with a record aggregate for a Dauntsey’s First XI match of 13 
goals. Joe Prodger scored goals eight and nine of the season and 
Alex Ayres also grabbed a brace. We visited Kingswood School 
for our final fixture of the season, hoping to sign off with a fifth 
win. However, we never really got going and a tired display saw us 
succumb instead to a fifth defeat by two goals to nil. Nevertheless, 
it certainly didn’t take the gloss off what had been a hugely 
entertaining season of football and with the majority of the squad 
still at the school, there is every chance that the coming season 
could be just as enjoyable and as successful as this one.

Xavi Kemper

Squad: Jessie Allinson-James, Alex Ayres, Ben Boutal, Kwun 
Lum Chan, Quentin Choi, Harry Del Mar, Morgan Douglas, George 
Edwards, Josh Evans, Xavi Kemper, Benedict Kinder, Sam Ferguson, 
Jordan Hills, Tom Lewis, Ollie Mackenzie, Kit Major, Joe Prodger, 
Ben Pugh-Cook, Ollie Sweett. 
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Second XI Football
P 6      W 1      L 5      D 0

The Second XI endured a tough season and initially lacked 
experience at this level. The team played six matches in 
total and after some excellent performances, they were 

unfortunate to be on the losing side, until recording a thoroughly 
deserved victory in their final fixture.

The first match of the season saw the team go up against well-
drilled opponents from Beechen Cliff School. With conditions 
favouring the opposition in the first half, Dauntsey’s went 2-0 
down in the opening ten minutes. Some excellent goalkeeping 
kept Dauntsey’s in the match, but a lapse in concentration at the 
back allowed the opposition to pounce on a loose ball to make 
it 3-0. One more poorly conceded goal before half time meant 
the team went in at the break four down. Aided by the wind, the 
second half was a much better showing and excellent finishes 
from Quentin Choi and Benedict Kinder made the game much 
more interesting. Dauntsey’s continued to press to close the gap 
further, but were caught on the break and conceded two more 
late goals to go down 6-2. 

Marlborough College were next to visit and the local rivalry 
produced a furiously contested match. The team fought hard from 
the offset with both sides exchanging early shots on goal. Despite 
some heroic defending by Joe Woodward, squandered chances 

proved costly and the team conceded two goals coming either 
side of half time. 

Fielding a very young side against an experienced Wycliffe College 
team was the next big challenge for the Second XI. Despite a 
string of good saves by Josh Mallinson, the visitors were dominant 
in every area of the pitch and ran out comfortable 4-0 winners. A 
special mention to Sam Clarke who was excellent throughout, as 
well as Benedict Kinder who worked tirelessly down the left flank 
and gave us an outlet when in possession. 

With matches being cancelled and the team low on confidence, a 
home fixture against Downside School did not provide the team 
with the easiest of solutions. In saying this, however, the boys were 
fantastic throughout and but for a couple of missed opportunities 
they would have got a deserved positive result. It was Downside, 
however, who took their chances and got their noses in front 
through a scrappy goalmouth scramble. Dauntsey’s pulled one 
back with Benedict Kinder firing a shot across goal from wide 
left, which nestled in the bottom corner. Dominating possession, 
it looked to all as if Dauntsey’s were going to bag a second and 
see out the game, but a lucky deflection on the counter left Ben 
Harding with no chance and the ball squirmed over the line to 
see Downside victors by 2-1. The game was a much-improved 
performance from all the boys, with real character and fight 
demonstrated right up to the final whistle. 

A week later, the team travelled to Canford in what proved to be 
a highly entertaining and open game. With both sides failing to 
defend with any credibility and chances coming thick and fast, 
goals were a certainty. Canford struck first and quickly added a 
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second from the penalty spot after a 50-50 decision went their 
way. Dauntsey’s hit back just before the break, with Quentin Choi 
barrelling his way through the defence to beat the on rushing 
goalkeeper. Joe Woodward and Marcus Howard both saw efforts 
narrowly miss the target, before Canford grabbed a third with 15 
minutes left. A wonderful volley from the left foot of Benedict 
Kinder got Dauntsey’s immediately back into the match, but it was 
the home side who closed out the game with a fine strike from 
the edge of the area. Josh Evans, Ollie Sampson and Ben Harding 
were excellent throughout and despite an immense work rate 
were luckless to be on the losing side.

Kingswood School was the destination for the team’s sixth and 
final match, as they searched for that elusive win and it duly 
arrived courtesy of their best performance of the season. The boys 
dominated the game with star turns from the likes of Sam Clarke, 
Chester Barnes and Joe Woodward. Some fine flowing moves 
opened up their opponents and two goals from Marcus Howard, 
plus one apiece for Quentin Choi and Benedict Kinder, secured a 
4-0 victory to finish the season on a well-deserved high! 

RVL

Squad: Chester Barnes, Charlie Bishop, Quentin Choi, Kofi Cox, 
Sam Clarke, Morgan Douglas, George Edwards, Josh Evans, Josh 
Hampson, Ben Harding, Marcus Howard, Benedict Kinder, Tom 
Lampard Vail, Archie Mackinnon, Kit Major, Josh Mallinson, Oscar 
Palmer, Ollie Sampson, Matt Talbot, Cam Wilson, Joe Woodward. 
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Football Tour to The Netherlands: March 2018

For five days at the start of the Easter holidays, 17 Dauntsey's 
footballers, accompanied by CDJT and RVL, visited Eindhoven 
for an end of season tour, staying in the excellent Hotel 

Carlton de Brug in the suburb of Mierlo. The professional coaching 
that the boys received at PSV Eindhoven’s De Herdgang youth 
training academy was superb and they learnt a lot from the trip. 

A guided visit to the Philips Stadion in the centre of the city, 
included a detailed history of the founding of the club by Philips 
over 100 years ago up to the present day. The boys were also able 
to watch the first team squad in training and were lucky enough 
to meet former Dutch internationals, Ruud van Nistelrooy and 
Boudewijn Zenden, who are both now involved in the coaching 
set up at PSV.

The tour squad competed in two matches against local 
opposition. The first game, played on the Saturday afternoon, 
resulted in a comfortable 7-2 victory against a side from R. K. V. V. 
Brabantia, with goals from Will Morris (2), Ollie Sampson (2), Matt 
Bark-Churchill, Josh Evans and Ollie Sweett. At the other end of the 
pitch, Harry Del Mar (Player of the Match) put in a commanding 
performance at centre-back.

The second game on the Monday evening was against a V. V. Mifano 
team, who provided much stronger opposition and Dauntsey’s 

were initially outplayed, finding themselves 2-0 down at half time. 
To their credit, the boys turned the match around in the second 
half, putting into practice what they had learned on the training 
ground. Each and every player raised their game, as Ben Boutal 
(Player of the Tour) drove the team on and seemed to cover every 
blade of grass in the middle of the park, alongside Sam Clarke 
(Player of the Match) and Ollie Bikhazi-Green (Most Improved 
Player of the Tour), who never seemed to stop running.

However, despite creating numerous chances, it looked like 
time was running out, before a deserved 2-2 draw was secured 
with two goals in the final five minutes. First, Sam Ferguson rose 
highest to power in a header from a corner and with almost the 
last action of the match, Ollie Sampson finished a fine flowing 
move with a left footed drive to the bottom corner. It was a 
thrilling finale to the match and the tour, which was an overall 
superb footballing experience.

RVL

Squad: Jesse Allinson-James, Matt Bark-Churchill, Ollie Bikhazi-
Green, Charlie Bishop, Ben Boutal, Kwun Lum Chan, Sam Clarke, Harry 
Del Mar, Josh Evans, Sam Ferguson, Ollie Frost, Rob Herrett, Jordan 
Hills, Archie Mackinnon, Will Morris, Ollie Sampson, Ollie Sweett.
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Basketball 

P 10      W 4      L 5      D 1

This year, the Dauntsey’s basketball team was faced with 
the loss of several key players from last year’s team, the 
addition of very few new senior players, and, our youngest 

regular player being in the third form which meant he couldn’t 
attend training sessions on games afternoons. 

Lewis Maclean’s long absence due to injury, along with a whole 
new roster of younger players, created many uncertainties at the 
start of the season. However, we were still able to win our first 
match against Sherborne School, helped in no small part by the 
court presence of our new inexperienced players. Joe O’Connor 
and Tony Leung were active and energetic at both ends of the 
court, putting the opposition under pressure on defence, and 
keeping them on their toes in offence. The combination of 
Morgan Douglas and Joe O’Connor in the front court not only 
offered the team more possessions with their strong commitment 
to rebounding, but also more diverse offense, creating space for 
our spot-up shooters. The front court was even more dominant 
with the return of Lewis Maclean, and being the tough shot-
blocker he is, his presence under the basket made lay-ups 
increasingly difficult for our opponents.

The biggest challenge of the season was the match against 
Marlborough College, with us meeting with their request to play 
alternating squads between a starting five and bench five each 
quarter. It forced us to make major adjustments to our strategies 
and we struggled to gain momentum in scoring. On the bright 
side, this match has highlighted the potential of our younger 
players that are coming through. They outperformed the starting 
five defensively, preventing Marlborough from scoring, and 
keeping us in the game. It was an amazing debut for Emmanuel 
Adegbe, Ryan Ip, Hugo Spindler and James Sykes.

Our last match of the season was away at Canford. It has 
traditionally always been a tricky match with a very physical 
but slightly uncontrolled approach from their basketball team. 
However, we were able to maintain a small but comfortable lead 
until the end of the third quarter when both teams decided to 
end the match and call it a draw, as one referee had to leave. The 
remaining referee was unwilling to put up with the challenges 
from the opposition every time a call went against them, and 
rather than handing out more technical fouls, felt it appropriate to 
finish the game before things got ugly. It was a disappointing end 
to a game that we were fully in control of.

This season had the least amount of games played for many 
seasons, due to cancellations caused by the snow, and a staffing 
issue with one of the scheduled opponents. Having only played 
four matches, we were able to win two, lose one and draw one. 
Overall, I believe we have had a successful season with many 
young players really stepping up and gaining invaluable match 
experience. The next few years of Dauntsey’s Basketball are 
looking very promising as these players further develop their 
individual abilities as well as their understanding of the game. 
Furthermore, the renewed outdoor basketball court has increased 
the popularity of basketball, especially in the lower school. I 
believe this could lead to further growth, and an improvement in 
numbers for the school team.

Finally, I would like to thank Mr Pickford and all the 
players, especially those who did not get much game 
time yet still gave their best in both training sessions 
and when supporting the team. 

Jeffrey Lam

Squad: Emmanuel Adegbe, Chris Bryer-Ash, Andy 
Chan, Vincent Chau, Ben Davies, Morgan Douglas, 
Ryan Ip, Andy Lam, Jeffrey Lam, Michael Lau, Tony 
Leung, Adrian Ling, Lewis Maclean, Joe O’Connor, 
Daryl Siu, Hugo Spindler, James Sykes.
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Cross Country

The 2017-2018 season saw some fine performances from 
Dauntsey’s Cross Country runners. We impressed again 
this year with a strong turn-out at the Kennet trials, with 

41 Dauntsey’s pupils, from First – Fifth Form, racing for a place in 
the area team. Over half finished in the top ten; an excellent result. 
Will Morris, Ollie Jones and Maddie George won their respective 
races and the Minor Girls dominated their race, with 7 of the top 
ten spots being won by our First Form girls, Charlotte Alexander 
leading the way. 

As expected, the competition became much stiffer at the County 
Schools Championships, held at Sheldon School in January. The 
course was wet, muddy and deceptively challenging - perfect 
cross-country conditions! Our runners put in a determined 
performance, all finishing their races. Five of our team ran 
exceptionally well to finish in the top ten, winning a place in the 

Wiltshire team. Will Morris and Oscar Palmer finished 6th and 8th 
in the Inter Boys race, whilst Maddie George finished 7th in the 
Inter Girls. Catriona Edington and Josh Evans finished 5th and 9th 
respectively in their Senior races. 

Our fab five went on to compete in the South-West Schools 
Championship in Newton Abbot the following month and, on the 
strength of their performances, were selected to compete for their 
county in the National Championships in Leeds. Conditions were 
grim, the course ended up a quagmire – even the sure-footed 
Oscar fell twice in his race - and they were racing against the very 
best runners in the country. To compete at this level is a fantastic 
achievement – Josh, Catriona, Maddie, Will and Oscar can feel 
proud; they did very well indeed.

EMC
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Equestrian

The Dauntsey’s riders – and their horses – continue 
to punch well above their combined weights in 
the increasingly competitive world of inter-school 

equestrianism. We now have riders in every year group, all of 
whom have shone for the school in events across the country, 
collecting enough rosettes, medals and prizes to fill the Pavilion.
Over the last nine months, we jumped over 100 rounds, almost 
60% of those clear. In all disciplines, the team has had 10 wins and 
been placed 22 times.

The school year kicked off with the national championships at 
Addington Manor, a four-day jamboree of dressage and jumping. 
Dauntsey’s had qualified for a record number of classes. Everyone 
performed well. Highlights included a magnificent team 2nd in 
dressage for Lauren Dallison, Amber Fletcher, Maisie Arnold and 
Beth McNamara, team 8th in the 105cm JwS for Lauren, Amber, 
Sophie Grant and Ellie Fredericks and individual 6th for Oliver Ring 
in the 95cm JwS.

Our show at West Wilts in November was a great success, 
organised and run by parents, with the help of ex-parents, Rachel 
Riley and Lesley Seed. The 80cm team of Ellie, Charlotte Grant, 
Mabel Garton-Jones and Lucy Mayne won, Oli was individual 1st 
and Amber individual 2nd in the 100. 

The season was up and running in the new year. In January, the 
100 SJ team of Katinka Beckett, Lauren, Amber and Ellie qualified 
for the Hickstead elite championships. The 90cm SJ team (Amber, 
Sophie, Katinka and Serena O’Brien) qualified to represent 
Wiltshire in the County Championships. A team of Sophie, Amber 
and Oli came team 1st in the 100cm to qualify for the national 
championships.

In dressage, Maisie, Amber, Lauren and Sophie qualified to 
represent Wiltshire in the County Championships - at which (with 
Olivia Carpenter ably substituting for Amber) they came a brilliant 
2nd, just 0.3 of a point away from being the best schools’ dressage 
team in the country. 

In JwS, Dauntsey’s rules! 

At the St. Mary’s championship qualifier in June, the Dauntsey’s 
team won at 75cm, 85cm, 95cm and 105cm, with Oli coming 
individual 1st in the 95. Katinka had already qualified as an 
individual in the 95cm at Crofton.

There were some new One Day Event qualifiers this year. At 
Moreton, the 80cm team of Ellie, Serena, Sophie Flann and Katinka 
came team first, with Ellie winning individually - by a country mile. 
Lauren, meanwhile, won the Calmsden 100cm qualifier with an 
unprecedented dressage score of 16.5.

After several years being a brilliant leader of the equestrian team, 
Ali Geeves handed over the whip to Emma Grant and Izzi Beckett, 
who have been unstinting in their enthusiasm. Georgia Carpenter 
was school captain of riding. Thanks to LPM for her efficiency, 
support (we always perform better when she’s around) and for 
organising training sessions with Richard Waygood, who, when 
he’s not teaching Dauntsey’s, is chef d’equips of the British team. 

The hard work will continue throughout the summer, with 
championships at Hickstead, Crown Farm and Keysoe to look 
forward to. 

EMC
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Rifles

The main effort for the Rifle Teams during each year is to 
compete in the British Schools postal league competitions, 
and once again we fielded seven teams in each term 

of 2017/18. Unfortunately this year, despite some very good 
shooting and close results, success eluded us in all but one League 
Competition, but we did have a notable victory in the autumn 
term, defeating Marlborough and Wellington College to win the 
top Division.

We took two teams of 14 pupils to compete in the British Schools 
Winter Open and Long Range Challenge at the Lord Roberts 
Centre, Bisley in November and December. We were just shy of 
medals in one or two events, but were very worthy contenders 
overall. For the fifth successive year, we also had two team 
members selected for England Schools. Nick Welch was selected 
for the B team, but sadly was unable to compete through illness. 
Matt Talbot was selected for the D team, and was part of a 
victorious England squad in the Home International Competition.

In the Hampshire League competitions, Matt Talbot was runner up 
in the Ted Trimboy competition for best junior. Francesca McClean 
won the Guernsey Trophy as most improved shot and Henry 
McBride, Evie Jackson, Sophie Roberts, Tom Mayne and Titus Clark 
won Division 8, competing against a number of adult teams from 
Hampshire.

Members of the Rifle Club enjoyed a superb day at Bisley at the 
start of the summer half term as guests of the North London Rifle 
Club. Pupils were able to fire full bore rifles over 600 and 300 yards, 
and achieved some excellent results. In the afternoon, we again 
had the chance to fire an historic Russian World War One infantry 
rifle, the Mosin-Nagant 1891 model.  The rifle was extremely noisy 
with a very pronounced recoil or ‘kick’ which had club members 

competing for the best bruise! By way of contrast we also shot the 
latest state of the art British made ‘Accuracy International’ sniper rifle.

Once again, the Team participated in a number of home and 
away fixtures with varying levels of success. However, team spirit 
remains high and looking ahead we have a strong, talented group 
shots emerging. We also trialled a new and emerging sport of 
Target Sprint this year, involving 400 metres running and shooting 
5 targets with an air rifle, somewhat akin to biathlon. We hope to 
develop this in the years ahead as it gains in popularity in schools.

Congratulations to the following Senior Team Members who were 
awarded Rifles Colours in 2017:

Full School Colours
Nick Welch, Matt Talbot

Team Colours
Ella Tew, Francesca McClean, Will Edwards and Jonathan Lai

Distinguished Commendation
Sophie Roberts 

 

The Club award for Loyalty and Dedication 
was presented to Sophie Roberts at a very 
pleasant end of year competition and BBQ at 
Patterdown Range in June. Once again, the 
Club and Team owes a huge debt of thanks 
to our long-serving and dedicated Head 
Coach, Sandra Bull. KML has also played a 
major part in supervising and organising the 
teams throughout the year which has been 
greatly appreciated.

Captain of Rifles for 2018-19 will be Dingqi 
Yao and Vice Captain will be Henry McBride.

SPJL
Master i/c Rifles
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Swimming

This year Dauntsey’s swimmers have competed in 15 
school galas, 1 Wiltshire Schools’ and 2 National relay 
events. We have had inter-school fixtures home and away 

against Godolphin, Kingswood, John Bentley, St Mary’s Calne, 
Sheldon School, Sherborne Boys’ School, Stonar School, St John’s 
Marlborough and Beechen Cliff. The inter-house events have been 
hotly contested in good spirit with some new gala records set.

In the ESSA National relay championships we competed against 
all schools in the South West division. The competition faced 
was strong but Dauntsey’s swimmers rose to the challenge and 
there were some impressive individual swims with the U13 Girls’ 
breaking both school records for their events. 

The highlight for the Senior swimmers was the chance to again 
compete in the 2012 Olympic Pool at Queen Elizabeth Park 
in the Bath and Otter Cups. The teams performed well and 
congratulations to Flossie Ball who broke her own school record 
in the 50m Freestyle and to the Girls’ 4x50m Freestyle team (Ball, 
Georgia Pickford, Sophie Kibble and Ellie Barker) who broke the 
Senior School record from 2008. 

The U12 and U13 teams attended the second Stephanie Millward 
MBE (and Paralympic gold medallist) gala in Corsham and 
demonstrated competence against some strong club swimmers 
from other schools. They improved on last years’ performance 
to finish 4th, just outside the medals. Congratulations to Sophie 

Kibble (50m Freestyle and 100m Individual Medley), Izzy Binsted 
(50m Breaststroke) for their U12 School records. The pair were 
joined by Abi Adams, and Alex Lascelles to break their own U13 
4x50m Medley team record and by Kibble and Lascelles teamed 
up with Mollie Ball and Harriette Puddy-Jones to break their own 
U13 4x50m Freestyle team record.

We have had some close encounters in our inter-school fixtures, 
but Dauntsey’s swimmers have fought hard and put in some 
strong team efforts. The U15 girls have had particularly impressive 
inter-school results and the U12 girls have demonstrated they have 
lots of potential to develop into a strong team. 

We have some talented swimmers at Dauntsey’s and are building a 
squad with considerable depth across the age groups, particularly 
in the Girls teams. With more time spent focussing on skills we 
have several age groups with the potential to be successful at the 
bigger events in our calendar in the future. Thank you to all those 
who have represented the school during the year, particularly our 
leavers who have been members of the Senior team for several 
years. A special thank you to Charlie Hinton and Georgia Pickford 
for their able captaincy of the team, assisted by Quentin Choi and 
Kitty Kirby, and for the support they have provided to the other 
swimmers and myself over the year. I look forward to another 
exciting year where we can see the team develop further. 

RJS
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